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Abstract

The influence of nonlinear soil-foundation-structure interaction (SFSI) on the performance of 

multi-storey buildings during earthquake events has become increasingly important in 

earthquake resistant design. For buildings on shallow foundations, SFSI refers to nonlinear 

geometric  effects  associated  with  uplift  of  the  foundation  from the  supporting  soil  as  well  as  

nonlinear soil deformation effects. These effects can potentially be beneficial for structural 

performance, reducing forces transmitted from ground shaking to the structure. However, there 

is also the potential consequence of residual settlement and rotation of the foundation. This 

Thesis investigates the influence of SFSI in the performance of multi-storey buildings on 

shallow foundations through earthquake observations, experimental testing, and development 

of spring-bed numerical models that can be incorporated into integrated earthquake resistant 

design procedures. 

Observations were made following the 22 February 2011 Christchurch Earthquake in New 

Zealand of a number of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations that performed 

satisfactorily. This was predominantly the case in areas where shallow foundations, typically 

large raft foundations, were founded on competent gravel and where there was no significant 

manifestation of liquefaction at the ground surface. The properties of these buildings and the 

soils they are founded on directed experimental work that was conducted to investigate the 

mechanisms by which SFSI may have influenced the behaviour of these types of structure-

foundation systems. 

Centrifuge experiments were undertaken at the University of Dundee, Scotland using a range 

of structure-foundation models and a layer of dense cohesionless soil to simulate the situation 

in Christchurch where multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations performed well. Three 

equivalent single degree of freedom (SDOF) models representing 3, 5, and 7 storey buildings 

with identical large raft foundations were subjected to a range of dynamic Ricker wavelet 

excitations and Christchurch Earthquake records to investigate the influence of SFSI on the 

response of the equivalent buildings. The experimental results show that nonlinear SFSI has a 

significant influence on structural response and overall foundation deformations, even though 

the large raft foundations on competent soil meant that there was a significant reserve of 

bearing capacity available and nonlinear deformations may have been considered to have had 

minimal effect. Uplift of the foundation from the supporting soil was observed across a wide 

range of input motion amplitudes and was particularly significant as the amplitude of motion 
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increased. Permanent soil deformation represented by foundation settlement and residual 

rotation was also observed but mainly for the larger input motions. However, the absolute 

extent  of  uplift  and  permanent  soil  deformation  was  very  small  compared  to  the  size  of  the  

foundation meaning the serviceability of the building would still likely be maintained during 

large  earthquake  events.  Even  so,  the  small  extent  of  SFSI  resulted  in  attenuation  of  the  

response of the structure as the equivalent period of vibration was lengthened and the 

equivalent damping in the system increased. 

The experimental work undertaken was used to validate and enhance numerical modelling 

techniques that are simple yet sophisticated and promote interaction between geotechnical and 

structural specialists involved in the design of multi-storey buildings. Spring-bed modelling 

techniques were utilised as they provide a balance between ease of use, and thus ease of 

interaction with structural specialists who have these techniques readily available in practice, 

and theoretically rigorous solutions. Fixed base and elastic spring-bed models showed they 

were unable to capture the behaviour of the structure-foundation models tested in the 

centrifuge experiments. SFSI spring-bed models were able to more accurately capture the 

behaviour but recommendations were proposed for the parameters used to define the springs so 

that the numerical models closely matched experimental results. From the spring-bed 

modelling and results of centrifuge experiments, an equivalent linear design procedure was 

proposed along with a procedure and recommendations for the implementation of nonlinear 

SFSI spring-bed models in practice. The combination of earthquake observations, experimental 

testing, and simplified numerical analysis has shown how SFSI is influential in the earthquake 

performance of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations and should be incorporated into 

earthquake resistant design of these structures. 
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Chapter 1
Introduction
 

Investigation of the performance of multi-storey buildings during earthquakes has led to an 

increasing awareness of the influence of nonlinear soil-foundation-structure interaction (SFSI) 

on the earthquake response of structures. SFSI involves nonlinear geometric and soil 

deformation effects at the soil-foundation interface. For buildings on shallow foundations this 

includes rocking and uplift of the foundation from the supporting soil and permanent soil 

deformation. Analytical and experimental studies carried out to understand earthquake 

observations have indicated that these nonlinear effects can be beneficial for structural 

performance but have highlighted the consequences of possible residual settlement and rotation 

of the foundation. The challenge is to effectively capture nonlinear SFSI in the earthquake 

analysis of structural systems. Integrated structure-foundation numerical modelling procedures 

where foundation nonlinearities are accounted for provide the basis to take up this challenge, 

allowing the performance of buildings on shallow foundations to be accurately determined. 

Better understanding of the performance and extent of damage during earthquakes has become 

increasingly important in the earthquake resistant design of multi-storey buildings. Existing 

design procedures in New Zealand and many parts of the world are based on capacity design 

and focus on ensuring life safety of those in and around a structure. The ductile capacity of the 

structural elements is utilised to dissipate seismic energy, avoiding structural collapse and 

providing safe egress of occupants. However, strong seismic shaking often results in extensive 

repairs or a full demolition and rebuild being required. This has been exemplified by the scale 

of  demolition  and  repair  of  buildings  in  the  Christchurch  central  business  district  (CBD)  
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following the 22 February 2011 Christchurch Earthquake, with recovery costs in the tens of 

billions of (New Zealand) dollars. The substantial financial losses associated with earthquake 

damage and increased public expectations have led to a paradigm shift to not only ensure life 

safety but to improve performance during moderate to severe earthquakes. By understanding 

and modelling the nonlinear interaction at the soil-foundation interface within an integrated 

structure-foundation design framework, improved performance of multi-storey buildings can 

potentially be achieved. 

Research and evidence of the influence of SFSI on the earthquake performance of multi-storey 

buildings on shallow foundations can enhance earthquake resistant design. In a traditional 

design scenario, any interaction between the soil and foundation is neglected by the structural 

engineer so that the building is assumed to be fixed to the ground. The foundation is then 

designed by the geotechnical engineer to try to maintain this fixed base scenario. This 

fragmented approach can result in inefficient and sometimes less effective foundation systems, 

particularly when earthquake loading is considered. Furthermore, during strong earthquake 

shaking there is often not enough vertical load to maintain the fixed base assumption. By 

incorporating the effects of SFSI in the integrated design of structure-foundation systems, more 

rational and economically efficient earthquake resistant designs can potentially be developed. 

To do this, experimental evidence is required to improve understanding of the mechanisms 

involved in nonlinear SFSI and to provide a link between observations made during 

earthquakes and numerical models used to analyse structure-foundation performance. Through 

enhanced understanding of the influence of SFSI in a range of soil-foundation-structure 

scenarios, simple yet accurate integrated models can be developed and utilised in a design 

scenario, enabling the jump from research into practice. 

1.1 Research scope and objectives

The  aim  of  the  research  work  presented  in  this  Thesis  was  to  provide  observational,  

experimental, and analytical evidence supporting the hypothesis that SFSI plays an important 

role in the performance of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations. Observations made 

during the Christchurch Earthquake of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations that 

performed satisfactorily were utilised to investigate the influence of SFSI in that good 

performance. The properties of these buildings and the soils they are founded on directed 

experimental work that was conducted to investigate the mechanisms by which SFSI 

influences the behaviour of these types of structure-foundation systems. The experimental 
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work was then used to validate and enhance modelling techniques that are simple yet 

sophisticated and promote interaction between geotechnical and structural specialists involved 

in the design of multi-storey buildings. The overall objective was to use the experimental 

testing to explain earthquake observations and then use this information to develop numerical 

modelling techniques that enhance earthquake resistant design of multi-storey buildings on 

shallow foundations. 

SFSI potentially influenced the performance of a number of multi-storey buildings on shallow 

foundations in Christchurch during the Christchurch Earthquake of February 22, 2011. One of 

the objectives of this research was to draw on the wealth of data that emerged from the unique 

sequence of events associated with the earthquakes in Christchurch and focus on whether SFSI 

provides understanding of why buildings responded in a certain way. Structural assessments 

following the earthquake concluded that some buildings performed significantly better than 

expected given the intensity of the recorded ground motions in and around the CBD. This was 

predominantly the case in areas where shallow foundations were founded on a substantial layer 

of competent gravel and where there was no significant manifestation of liquefaction at the 

ground surface. It was postulated that foundation uplift and permanent soil deformation 

modified the dynamic response of these multi-storey buildings without detrimental foundation 

settlement or rotation, reducing the forces transmitted to the structures and improving 

earthquake performance. Experimental testing provided a means to examine this hypothesis. 

Experimental testing of simplified building models, developed based on examples of buildings 

in Christchurch, was conducted using centrifuge equipment at the University of Dundee, 

Scotland to investigate the extent of SFSI influence during dynamic loading. The experiments 

were designed to simulate multi-storey buildings with large raft foundations on a competent 

cohesionless soil subjected to dynamic ground motions, analogous to the scenario where 

buildings performed well in the Christchurch Earthquake. Measurements of foundation and 

structure response provided insight into the extent of nonlinear SFSI effects and the influence 

of  these  on  the  behaviour  of  the  structure.  Varied  extents  of  foundation  uplift  and  permanent  

soil deformation were observed by varying the amplitude of the input motions. These 

centrifuge experiments helped to solidify understanding of the influence of SFSI in the 

earthquake performance of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations and enabled 

appropriate parameters to be determined for the formulation of suitable numerical models. 
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The objective of the numerical modelling undertaken in this research work was to facilitate an 

appropriate integrated approach to earthquake resistant design of multi-storey buildings on 

shallow foundations, focusing on the effective incorporation of nonlinear SFSI. Spring-bed 

numerical models were used to correlate numerical analysis with experimental results so that 

conclusions could be drawn regarding the influence of SFSI in the performance of these 

buildings. Spring-bed models, where the interaction between the foundation and the underlying 

soil is accounted for using discrete, closely spaced springs, provide a balance between ease of 

implementation and theoretically rigorous solutions. They facilitate communication between 

those with expertise in geotechnical engineering and those with expertise in structural 

engineering because most existing structural design software packages have capacity to 

implement fairly sophisticated spring-bed models. The importance lies in determining the 

parameters and characteristics of the springs so that the interaction between the foundation and 

the soil is captured appropriately.  

The goal of the numerical modelling was to provide recommendations for earthquake resistant 

foundation design of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations. This was done primarily in 

the form of recommendations for nonlinear SFSI spring-bed modelling but also through an 

equivalent linear design procedure that accounted for the effects of SFSI. These 

recommendations added to the accumulation of evidence and understanding regarding SFSI 

and the performance of these buildings. The combination of modelling procedures with 

experimental and earthquake observations exhibited that uplift and permanent soil deformation 

during strong shaking cannot be avoided, can potentially be beneficial, and should be 

incorporated into earthquake resistant design of buildings on shallow foundations. 

1.2 Thesis outline

The Thesis is organised into chapters covering earthquake observations from Christchurch, 

centrifuge experiments undertaken at the University of Dundee, Scotland, spring-bed numerical 

modelling carried out to simulate the experimental results, and earthquake resistant design 

recommendations that aim to enhance design of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations. 

The centrifuge experiments are split into two chapters explaining the configuration of the 

centrifuge modelling and the pertinent experimental results relating to SFSI. Numerical 

modelling simulating the centrifuge experiments was then undertaken to determine the 

appropriate spring-bed modelling parameters. Earthquake resistant design recommendations 

then present an equivalent linear design procedure as well as a simplified design methodology 
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for incorporating nonlinear spring-bed modelling into the design of structures, which are based 

on findings from the centrifuge experiments. This Chapter also presents a case study example 

from the Christchurch Earthquake utilising the equivalent linear design procedure and the 

nonlinear SFSI spring-bed modelling recommendations to investigate SFSI in the performance 

of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations for the particular scenario in Christchurch 

where buildings were observed to perform well. The chapters are as follows: 

 Literature Review: Following the introductory Chapter, a review of previous research 

related to the earthquake performance of shallow foundations is presented in Chapter 2. 

Relevant case studies and experimental investigations are discussed along with the 

determination of shallow foundation modelling parameters and discussion of modelling 

techniques. Lastly, the current state of the art is presented for soil-foundation-structure 

interaction research. 

 Christchurch Earthquake – Case Study: Chapter 3 presents details of the Christchurch 

Earthquake and discusses observations relevant to the research work. Background details of 

the unique sequence of earthquake events in Christchurch are presented followed by 

observations  of  building  performance  and  discussion  of  the  circumstances  that  led  to  the  

good performance of a range of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations. Specific 

buildings are identified and a case study developed outlining the potential influence of 

SFSI in the good performance of these buildings. One particular building is used as an 

example for earthquake resistant design in Chapter 7.  

 Centrifuge Modelling: The modelling details of the centrifuge experiments conducted at 

the University of Dundee, Scotland are given in Chapter 4. The specifics of the structure-

foundation models developed and used in the centrifuge experiments are provided along 

with the soil details and the preparation of the entire soil-foundation-structure set up. The 

programme of tests on the different structure-foundation models is explained, with details 

of the input motions and the instrumentation used to capture soil, foundation, and structure 

response. 

 SFSI in the Centrifuge Experiments: Pertinent results related to SFSI are elaborated in 

Chapter 5 for the range of centrifuge experiments conducted. The motion of the foundation 

and structure in the different structure-foundation models described in Chapter 4 are 

discussed and interpreted, with a focus on identifying the SFSI effects of uplift and 

permanent soil deformation and how those influenced structural response. Comparisons are 
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made between the different models and the different input motions to quantify the extent of 

SFSI in the different scenarios and how that may have influenced overall structure-

foundation behaviour. 

 Centrifuge Numerical Modelling: Chapter 6 presents numerical modelling that aims to 

simulate the centrifuge experiment results presented in Chapter 5. A simple fixed base 

structural analysis of the centrifuge models is investigated first and then a range of spring-

bed models are developed and assessed. Elastic soil-structure interaction (SSI) is used first, 

and then nonlinear SFSI spring-bed models with parameters derived from recent research 

and design work try to simulate the experimental results. Recommended modifications to 

the SFSI spring-bed parameters are proposed for the particular structure-foundation 

scenarios investigated in order to give the best match to the experimental results. 

 Earthquake Resistant Design Recommendations: In Chapter 7 recommendations are 

presented for analysis and design of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations 

subjected to earthquake loading, focusing on the appropriate inclusion of SFSI effects. The 

first section presents an equivalent linear design procedure that was developed from 

equivalent SDOF response in the centrifuge experiments and existing procedures available 

in the literature. The second part presents spring-bed modelling recommendations for 

application in integrated structure-foundation earthquake analysis. Recommendations are 

made for the appropriate parameters and behaviour of the springs that are required to 

incorporate nonlinear SFSI into the analysis of structures, with a specific 2D design 

procedure presented. Generalised spring-bed models that can be applied in a range of 

structural design software packages are also presented. The Chapter concludes with 

application of the earthquake resistant design recommendations for an example multi-

storey building on a shallow raft foundation that performed well in the Christchurch 

Earthquake in order to investigate the influence of SFSI on the performance of this and 

other similar structures. 

 Conclusions: The final chapter summarises the main conclusions from the chapters in the 

Thesis and provides recommendations for future research. 
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
 

Over recent years, research in geotechnical earthquake engineering and earthquake engineering 

in general has developed considerably and is continuing to evolve. In seismically active 

countries such as New Zealand, the impact of seismic shaking on the built environment is a 

significant geotechnical consideration and one that may govern engineering design. However, 

research is often well ahead of industry practice, predominantly due to the complicated nature 

of earthquake events and dynamic soil and structure response. 

An extensive review of literature on the response of shallow foundations during earthquakes 

was undertaken and is presented here. Firstly, case studies from past earthquakes are 

investigated along with experimental testing that has been undertaken in the study area. Then 

the different types of numerical modelling that capture SFSI effects are explored along with 

shallow foundation stiffness and bearing capacity concepts associated with this modelling. 

Integrated structure-foundation modelling procedures are discussed, looking at seismic 

interaction mechanisms, elastic soil-structure interaction and simple single degree of freedom 

(SDOF) models. Finally, a review of nonlinear SFSI research is presented, including 

foundation rocking and uplift as well as permanent soil deformation during strong earthquake 

shaking. 

2.1 Case studies

Reconnaissance of structures supported on shallow foundations following major earthquake 

events has provided important insights into the response of soil-foundation-structure systems. 
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There has been indication of satisfactory performance of structures supported by shallow 

foundations during strong shaking despite residual foundation deformations. This can be 

attributed to nonlinear foundation geometric and soil deformation effects and provides 

evidence of the important role of SFSI in the performance of buildings during earthquake 

shaking. 

2.1.1 San Fernando Earthquake, California 1971

Valuable information can be obtained through the analysis of structures that perform 

satisfactorily during strong earthquakes, not just from those that are severely damaged or 

destroyed. A study by Rutenberg et al. (1982) investigated Building 41 at the Veterans 

Administration Hospital, shown in Figure 2.1, following the 1971 San Fernado earthquake in 

California. The building sustained only minor damage despite being in an area of very strong 

shaking. It was ascertained that effective lateral loads during the earthquake were over five 

times the level designed for yet the main structural components experienced no significant 

inelastic behaviour. Thus standard engineering analysis was not able to explain the successful 

performance of the building. 

 

Figure 2.1 Veterans Administration Hospital Building 41 which was subjected to strong shaking during the 
1971 San Fernado Earthquake, California yet sustained only minor damage (Rutenberg, et al., 1982). 

Through simple structural modelling using static and dynamic procedures it was found that 

nonlinear soil-structure interaction had a significant influence on the successful performance of 

the  building.  At  relatively  low  levels  of  shaking,  partial  uplift  of  the  foundation  from  the  

supporting soil occurred. This led to reduced contact area and reduced rocking and lateral 
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rigidities of the foundation, which had a significant influence on building performance even for 

small levels of foundation motion. Partial yielding of the soil with increasing uplift was 

allowed for in the analysis but was found to have not manifested in this case. However, it was 

expected that this would have further influenced building response. It was concluded by the 

authors that partial uplift and soil yielding should not be avoided by designers, and that these 

nonlinear foundation effects tend to reduce seismic forces. 

2.1.2 Mexico City Earthquake, Mexico 1985

An extensive array of buildings were damaged in the Mexico City earthquake in 1985 (Day, 

2002). One of the fundamental causes was the presence of a thick, soft clay layer that amplified 

the low level bedrock motion by up to five times and had predominant periods of earthquake 

motion  near  to  the  natural  periods  of  taller  buildings  in  the  city.  Of  the  buildings  that  were  

damaged, approximately 13% were attributed to unsatisfactory foundation performance, with 

the predominant mechanism being plastic deformation of the soil leading to substantial 

settlement and tilting of buildings (Mendoza & Auvinet, 1988). A building on a mat foundation 

that settled 1 m and tilted 6.3% during the earthquake is shown in Figure 2.2. Foundation 

rocking and uplift are likely to have led to significant soil deformations in Mexico City, 

signifying the importance of SFSI effects in the earthquake performance of structures. 

 

Figure 2.2 Building in Mexico City that suffered large settlement during the Mexico City Earthquake 1985 
(Mendoza & Auvinet, 1988). 
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2.1.3 Izmit Earthquake, Turkey 1999

The magnitude 7.4 Izmit Earthquake caused significant damage in a number of cities along the 

140 km rupture of the North Anatolian fault, with one of the most severely hit being Adapazari 

(Bakir et al., 2002). Damage was concentrated in the central districts of the city which were 

underlain  by  deep,  soft  alluvial  soils,  and  was  less  severe  in  the  southern  portion  of  the  city  

where the soil  was stiff  and of shallow depth.  The non-uniform distribution of damage in the 

city was due to the local site effects associated with deep alluvial basins, whereby earthquake 

motions are amplified and low frequency motions enhanced (Bakir et al., 2005). Two mutually 

exclusive modes of building damage were observed – the first being strong shaking induced 

structural damage and the second being foundation bearing capacity failures, examples of 

which are shown in Figure 2.3. 

 

Figure 2.3 Examples of foundation bearing capacity failures in Adapazari following the Izmit Earthquake, 
Turkey 1999 (Bakir, et al., 2005). 

The second damage mode captured the attention of the geotechnical earthquake engineering 

community due to the large settlements, permanent tilting, and complete overturning of 

buildings that had sustained limited structural damage (Gazetas et al., 2003). The majority of 

the buildings in the city were on shallow mat foundations and it was suggested that the 

nonlinear response of the soft soils provided a natural base isolation mechanism and may have 

reduced the number of overall structural failures (Bakir, et al., 2005). A significant statistic is 

that the primary cause of lives lost in the city was complete structural collapse of buildings, 

whereas even in buildings where foundation displacements exceeded tolerable limits, the 
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damage was such that people escaped and buildings were even habitable following the 

earthquake. For this phenomenon to be utilised in future earthquake resistant design, the 

authors suggest a strong foundation designed to withstand soil deformation is required as well 

as a practical methodology for estimating seismically induced ultimate foundation 

displacements. 

2.2 Experimental studies

Experimental studies are important for providing a link between observations from earthquake 

events and numerical models used to analyse the performance of structure-foundation systems. 

In the case of SFSI, there has been a limited amount of experimental testing undertaken due to 

the complex nature of the dynamic earthquake input and the nonlinear interaction between the 

soil, foundation and structure. A number of laboratory experiments have been carried out that 

provide calibration for numerical models. Pseudo-static cyclic loading experiments are 

discussed here followed by more recent experiments undertaken using shaking tables and 

centrifuge equipment. These experiments highlight the significance of nonlinear soil-

foundation interaction and the potential of this to dissipate seismic energy and reduce shaking 

demands on a structure. 

2.2.1 Pseudo-static cyclic loading experiments

2.2.1.1 Early experiments at the University of Auckland

In the late 1970’s, model footing experiments were carried out at the University of Auckland to 

examine uplift at the soil-foundation interface during large-amplitude moment loading as well 

as nonlinearity developed in the soil from this loading (Bartlett, 1976; Wiessing, 1979). 

Separate tests were conducted on clay and sand using the experimental setup shown in Figure 

2.4 and cyclic rocking motion was induced by a loading arm connected to a vertical frame 

fixed to the footing. The footing was 0.5 m by 0.25 m and the soil box was 1.3 m square and 

0.6 m deep. Instrumentation enabled measurement of foundation rotation due to the applied 

moment from cyclic excitation. 

The experiments were supplemented by theoretical predictions of moment-rotation response 

and the general results are summarised in Taylor et al. (1981). There was a reasonably close 

correlation  between  the  theory  and  experimental  results.  It  was  found  that  when  the  cyclic  
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loading  was  sufficient  to  induce  uplift  of  the  foundation  and/or  yielding  of  the  soil,  the  

moment-rotation relationship became highly nonlinear. The general effect was a softening 

system where the rotational stiffness was reduced and the natural period of vibration of the 

structure lengthened, which was expected to lead to a reduction in internal shears and moments 

in the structure. The main conclusion was that earthquake loading may cause uplift and 

yielding without serious detriment to the vertical load bearing capacity of a structure, and 

overall residual displacements may not be significant. 

 

Figure 2.4 Experimental setup from early soil-foundation rocking tests carried out at University of 
Auckland (Taylor, et al., 1981). 

2.2.1.2 TRISEE experiments

Recently, large-scale pseudo-static cyclic loading tests were carried out at the European 

Laboratory for Structural Assessment in Italy to investigate nonlinear soil-foundation 

interaction under seismic loading within the framework of the TRISEE Project (Three 

Dimensional Site Effects and Soil-Foundation Interaction in Earthquake and Vibration Risk 

Evaluation) (Negro et al., 2000). A 4.6 m square by 4 m deep concrete caisson was filled with 

sand and a 1 m square steel foundation was embedded 1 m into the sand. Vertical loading was 

kept constant throughout the testing using an air cushion system, and a hydraulic actuator 

placed 0.9 m above the foundation transmitted a prescribed time history of horizontal force or 

displacement. There were three phases of loading applied to produce different levels of 

horizontal excitation. 

The experiments were successful in analysing soil-structure interaction effects during 

earthquake loading. The most important outcome was the relevance of permanent deformations 
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of shallow foundations. Vertical settlements were a significant fraction of static settlement and 

residual rotations were considered significant enough to affect the serviceability of a structure. 

The results provide a means of validating nonlinear constitutive SFSI models, assessing 

seismic bearing capacity, and analysing the uplift effects of shallow foundations. 

2.2.2 Shaking table experiments

2.2.2.1 Joint Japan-Italy bridge foundation project

More recently, a series of shaking table experiments were conducted as part of a joint research 

project between the Public Works Research Institute in Tsukuba, Japan, and Politecnco di 

Milano, Italy, on seismic design methods for bridge foundations (Paolucci et al., 2008; Shirato 

et al., 2008). The tests were set up to replicate highway bridge shallow foundations on sand and 

provide crucial data to model foundation uplift, residual foundation displacements, and 

coupling between vertical, horizontal and overturning loads. A 4 m square by 2.1 m deep 

laminar shear box was constructed on an 8 m square shake table and filled with dry, dense 

sand, which was compacted in layers to achieve homogeneous soil conditions. As shown in 

Figure 2.5, a model bridge pier was placed at the centre of the fill surface. The sand was 

prepared twice, with a range of sinusoidal and earthquake excitations used in each case to 

capture different levels of shaking in different directions. Accelerometers were used to measure 

the movements of the shake table, soil, and structure, and load cells were placed at the soil-

foundation interface to measure contact pressures. 

 

Figure 2.5 The shaking table set up at the Public Works Research Institute, Tsukuba, Japan, to investigate 
seismic design methods for bridge foundations (Paolucci, et al., 2008). 
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These experiments present one of the most comprehensive set of results on shallow foundation 

behaviour during earthquakes and provide important findings for SFSI. It was found that uplift 

significantly affected the foundation behaviour with regard to the degradation of rotational 

stiffness and elongation of vibration properties. Also, the residual displacement was dependent 

not only on the level of base excitation but the number of cycles of that excitation. An example 

of the change in contact pressure of the foundation is shown in Figure 2.6, where it can be seen 

that during the highest levels of rotation the soil-foundation contact is only maintained beneath 

the edge of the footing. This lead to permanent deformation of the soil beneath the edge of the 

footing and rounding of the ground surface. Thus, there was a permanent reduction in contact 

area and a degradation of the rotational stiffness that resulted in lengthening of the natural 

period of the system, which had a significant influence on the response of the structure. 

 

Figure 2.6 Variation in soil-foundation contact pressure (p) for loading-unloading phases during a shaking 
table experiment (Paolucci, et al., 2008). 

2.2.2.2 National Technical University of Athens rocking-isolated

bridge pier

Shake table experiments were undertaken at the National Technical University of Athens, 

Greece to provide experimental evidence verifying the seismic performance of rocking-isolated 

structures (Anastasopoulos et al., 2013). Extensive numerical modelling had exhibited the 
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potential effectiveness of rocking isolation, where the inertia loading of the superstructure is 

isolated by the nonlinear rocking response of the foundation. However, scepticism still existed 

around the potential for toppling of the structure when the foundation capacity was mobilised. 

Therefore, these shake table experiments were conceived to support the findings from 

numerical modelling. A scaled model of a bridge pier was tested under two design alternatives, 

a conventional capacity design where the moment capacity of the foundation exceeded that of 

the pier, and a rocking isolated design achieved by using a smaller foundation so that the 

moment capacity of the foundation was less than that of the pier. The models were subjected to 

three sequences of dynamic excitation that included sinusoidal and fling excitation as well  as 

actual earthquake time histories. 

The results from the shake table experiments proved that rocking isolation was effective in 

reducing inertia forces transmitted to the superstructure. The acceleration of the superstructure 

during the range of dynamic excitation was more significant for the conventionally designed 

foundation than for the rocking isolation design, as exemplified in the strong seismic shaking 

results in Figure 2.7. This meant the pier was protected in the rocking isolated structure and 

sustained less damage. A drawback of the rocking isolated design was identified as increased 

permanent settlement but, except for a case of extreme seismic shaking, the increase was not 

very significant and the benefits of a structure-foundation system able to involve nonlinear 

SFSI effects were seen to outweigh the negative aspects. 

 

Figure 2.7 Comparison of superstructure acceleration response during a strong seismic shaking shake table 
experiment for a conventionally designed foundation and one designed for rocking isolation 

(Anastasopoulos, et al., 2013). 
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2.2.3 Centrifuge experiments

Details of the modelling procedure and considerations involved in centrifuge experiments are 

presented in Chapter 4 where the centrifuge experiments conducted as part of this Thesis are 

discussed. Presented in this Section are details and pertinent results from a range of relevant 

centrifuge experiments conducted at the University of California, Davis and the University of 

Dundee, Scotland. 

2.2.3.1 University of California, Davis

To examine the nonlinear load-deformation characteristics that large earthquakes can induce on 

shallow foundations, a series of large centrifuge tests on shear walls were carried out at the 

Center of Geotechnical Modeling at the University of California, Davis (Gajan et al., 2005). 

Most of the tests were conducted on dry, moderately dense sand, with some conducted on 

saturated clay, using a range of models set up in the 9.1 m diameter centrifuge. Vertical push 

tests, slow cyclic lateral push tests and dynamic sinusoidal loading tests were undertaken, with 

displacements and forces measured by various potentiometers and load cells. The vertical push 

tests enabled static bearing capacity factors of safety (FoS) to be calculated, which ranged from 

about 2 to 15. Subsequently, Ugalde et al. (2007) used a similar setup and specifically tested 

bridge piers, which had higher static bearing capacity factors of safety of between about 30 and 

70 and were more flexible when compared to the fairly rigid shear walls. Rocking and uplift of 

the foundation and permanent deformation of the foundation soil were observed in both sets of 

tests, although there were some differences in response. 

A large amount of energy was found to be dissipated at the soil-foundation interface due to 

rocking and uplift, and corresponding permanent settlement and rotation of the foundation 

were observed. The degree of permanent settlement was significantly less for the rocking 

bridge foundations, which had a high static bearing capacity FoS, when compared to the 

rocking shear walls. In both cases though, the rotational stiffness of the foundations decreased 

with increasing amplitude of rotation due to uplift and soil deformation, which was referred to 

as a softening system. As in the shaking table experiments in Section 2.2.2.1, rounding of the 

soil was observed which reduced the soil-footing contact area, reducing the rotational stiffness 

and lengthening of the system natural period. 

More recently, Deng et al. (2012) conducted further centrifuge experiments at the University of 

California, Davis on a range of bridge systems and SDOF models with shallow foundations. 
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The experiments focused on investigating how the nonlinear behaviour of the shallow 

foundations influenced the overall behaviour of the structure-foundation system. It was found 

that a rocking footing prevented plastic hinges forming in the bridge column, residual 

foundation displacement due to permanent soil deformation was small, and the rocking 

moment capacity of a footing on sand is well defined and non-degrading. 

2.2.3.2 University of Dundee, Scotland

The centrifuge facilities at the University of Dundee, Scotland (see Section 4.2) were utilised 

by Madden (2014) to investigate the seismic performance of two structural models on shallow 

strip foundations. The structures investigated were 2 storey and 5 storey buildings modelled as 

representative one-storey one-bay sway frames, as shown in Figure 2.8, so as to represent short 

period (0.33 s) and long period (0.65 s) structures respectively. A major focus in the research 

was how the different structures interacted with each other during seismic loading, so called 

structure-soil-structure interaction, but a number of interesting observations were made when 

the models were tested in isolation. 

 

Figure 2.8 Short period (left) and long period (right) structure models on shallow strip foundations used in 
seismic centrifuge experiments at the University of Dundee by Madden (2014). 

The models were subjected to the same earthquake and aftershock motions but had varied 

responses due to varied extents of SFSI. Both models experienced residual settlement, with the 

long period model having a slightly greater total settlement. The models experienced similar 

absolute extents of dynamic structural displacement but when the rotation of the foundation 

was included in the total structural displacement it was significantly larger for the long period 
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model and a residual structural displacement was observed. These experiments demonstrated 

how SFSI can have varied influence on different building models with different fundamental 

properties. 

The facilities at the University of Dundee were also used to undertake experiments on rocking 

isolated bridge piers on shallow foundations (Loli et al., 2014b). These experiments were 

similar to those presented for shake table testing in Section 2.2.2.2 where a new seismic design 

philosophy was utilised by reducing the size of the foundation to allow for rocking isolation of 

the structure. Dynamic centrifuge experiments were conducted on model bridge piers 

developed under two design alternatives – conventional design where the foundation is 

overdesigned so that plastic hinging is directed into the superstructure, and rocking isolation 

design where the foundation is under designed to utilise the nonlinear capacity of SFSI. 

As was found in the shake table experiments, the tests proved that deliberately designing for 

foundation nonlinearity was effective in reducing inertia forces transmitted to the 

superstructure. Nonlinear SFSI effectively acted as an energy dissipation ‘fuse’ so that the 

rocking isolated pier survived a series of particularly strong earthquake motions while the 

conventional capacity designed pier experienced catastrophic structural failure, as seen in the 

images in Figure 2.9. Surprisingly, the rocking isolated design also experienced lower deck 

displacements than for the conventional design. The nonlinear SFSI effects of uplift and 

permanent soil deformation were observed, with the latter being the potential drawback of the 

rocking isolation design. Significant settlement was observed for the rocking isolation design 

due to the medium dense nature of the sand used in the experiments but the authors suggested 

that a more competent soil may remedy these settlements, and may be achieved in practice 

using ground improvement methods. 

 

Figure 2.9 Damage to model reinforced concrete bridge piers subjected to a series of large earthquake 
motions for (a) conventional capacity design and (b) rocking isolation design (after Loli, et al., 2014b). 
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2.3 Numerical modelling of shallow foundations

Case studies of the response of soil-foundation-structural systems following major earthquakes 

combined with experimental research have indicated that nonlinear foundation geometric and 

soil  deformation  effects  have  a  significant  influence  on  the  behaviour  of  the  system.  The  

nonlinear load-displacement behaviour of the soil provides an opportunity to dissipate seismic 

energy, resulting in permanent settlement and rotation of the foundation. Numerical models 

that capture SFSI and can be integrated with structural analysis are integral to accurately 

capturing the earthquake performance of buildings on shallow foundations. 

Several numerical modelling approaches have been developed that can capture rocking, uplift 

and soil deformation during dynamic loading. The complex nature of these effects has 

necessitated simplification of these models so that they can be practically used in design. The 

three common modelling methods explored are the bed of Winkler springs, finite element 

method, and macro-element method. 

2.3.1 Bed of Winkler springs

One of the earliest representations of soil-foundation interaction was that of a bed of closely 

spaced, discrete, linear elastic springs proposed by Winkler (1867) and shown in Figure 2.10. 

This approach assumes that the displacement at a point on the foundation is only related to the 

contact pressure at that point and the response of each spring is independent of the other 

springs. An important extension to this was provided by Hetenyi (1946), where the flexibility 

of the foundation was accounted for by considering the deflection. The main conceptual 

drawback identified for using a bed of Winkler springs to model soil-foundation interaction is 

that the soil is a continuous medium whereas the springs are independent. However, the spring 

bed model has been widely used in soil-foundation interaction applications due to its simplicity 

and the minimal computational effort required incorporating nonlinear aspects into the model. 

Martin and Lam (2000) indicated that the simplified nature of the Winkler spring model meant 

it could easily be adapted into structural design codes. 

 

Figure 2.10 Winkler shallow foundation model. 
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The results of the experiments undertaken by Bartlett (1976) and Wiessing (1979), discussed in 

Section 2.2.1.1, were used to develop Winkler based models using elastic-perfectly-plastic 

springs with uplift incorporated. Good comparisons were able to be made between the 

analytical and experimental results using this method. The key observations from this work 

was that there was a general degradation of the soil modulus with increased loading, most of 

the deformation occurred during the first large cycle of loading, and increasing energy 

dissipation occurred with increasing rotation. 

Research by Yim and Chopra (1984) investigated the effects of foundation uplift on the 

response of flexible structures using a Winkler foundation model, shown in Figure 2.11. A 

follow-up study by Chopra and Yim (1985) also compared a rigid foundation and a two-spring 

flexible foundation model with the Winkler foundation model. In both studies the spring 

elements were considered linear elastic. It was found that the effects of foundation flexibility 

and uplift on the higher modes of vibration are negligible, and that because foundation uplift 

generally reduces structural deformations and forces, it should not be prevented in design. 

 

Figure 2.11 Flexible structure on Winkler foundation (Yim & Chopra, 1984). 

Nakaki and Hart (1987) investigated a more rigid shear wall structure on a Winkler foundation 

where the foundation was able to uplift from the supporting springs. Nonlinear time history 

analyses were conducted using long and short duration earthquake loading. The analyses 
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showed that uplift can result in significant reduction in ductility demand because the uplifting 

system has a longer period than the fixed base system. Also, the overall ductility demand was 

significantly affected by the frequency content of the ground motion. 

More recently, Harden et al. (2005) conducted an in-depth study of a beam on nonlinear 

Winkler foundation (BNWF) approach for capturing rocking-dominated shallow foundation 

response. In this work both the nonlinear geometric effects of uplift and the nonlinear soil 

deformation effects were captured using spring-bed models. OpenSEES (Open System for 

Earthquake Engineering Simulation) (PEER, 2012a) structural design software was used to 

develop the nonlinear spring properties and undertake dynamic numerical analysis. The study 

used the large number of centrifuge experiments undertaken at the University of California, 

Davis,  some  of  which  are  discussed  in  Section  2.2.3.1,  as  well  as  the  TRISEE  shake  table  

experiments discussed in Section 2.2.1.2, and the early experiments at the University of 

Auckland discussed in Section 2.2.1.1 to develop and calibrate the appropriate spring-bed 

modelling parameters. 

The nonlinear spring-bed models developed by Harden et al. (2005) were successfully able to 

capture foundation uplift and permanent soil deformation, including the accumulation of 

displacement during cyclic loading. Properties and parameters for the nonlinear springs were 

developed following existing guidelines and by making comparisons with applicable 

experimental results to employ any adjustment factors. Then simulation of the full range of 

experimental testing was done using the developed spring-bed models and reasonable 

comparison was made with the salient hysteretic features measured. It was concluded that the 

BNWF approach was able to reasonably capture maximum moment and total settlement of 

these footings provided the appropriate parameters were used. 

There are existing guidelines that detail appropriate foundation stiffness, capacity and spring 

distribution parameters for spring-bed foundation models to enable SFSI to be incorporated 

into design. ATC-40 (1996), FEMA-356 (2000), and more recently ASCE 41-13 (2014) 

provide guidelines for undertaking spring-bed modelling in the earthquake design and 

evaluation of structures including determining the basic spring parameters. The work discussed 

previously by Harden et al. (2005) suggested possible modifications to these parameters based 

on the spring-bed numerical modelling undertaken and calibration with experimental testing 

but  these  have  not  been  implemented  into  design  guidelines  at  present.  As  part  of  these  

guidelines the vertical and rotational stiffness of the foundation are suggested to be decoupled 
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by assigning higher vertical stiffness to the edge of the footing due to the fact that the rotational 

stiffness  of  a  bed  of  springs  is  less  than  that  on  a  continuous  elastic  material  because  of  the  

discrete  nature  of  the  springs  (Pender,  2007).  However,  this  is  likely  to  affect  the  static  and  

dynamic vertical settlement of the foundation. Recent research has utilised separate rotational 

springs to be included with the vertical springs so that foundation stiffness is more accurately 

represented (Wotherspoon, 2009) but this can potentially be difficult to implement in current 

structural design software. Further investigation of appropriate nonlinear spring-bed modelling 

parameters was undertaken as part of this research and is discussed in Chapter 6. 

2.3.2 Finite element modelling

The finite element method enables more rigorous modelling of shallow foundation response 

than spring-bed analysis, as the soil and foundation are modelled using small individual 

elements. Constitutive models are used to describe the behaviour of each element so that more 

accurate response of the soil mass and structural elements can be captured. Once an appropriate 

constitutive model is chosen and the elements are assumed to behave continuously, no 

assumptions  regarding  the  response  of  the  soil  need  to  be  made,  as  is  the  case  in  the  bed  of  

Winkler springs model, because the entire soil mass is modelled as a continuous medium, with 

the stress-strain behaviour captured. Complications do arise at interaction between the 

foundation and the soil, where there is an interface between two different mediums. 

In dynamic earthquake analysis, trying to represent an infinite soil layer with a finite model 

also creates difficulties for finite element modelling. Energy is reflected at boundaries which 

may distort foundation response. To remedy this problem Lysmer and Kuhlemeyer (1969) 

proposed a viscous boundary, which absorbs most of the outgoing waves but must be placed at 

a reasonable distance from the foundation as some of the energy will be reflected. Waas (1972) 

and Kausel (1974) proposed a consistent boundary for the edge of the foundation, which 

reduced the number of elements required and in turn reduced computation time. 

The main disadvantages of finite element modelling are that it is very time consuming to 

undertake and requires many input parameters that are often hard to obtain. Analysing a finite 

element mesh of the soil alone would take considerable computational effort, and inclusion of a 

realistic superstructure, as well as the interaction between the structure and the soil, would 

immensely increase the complexity. Therefore, complete soil-foundation-structure finite 

element models are mainly limited to research and are not normally used in routine design 
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practice. Soil-foundation finite element models are more commonly used but this can create 

disconnect between geotechnical and structural earthquake resistant design. 

Anastasopoulos et al. (2010) used a finite element model to conduct research into soil 

deformation as an effective earthquake protection method. A typical highway bridge was 

modelled and excited in the transverse direction, as shown in Figure 2.12. Paolucci (1997) and 

Cremer et al. (2001) used finite element models to verify behaviour of simple soil-shallow 

foundation macro-element models, which are discussed in Section 2.3.3. Anastasopoulos et al. 

were able to demonstrate through finite element modelling that an intentionally under-designed 

foundation was advantageous for large intensity earthquakes and Paolucci and Cremer et al. 

were able to show that simple shallow foundation models are able to efficiently replace more 

complex and costly finite element models. 

 

Figure 2.12 Finite element model of a dynamic soil-foundation system for analysing a typical highway 
bridge pier (after Anastasopoulos, et al., 2010). 

2.3.3 Macro-element modelling

Macro-element modelling uses a single computational entity to represent a shallow foundation 

and the adjacent soil (Toh & Pender, 2010). It is formulated to capture the important SFSI 

effects during dynamic earthquake loading. An example of the macro-element concept is 

shown in Figure 2.13, where it can be seen that system response is calculated at a single point 

at the centre of the foundation. The advantage of the macro-element concept, especially over 

the finite element method, is that it reduces the size of the problem while preserving the 

essential features of the dynamic response of the system (Chatzigogos et al., 2007). 
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A plasticity model based on soil constitutive models is used to capture the response of the soil-

foundation system in macro-element modelling (Toh, 2008). At small levels of excitation, 

linear elastic behaviour is modelled. Then at higher levels of excitation, when the combination 

of horizontal, rotational and vertical loading would indicate bearing failure has been reached, a 

plastic  ‘flow rule’  is  used  to  model  the  behaviour  of  the  soil-foundation  system.  In  this  way,  

the constitutive soil behaviour is able to be applied at a simpler, macro scale to practically 

model SFSI in the analysis of the earthquake performance of shallow foundations. 

 

Figure 2.13 Macro-element concept (Toh, 2008). 

One of the first examples of macro-element modelling being used to capture non-linear soil-

structure interaction effects during earthquake loading was conducted by Paolucci (1997). It 

was realised that neglecting these interaction effects typically leads to inaccurate evaluation of 

the natural frequency of the system and overestimation of seismic actions transmitted to the 

structure. Therefore a macro-element model was proposed to more accurately capture 

earthquake response. A yield function and flow rule, calibrated through previous experimental 

work,  were  used  to  estimate  permanent  deformations  of  the  foundation  system  on  a  

cohesionless soil and the results compared well with those from finite element analysis. In 

follow up work, Paolucci et al. (2008) updated the macro-element model and were able to 

obtain results that matched those from shaking table experiments (see Section 2.2.2). 

The updates to the model developed by Paolucci were in response to a shallow foundation 

macro-element model developed by Cremer et al. (2001) for cyclic loading on a cohesive soil. 

This model incorporated yielding of the foundation soil before the bearing capacity was 
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reached as well as an uplift model to capture detachment of the foundation from the supporting 

soil. Allowing for the geometric nonlinearities of an uplifting foundation is important because 

they are linked to the plasticity behaviour. Specifically, uplift leads to a reduction in contact 

area and leads to greater permanent soil deformation, which further modifies the uplift 

behaviour.  Cremer  et  al.  were  also  able  to  obtain  a  good  comparison  with  finite  element  

modelling and concluded that the macro-element offers an efficient way to capture SFSI in 

analysing the earthquake performance of buildings on shallow foundations. 

Further macro-element models have been proposed based on those developed by Paolucci and 

Cremer et al. to gain a more accurate representation of SFSI. Chatzigogos et al. (2007) adopted 

a  ‘bounding  surface’  to  define  the  direction  of  plastic  displacements;  Figini  et  al.  (2011)  

improved uplift-plasticity coupling through the concept of footing effective width; and 

Chatzigogos et al. (2011) incorporated sliding, soil yielding and uplift at the soil-footing 

interface as separate mechanisms that were able to deactivate and reactivate depending on the 

context of application. These are just a few of the more recent macro-element models that have 

been developed and all of these were successfully able to incorporate SFSI concepts into a 

simple and efficient seismic analysis model using relatively simple input parameters. 

2.4 Shallow foundation parameters

Appropriate foundation stiffness and bearing capacity parameters are required for numerical 

modelling of shallow foundations. The parameters need to be able to capture nonlinear 

geometrical effects and nonlinear soil deformation effects in order to accurately determine 

earthquake performance of buildings on shallow foundations. There have been numerous 

experimental and theoretical studies to determine shallow foundation response to loading so as 

to ascertain these parameters. 

2.4.1 Shallow foundation stiffness

Poulos and Davis (1974) developed a range of solutions for static shallow foundation stiffness 

on an elastic continuum. Equations for horizontal, vertical and rotational displacement are 

provided for circular and rectangular foundations, flexible and rigid foundations, surface or 

embedded foundations, and homogenous or layered soil deposits. The calculated displacement 

estimates could then be used to determine foundation stiffness in each direction of loading. 
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The work of Poulos and Davis was extended by Gazetas and his colleagues to account for 

foundations of any shape and embedment. Equations were developed for vertical stiffness 

(Gazetas et al., 1985), horizontal stiffness (Gazetas & Tassoulas, 1987), rocking stiffness 

(Hatzikonstantinou et al., 1989), and torsional stiffness (Dobry & Gazetas, 1986). The general 

solution for embedded shallow foundation stiffness is given in Equation (2.1): 

 =  (2.1) 

where Kbasic is the stiffness of an infinite strip footing at the ground surface and the I factors are 

correction factors that account for stiffness contributions of the foundation shape, the depth of 

embedment, and the vertical sides of the foundation. 

Dynamic excitation such as earthquake loading has the potential to modify the static stiffness 

parameters defined above, and the velocity of excitation will develop damping forces in the 

soil. Veletsos and Wei (1971) calculated stiffness and damping variation for a rigid circular 

foundation at the surface of an elastic half space as the frequency of excitation changed. They 

provided charts that quantified the frequency effects of dynamically loaded foundations using a 

parameter ao. This work was further developed by Gazetas (1991) to account for foundations of 

a general shape by modifying this parameter to the form outlined in Equation (2.2): 

 = 2  (2.2) 

 
=  (2.3) 

where  is the frequency of excitation, B is the foundation width, G0 is  the small  strain shear 

modulus of the soil,  is  the density of the soil,  and Vs is  the shear wave velocity of the soil.  

Using this parameter, Gazetas developed equations and charts for calculating dynamic stiffness 

coefficients  and  radiation  damping  coefficients  that  can  be  used  to  modify  the  static  stiffness  

values so as to ascertain dynamic stiffness and damping. 

2.4.2 Shallow foundation bearing capacity

The most well-known theory for determining bearing capacity parameters of foundations is that 

of Terzaghi (1943). That theory assumes there are three independent components contributing 

to bearing capacity – the cohesive resistance of the soil, a surcharge component due to the 
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vertical stress at the underside of the foundation, and frictional resistance of the soil beneath 

the foundation. These are expressed in Equation (2.4): 

 = + +
1
2  (2.4) 

where qu is the gross ultimate bearing pressure, c is the cohesion, q is the surcharge pressure,  

is the unit weight of the soil, and Nc, Nq and N  are bearing capacity factors that are a function 

of the soil friction angle, .  

An imprecise definition of the failure of the soil by Terzaghi meant that the bearing capacity 

factors were not accurate, especially for low values of . More commonly used equations for 

the bearing capacity factors were developed based on the work of Prandtl (1921) and Reissner 

(1924) for the Nq and Nc factors, and the work of Brinch Hansen (1961) for the N  factor. These 

bearing capacity factors are defined in Equations (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7): 

 = tan 45 + 2  (2.5) 

 = 1 cot  for > 0, = 5.14 for = 0 (2.6) 

 = 2 1 tan  (2.7) 

These factors were derived for an infinite strip footing on the ground surface, subject to vertical 

loading. Modification factors (also known as  factors) were developed to account for the 

shape of the foundation, the depth of embedment, and the application of shear and moment. 

Meyerhof (1953) took into consideration the effect of moment loading on the bearing capacity 

of a shallow foundation. This was done by reducing the contact area between the soil and the 

footing, as shown in Figure 2.14. Vertical and moment equilibrium are satisfied by offsetting 

the centroid of the pressure reaction of the soil, under the assumption that soil has zero tensile 

resistance. The eccentricity (e) in each direction of loading is calculated as in Equation (2.8), 

due to the moment applied in that direction (M) over the total vertical load on the foundation 

(V). From this, the modification factors and bearing capacity are calculated using effective 

dimensions as defined in Equation (2.9). 

 
=   and  =  (2.8) 
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 = 2   and  = 2  (2.9) 

 

Figure 2.14 Plan view of foundation subject to moment loading showing the effective dimensions B' and L'. 

The final bearing capacity equation then becomes that in Equation (2.10), with nine 

modification factors that are either beneficial or detrimental to the overall bearing capacity of a 

shallow foundation. In these factors, s refers to modification due to the shape of the foundation, 

d that due to the depth of embedment, and i refers to inclination factors due to lateral loading.  

 = + +
1
2  (2.10) 

2.4.2.1 Bearing strength surface

Bearing strength theory provides a way of estimating the combination of vertical load, 

horizontal  shear,  and  moment  that  will  mobilise  all  of  the  available  shear  strength  of  the  soil  

adjacent to a shallow foundation. A three-dimensional bearing strength surface can be formed 

from the sum of these combinations. A set of dimensionless parameters are used to define the 

surface – one for vertical load (V ), another for horizontal shear ( H ), and a third for moment  

( M ) applied to the foundation. These are defined in Equation (2.11), where V, H, and M are 

the vertical, horizontal and moment loads applied to the foundation and Vuo is the ultimate 

vertical load that may be applied to the foundation in absence of shear and moment, evaluated 

using Equation (2.10). A conceptual example of a bearing strength surface is shown in Figure 

2.15 and the surface can conveniently be expressed in a single equation for numerical analysis. 
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Situations inside the bearing strength surface will not mobilise all the available soil shear 

strength but load combinations that fall outside the surface indicate bearing failure. 

 = , = , =   (2.11) 

 

Figure 2.15 Conceptual example of a bearing strength surface (Toh, 2008). 

The bearing strength surface concept is utilised in the current European standard for earthquake 

resistant shallow foundation design, Eurocode 8 – Part 5 (EC8) (2004b). It is the first design 

code to explicitly make use of the bearing strength concept. General geotechnical design 

guidelines are provided in Eurocode 7 – Part 1 (EC7) (CEN, 2004a), which specifies static 

bearing capacity using Terzaghi’s equations and the various modification factors summarised 

in Equation (2.10). In contrast, EC8 specifies a single equation for bearing capacity, which is 

written in terms of the vertical load, horizontal shear, and moment applied to the foundation. In 

addition, a dimensionless parameter ( F ) is introduced that accounts for earthquake 

acceleration on the soil mass, and is specified for undrained (clay) and drained (sand) loading 

as presented in Equations (2.12) and (2.13) respectively: 

 
=  

(2.12) 

 =  
(2.13) 

where  is the soil density, ag is the earthquake horizontal acceleration, B is the foundation 

width, su is the undrained shear strength of the soil, g is the gravitational acceleration, and  is 
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the friction angle of the soil. The final equation for the bearing strength surface defined in 

Eurocode 8 – Part 5 is shown in Equation (2.14): 

 
( , , , ) =

(1 ) ( | |)

(1 )
+

(1 ) ( | |)

(1 )
1 = 0 (2.14) 

where the numeric values for the fourteen additional parameters in the equation are given in 

Annex F of the code. 

 

Figure 2.16 (a) Undrained (clay) and (b) drained (sand) sections of the Eurocode 8 – Part 5 bearing strength 
surface with increasing levels of seismic acceleration (after Pender, 2007). 

The effects of the dimensionless parameter F on shallow foundations on clay (undrained) and 

sand (drained) are discussed in Pender (2007) and shown in Figure 2.16. Firstly, the foundation 

on clay has a greater normalised shear and moment capacity than that on sand. Secondly, the 

bearing strength surface decreases with increasing F , which represents an increase in seismic 

acceleration. Lastly, and most importantly, Figure 2.16 shows that sand is much more sensitive 

to seismic acceleration. Shallow foundations on sand have the potential for larger static bearing 
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capacity than those on clay but are more vulnerable to seismic attack, even without considering 

the possibility of liquefaction. Therefore, it is important to consider the appropriate foundation 

design and parameters in integrated modelling of the structure and the foundation, particularly 

on drained soils. 

2.5 Structure-foundation modelling

The interaction between a structure and the soil it is founded on is a topic of long standing 

interest to both structural and geotechnical engineers, particularly when considering dynamic 

loading. Traditionally this topic has been referred to as soil-structure interaction (SSI) and has 

involved linear elastic interaction between the foundation and the underlying soil. There has 

been a long history of research in modelling SSI and appropriate analysis methods have been 

developed for both static and dynamic interaction. Recently there has been awareness of the 

importance of including nonlinear soil and foundation effects, and the term SFSI was coined to 

distinguish this approach (Orense et al., 2010). SFSI extends ‘classical’ SSI and uses many of 

the core concepts of the original theory. 

2.5.1 Soil-Structure Interaction

Seismic SSI generally considers elastic soil behaviour and focuses on the effects of loading 

frequency and damping characterisation. The process involves seismic waves being transmitted 

upward from rock at depth to the soil layers that underlie a structure at a particular site, and it is 

the properties of those soil layers (stiffness, damping and geometry) that will determine the 

motion at the ground surface. However, the presence of the foundation means that the structure 

is influenced by the waves moving through the soil and in-turn the waves are influenced by the 

structure. In this way, the interaction between the soil and the structure during earthquake 

excitation can be decomposed into two components – kinematic interaction and inertial 

interaction.  

Pecker and Pender (2000) and Mylonakis et al. (2006) explain kinematic and inertial 

interaction in detail and the overall concept is shown in Figure 2.17. Kinematic interaction 

refers to how the geometry of the rigid structure interacts with the incoming seismic waves. It 

is calculated from the free field ground response already modified for any site effects. Inertial 

interaction  refers  to  how the  seismic  motions  are  affected  by  the  inertia  of  the  structure  as  it  

responds to the earthquake motion. It can be broken down into two steps, calculating the 
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dynamic impedance and then determining the seismic response of the structure and foundation 

to the acceleration at the base. Kinematic interaction is far more difficult to evaluate than 

inertial interaction and is consequently often neglected in design so that inertial interaction is 

what is typically considered when modelling SSI  (Pecker & Pender, 2000).  

 

Figure 2.17 Interaction between the soil and the structure is broken down into kinematic and inertial 
components, with inertial interaction broken down into two steps (Mylonakis, et al., 2006). 

Decomposing SSI into kinematic and inertial interaction makes use of the superposition 

theorem, described by Kausel and Roesset (1974) and Gazetas and Mylonakis (1998). The 

superposition  theorem  proposes  that  the  seismic  response  of  a  system  can  be  solved  in  a  

number of steps and then combined to determine the overall response. The theorem is only 

exact for elastic systems, however engineering judgement can be used to apply the method to 
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moderately nonlinear systems (Gazetas & Mylonakis, 1998). This allows insights into 

contributions from each step and means that simplified models can provide practical results. 

2.5.2 Single degree of freedom models

Simple SDOF models were developed by Veletsos and Meek (1974) and Wolf (1985) to 

capture the effects of SSI. In these models, a two dimensional (2D) structure-foundation 

system, with a single static degree of freedom superstructure and a two static degrees of 

freedom foundation, is represented by an equivalent SDOF system. The system is defined 

using stiffness and damping values of the combined three degrees of freedom, as shown in 

Figure 2.18. The structural  mass moves in the horizontal  direction only and is represented by 

horizontal  stiffness (ks) and damping (cs). The foundation is able to translate horizontally and 

rotate, which is represented by the horizontal stiffness (Kh), horizontal damping (ch), rotational 

stiffness (K ) and rotational damping (c )  of  the  foundation.  The  effective  mass  (me) and 

effective height (he) can be determined using equations developed in Section 3.5 of Priestley et 

al. (2007), which utilise the characteristic displacement of the structure. In the end, the total 

displacement  of  the  SDOF system can  be  defined  as  in  Equation  (2.15),  with  the  rotation  ( ) 

multiplied by the effective height to give an equivalent horizontal displacement (u ): 

 

Figure 2.18 Equivalent SDOF model for seismic SSI analysis (after Wolf, 1985). 
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 = + +  (2.15) 

From a simple SDOF model, useful expressions for the equivalent natural frequency and 

equivalent damping ratio of the SSI system can be obtained. The natural frequency relationship 

proposed by Wolf (1985) is shown in Equation (2.16): 

 
=

1 + +
 (2.16) 

where  is the equivalent natural frequency of the SDOF system and s is the natural 

frequency of the fixed base structure on the foundation. The equivalent damping ratio consists 

of viscous damping in the structure along with radiation and hysteretic/material damping in the 

foundation. The viscous and radiation damping parameters of the three degrees of freedom are 

defined in the formulas in Equation (2.17) using the parameters defined above and additional 

parameters for the horizontal natural frequency ( h) and the rotational natural frequency ( ) 

of the foundation (Wolf, 1985): 

 = 2 , = 2 , = 2  (2.17) 

Finally, the hysteretic/material damping parameter ( g) is included, which is a property of the 

soil  and is derived from the inertial  dissipation of energy within the soil.  The total  equivalent 

damping ratio of a SDOF system is then as shown in Equation (2.18): 

 
= + + + 1  (2.18) 

2.5.3 Design approach for soil-structure interaction

The outcomes from SDOF structure-foundation modelling have formed the basis of 

implementation of SSI in practical design codes. Design documents such as ATC-40 (1996), 

FEMA-356 (2000), and FEMA-440 (2005) provide methodologies for incorporating SSI into 

the retrofit and design of structure-foundation systems. These documents recommend using a 

Winkler-based/spring-bed model (refer to Section 2.3.1) to represent interaction at the soil-

foundation interface and provide guidance on estimating the strength and stiffness of these 

components. Elastic stiffness recommendations, as discussed in Section 2.4.1, are adopted but 

the nonlinearity associated with foundation uplift is also incorporated. These recommendations 
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relate to inertial interaction described in Section 2.5.1, and typically the free-field earthquake 

motion is applied to these models with a generic 5% damping applied. In FEMA-440, 

kinematic interaction effects are also addressed along with further development of the 

nonlinear characteristics of the foundation system. However, in these design approaches SSI 

effects are generally assumed to be beneficial and nonlinear soil deformation effects are 

assumed to be insignificant as long as foundation loads are within a prescribed capacity. 

A more recent design guide, ASCE 41-13 (2014), has endeavoured to address how foundation 

rocking and permanent soil deformation are incorporated for the seismic evaluation of existing 

buildings. The document couples the SFSI effects of foundation uplift and permanent soil 

deformation as these effects never act in isolation. However, in practice there are still 

difficulties in appropriately capturing nonlinear load-deformation behaviour of the soil. Steps 

are being taken to incorporate SFSI in design codes but in practice there is still somewhat of a 

disconnect between structural and foundation design. 

The influence of SSI on the response of the structure has generally been considered to be 

beneficial in design codes. Often it has been seen as conservative to ignore SSI effects because 

of a perceived increase in damping due to lengthening of the period of the system, which 

would result in reduced design acceleration values. However, this is not always the case, and in 

certain seismic events the lengthening of the period can lead to an increase in response of the 

system when SSI is included (Gazetas & Mylonakis, 1998; Mylonakis, et al., 2006). The most 

recent design codes have aimed to address these misnomers but a more integrated structure-

foundation design approach is required. Furthermore, the full nonlinear aspects associated with 

SFSI should be incorporated in design and an increasing amount of research work has 

supported this idea. 

2.5.4 Soil-Foundation-Structure Interaction

Research in nonlinear soil-structure interaction has been in progress for a number of years. A 

considerable amount of work has been done investigating the effects of rocking and uplift of 

shallow foundations as well as nonlinear soil deformation during earthquake loading. SFSI 

research  has  generally  displayed  the  beneficial  effect  of  reduced  forces  transmitted  to  the  

superstructure during strong shaking. However, the consequence is that residual deformation of 

the foundation may be beyond tolerable limits and thus a need for appropriate SFSI modelling 

and design procedures has arisen. 
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2.5.4.1 Rocking and uplift

Rocking of a structure and the associated uplift of a shallow foundation from the supporting 

soil has been of interest to earthquake engineers for over 50 years. A pioneering paper in 

rocking research was that of Housner (1963), which sought to explain why tall, slender 

structures had been observed to suffer minimal damage during the 1960 Chilean earthquakes 

whereas more stable appearing structures were severely damaged. Through analysis of a rigid 

block resting on a rigid base subject to dynamic excitation, as presented in Figure 2.19, 

Housner found that rocking motion has the potential to provide a form of seismic isolation and 

could explain the higher than expected stability of tall, slender structures against overturning. 

A theory was developed along with closed form solutions to describe the rocking motion, 

which have been the basis for many later studies. 

 

Figure 2.19 Housner’s (1963) rocking block. 

Priestley et al. (1978) compared the theory developed by Housner with shake table experiments 

on a simple shear wall model with different foundation conditions. The experimental results 

verified Housner’s equations relating the frequency and amplitude of a rocking block but found 

that the original assumption of inelastic impacts of the block were unconservative. They also 

found that foundation conditions did not have a significant influence on the rocking response. 

A simple method was developed for predicting the maximum displacement due to rocking to 

provide a means of estimating the rocking response of structures. 
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Shi et al. (1996) studied the rocking response of precariously balanced rocks subjected to 

different levels of ground accelerations to gain insights into the toppling of rigid objects. 

Closed form solutions were validated with numerical and experimental results and the findings 

were linked to the rocking and uplift of structure-foundation systems. Housner’s equations for 

rocking response were re-derived to obtain results that better correlated with the experimental 

and numerical findings at higher frequencies of dynamic excitation. It was concluded that the 

conceptually simple problem of rocking and uplift was difficult to accurately represent 

analytically due to the highly nonlinear behaviour of the system. 

A number of numerical investigations have since been carried out to investigate the nonlinear 

behaviour of a rocking system and application in engineering design. Different superstructure 

modelling and foundation modelling configurations have been investigated to extend rocking 

and uplift theory and to provide insight into integrated seismic response. The dynamic 

behaviour of a multi-degree of freedom building on a flexible foundation that was allowed to 

uplift was studied by Psycharis (1983) to examine the effect of uplift on the rocking motion of 

the structure. Yim and Chopra (1984) and Chopra and Yim (1985) used Winkler spring type 

foundation models (see Section 2.3.1) and SDOF structure models to examine the influence of 

rigid and flexible foundations on rocking and uplift response. Similar numerical investigations 

were undertaken by Koh et al. (1986) to exhibit the rocking and uplift response of a rigid block 

on a flexible foundation.  

The conclusions of these studies generally point out the potential for reduced damage to the 

superstructure when the nonlinear geometrical effects of rocking and uplift are incorporated. 

Rocking and uplift result in significant energy dissipation through softening of the system 

whereby the natural period is increased/lengthened. When uplift is allowed, the total horizontal 

acceleration, the overturning moment and the lateral displacement within the superstructure are 

reduced, resulting in a reduction in strength requirements of the structural elements. The 

experimental and numerical evidence suggests that it is therefore desirable to include rocking 

and uplift in earthquake resistant design of shallow foundations. However, the consequence of 

soil deformation during rocking has led to further research in this area. 

2.5.4.2 Nonlinear soil deformation

Recent research discussed in this Section highlights the importance of including nonlinear soil 

deformation and bearing capacity in integrated modelling of the soil, foundation and structure 
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for dynamic earthquake loading. From this research the concept of SFSI has evolved whereby 

rocking and uplift are combined with nonlinear soil deformation effects to capture the response 

of buildings on shallow foundations. The nonlinear geometrical effects of rocking and uplift 

have been shown to have potential benefits for the performance of the superstructure by 

reducing the forces transmitted. However, a structure that is able to rock and uplift during 

strong shaking has the potential to also undergo residual settlement and rotation of the 

foundation through permanent soil deformation. This is a separate nonlinear interaction effect 

between the structure, foundation and soil but is connected to the nonlinear geometric effects. 

Both these SFSI effects should be considered together as they both modify the transmission of 

seismic actions and the evaluation of the natural period of the system. In this review, the focus 

is on research into soil deformation due to bearing capacity failure and not due to liquefaction, 

which is also significant in the earthquake response of buildings on shallow foundations but is 

beyond the scope of this research. 

Paolucci (1997) undertook some of the first research into the evaluation of nonlinear soil 

deformation effects when the ultimate bearing capacity is exceeded during strong seismic 

shaking. He used a macro-element model (see Section 2.3.3) to investigate soil deformation 

during earthquake loading but did not include uplift in his model. Nevertheless, he ascertained 

that when soil nonlinear behaviour is taken into account the actions transmitted to the structure 

reduced significantly and he was able to estimate residual deformations of a structural model 

using simple analysis techniques. 

Cremer et al. (2001) extended the work of Paolucci by including both uplift and permanent soil 

deformation in their macro-element model. The analysis was much more complicated as the 

nonlinearity of the system was increased but it was important for capturing the accurate 

response of the structure-foundation system. Uplift of the foundation resulted in a decrease in 

the width of foundation in contact with the soil, which increased the stresses beneath the 

foundation, leading to larger soil deformation and modification of the uplift behaviour of the 

foundation. The analysis was able to predict the amplitude of permanent displacements so that 

judgements could be made as to whether the earthquake performance would be tolerable. 

A large array of research has since been undertaken to examine combined uplift and permanent 

soil deformation in the earthquake response of structures on shallow foundations. As outlined 

in Section 2.2, recent experimental studies using pseudo-static cyclic loading, shaking table 

and centrifuge equipment have focused on nonlinear soil deformation behaviour and have 
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exhibited how structures and the foundation soil respond to earthquake loading. Harden et al. 

(2005) produced a report for the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center that showed, 

through Winkler based numerical models (see Section 2.3.1) calibrated against a range of 

experimental results, that soil deformation can be an effective energy dissipation mechanism. 

Recommendations were provided for spring-bed modelling parameters that accurately captured 

the nonlinear soil-foundation behaviour and these are summarised in Harden and Hutchinson 

(2009). The consequence of energy dissipation derived from nonlinear SFSI was evident in the 

numerical modelling simulations in the form of permanent settlement and horizontal 

displacement of the foundation, as well as hysteretic foundation moment-rotation results. 

Pender et al. (2009) compared three different numerical methods of estimating post-earthquake 

residual settlements and validated their findings with measurements from centrifuge testing. 

The three methods produced results which were generally comparable and also corresponded 

well with the centrifuge measurements, suggesting that the modelling methods available were 

able to reliably predict residual foundation displacements. The overall conclusion from this 

work was that brief instances of nonlinear soil deformation might not be important for 

structural performance if the permanent displacements are modest.  

The amount of acceptable deformation of the foundation depends on the acceptable 

deformation of the structure and the desired structural performance level. As the soil is loaded 

toward ultimate capacity during cyclic loading, there will be increasing levels of deformation 

and progressive permanent settlement and rotation, although these may only be small (Martin 

& Lam, 2000). It has been suggested that a small extent of permanent soil deformation during 

strong seismic shaking may reduce superstructure damage and be advantageous to consider in 

design (Anastasopoulos, 2010; Toh & Pender, 2010). For this concept to be realised, departure 

away from the conventional design philosophy, where permanent soil deformation is not 

acceptable, is required. 

An alternative design procedure has been identified whereby the foundation is under or less 

conservatively designed to utilise nonlinear soil-foundation behaviour in protecting the 

structure (Anastasopoulos, et al., 2010). Analytical studies of this “rocking isolation” approach 

have shown that allowing for nonlinear SFSI substantially increases the safety margins against 

collapse at the expense of increased permanent foundation settlement and rotation but that the 

residual displacements are usually within tolerable limits (Anastasopoulos, et al., 2010; 

Gelagoti et al., 2012; Kourkoulis et al., 2012). The caveat on this conclusion was that the FoS 
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against vertical loads had to be adequately large to ensure an uplift-dominated response. 

Experimental shake table and centrifuge tests on the rocking isolation approach, introduced in 

Section 2.2, were able to validate the analytical studies that were undertaken using detailed 

finite element modelling (Anastasopoulos, et al., 2013; Loli, et al., 2014b). The challenge then 

becomes incorporating the nonlinear SFSI effects in practical design procedures. 

Simplified methods to account for nonlinear SFSI have been developed for application in 

routine design so that the benefits on structural performance can be realised while foundation 

behaviour can be adequately interpreted. An equivalent linear procedure that introduces SFSI 

effects into displacement-based seismic design was proposed by Paolucci et al. (2013). The 

procedure involved determining the secant stiffness and equivalent damping values for an 

equivalent SDOF system that represented the global behaviour of a soil, foundation, and 

structure, making use of curves developed to capture the decay of rotational stiffness and 

increase in damping as foundation rotation increases. In a similar manner, extensive finite 

element modelling was utilised by Adamidis et al. (2014) to develop simplified expressions 

and  dimensionless  charts  for  determining  the  equivalent  linear  secant  stiffness  of  shallow  

foundations subjected to rocking vibrations as well as effective damping values. Simplified 

design procedures such as these do not fully capture the nonlinear behaviour of the foundation 

yet enable SFSI effects to be incorporated in earthquake resistant design, fostering an 

integrated approach to assessing the earthquake performance of multi-storey buildings on 

shallow foundations. 

Research in nonlinear soil deformation effects on the earthquake performance of structures has 

developed considerably and has highlighted the potential benefits of including it in earthquake 

resistant design. Simplified equivalent linear approaches for a range of soil and foundation 

scenarios have been developed but there is still scope to investigate different soil properties and 

foundation conditions. For more detailed numerical analysis and design, spring-bed models 

serve as an attractive means to easily incorporate SFSI into seismic analysis of structures while 

maintaining an integrated approach that involves geotechnical and structural professionals. It is 

important to also consider that incorporating SFSI should not only stem from a desire to take 

advantage of beneficial structural performance but because nonlinear soil deformation, along 

with rocking and uplift, is often unavoidable during strong earthquake loading (Gazetas et al., 

2007; Paolucci et al., 2011; Pender, 2007). Therefore it is prudent and potentially more 

efficient to account for SFSI effects in assessing the earthquake performance of structures, 

including multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations. 
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2.6 Summary

This Literature Review has provided a background for how research into SFSI has evolved. 

Case histories of the performance of structures following large earthquakes and recent 

experimental studies of models subjected to pseudo-static cyclic and dynamic loading have 

provided physical evidence of the importance of including the SFSI effects of rocking, uplift 

and permanent soil deformation in analysis of the earthquake performance of buildings on 

shallow foundations. Various numerical modelling techniques have been presented that provide 

a means to capture these effects, which enables integration of structural and foundation 

modelling and facilitates essential communication between structural and geotechnical 

engineers. The extensive research in SSI has been presented, along with how the consideration 

of original linear elastic interaction has transitioned to that of nonlinear interaction between the 

soil, foundation and structure. Recent research in SFSI has exhibited the potential beneficial 

structural performance that can be achieved by including rocking, uplift and soil deformation in 

integrated earthquake resistant design but has also shown the importance of being able to 

predict deformation of the foundation and structure when these effects are considered. 

Research into the interaction between the structure, foundation and soil has been ongoing for 

quite a number of years and, as alluded to in this literature review, significant advances in our 

understanding have been made. However, implementation of this research into practice has 

been slow and this is primarily because the conceptually simple phenomena of rocking, uplift 

and nonlinear soil deformation are difficult to accurately capture due to complex inputs and the 

highly nonlinear nature of the structure-foundation system response. Furthermore, earthquake 

resistant design techniques that focus on utilising yielding of the structural elements are fairly 

entrenched in civil engineering practice and a change in design philosophy to allow for soil-

foundation yielding will require substantial evidence supporting it. Simple numerical 

modelling techniques and controlled experiments, supported by observations and 

measurements of structure-foundation system response during recent earthquakes, provide a 

technique for progressing SFSI from research into practice. The recent earthquakes in 

Christchurch,  New Zealand  provide  a  wealth  of  data  to  achieve  this.  In  the  end,  rational  and  

more economically efficient earthquake resistant designs may be realised. 
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Chapter 3
Christchurch Earthquake Case

Study
 

The earthquake events in Christchurch from 2010 to 2012, including the significant 

Christchurch Earthquake on 22 February 2011, provide a unique sequence of events for 

investigating the performance of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations. As part of this 

Thesis,  specific  details  of  the  Christchurch  Earthquakes  were  gathered  as  well  as  available  

information on the response of buildings of interest in the CBD. The focus was on an area of 

the CBD where there are a number of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations that 

appeared to have performed reasonably well and where liquefaction was not significantly 

manifested at the ground surface. Available geotechnical data was gathered in the area of 

interest along with information on how buildings of interest responded to the strong shaking 

during the Christchurch Earthquake. Details of particular buildings of interest were collected 

and appropriate earthquake records were ascertained. This established a framework from which 

to investigate the potential role of SFSI in the earthquake performance of multi-storey 

buildings on shallow foundations in Christchurch. 

3.1 Canterbury Earthquakes, 2010-2012

On 4 September 2010, a moment magnitude (Mw) 7.1 earthquake, referred to as the Darfield 

Earthquake, occurred 30 km west of Christchurch, the largest city in the South Island of New 

Zealand (Wood et al., 2010). It was the largest earthquake close to a major urban centre in New 
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Zealand since the 1931 surface wave magnitude (Ms) 7.8 Hawke’s Bay (Napier) earthquake. 

There were over 10,000 aftershocks recorded in the Canterbury region following the Darfield 

Earthquake (Nicholls, 2012), the most significant of which was the Mw 6.2 Christchurch 

Earthquake which occurred on 22 February 2011. This aftershock is the most costly earthquake 

to have affected New Zealand, with 181 fatalities and significant damage to lifelines, 

infrastructure and residential and commercial buildings (Cubrinovski et al., 2011). Strong 

ground motions from this large series of earthquakes were recorded by a fairly comprehensive 

network of recording stations that fall under the auspices of the GeoNet project (GNS Science, 

2012a). Furthermore, a wealth of data on the response of the built environment during these 

earthquakes were gathered, allowing insights into the behaviour of structures, their foundations 

and the soil they are founded on. 

The aftershock sequence since the Darfield Earthquake can be broken up into four periods of 

activity that are separated by three major aftershocks following the initial main shock. The four 

periods are shown in Figure 3.1 by the different coloured earthquake dots, with the major 

earthquakes shown by stars of the same colour. The Greendale fault and other sub-surface 

 

Figure 3.1 Map of the aftershock sequence in Canterbury following the 4 September 2010 Darfield 
Earthquake (green star) (GNS Science, 2012b) 
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fault rupture associated with the earthquake sequence are also shown in Figure 3.1 along with 

the location of the central city of Christchurch for reference. The Darfield Earthquake, 

although the biggest in magnitude, caused limited damage to the Christchurch CBD mainly due 

to its epicentre location 30 km to the west. The largest aftershock, the Mw 6.2 Christchurch 

Earthquake on 22 February 2011, was the most damaging for Christchurch being located only 

approximately 7 km from the CBD. The details and effects of the Christchurch Earthquake are 

the focus of the work presented herein. 

3.1.1 Christchurch Earthquake records

The Christchurch Earthquake caused strong shaking in the Christchurch CBD. There were four 

main strong ground motion recording stations that recorded the earthquake accelerations – 

CBGS (Botanical Gardens), CHHC (Christchurch Hospital), CCCC (Cathedral College), and 

REHS (Resthaven). The location of these stations is displayed on a map of the CBD in Figure 

3.2. The primary direction of horizontal shaking was the east-west direction and plots of the 

recorded acceleration traces in this direction from the four CBD stations are presented in 

Figure 3.3. The main shaking from the earthquake lasted for about 20 seconds and had peak 
 

 

Figure 3.2 Strong ground motion recording stations in the Christchurch CBD. 
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acceleration values around 0.5 g. In the Christchurch Earthquake there were also peculiarly 

high vertical accelerations recorded (Kam & Pampinin, 2011), however, these are not 

discussed in this Thesis as the focus here was on the response of buildings to the more typical 

horizontal excitation. The level of horizontal earthquake shaking in the Christchurch CBD was 

quite substantial and occurred for a reasonable length of time so had a significant effect on the 

performance of a range of buildings in the CBD. 

 

Figure 3.3 Christchurch Earthquake acceleration time histories in the primary direction of shaking (east-
west) for the four strong motion stations in the CBD. 

To visualise the potential extent of horizontal acceleration experienced by a range of buildings 

during the Christchurch Earthquake, the elastic acceleration response spectra (5% damped) for 

the primary records from the CBD recording stations are presented in Figure 3.4.  Each of the 

buildings in Christchurch had a particular natural period of vibration, which was dependent on 

the mass and stiffness of that building. The elastic response spectra enable the acceleration 

content of the earthquake records to be interpreted at a range of periods so that the potential 

peak response of particular buildings with a particular natural period can be deduced. For 

comparison with the level of acceleration the buildings may have been designed for, the 500 
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year return period design spectrum from the New Zealand earthquake design code NZS1170.5 

(2004) is plotted for a Christchurch CBD site before the earthquake events (hazard factor Z = 

0.22 g, distance R = 20 km, and soil site class D). This design spectrum would have been used 

for ultimate limit state design of typical modern buildings in the city and it can be seen that the 

seismic shaking in the CBD significantly exceeded the design spectra across the majority of 

periods,  particularly  those  of  multi-storey  buildings  over  4  storeys  that  would  have  a  natural  

period above about 0.4 seconds. For multi-storey buildings between about 4 and 15 storeys 

(natural period around 0.4 and 1.5 seconds respectively) the earthquake spectral acceleration 

was often at least double the design spectral acceleration. Thus, the Christchurch Earthquake 

would have been expected to cause damage to multi-storey buildings in the CBD. 

 

Figure 3.4 Elastic response spectra (5% damped) for the Christchurch Earthquake CBD records in the 
primary direction of shaking (east-west) with the NZS1170.5:2004 design spectra for Christchurch before 

the earthquake (Z = 0.22 g, R = 20 km, 500 year return period, and soil site class D). 

3.2 Christchurch CBD building performance

A  brief  interpretation  of  the  performance  of  the  range  of  buildings  in  Christchurch  was  

undertaken with regard to investigating the influence of SFSI in that performance. Detailed 

descriptions and summaries of the performance and behaviour of different types of buildings 

can be found in Volume 44, Issue 4 of the New Zealand Society for Earthquake Engineering 

Bulletin (Clifton et al., 2011; Dizhur et al., 2011; Kam et al., 2011). A large number of 

buildings of all types were damaged in various ways in the Christchurch Earthquake. However, 
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there were also buildings that performed reasonably well and it is important to investigate the 

potential reasons for that good performance. 

Damage from the Christchurch Earthquake was extensive. Two multi-storey buildings 

collapsed,  contributing  to  a  large  proportion  of  the  fatalities,  and  many  other  buildings  were  

significantly damaged. This resulted in evacuation and cordoning off of the CBD due to the 

safety  risks  posed  by  the  multi-storey  buildings  in  the  area.  The  extent  of  the  cordon  set  up  

immediately following the Christchurch Earthquake on 22 February 2011 is shown in Figure 

3.5 along with commercial building identified as requiring demolition or partial demolition. 

Using data available in a report by Kam and Pampinin (2011), a total of 2732 buildings were 

identified  to  be  present  in  the  Christchurch  CBD  at  the  time  of  the  earthquake.  792  of  these  

required demolition or partial demolition (CERA, 2015), which is almost 30% of the CBD 

building stock. These demolition works were concentrated in the central portion of the CBD, as 

exemplified in Figure 3.5, and this is where the majority of multi-storey buildings were 

located. 

 

Figure 3.5 Christchurch CBD cordon immediately following the Christchurch Earthquake and commercial 
buildings scheduled for demolition (after CERA, 2015). 
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The CBD of  Christchurch  had  buildings  ranging  in  height  from 1  or  2  storeys  to  22  storeys.  

The majority of buildings, about 80%, were small buildings with 1 or 2 storeys and were 

primarily residential buildings located at the peripheries, with a few light industrial buildings to 

the south. The remaining 20% of buildings with 3 or more storeys were predominantly 

commercial buildings and were concentrated in the central portion of Christchurch. A total of 

175 of the CBD buildings had 5 or more storeys and a significant number of these were those 

marked for demolition in Figure 3.5. 

The large number of buildings requiring demolition exemplified the scale of damage in the 

city. Much of the damage associated with the Christchurch Earthquake resulted from 

widespread liquefaction, not just in the CBD but throughout Christchurch. Valuable 

information can be gathered from research into why and how buildings were damaged during 

these major earthquake events and a large amount of work is being undertaken to study how 

liquefaction has affected building performance. However, it is also important to investigate 

buildings that appear to have performed satisfactorily to ascertain why they have done so. 

Despite the scale of demolition that has been undertaken in Christchurch, there are a number of 

multi-storey buildings in the CBD, many of which are on shallow foundations, which appear to 

have performed satisfactorily and did not require demolition or extensive repair. This was 

predominantly the case in areas where liquefaction was not significantly manifested at the 

ground surface, as explored further in Section 3.3.1. Investigation of the response of these 

buildings and the role of SFSI can provide important insights into the performance of 

structures during strong earthquakes. 

3.2.1 Buildings that performed well

The cordon set up following the Christchurch Earthquake enabled the extensive demolition 

works to be carried out efficiently in the CBD while maintaining the safety of citizens. The 

cordon steadily decreased in size as buildings were demolished or made safe until it was 

officially lifted on 30 June 2013, 859 days after the Christchurch Earthquake. At this time, the 

majority of the multi-storey buildings that required demolition in the central portion of the 

CBD had been completely removed so that only the buildings that performed well enough to 

not require demolition remained. It can be assumed that the main structural components of 

these buildings were not damaged significantly to require demolition and therefore they 

performed satisfactorily during the Christchurch Earthquake. 
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Following  the  lifting  of  the  cordon,  a  reconnaissance  inspection  of  an  area  of  the  CBD  was  

undertaken to identify the multi-storey buildings that performed well in the Christchurch 

Earthquake. In August 2013 the central streets of the CBD were traversed on foot and all 

buildings with 3 or more storeys that were still standing were identified. Since these buildings 

did not require demolition it was assumed they had performed reasonably well. A total of 73 

buildings were identified between Armagh Street in the North, Moorhouse Avenue in the 

South, Montreal Street in the West, and Madras Street in the East. This area was chosen 

because it contained the majority of the significant multi-storey buildings in the CBD and 

because of a lack of liquefied material observed at the ground surface following the 

Christchurch Earthquake, for which further details are provided in Section 3.3.1.  

Additional demolition works have occurred in the CBD since August 2013. In October 2014 a 

series of aerial photos were taken from a flyover of Christchurch by Becker (2014). A photo of 

a portion of the area of the CBD where reconnaissance was undertaken is provided in Figure 

3.6. These photos were used to identify buildings that were still standing in August 2013 but 

had since been demolished. It was discovered that 7 of those previously identified were now no 

longer visible in the photos so they were removed from the list of those that were considered to 

have performed well. In May 2015, the Christchurch Central Police Station was demolished by 

implosion (Hume, 2015), so this building was also removed from the list. Thus, the total 

number of identified multi-storey buildings, 3 storeys high or taller, which were not 

demolished was 65. A map of the multi-storey buildings not demolished in the central portion 

of the CBD of Christchurch is given in Figure 3.7 and it is considered that these multi-storey 

buildings represent those that performed particularly well in the Christchurch Earthquake. 

 

Figure 3.6 Aerial photo of the Christchurch CBD (looking toward the Northwest) showing multi-storey 
buildings not demolished as at October 2014 (Becker, 2014). 
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Figure 3.7 Map of multi-storey buildings not demolished following the Christchurch Earthquake. 

There  were  a  reasonable  number  of  multi-storey  buildings  of  a  wide  range  of  sizes  that  

performed well in the Christchurch Earthquake. Of the 65 identified buildings not demolished, 

almost  half  were  only  3  or  4  storeys  and  were  spread  across  the  area  inspected.  34%  of  the  

buildings were between 5 and 8 storeys tall and 18% of the buildings were 9 or more storeys 

tall, including two of the tallest buildings in the CBD – the 22 storey Pacific Tower and the 18 

storey Forsyth Barr building. From physical observation during the reconnaissance inspection, 

the buildings identified ranged in construction material as well but were mainly reinforced 

concrete as this was the predominant material used for multi-storey buildings in Christchurch 

greater than 3 storeys. It appears that there was not a particular building type in terms of size 

and construction that can explain the good performance of the buildings that were not 

demolished. SFSI potentially provides a reason for the good performance of these buildings. 

Following the earthquake events in Christchurch it was difficult to obtain specific details of the 

foundation conditions of the range of buildings identified to have performed well. Through 

available building reports and particularly through personal communication with Ian McCahon 

(2013), the type of foundation of some of the buildings identified was ascertained in terms of 
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whether they were shallow, deep, or a mixture of both. Figure 3.8 presents a map of the multi-

storey buildings not demolished in the CBD coloured by type of foundation. Over half of the 

buildings identified to have performed well had shallow foundations, including half of the 

buildings 9 storeys or taller. A lot of these shallow foundations are comprised of a single storey 

basement and for the taller buildings in particular a raft foundation was often used. Therefore, 

in the CBD of Christchurch there are a number of multi-storey buildings on shallow (raft) 

foundations that have performed well in the Christchurch Earthquake. To understand how the 

foundation conditions could have affected the performance of these buildings, the soil 

conditions also need to be considered so that the influence of SFSI on the performance of 

multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations could be ascertained. 

 

Figure 3.8 Map of the foundation types of the multi-storey buildings not demolished following the 
Christchurch Earthquake. 
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3.3 Christchurch CBD geotechnical considerations

In this Section the geotechnical considerations that relate to the earthquake performance of 

multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations in the Christchurch CBD are presented, focusing 

on those buildings that were identified to have performed well. A comprehensive overview of 

all of the major geotechnical aspects of the Christchurch Earthquake was compiled by 

Cubrinovski et al. (2011). The severity and spatial extent of liquefaction in the Christchurch 

Earthquake was particularly emphasized in that overview as it had significant detrimental 

effects on the performance of residential and commercial buildings across Christchurch. In this 

Section, the liquefaction observations in the CBD following the earthquake are presented, 

particularly in the vicinity of the multi-storey buildings that performed well. The varied 

geology present in the city was revealed by intense geotechnical investigation conducted 

following the Christchurch Earthquake (MBIE, 2016; Tonkin and Taylor, 2011). These 

investigations are utilised in this Section to show how the soil conditions may have influenced 

the earthquake response of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations in the Christchurch 

CBD. 

3.3.1 Liquefaction observations

Liquefaction assessments from ground surface observations following the major earthquakes in 

Christchurch are available in the New Zealand Geotechnical Database (formerly the 

Canterbury Geotechnical Database). This database was initially developed by the Canterbury 

Earthquake Recovery Authority (CERA) and is now managed by the Ministry of Business, 

Innovation and Employment (MBIE) (MBIE, 2016). Liquefaction property observations in the 

CBD following the Christchurch Earthquake are presented in Figure 3.9. An area in the 

northern  part  of  the  CBD,  north  of  Amagh Street  and  in  the  vicinity  of  the  Avon River,  had  

significant liquefied material and lateral spreading. Many multi-storey buildings on both 

shallow and deep foundations were affected by liquefaction in this area (Cubrinovski, et al., 

2011) and led, in part, to a number of buildings requiring demolition. However, in the central 

portion of the CBD, where the majority of multi-storey buildings were located, there was 

predominantly no observed liquefied material at the ground surface. As was shown in Figure 

3.5, though, a large number of buildings were demolished in this central part of the CBD 

suggesting that ground and foundation performance may not have been the governing factors 
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necessitating demolition of many of the buildings. This highlights the importance of integrating 

the response of the soil and foundation into assessment of the performance of buildings. 

In Figure 3.9 the multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations that were not demolished and 

therefore considered to have performed well are overlaid on the Christchurch Earthquake 

liquefaction observations. It is evident that the majority of these buildings are in areas where no 

liquefied material or ground cracking was observed at the ground surface. By looking at Figure 

3.7 as well, most of the tallest multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations that performed 

well are in the central part of the CBD where no liquefaction was observed. It is concluded that 

during the Christchurch Earthquake there were a range of multi-storey buildings on shallow 

foundations that performed well and these buildings were generally not affected by 

liquefaction. Thus, nonlinear SFSI effects had the potential to positively influence the response 

of these buildings and may provide reason for the good performance observed. Details of the 

foundation soils for these multi-storey buildings that performed well are required to better 

understand the potential influence of SFSI on earthquake performance. 

 

Figure 3.9 Ground surface liquefaction observations in the CBD following the Christchurch Earthquake 
(MBIE, 2016) with multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations that performed well. 
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3.3.2 Geology and shallow foundation soil details

To further understand the potential influence of SFSI on the good earthquake performance of 

selected multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations in the Christchurch CBD, the geology 

and founding soil conditions were investigated. Christchurch is located on a fan deposit that 

has been fed by numerous rivers that flow eastward from the Southern Alps, located about 100 

km  west  of  the  city  (Brown  &  Weeber,  1992).  Consequently,  the  upper  layers  of  the  CBD  

geology, referred to as the Springston and Christchurch formations, are comprised of a 

complex sequence of inter-bedded alluvial materials that vary substantially both horizontally 

and vertically.  

Figure 3.10 presents the surface geology of the Christchurch CBD at a depth beneath the 

ground surface  of  3  to  4  m.  The  map was  sourced  from the  Tonkin  and  Taylor  Christchurch  

Central City Geological Interpretative Report (Tonkin and Taylor, 2011), which was prepared 

from a series of intensive geotechnical investigations that are available in the New Zealand 

Geotechnical Database (MBIE, 2016). As can be seen in the Figure, soil types vary from clay 

and organic silts to silty sand and dense sandy gravel. The location of the multi-storey 

buildings on shallow foundations that were identified to have performed well are overlaid on 

the geology map. As mentioned previously, shallow foundations for these buildings generally 

involved a basement, typically one storey beneath ground level, and hence the geology at 3 to 4 

m depth is presented as this was the typical founding depth. A large proportion of the buildings 

identified are founded on the dense sandy gravel in the central and western portions of the 

CBD. The properties of this foundation soil are important for investigating SFSI in the 

earthquake performance of these multi-storey buildings. 

The  dense,  shallow  gravel  in  the  Christchurch  CBD  enabled  multi-storey  buildings  to  be  

constructed on shallow foundations, even some of the tallest buildings in the city. It provides a 

stiff, competent foundation material so that when combined with a strong foundation, which is 

possibly why large raft foundations have been used for the taller buildings, they have 

reasonably high static bearing capacity and, more importantly, have low compressibility so that 

there  is  minimal  global  and  differential  static  settlement  (Tonkin  and  Taylor,  2011).  These  

properties are also beneficial for dynamic earthquake loading as the foundations have capacity 

to withstand the shear and moment forces imparted from the structure during strong shaking. 

Gravel also typically has a low risk of liquefaction because it has a high permeability and large 
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grains.  This  provides  a  possible  reason  why  much  of  this  area  of  the  CBD  had  no  observed  

liquefied material at the ground surface following the earthquakes in Christchurch. 

 

Figure 3.10 Christchurch CBD geology at 3 to 4 m depth beneath the ground surface (after Tonkin and 
Taylor, 2011) with multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations that performed well. 

The dense gravel layer that many of the multi-story buildings that performed well are founded 

on is quite thick in the central and western portions of the Christchurch CBD. Figure 3.11 

presents the surface geology of the Christchurch CBD at a depth of 8 to 9 m beneath the 

ground surface and when combined with Figure 3.10, as well as intermediate depth maps 

available  in  the  Tonkin  and  Taylor  Geological  Interpretive  Report,  shows the  gravel  layer  in  

this  area  is  between  about  4  and  9  m  thick.  In  some  areas  the  gravel  is  thicker  as  it  extends  

almost to the ground surface. Instances of liquefaction were observed in some areas where 

shallow gravel was found, potentially from surficial sandy layers or where the gravel layers 

were less dense (Tonkin and Taylor, 2011). However, the thick layer of dense sandy gravel in 

the central and western portions of the Christchurch CBD may provide additional reasoning, on 

top of the fact  that  gravel has a low risk of liquefaction, as to why no liquefied material  was 

observed at the ground surface.  
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As first introduced by Ishihara (1985), the presence of a thick, non-liquefiable crust often 

prevents any surface manifestation of liquefaction. For the Christchurch case specifically, 

Bowen and Jacka (2013) proposed that the thickness of the crust needed to be 3.5 to 4 m thick 

to prevent the detrimental effects of liquefaction occurring. Such detrimental effects include 

the potential differential settlement of structures on shallow foundations caused by liquefaction 

at  depth.  The  removal  of  potentially  liquefiable  surface  materials  to  construct  shallow  

basement foundations and the thick gravel layer in this area of the Christchurch CBD 

potentially protected multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations from liquefaction effects. 

 

Figure 3.11 Christchurch CBD geology at 8 to 9 m depth beneath the ground surface (after Tonkin and 
Taylor, 2011) with multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations that performed well. 

3.4 Christchurch CBD area and buildings of interest

The investigation of multi-storey building performance in the Christchurch CBD identified a 

number of multi-storey buildings on shallow (typically basement raft) foundations that 

performed well in the Christchurch Earthquake. Liquefaction observations and geological 

considerations identified a range of these buildings in a particular area of interest in the CBD, 
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where foundations are on a thick layer of competent gravel and where liquefaction was not 

observed at the ground surface. This area of interest is in the central to western portion of the 

CBD and has been outlined in Figure 3.12, with the multi-storey buildings on shallow 

foundations that performed well in this area identified by the code used during the original 

non-demolished buildings survey. Seven of these buildings have been identified as being of 

particular interest and are listed in Table 3.1. These buildings range in height from 4 to 18 

storeys and were selected because they are on shallow foundations, have foundations and 

primary structural elements that appear to have performed reasonably well during the 

earthquakes, are believed to have foundations resting on a competent gravel layer, and appear 

to have not been significantly affected by liquefaction. Hence, a particular soil-foundation-

structure scenario was identified where SFSI may have had an influence on the earthquake 

performance of multi-storey buildings in Christchurch. 

 

Figure 3.12 Christchurch CBD area of interest and buildings of interest. 
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Table 3.1 List of particular buildings of interest in the Christchurch CBD. 

Map Code Building Name Street Address Storeys 

1 Forsyth Barr Building 764 Colombo Street 18 

4 Victoria Square Carpark 102 Armagh Street 4 

15 Novatel Christchurch 52 Cathedral Square 14 

24 HSBC Building 62 Worcester Street 11 

33 Ibis Hotel 107 Hereford Street 9 

36 Scorpio Books 79-83 Hereford Street 7 

61 Lichfield Carpark 29-33 Lichfield Street 5 

3.4.1 Simplified soil-foundation-structure scenario

The situation in Christchurch where multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations have been 

found to perform well was simplified into a generic soil-foundation-structure scenario. This is 

presented in Figure 3.13 and was used as a basis to investigate the potential  

 

Figure 3.13 Simplified soil-foundation-structure scenario for investigating the influence of SFSI on the 
earthquake performance of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations in Christchurch. 
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influence of SFSI on the earthquake performance of multi-storey buildings on shallow 

foundations in Christchurch. The foundation soil was assumed to be a thick layer of dense 

gravel, as was found for the buildings of interest in Section 3.3.2. The foundation was assumed 

to be a raft either at the surface of the soil layer or beneath a one storey basement. The 

structures were assumed to be multi-storey buildings with 3 or more storeys but generally less 

than the tallest building of interest in Christchurch at 18 storeys. This simplified soil-

foundation-structure scenario was used to direct centrifuge experiments undertaken as part of 

this research work, which are discussed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, as well as subsequent 

numerical modelling investigating SFSI in earthquake performance of multi-storey buildings 

on shallow foundations. In order to constrain the experimental and numerical research, details 

of the dense gravel in Christchurch were gathered as well as specific details of one of the 

buildings of interest. 

3.4.2 Christchurch shallow gravel properties

The multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations in the Christchurch CBD area of interest are 

typically  founded on  a  layer  of  near  surface  dense  gravels.  These  shallow gravels  are  part  of  

the Springston Formation and are aged at less than 10,000 years before present (Brown & 

Weeber, 1992). As presented in Section 3.3.2, they form a reasonably thick layer beneath the 

shallow foundations  of  the  buildings  of  interest.  Therefore,  it  was  assumed that  these  gravels  

could be considered as a uniform layer when investigating the influence of SFSI in the 

earthquake performance of the buildings of interest on shallow foundations. Intensive street-

wise soil investigation were carried out in Christchurch following the earthquake events in the 

region that provide the properties of the shallow gravel (MBIE, 2016). 

Multichannel analysis of surface waves (MASW) investigation along roads within the CBD 

was undertaken following the Christchurch Earthquake as part of the Christchurch Central 

Recovery  Plan.  The  main  output  from  this  investigation  was  profiles  of  the  variation  of  soil  

shear wave velocity (Vs) with depth. A range of streets were covered in the area of interest and 

Figure 3.14 provides an example of a portion of the profile along Montreal Street, between 

Hereford Street and Worchester Boulevard, near the buildings of interest. By comparing the 

available data from MASW investigations in the area of interest with borehole records from the 

New Zealand Geotechnical Database (MBIE, 2016) and geology cross sections provided in the 

Christchurch Central City Geological Interpretative Report (Tonkin and Taylor, 2011), the 

shear wave velocity of the shallow gravel could be inferred. Generally the depths where 
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shallow gravel dominated the soil profile in the area of interest ranged between 2 m and 10 m 

beneath the ground surface. Shear wave velocity for the shallow gravel layers at these depths 

ranged between about 175 and 200 m/s, with an average value around 185 m/s. 

 

Figure 3.14 Shear wave velocity (Vs) profile from MASW investigation along Montreal Street in the area of 
interest in the Christchurch CBD (MBIE, 2016). 

The stiffness of the shallow gravel in the CBD of Christchurch could be determined from the 

shear wave velocity. This was done using the standard formula for the small strain shear 

modulus (G0) presented in Equation (3.1): 

 =  (3.1) 

 where  is  the  density  of  the  soil,  which  for  sandy  gravel  is  typically  around  1.9  T/m3. The 

average small strain shear modulus of the gravel layers in the area of interest in the CBD was 

around 65,028 kPa. The shear modulus is essential in determining the stiffness of shallow 

foundations but the shear strength of the soil is also important in SFSI analysis. 

The angle of shear resistance or friction angle ( )  defines  the  strength  of  a  cohesionless  soil.  

The  friction  angle  is  a  function  of  relative  density  of  the  soil  so  investigation  of  the  relative  

density of the shallow gravel in the Christchurch CBD area of interest was undertaken. In the 

majority of boreholes available in the New Zealand Geotechnical Database (MBIE, 2016), 

Standard Penetration Tests (SPTs) were undertaken and correlations exist that link SPT N-
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value (standard penetration resistance) to relative density. Cubrinovski and Ishihara (2001) 

proposed a correlation between SPT N-value and the relative density for a range of sands and 

gravels and this is presented in Equation (3.2): 

 
=

( ) .

9
98 . .

 (3.2) 

where NSPT is the SPT N-value, v’ is the vertical effective stress in kPa and (emax – emin) is the 

void ratio range. Cubrinovski and Ishihara also proposed a correlation between the void ratio 

range and the average grain size of the soil (D50), as shown in Equation (3.3): 

 = 0.23 +
0.06

 (3.3) 

Particle size distribution tests were undertaken for the shallow sandy gravel in Christchurch by 

Tonkin and Taylor (2011). A range of distributions were obtained from the 10 tests that were 

done but the average grain size of the gravelly material was interpreted from these tests as 8 

mm. Thus, the relative density of the shallow gravel in the area of interest could be determined 

using available borehole records. 

Borehole records in the vicinity of the buildings of interest were retrieved from the New 

Zealand Geotechnical Database (MBIE, 2016) to establish the relative density of the shallow 

gravel in the Christchurch CBD. The relative density was calculated using Equation (3.2) and 

the SPT N-values in the borehole records, which were corrected to the standard 60% energy 

(N60) assuming 78% rod energy in the tests. The density of the gravel was assumed to be 1.9 

T/m3 and the water table was assumed to be 1 m beneath the ground surface in order to 

determine effective stress. Results are presented in Figure 3.15 with respect to the depth of the 

test undertaken at each building site. The variability of the shallow gravel in Christchurch can 

be observed in the relative density results, with values ranging from around 0.45 to 0.95. This 

variability could also be attributed to the issues with conducting SPTs in gravel where coarse 

particles can influence the results. Nevertheless, a consistent average relative density of 0.71 

was inferred for the shallow gravel in Christchurch. By rearranging the standard equation for 

relative density, and assuming a range of possible maximum void ratios for the gravel, the 

friction angle of the shallow gravel in the area of interest in Christchurch was determined from 

the plots in Figure 3.16 to be between 35 degrees and 40 degrees. Similar friction angles can be 

ascertained from more recent work by Bolton (1986) for sands. 
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Figure 3.15 Relative density of the shallow gravel in the Christchurch CBD determined from SPT tests 
done at various depths in machine boreholes in the vicinity of the buildings of interest. 

 

Figure 3.16 Relationships between the friction angle and density of sands and gravel (after Lambe & 
Whitman, 1969). 

It is important to acknowledge the potential disparity between the shear wave velocity 

measurements of the shallow gravel in the Christchurch CBD and the calculated relative 

density from the available SPTs. The average shear wave velocity of 185 m/s from the MASW 

investigation could be interpreted as representing low density gravel so that a lower relative 

density than that determined from the SPTs would have been expected. The difference 

potentially comes from the fact that the MASW measurements are an average over a certain 

depth  of  soil  whereas  SPT  measurements  are  at  particular  points  in  the  soil  profile.  The  
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variable nature of the surface soils could have meant that thinner, softer layers within the 

dominant layer of dense gravel observed in the area of interest could have caused lower than 

expected shear wave velocity values. To quantify the potential disparity between MASW and 

SPT measurements, a correlation developed from extensive research by Wair et al. (2012) 

between SPT N60 and Vs has been used to determine the shear wave velocity from the available 

SPTs. The same SPT records used to determine relative density were used to determine shear 

wave velocity by applying the correlation for Holocene gravel shown in Equation (3.4): 

 = 53 .  .  (3.4) 

where v’ is in kPa. From this, the average shear wave velocity for the shallow gravel layer in 

Christchurch was determined to be 227 m/s. This was identified as slightly higher than the 

average value determined from the MASW (185 m/s). However, the direct shear wave velocity 

measurements from the MASW were considered to be the most appropriate for determining 

stiffness in SFSI analysis because they give interpretation of the stiffness of the entire layer of 

soil. 

In summary, the properties of the shallow, dense gravel layer in the simplified soil-foundation-

structure scenario are presented in Table 3.2. A vast range of Cone Penetration Tests (CPTs) 

were also available in the New Zealand Geotechnical Database (MBIE, 2016) to interpret soil 

properties but often these tests had difficulties penetrating the gravel layers. Hence the MASW, 

borehole and SPT investigations were considered more appropriate. These fundamental 

properties  enabled  analysis  of  the  simplified  soil-foundation-structure  scenario  to  be  

undertaken to investigate the influence of SFSI on the response of multi-storey buildings on 

shallow foundations during the Christchurch Earthquake. 

Table 3.2 Properties of the shallow gravel layer in the area of interest in the Christchurch CBD determined 
from available geotechnical investigation data.  

Soil Property Value 

 (T/m3) (assumed) 1.9  

Vs (m/s) 185 

G0 (kPa) 65,028 

Dr 0.71 

 (degrees) 35 - 40 
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3.4.3 Suitable Christchurch Earthquake records

To undertake appropriate analysis of SFSI in the earthquake performance of multi-storey 

buildings on shallow foundations in Christchurch, suitable earthquake records should be used. 

The strong ground motion recording stations in the Christchurch CBD were presented in Figure 

3.2 and provide the closest records to the area and buildings of interest. However, the 

recordings that were made at the ground surface may not represent what was experienced by 

the buildings of interest because the soil profiles at the recording stations may be different, 

particularly considering the significant spatial variability of the geology in Christchurch. 

Therefore, an appropriate procedure for determining the most suitable input motions for SFSI 

analysis of the buildings of interest was pursued. 

Ground response analysis provides a means of predicting surface motion at a particular site by 

incorporating the calculated response of the underlying soil layers. The geometry, stiffness and 

damping characteristics of the soil profile modify the incoming seismic waves so that the free 

field  motion  at  the  site  of  a  foundation  can  be  determined.  This  procedure  in  itself  is  a  

challenging task and a number of assumptions have to be made regarding the exact 

composition of the free field motion before it can be adjusted for the effects of kinematic and 

inertial interaction (Pecker & Pender, 2000), which are discussed in Section 2.5.1. However, 

there are standardised methods available to undertake ground response analysis that are 

outlined in a number of text books (for example Kramer, 1996;  and Towhata, 2008). 

The simplest form of ground response analysis involves one dimensional analysis assuming 

vertical propagation of seismic waves near the surface and linear, elastic response of horizontal 

soil layers. Typically, the procedure involves computing the Fourier series of a known bedrock 

record (typically using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)) and then multiplying each term in 

the  Fourier  series  by  a  transfer  function  to  get  the  Fourier  series  of  the  surface  motion.  The  

most common reference bedrock record employed in one dimensional ground response 

analysis is that obtained from a rock outcrop at the surface. However, in Christchurch there is 

no rock outcrop record that has been identified as particularly suitable for application in the 

CBD. An alternative method that is potentially viable involves deconvolution of surface 

records down to a common bedrock layer followed by ground response analysis undertaken 

using the calculated response of that bedrock layer. Exploratory investigation of this method 

was undertaken for application in the Christchurch CBD but two main problems were 

identified: the soil profile in Christchurch is very deep so a suitable reference layer would be 
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difficult to justify and determining the required properties of the deeper soil layers becomes 

problematic; liquefaction at any depth in the profile invalidates the assumptions required in 

ground response analysis regarding the propagation of seismic waves. Therefore it was 

considered more appropriate to utilise the actual surface records from the Christchurch 

Earthquake that would be applicable for analysis of the buildings of interest in Christchurch. 

To determine the strong ground motion recording stations in the CBD that would provide 

suitable records for application in SFSI analysis of the buildings of interest, comparisons were 

made  between  the  soil  profiles  at  the  recording  stations  and  those  from  the  buildings  of  

interest.  The  borehole  records  in  the  vicinity  of  the  buildings  of  interest,  which  were  used  to  

determine the properties of the shallow gravel in Section 3.4.2, were used to develop simplified 

shallow soil profiles for these buildings. These are presented in Figure 3.17 and the soil profile 

above the dense Riccarton Gravel, which lies below most of Christchurch, is presented because 

this is typically where the major variability in the soil profile is found. However, the profiles at 

these seven buildings were quite similar. Generally there was a shallow layer of fill and/or sand 

of the Springston Formation, followed by the thick layer of sandy gravel mentioned previously 

and discussed in Section 3.4.2, then a thick layer of dense sand of the Christchurch Formation, 

and lastly a thin layer of silt before reaching the Riccarton Gravel below. 

The profiles from the buildings of interest were compared with profiles available for the strong 

ground motion stations in the CBD of Christchurch. Detailed investigation of the ground 

conditions at the strong ground motion stations throughout Christchurch was undertaken by 

Wotherspoon et al. (2014). Using the available investigation data, simplified soil profiles for 

the four strong ground motion recording stations were prepared and are presented in Figure 

3.18. The CBGS and CHHC stations have very similar profiles to that observed at the buildings 

of interest whereas the CCCC and REHS sites are quite different in the upper portions, 

particularly with the absence of the dense sandy gravel layer. The recordings from the CBGS 

and  CHHC  stations  in  the  Christchurch  Earthquake  were  also  quite  similar,  as  shown  in  the  

response spectra plots in Figure 3.4 presented earlier, whereas the CCCC and REHS sites are 

quite  different.  Since  the  similar  soil  profiles  of  CBGS  and  CHHC  produced  similar  surface  

records and the soil profiles at these sites are similar to those at the sites of buildings of 

interest, the recordings from these stations were assumed to be suitable for analysing the multi-

storey buildings on shallow foundations that performed well in the area of interest in the CBD. 
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Figure 3.17 Simplified soil profiles at the buildings of interest in Christchurch above the Riccarton Gravel. 

 

Figure 3.18 Simplified soil profiles at the four strong ground motion recording stations in the Christchurch 
CBD. 
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3.4.4 Details and earthquake response of buildings of interest

The buildings of interest in the Christchurch CBD are a wide range of sizes, both vertically and 

in plan, and have a wide range of primary construction materials. They have all been identified 

to have performed well in the Christchurch Earthquake but the response of each building was 

likely to have been slightly different. It was difficult to obtain specific details of the buildings 

of interest following the earthquake events in Christchurch so simple general observations are 

presented in this Section followed by detailed investigation of a particular building of interest 

and how it responded in the earthquake. The details of this building could then be used as a 

case study investigating the influence of SFSI in its good earthquake performance. 

3.4.4.1 General observations and measurements

In August 2011, a range of general building observations and measurements were made within 

the cordon of the Christchurch CBD (see Figure 3.5). A wide range of buildings were 

observed, including the buildings of interest identified previously, and the different levels of 

damage sustained to the different buildings was able to be observed. The main aim of the 

investigation, though, was to survey the verticality of buildings at ground level using a digital 

angle measuring device. The same measurements had been undertaken by others previously on 

30 March 2011, fairly soon after the Christchurch Earthquake. These measurements provided 

evidence of whether buildings had experienced residual deformation due to the earthquakes. 

A large number of the buildings measured appeared to have tilted by a very small angle in both 

sets of measurements, sometimes with the measurement in March 2011 at a different direction 

to the measurements undertaken in August 2011. The angle measuring device was capable of 

resolving down to 0.1 degrees, which is a tilt of about 1/600 or 1.75 mm per m, and the 

deviations from the vertical were predominantly in the range of 0.1 to 0.3 degrees. The 

measuring instrument was checked by surveying a number of buildings in the Auckland CBD, 

the biggest city in New Zealand. From a total of 154 Auckland measurements it was found that 

the  mean  angle  was  90.03  degrees  from  the  horizontal  with  a  standard  deviation  of  0.16  

degrees, suggesting that buildings in Auckland are very close to vertical. It was assumed that 

the building practices in Christchurch were the same as in Auckland and thus it was concluded 

that measurements in Christchurch that deviated 0.2 degrees or more from the vertical 

indicated residual rotations of the buildings. Tilting of a building less than approximately 0.5 

degrees is not apparent to casual observation so the buildings identified are not evidently 
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damaged at street level and the small residual rotations should not affect the serviceability of 

the buildings. However, small residual rotations indicated that the foundations were loaded 

beyond the elastic range during the course of the earthquakes, providing evidence of the need 

to account for SFSI concepts in assessing the performance of these buildings, including those 

on shallow foundations, and hence leading, in part, to the line of research presented in this 

Thesis. 

3.4.4.2 HSBC Building

The HSBC Building  was  identified  as  a  building  of  particular  interest  in  this  research.  It  is  a  

tall multi-storey building on a shallow foundation that performed particularly well in the 

Christchurch Earthquake and is in the area of interest in the CBD. A photo of the building is 

provided in Figure 3.19 and was taken during the August 2013 survey of buildings not 

demolished after the final CBD cordon had been lifted. At that time it was already fully 

occupied. Details of the building were made available by the engineers that investigated the 

earthquake response of the building on behalf of the owner, enabling investigation of the 

potential influence of SFSI in the good performance of this building. 

 

Figure 3.19 The HSBC Building looking towards the south east from Worcester Boulevard. 
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The  HSBC  building  or  “Club  Tower”  is  an  11  storey  office  building  with  one  level  of  

basement  at  62  Worcester  Street  in  the  Christchurch  CBD.  The  first  two  floors  and  the  

basement are constructed from reinforced concrete and the remaining floors are constructed 

from steel, with the lateral load resisting components being three Eccentrically Braced Frames 

(EBF’s) and perimeter Moment Resisting Frames (MRF’s). The entire building is founded on a 

reinforced concrete raft foundation that is up to 1.6 m thick in places and is approximately 4 m 

beneath the ground surface. Simplified elevation cross sections of the building in the North and 

East directions (the North Elevation being that which experienced the strongest shaking during 

the Christchurch Earthquake) are shown in Figure 3.20, with representative external 

dimensions. 

 

Figure 3.20 Simplified elevation cross sections of the HSBC Building. 

The soil profile at the HSBC Building site presented in Figure 3.17 shows that the basement 

raft foundation of the building at 4 m beneath the ground surface is founded on the layer of 

dense gravel identified and discussed in Section 3.4.2. This layer extends to a depth of 11 m 

beneath the ground surface resulting in a 7 m thick layer beneath the basement foundation. 

Post-earthquake geotechnical investigations found no evidence of foundation failure in terms 

of  cracking  of  the  basement  slab  or  soil  deformation  that  would  result  in  severe  building  

damage (Opus, 2011). The good performance was attributed to the combination of dense 

founding gravel and the rigid raft foundation. Evidence of liquefaction was also not observed at 
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the site during post-earthquake inspections. However, empirical investigations suggested 

liquefaction could have occurred in some of the layers, including liquefaction of sand lenses 

within the gravel layer, and this had the potential to negatively impact on the foundation 

performance. It was concluded, though, that the available evidence suggested liquefaction did 

not occur in portions of the sandy gravel during the Christchurch Earthquake, likely due to the 

permeability of the layer and the short duration of shaking, and any negative effects of 

liquefaction that occurred at depth were mitigated by the thick, dense gravel layer. 

Structurally the HSBC Building performed better than expected given the magnitude of the 

ground motion in the Christchurch Earthquake. As was observed in Figure 3.4, the magnitude 

of the ground motions was significantly larger than the elastic design spectrum used to design 

buildings such as the HSBC Building, which was built in 2007. The natural period of the 

structure in the north-south direction was assessed from modal analysis to be 1.4 seconds and 

in the east-west direction to be 1.25 seconds (Bolland, 2011) and at these periods the spectral 

acceleration of the Christchurch Earthquake records was around 2 times the design level. At 

this level of shaking the EBFs were expected to yield substantially, however, there was no 

evidence of pronounced yielding during post-earthquake inspections. The building was 

surveyed following the earthquake and was found to have self-centred to within construction 

tolerances, being a maximum of 0.07 degrees off vertical. The drift the structure experienced 

during the earthquake was estimated by measuring scuff marks from movement of the stairs 

within the building (Clifton, 2013) and was found to be approximately 1% of the interstorey 

height (about 30 mm), while the design drift in this direction of shaking was 1.3% 

(approximately 40 mm). The combination of earthquake shaking greater than design levels and 

drifts less than design levels suggested the building behaved 2.3 times stiffer than the model 

used  to  design  it.  However,  as  part  of  the  research  work  undertaken  in  this  Thesis,  it  is  

postulated that rather than the building being stiffer, SFSI effects meant that the forces 

transferred to the structure were reduced. 

Simple elastic analysis can be used to indicate whether the acceleration in the Christchurch 

Earthquake was sufficient to initiate rocking for the HSBC Building. The base shear coefficient 

required to cause rocking (Cr) or the rocking acceleration can be calculated using Equation 

(3.5): 

 
=

     
 (3.5) 
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The static lateral force to cause rocking can be calculated using the moment to cause uplift 

assuming elastic  settlement  of  the  foundation.  The  equivalent  SDOF properties  of  the  HSBC 

building were calculated using the methods outlined by Priestley et al. (2007) and discussed in 

Section 4.5.2 of this Thesis. These were used to calculate the rocking acceleration of the 

building. In the east-west direction the rocking acceleration is 0.27 g and in the north-south 

direction it is 0.47 g. Given that the PGA of the Christchurch Earthquake in the vicinity of the 

HSBC Building was approximately 0.45 g (MBIE, 2016), it is likely that the building was 

subjected to rocking, particularly in the east-west direction. Therefore, SFSI is likely to have 

had an influence on the performance of this structure. 

3.5 Summary

Observations of building performance during the Christchurch Earthquake identified a range of 

multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations that performed well during the strong shaking 

experienced in the Christchurch CBD. The earthquake events in the Canterbury region between 

2010 and 2012, including the Mw 6.2 Christchurch Earthquake on 22 February 2011 which had 

an epicentre only 7 km from the CBD and caused significant damage to infrastructure and 

buildings, presented a unique scenario for investigating the performance of multi-storey 

buildings on shallow foundations. The focus of this Thesis was on buildings that performed 

well, which were identified in juxtaposition to extensive demolition works that were 

undertaken across the CBD due to irreparable damage to a large number of buildings. The 

damage stemmed from the fact that the earthquake shaking recorded in the earthquake was 

significantly higher than the spectral acceleration used to design the buildings. Following 

completion of demolition works and the lifting on the CBD cordon, which had been put in 

place immediately following the Christchurch Earthquake to protect citizens, a range of multi-

storey buildings were noted to have not been demolished and were therefore assumed to have 

performed well in the earthquakes. A large proportion of these buildings were identified as 

being on shallow foundations and in a particular area of interest in the CBD. 

Geotechnical considerations for the multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations that 

performed well in the Christchurch Earthquake were explored to investigate how SFSI may 

have influenced that good performance. Liquefaction observations made following the 

Christchurch Earthquake showed the majority of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations 

that performed well were in areas where no liquefied material was observed at the ground 

surface. Part of the reason for this was the presence of a thick layer of dense gravel at shallow 
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depths beneath the ground surface that provided a protective crust and allowed dissipation of 

pore water pressure. This dense gravel layer enabled multi-storey buildings to be constructed 

on shallow foundations in the CBD in the first place as it provided a stiff, competent 

foundation material that was combined with a strong foundation, generally a raft beneath a 

single storey basement, to provide a favourable soil-foundation condition. During dynamic 

loading, the strong foundation on competent soil provided capacity to withstand the shear and 

moment forces imparted from the structure during strong shaking. The soil, foundation, and 

structure details that were ascertained for the multi-storey buildings that performed well in 

Christchurch revealed a particular area of interest as well as particular buildings of interest that 

could be used to develop a simplified soil-foundation-structure scenario for investigating the 

influence of SFSI on the good earthquake performance in Christchurch. 

A scenario where multi-storey buildings on shallow raft foundations, either at the ground 

surface  or  beneath  a  single  storey  basement,  rested  on  a  thick  layer  of  dense  gravel  was  

developed. This scenario directed subsequent experimental and analytical research work 

investigating the influence of SFSI on earthquake performance of these buildings. The 

properties of the shallow gravel in Christchurch was ascertained from the vast array of 

geotechnical investigation undertaken in the CBD. Suitable earthquake records from the nearby 

strong ground motion recording stations were also identified by comparing soil profiles at the 

stations with those at the specific buildings of interest. Following this, details of the response 

of the multi-storey buildings on shallow foundation during the Canterbury earthquakes were 

outlined and focused on one particular building for which details were able to be obtained – the 

11 storey steel and reinforced concrete HSBC Building. It was found that the earthquake 

loading that this building experienced was approximately twice as big as those used to design it 

while the structural drifts were less than design level. This led to the idea that rather than the 

building being stiffer than expected, SFSI reduced the forces transferred to the structure. 

Calculation of the elastic rocking acceleration and comparison with the PGA in the 

Christchurch Earthquake showed that rocking likely occurred for the HSBC building and thus 

SFSI may have played an essential role in the good performance of this building. Observations 

of this building and the range of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations in the 

Christchurch CBD that performed well have laid the platform to undertake experimental and 

numerical investigation of SFSI in the earthquake performance of multi-storey buildings in this 

particular scenario. 
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Chapter 4
Centrifuge Modelling
 

Physical scale model experiments provide a link between field observations of earthquake 

events and numerical analysis of the performance of structure-foundation systems. In 

geotechnical engineering, a successful physical scale model will replicate the change in soil 

stress with depth as well as the dependence of soil behaviour on confining stress and stress 

history (Taylor, 1995). It is for these reasons that geotechnical centrifuge modelling is 

particularly useful in scale model experiments of soil-foundation-structure earthquake 

response. A scale model of the soil and structure is spun to increase downward acceleration on 

the model, which increases the self-weight of the soil and thus creates a stress distribution that 

is comparable with the prototype being modelled (Laue, 2001). The additional centripetal 

acceleration has the same effect on the structure model so that the dimensions and properties of 

the scale model are equivalent to the prototype, in essence enabling a full-scale test within a 

reduced scale model. 

Geotechnical centrifuge experiments were undertaken using the centrifuge at the University of 

Dundee,  Scotland,  to  investigate  the  influence  of  SFSI  on  the  earthquake  response  of  multi-

storey buildings on shallow foundations. The findings from the Christchurch Earthquake 

outlined in Chapter 3 regarding multi-storey buildings on shallow raft foundations directed the 

design of the scale building models tested. The models were designed as equivalent SDOF 

representations of the range of buildings of interest in Christchurch but the overall dimensions 

were constrained by what was able to fit in the centrifuge. The soil-foundation conditions of 

the buildings of interest also led to the structure models being placed on a layer of dense sand. 
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Once the soil-structure models were spun to the design acceleration level of 50 g, they were 

subjected to a series of Ricker wavelet pulses of varying amplitude as well as suitable 

Christchurch Earthquake CBD records as discussed in Section 3.4.3. A range of instruments 

captured the response of the soil, foundation and structure. This Chapter gives detail on the 

configuration of the centrifuge modelling undertaken. The following Chapter proceeds onto the 

results from these tests, elaborating on the evidence gained for the influence of SFSI on the 

performance of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations. 

4.1 Centrifuge modelling principles

The geotechnical centrifuge is used to test a wide range of geotechnical engineering problems, 

including  strength,  stiffness  and  capacity  of  SFSI  systems.  A  scale  model  of  the  structure,  

foundation, and soil is prepared in the laboratory and then loaded onto a swing/gondola at the 

end of the centrifuge arm (for the case of the most common “beam” type centrifuge (see Laue, 

2001)). The centrifuge arm is then rotated to a designated constant acceleration and the swing 

moves up to an angle such that the resultant of the centripetal acceleration and Earth’s gravity 

acts perpendicular to the surface of the model, as shown in Figure 4.1. This creates an artificial 

gravity that enables identical stress distribution to be established in the reduced scale model as 

would exist at prototype scale, which is particularly important in geotechnical physical 

modelling because the mechanical behaviour of soil is strongly related to its stress state. 

 

Figure 4.1 Centrifuge (“Beam” type) mechanism sketch showing the stationary model set up and the 
centripetal force acting on the model when the centrifuge is in “flight”. 
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Stress similitude between the model and prototype enables geotechnical centrifuge modelling 

to appropriately capture the nonlinear behaviour of a soil-foundation system. This is because 

confining stresses play an important role in prototype (full scale) soil behaviour (Gajan, et al., 

2005). The stress similitude is achieved through the rotational motion of the model in the 

centrifuge, whereby “gravity” is increased by a factor of N times Earth’s gravity for a model 

that is 1/N times the scale of the prototype being modelled. For instance, a soil of density  at a 

model scale depth of zm (subscript m is used to indicate the model) that is spun in a centrifuge 

to an acceleration of N times Earth’s gravity will experience a vertical stress given by Equation 

(4.1): 

 =  (4.1) 

For the prototype scale at a corresponding depth of zp (subscript p is used to indicate prototype) 

the vertical stress is given by Equation (4.2): 

 =  (4.2) 

Thus as vp = vm in centrifuge modelling, then zm = zp / N and the linear dimension scale factor 

(model/prototype) is 1/N (Taylor, 1995). Scaling laws for other parameters can then be derived 

and are shown in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 Centrifuge scaling laws where N is the gravity acceleration factor (after Schofield, 1980). 

Parameter Unit Scale (model/prototype) 

Acceleration m/s2 N 

Linear dimension m 1/N 

Stress kPa 1 

Density kg/m3 1 

Unit Weight N/m3 N 

Mass kg 1/N3 

Volume m3 1/N3 

Force N 1/N2 

Bending Moment Nm 1/N3 
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The scaling in centrifuge modelling brings about a number of possible scaling errors. It is 

important, not just in centrifuge modelling but all modelling exercises, to have an appreciation 

for the limitations of the modelling process and to seek ways to minimise errors. For a 

comprehensive explanation of all types of scaling errors in centrifuge testing see Taylor (1995) 

and Muir Wood (2004). A primary error is known as gravitational distortion whereby the 

acceleration field that the model is subjected to is non-uniform. The acceleration experienced at 

a particular point on the model depends on the radius to the centre of rotation, which varies 

across the depth of the model; whereas for the prototype the Earth’s gravitational acceleration 

can be considered to be uniform. An example of the difference between prototype and model 

stress distribution with depth is presented in Figure 4.2, with the non-linear variation of stress 

in the model exaggerated for clarity. In this example the exact correspondence in stress 

between model and prototype occurs at two-thirds the model depth. This depth can be adjusted 

to any depth depending on the nature of the experiment and, as proved to be the case, for most 

geotechnical centrifuges the acceleration level at this depth can be adopted as the acceleration 

level for the entire model because the lowest overall error is achieved (Schofield, 1980). It is 

usually assumed that the variation in the acceleration field is acceptable if the height of the 

model is less than approximately 10% of the radius of the centrifuge (Muir Wood, 2004), 

which is 3.5 m for the centrifuge at the University of Dundee as explained later in Section 4.2. 

 

Figure 4.2 Comparison of stress variation with depth in a centrifuge model and its corresponding prototype 
(Taylor, 1995). 

The most common criticism of geotechnical centrifuge modelling involves scaling of the soil 

particles. It has been suggested that for centrifuge modelling to be justified the soil particles 

should be reduced in size by the acceleration factor N, or that when considering the prototype 

scale the particle size should be increased by N so, for example, a fine sand may be thought of 
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as representing a gravel. However, this would mean, for example, a clay would be thought of 

as a fine sand, which is clearly flawed as the stress-strain behaviour of clay and sand is very 

different (Taylor, 1995). Furthermore, the behaviour of a soil continuum depends on the 

interparticle contact forces, which are not dependent on gravitational force (Kutter, 1995). 

Interparticle contact forces depend on stress and the number of interparticle contacts per unit 

area, which is influenced by the absolute soil particle size. In the model and prototype, if the 

stresses are the same and the soil is the same then interparticle contact forces will be the same. 

Problems could arise if the soil grain size was significant when compared to the model 

dimensions because local effects of the soil grains would influence behaviour rather than the 

soil acting as a continuum (Taylor, 1995). To overcome this, a statistically significant number 

of particles should be involved in the centrifuge test. Fuglsang and Ovesen (1988) suggested 

that the model footing diameter should be 30 times the particle size for accurate results. 

Scaling laws also apply to time factors associated with soil consolidation (diffusion) and 

dynamic events such as earthquake loading. These laws are presented in Table 4.2. 

Consolidation  relates  to  the  dissipation  of  excess  pore  pressures  and  therefore  will  not  be  

elaborated on here because the experiments conducted in this research were done using dry soil 

(see Taylor (1995) for details on consolidation scaling and effects). Dynamic time scaling is of 

importance for the experiments undertaken as the models were subjected to dynamic Ricker 

wavelets and Christchurch Earthquake records as outlined in Section 4.6. If the basic equation 

of kinematics is considered and rearranged for time as in Equation (4.3), and the dynamic 

acceleration is considered to scale as gravitational acceleration does, the scale factor for time 

(tdyn) can be found as in Equation (4.4) (Kutter, 1995): 

 
=  0.5

.
 (4.3) 

 

=
1 .

=
1

 (4.4) 

where x is displacement, a is acceleration and t is time. This dynamic time scaling must be 

taken into account when applying dynamic motions to the soil-structure model while the 

centrifuge is “in flight”. 

Despite the limitations and considerations required in centrifuge modelling, it provides a 

particularly important source of data for the earthquake response of soil-foundation-structure 
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systems. It is currently impossible to predict the location of large seismic events with certainty 

and therefore there is a lack of data regarding the performance of actual soil-structure systems 

during these earthquakes due to the impracticality and cost of instrumenting buildings in detail 

ahead of an earthquake. The addition of a mechanical shaker to the centrifuge swing enables 

dynamic testing to be undertaken and therefore repeated tests can be conducted using 

earthquake and other dynamic motions while the centrifuge is ‘in flight’ (Kutter, 1995). Thus, 

experiments can be conducted on a range of soil-structure models using a range of dynamic 

inputs to gain important insight into the performance of SFSI systems during earthquakes. 

Table 4.2 Centrifuge scaling laws for time effects where N is the gravity acceleration factor (after Schofield, 
1980). 

Parameter Unit Scale (model/prototype) 

Time: diffusion s 1/N2 

Time: dynamic s 1/N 

Frequency Hz N 

4.2 University of Dundee centrifuge facility

The experiments carried out as part of this research were undertaken at the centrifuge facility at 

the University of Dundee, Scotland. The machine is a type C67 “beam” centrifuge 

manufactured by Actidyn Systems (www.actidyn.com), and a photo of it is shown in Figure 

4.3. The centrifuge has a working radius of 3.5 m when the swing containing the model moves 

into position during rotation (see Figure 4.1), and the opposite end of the arm has an adjustable 

counterweight that is positioned to enable accurate balance depending on the mass of the 

model. Speeds of up to 208 revolutions per minute can be achieved to develop a particular 

centripetal acceleration. 

There are two swings used on the centrifuge at Dundee depending on whether static or 

dynamic tests are being undertaken. Centripetal accelerations of up to 130 g can be achieved 

using the standard static swing, which can support a payload of 1 T with maximum dimensions 

of 1 m by 0.8 m by 0.8 m. A servo-hydraulic mechanical shaker, referred to by the 

manufacturers as an Earthquake Simulator (EQS) (Actidyn, 2008), is built into the dynamic 

swing so that ground motion can be applied while the centrifuge is rotating. The addition of the 

EQS means that the maximum model payload is reduced to 400 kg and the maximum 
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dimensions are reduced to 0.8 m by 0.4 m by 0.6m. Also, the maximum centripetal 

acceleration with the EQS is reduced to 80 g. 

 

Figure 4.3 University of Dundee centrifuge facility (sourced from Madden, 2014). 

The EQS can simulate harmonic motions by selecting frequency, magnitude and duration 

and/or can replicate recorded time history motions such as earthquakes. The frequency range of 

the system is between 40 and 400 Hz so recorded motions have to be filtered to ensure 

frequency content (at model scale) is within this range. The shaker also has a limiting peak 

acceleration of 40 g so model scale records have to be kept below this value (at a centrifuge 

acceleration of 50 g this corresponds to a limiting peak prototype acceleration of 0.8 g). In 

order to reproduce dynamic motions for the model while it is being rotated in the centrifuge 

without transmitting potentially damaging vibrations to other centrifuge components, the EQS 

utilises a dynamic balancing principle (Actidyn, 2008). Figure 4.4 presents the dynamic 

balancing principle for the EQS whereby the model and a pair of moveable counterweights 

simultaneously and automatically actuate so that dynamic inertia forces cancel. The slip table, 

which provides the base dynamic motion, is simultaneously actuated by two parallel servo-

hydraulic actuators. Uniaxial motion is ensured by a programmable logic controller, which 

aims to remove parasitic movements in the out-of plane directions. The hydrostatic bearings 

provide friction free movement and are connected to a hydraulic supply system that enables as 

many motions as desired to be applied to the model. Internal instrumentation measures the 

response of the servo-hydraulic actuators to enable control of the motion. 

The centrifuge is equipped with a 64 channel high speed data acquisition system to record 

instruments on the model. The instruments are logged to an on-board computer mounted at the 

centre  of  the  arm  through  a  fibre  optic  data  transfer  slip  ring  connection.  Then  the  data  is  
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transferred via a local network to an isolated control room so the experiment can be monitored 

in flight. The details of the instrumentation used in the experiments covered in this Thesis are 

outlined in Section 4.7 but include accelerometers, strain gauges and linear variable differential 

transformers (LVDTs) connected to the structural models as well as within the soil profile. 

 

Figure 4.4 Dynamic balancing principle in the Earthquake Simulator (EQS) mechanical shaker (Actidyn, 
2008). 

4.3 Experimental outline

The University of Dundee centrifuge facility enabled experiments to be undertaken to 

investigate the influence of SFSI on the response of multi-storey buildings on shallow 

foundations during dynamic loading. The focus of this research is the case where a strong 

foundation rests on a competent soil so that minimal permanent soil deformation is likely to 

occur. This was developed out of findings from the Christchurch Earthquake outlined in 

Chapter 3 where a number of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations were identified to 

have performed well in the CBD and SFSI is thought to give a potential reason for that good 

performance. A number of these buildings have large raft foundations resting on competent 

gravel, which means they have a high static bearing capacity FoS, and therefore the rocking 

response during earthquake shaking is likely to result in minimal permanent soil deformation 

and the potential for uplift of the foundation from the supporting soil to be the dominant SFSI 

mechanism. The objective of centrifuge testing was to simulate this scenario with a focus on 

closely inspecting the nonlinear SFSI mechanism and gaining understanding of the energy 

dissipation characteristics of an uplifting shallow foundation on a competent, cohesionless soil 

that produces a high static bearing capacity FoS. 

Dense  dry  sand  was  chosen  to  model  a  competent,  non-liquefiable  cohesionless  soil  in  the  

centrifuge experiments investigating shallow foundation SFSI. Due to material grain size 
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scaling considerations in centrifuge modelling, mentioned in Section 4.1, dense sand was 

considered the most suitable representation of the foundation conditions for the buildings of 

interest in Christchurch. The dense nature of the sand also meant that soil stiffness would be 

high  so  that  minimal  permanent  soil  deformation  was  likely.  The  sand  being  in  a  dry  state  is  

not directly aligned with what was present in the Christchurch CBD but was used because the 

viscosity complications that arise in dynamic geotechnical centrifuge modelling could be 

avoided (see Taylor (1995) and Muir Wood (2004)), and because of advantages with 

undertaking multiple dynamic tests on multiple models, which requires a level of repeatability. 

Furthermore, the SFSI behaviour at the soil-foundation interface could be inspected in detail 

and in isolation from other mechanisms such as liquefaction. 

Since the focus of the centrifuge experiments was the nonlinear SFSI mechanisms at the soil-

foundation interface, simplified SDOF representations of generic buildings were modelled. The 

model structures had to remain essentially elastic otherwise repeated testing would not be able 

to be undertaken effectively. A centrifuge acceleration of 50 g was chosen so that a range of 

building models could be suitably tested while considering the dimensional constraints of what 

could fit in the centrifuge as well as centripetal acceleration related constraints outlined in 

Section 4.1. The main structure models had equivalent raft foundations that were placed on the 

surface of the layer of dense sand and then dynamic excitation was applied at the base of the 

soil layer using the EQS outlined in Section 4.2. A cross section of a representative 

experimental  set  up  is  shown  in  Figure  4.5  along  with  a  three  dimensional  view  of  the  

structural model on the layer of dense sand placed in the soil box used in centrifuge testing.  

 

Figure 4.5 Experimental model set up for centrifuge testing showing a cross section and three dimensional 
view of the SDOF structure and raft foundation resting on a layer of dense dry sand within the soil box. 
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4.4 Soil properties and preparation

HST95 silica sand, sourced from Congleton in Cheshire, England, was used in the centrifuge 

tests. A number of previous researchers at the University of Dundee have used this material 

and extensive analysis has been undertaken to determine its physical properties (Lauder, 2010). 

The main properties of the sand are presented in Table 4.3. It is fine and uniformly graded as 

shown in the particle size distribution in Figure 4.6, which was produced using data from the 

sand supplier - CDS Consultants (2006). An identical curve was produced from independent 

analysis by Lauder (2010). 

Table 4.3 Properties of HST95 silica sand (after Lauder, 2010). 

Soil Property Value 

crit (degrees) 32 

Gs 2.63 

dmin (kg/m3) 1487 

dmax (kg/m3) 1792 

emax 0.769 

emin 0.467 

Shape rounded 

 

Figure 4.6 Particle size distribution curve for HST95 silica sand (after CDS, 2006). 
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4.4.1 Sand preparation

A 200 mm thick soil layer was prepared for each of the centrifuge tests. This corresponds to a 

prototype thickness of 10 m at the centrifuge acceleration of 50 g used throughout. The sand 

was prepared by air pluviation using an overhead slot pluviator. The pluviator had been set up 

and used by previous researchers at the University of Dundee and is shown in the annotated 

photo in Figure 4.7. A hopper (sand container) was set at a certain height above the soil box so 

that sand grains that rained down through a slot reached terminal velocity before being 

deposited in the soil box. Density fluctuations are minimised if terminal velocity of the sand 

particles is reached, resulting in better uniformity (Ueno, 1998). The hopper was then moved 

by hand back-and-forth along a linear track at a constant speed to build up the sand in layers in 

the soil box. The density of the sand was determined by the width of the slot (volume of flow), 

which was set by adjusting two plates on either side of the slot shown in the inset of Figure 4.7. 

 

Figure 4.7 Overhead slot pluviator used to prepare soil models in centrifuge testing, with inset of hopper 
cross section showing adjustable plates to set the slot width. 
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Dense sand was desired in the tests undertaken as part of this Thesis to best replicate the 

Christchurch situation and achieve the desired SFSI response in the experiments. Previous 

work by Lauder (2010) and Al-Defae (2013) tested the density ratio of the pluviated HST95 

sand achieved for a range of slot  widths using the set  up shown in Figure 4.7.  The data from 

their work is presented in Figure 4.8, and from this a slot width of 1 mm was chosen in order to 

achieve a relative density of around 80%. To check the density actually being achieved during 

pluviation, the density of sand pluviated into soil  pots placed at  different positions in the soil  

box was measured once the slot width was set. Table 4.4 presents the results of the density tests 

and includes the calculated relative density (Dr) using Equation (4.5) and the properties of the 

sand in Table 4.3: 

 
= .

( )
( ) (4.5) 

where t is the density of the soil measured in the test pot. A fairly consistent relative density 

was achieved with the average from the results in Table 4.4 being 83%.  

 

Figure 4.8 Relationship between pluviator slot width and relative density of HST95 (after Al-Defae, 2013; 
Lauder, 2010) 
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Table 4.4 Relative density tests of HST95 sand pluviated with a slot width of 1mm. 

Test Number Soil Density in Test Pot (kg/m3) Relative Density (%) 

1 1728.3 82.0 

2 1728.9 82.2 

3 1733.7 83.6 

4 1725.5 81.2 

5 1733.0 83.4 

6 1735.7 84.2 

4.4.2 Equivalent Shear Beam (ESB) soil box

The soil box used in the dynamic centrifuge experiments undertaken as part of this Thesis was 

an Equivalent Shear Beam (ESB) box designed by Bertalot (2013) at the University of Dundee. 

The ESB box was able to mitigate boundary effects that are created by interaction between the 

moving soil and the container within which it is held, so that prototype behaviour, which has 

an assumed infinite soil, was replicated in the model (Zeng & Schofield, 1996). This was 

achieved by building the box with a stack of aluminium alloy rings and having rubber between 

each layer so that the walls were flexible. The deflection of the walls during shaking was 

designed to match the deflection of the soil it contained so that the shear strain in the model 

matched that which would be experienced in the prototype. The ESB box also reduced P-wave 

reflection into the soil model that would result from interaction of vertically propagating shear 

waves with rigid boundary walls. 

The ESB box at the University of Dundee consists of six aluminium rings with rubber 

interlayers, and a schematic is shown in Figure 4.9. The box has internal dimensions of 674.8 

mm by 280 mm by 334 mm high and an overall mass of 65 kg. These dimensions control the 

maximum  size  of  the  soil  model  that  can  be  tested.  The  box  was  designed  to  match  the  

response of a 300 mm thick layer of HST95 sand at a centrifuge acceleration of 50 g (thus 15 

m prototype thickness) and a peak horizontal dynamic acceleration of 0.4 g at prototype scale. 

The optimum performance of the box is achieved when the soil and earthquake motions match 

these parameters. Even though the soil model and dynamic accelerations used in the 

experiments (see Section 4.6) are slightly different from the properties used in the design of the 
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ESB box, it was considered that it would still effectively mitigate boundary effects compared 

to a rigid wall container. 

 

Figure 4.9 Equivalent Shear Beam (ESB) box used in dynamic centrifuge experiments (Bertalot, 2013). 

4.5 Structure-foundation models

Equivalent SDOF models of generic 3, 5 and 7 storey buildings were developed for the 

centrifuge experiments, with each model having an identical size square raft foundation. 

Comparisons could then be made between the SFSI responses of the different structures. The 

three different sized generic building models on raft foundations were chosen to be 

representative of the range of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations in Christchurch 

that performed well during the Christchurch Earthquake (see Section 3.2.1 and Section 3.4) but 

the overall size of the models was constrained by the dimensions of the ESB box, consideration 

of boundary effects, and the available centrifuge model space. With these constraints in mind, a 

suitable size raft foundation was chosen for the models. Then the equivalent SDOF properties 

of the structures were determined at prototype scale so that scale models could be developed to 

achieve these properties in the centrifuge experiments. 
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4.5.1 Raft foundations

The overall size of the raft foundations were kept the same for all three of the building models 

to eliminate variation in SFSI system response that could result from different foundation 

shapes. A square shape was chosen for simplicity and so that foundation stiffness was not 

influenced by a particular length to breadth ratio (sees Section 2.4.1). The foundation size was 

then maximised so that it could be suitable for the multi-storey buildings being modelled yet 

still  fit  in  the  ESB box.  The  foundation  needed  to  be  placed  not  too  close  to  the  walls  of  the  

ESB box so as to avoid boundary effects induced during gravitational settlement and dynamic 

shaking. Therefore, a model scale raft foundation of 160 mm square was chosen, being 

equivalent to an 8 m square foundation at prototype scale when spun in the centrifuge at 50 g. 

This  allowed  for  a  model  scale  gap  of  60  mm  on  either  side  of  the  foundation,  or  3  m  at  

prototype scale, which was seen as appropriate considering the dynamic shaking direction was 

perpendicular to this dimension. 

4.5.2 Equivalent SDOF building models

The multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations in the Christchurch CBD that performed 

well during the Christchurch Earthquake ranged in height from 3 to 18 storeys, as outlined in 

Section 3.4. Ideally, centrifuge experiments would have investigated building sizes across this 

range. However, the overall height of the models that could be placed in the centrifuge was 

constrained by the available centrifuge model space. The upper limit of structure-foundation 

model height was determined by what was able to fit above the 200 mm layer of sand placed so 

that aerodynamic effects from the rotation of the centrifuge did not influence the model. Thus, 

the equivalent SDOF structures that could be modelled were required to have a height of less 

than 400 mm, or 20 m at prototype scale. From this it was determined, following procedures 

and assumptions outlined below, that a 7 storey structure would be the largest building that 

could be modelled. Equivalent SDOF models of 3, 5 and 7 storey buildings were chosen to 

observe a range of responses in the centrifuge experiments. 

Since part of the aim of this Thesis and the focus of centrifuge experiments was the influence 

of nonlinear SFSI on the rocking response of buildings on shallow foundations, it was decided 

to model the generic multi-storey buildings as equivalent elastic SDOF structures. This meant 

that nonlinear response of the system would be focused at the soil-foundation interface, 

allowing attribution of dynamic response characteristics to the nonlinear soil-foundation 
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mechanisms. Having an elastic structure also meant that repeated tests could be undertaken on 

the same models. Assumptions were made about the size, loading, and natural period of the 

generic buildings at prototype scale to develop the SDOF properties. These could then be 

scaled for the centrifuge experiments that were to be conducted at an acceleration of 50 g. 

Primary assumptions were made regarding the prototype dimensions and mass distribution of 

all the generic buildings. Since the foundation raft was chosen for all models to be 8 m square, 

the external dimensions of the buildings in plan were also taken as 8 m square. Each building 

was considered to be a frame structure consisting of one bay by one bay in plan, as shown by 

the  far  right  drawing  of  the  7  storey  model  in  Figure  4.10.  The  height  of  each  floor  was  

assumed to be 3.5 m, a typical value for floor height in multi-storey buildings, which gave the 

full height of the three generic buildings shown in Figure 4.10. The floor loading was assumed 

to be 7.5 kPa, and the roof loading was assumed to be 3.75 kPa, which were again considered 

typical for a range of multi-storey buildings. The floor and roof loadings were combined with 

the respective plan areas to give the mass of the individual floors and the roof. Equivalent 

SDOF structures could then be developed using the assumed parameters for the generic 

building models. 

 

Figure 4.10 Outline of the generic buildings modelled in the centrifuge experiments. 

Procedures outlined in Chapter 3 of Priestley et al. (2007) were followed to develop equivalent 

SDOF substitute structures for the generic building models. In the Direct Displacement-Based 

Design approach explained extensively in the Priestley et al. text book, representing the 

structure as an equivalent SDOF system using the Substitute Structure Approach (Shibata & 
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Sozen, 1976), as portrayed for a frame building in Figure 4.11, is a fundamental procedure. 

Therefore, it was considered appropriate to use this methodology to develop equivalent SDOF 

representations of the three generic frame structures conceived for use in centrifuge modelling.  

 

Figure 4.11 Equivalent SDOF substitute structure principle for a frame building (Priestley, et al., 2007). 

The first part of the procedure involved assuming a displacement at the top of the structure and 

then distributing that displacement to each floor using an assumed fundamental mode displaced 

shape. An assumed foundation rotation of 0.3 degrees and an assumed structural displacement 

of 0.4% of the building height were used to calculate the assumed displacement at the top of 

the structure and then this was linearly distributed to each floor. The linear displaced shape was 

assumed for simplicity and to maintain consistency across the different structural models. The 

assumed displacement was then used to calculate the characteristic displacement ( d) of the 

equivalent SDOF structures using Equation (4.6): 

 
= ( ) ( ) (4.6) 

where mi and i are the masses and displacements of the ni significant mass locations (i.e. at 

each floor and at the roof of the frame buildings) respectively. The characteristic displacement 

was then used to calculate the effective mass (me) of each equivalent SDOF structure using 

Equation (4.7): 

 
m = ( )  (4.7) 
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which is typically found to be about 75% of the total mass of the building. Finally, the effective 

heights (he) of the equivalent SDOF structures were calculated using Equation (4.8): 

 
= ( ) ( ) (4.8) 

where Hi is the height of the ni significant mass. The effective mass and height then defined the 

primary equivalent SDOF substitute structure properties for the generic 3, 5 and 7 storey 

buildings, as presented in Figure 4.12.  

 

Figure 4.12 Prototype scale equivalent SDOF substitute structures for the generic buildings modelled in the 
centrifuge experiments. 

The final parameter required for the equivalent SDOF representations of the generic 3, 5 and 7 

storey buildings was the stiffness of the column supporting the lumped effective mass. To 

calculate this, an assumption was made regarding the natural period of the structures. Equation 

(4.9) was used to assume a fixed base natural period (Ts, in seconds) for each of the structures: 

 = 0.1  (4.9) 

where n is  the  number  of  storeys.  This  is  a  simple  expression  that  has  been  incorporated  in  

some building codes for frame structures (Priestley, et al., 2007), and because generic building 

models  were  being  developed  without  consideration  of  a  specific  structural  system,  it  was  

considered a suitable expression to use. The equivalent SDOF building stiffness (ks) could then 

be calculated from Equation (4.10): 
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=

4
 (4.10) 

The results of the equivalent SDOF building design procedure conducted at prototype scale are 

presented for each of the three equivalent SDOF building models in Table 4.5. Appropriate 

scale models could then be designed for use in experiments undertaken in the centrifuge using 

these prototype parameters. 

Table 4.5 Equivalent SDOF prototype parameters for the generic building models. 

Building 

Model 

Effective 

Mass (T) 

Effective 

Height (m) 

Fixed Base 

Natural Period (s) 

Effective Building 

Stiffness (kN/m) 

3 Storey 104.3 7.4 0.3 45,751.1 

5 Storey 179.9 11.9 0.5 28,408.7 

7 Storey 254.3 16.5 0.7 20,488.5 

4.5.3 Structure-foundation scale model design

In order to undertake centrifuge experiments examining the SFSI response of the 3, 5 and 7 

storey generic buildings, appropriate scaling of the prototype SDOF models had to be 

undertaken and appropriate model designs developed for use in the centrifuge. As mentioned 

previously, a centrifuge acceleration of 50 g was used for all of the experiments. This 

acceleration factor was used to determine the prototype effective mass and effective height of 

the equivalent SDOF models using the laws in Table 4.1 and gave the values for each model 

presented in Table 4.6.  

Table 4.6 Model scale SDOF parameters for the generic building models used in centrifuge experiments. 

Building Model Model Lumped Mass (grams) Model Structure Height (mm) 

3 Storey 834.4 147.8 

5 Storey 1439.2 238 

7 Storey 2034.4 330 

Three main components were combined to develop scale models of the equivalent SDOF 

structures on shallow raft foundations – a single column, a square deck at the top of the 

column, and a square raft foundation at the base. As mentioned in Section 4.5.1, a 160 mm 
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model scale square raft  foundation was used for all  of the generic building models.  A 16 mm 

thick  plate  was  used  to  model  the  raft  foundations,  representing  a  0.8  m  thick  foundation  at  

prototype scale, which was considered suitable for raft foundations of multi-storey buildings of 

the size investigated. A square column was used to minimise any torsional response during 

dynamic loading and the height of the column was specified to achieve the model structure 

height  in  Table  4.6.  The  appropriate  lumped  mass  of  the  equivalent  SDOF  structure  in  the  

model was achieved using a square deck attached to the top of the column and additional 

masses attached to the deck where appropriate. The deck was slightly smaller than the 

foundation for stability, at 140 mm square, and was also 16 mm thick. An example of the final 

scale model design for the equivalent 7 storey building is shown in Figure 4.13.  

 

Figure 4.13 Scale model design for the 7 storey equivalent SDOF structure on a raft foundation. 

To achieve the required stiffness of the column in the SDOF model, a certain size square 

column was specified with a circular section removed from the centre. The design was made at 

prototype scale using an iterative approach, and then the dimensions were scaled for the 

models used in centrifuge experiments at 50 g. The radius of the removed circular section (rc) 

and the external dimension of the square column (dc) were iterated so that the stiffness in Table 

4.5 matched that calculated in Equation (4.11), the standard formula for the lateral stiffness of a 

fixed base column, which utilised Equation (4.12) for the moment of inertia of the column 

(Icol): 
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=

3
 (4.11) 

 
= 12 4  (4.12) 

where Ealu is the Young’s Modulus of the aluminium alloy.  

With the dimensions of the column, foundation and deck determined at model scale, each 

component could be machined and connected together using screws to form the final model 

SDOF structures on raft foundations. Aluminium alloy (6082-T6/T651) was used for all of the 

main components as it is light and allowed for straightforward scaling in centrifuge 

experiments. The additional masses attached to the deck were constructed from thin 3 mm and 

1 mm steel plate and were sized so that they could be used in various numbers across all of the 

models to achieve the desired lumped masses. A three dimensional (3D) drawing of the final 5 

storey model and a photo of the completed and assembled model are presented in Figure 4.14. 

 

Figure 4.14 3D drawing and photo of the completed 5 storey equivalent SDOF building model used in the 
centrifuge experiments (300 mm scale ruler shown in the photo for reference). 

Cross sections of the final 3,  5 and 7 storey models that  were used in centrifuge experiments 

are presented in Figure 4.15. By looking at Figure 4.10, Figure 4.12, and Figure 4.15 in 
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succession, the structure-foundation model design process can be observed - from generic 

buildings, to prototype scale equivalent SDOF structures on raft foundations, to the 

development of scale models suitable for centrifuge experiments. The equivalent SDOF 

structures were designed to represent generic buildings with different vibrational properties but 

that remained elastic so that nonlinearity at the soil-foundation interface could be investigated 

for a range of structures. The structures had identical raft foundations that were placed on the 

surface of a dense sand layer so that dynamic experiments could provide insight into how SFSI 

may influence the response of these buildings with different fundamental dynamic properties. 

 

Figure 4.15 Cross section design drawings of the final 3, 5 and 7 storey equivalent SDOF building models 
on raft foundations used in the centrifuge experiments 

4.5.3.1 Alternative basement foundation

The main centrifuge experiments in this Thesis were conducted on the three generic buildings 

on shallow raft foundations resting on the surface of the sand layer, as presented in the 

previous parts of Section 4.5. Alternative experiments were conducted using the 7 storey 

building model and a specifically designed single storey basement attachment so that surface 

and embedded foundation response could be compared. These experiments were particularly 

relevant when comparing results with the findings from buildings on shallow foundations in 

Christchurch that performed well in the earthquake because a large number of them had a 

single storey basement, as discussed in Section 3.2.1. Assumptions were made about the size of 
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the basement at prototype scale, drawing on findings from buildings of interest in Christchurch. 

Then a design was developed to achieve this at model scale and so that the original 7 storey 

model could be attached. 

The depth to the underside of the single storey basement beneath the ground surface was 

assumed to be 2.5 m, slightly shorter than the assumption for storey height in the structural 

prototypes. This depth was considered suitable with regard to single storey basement depth in 

Christchurch but was also influenced by dimensional constraints of the soil box. The underside 

of  the  basement  was  required  to  be  not  too  close  to  the  base  of  the  soil  box  so  as  to  avoid  

boundary interaction effects. At model scale the depth of the underside of the basement was 50 

mm, 160 mm above the base of the soil box, as an extra 10 mm of sand was pluviated for the 

basement model test to make the total depth of sand 210 mm, or 10.5 m at prototype scale. 

In plan, the basement was designed to be slightly wider than the width of the raft foundation so 

that the original structure-foundation model could slot into the basement model. A drawing of 

the final basement component is presented in Figure 4.16, along with a depiction of the 7 

storey model combined with the basement component. The basement was 166 mm square at 

model scale, which was 8.3 m square at prototype scale. It was constructed from a thin, 5 mm 

thick aluminium base plate, four walls with ledges cut into the top for the original 7 storey 

model to sit on, and stiffening rectangular sections in the centre to provide additional support. 

In this way, the basement could remain rigid while the mass was kept low. A photo of the 

complete structure and basement model (including instrumentation and LVDT platforms 

explained in Section 4.7) is presented in Figure 4.17, with green sand paper shown attached to 

the basement to provide roughness. 

Since the basement model was embedded in the layer of sand placed in the soil box, a different 

methodology was required to prepare this soil-foundation-structure model. Firstly, the sand 

was pluviated, as discussed in Section 4.4.1, up to the level of the underside of the basement. 

Then the basement component was placed without the structure model and sand was pluviated 

to the top of the basement. Finally, the structure model was carefully slotted into the basement 

once the additional sand had been removed from inside the basement. Epoxy glue was used to 

stick  the  original  raft  foundation  to  the  basement  component.  Once  the  model  was  set  up,  it  

could be subjected to the same set of dynamic motions that were used for the original 7 storey 

model  with  a  raft  foundation  on  the  ground  surface,  as  per  Section  4.6,  so  that  comparisons  

could be drawn between the SFSI response of surface and embedded foundations. 
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Figure 4.16 Drawings of the basement component and the 7 storey surface model attached. 

 

Figure 4.17 Photo of the 7 storey model with basement foundation attachment (shown with green sand 
paper and instrumentation attached, and a 300 mm scale ruler for reference). 
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4.6 Dynamic shaking input

Dynamic shaking input was used to investigate SFSI response of the multi-storey buildings on 

shallow foundations in the centrifuge experiments. Two types of dynamic input were used in 

the experiments – Ricker wavelet pulses and Christchurch Earthquake records. These different 

input motions were used to capture pushover with free vibration response and earthquake 

response respectively. Prototype motions were derived and then scaled for centrifuge 

experiments to be applied through the EQS mechanical shaker, discussed in Section 4.2. A 

range  of  motions  were  used  to  shake  the  soil-foundation-structure  models  so  that  a  range  of  

SFSI behaviours could be investigated. 

4.6.1 Ricker wavelets

Ricker wavelets are impulse type motions that are zero phase, can be specified by a single 

frequency value, and are comprised of a central peak and two smaller side lobes (Ryan, 1994). 

The general formula for the displacement trace of a Ricker wavelet (Rd) is shown in Equation 

(4.13): 

 = (1 2 )  (4.13) 

where f is the predominant frequency and t is  the  time.  To  apply  Ricker  wavelets  as  ground  

motion in centrifuge experiments using the EQS mechanical shaker, an acceleration trace was 

required and this was determined from the second derivative of Equation (4.13). However, an 

adjustment was made to allow the pulse to start at zero time and so that the time of peak 

acceleration (tp) could be specified. Thus, the formula for the Ricker acceleration (Ra) used in 

this research is presented in Equation (4.14): 

 = 6 + 24

8  
(4.14) 

Figure 4.18 presents plots of the acceleration, velocity and displacement traces of a target 

Ricker wavelet for the centrifuge experiments, calculated using the formulae above, as well as 

corresponding response spectra plots. 
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Figure 4.18 Time histories and response spectra (5% damped) of a target Ricker wavelet in the centrifuge 
experiments – f = 0.868 Hz and acceleration amplitude = 0.49 g. 

Ricker wavelets provided a dynamic means to apply loading representative of pushover or 

snapback type tests in the centrifuge experiments. A typical snapback test involves the model 

being pulled back and then released instantaneously to vibrate freely. However, while the 

centrifuge  is  “in  flight”  it  is  difficult  to  undertake  this  type  of  test  multiple  times  on  a  single  

model set up. Horizontal actuators can be used but to get a wide range of data a large number 

of different model set-ups would be required, which would be very time consuming to 

undertake in the centrifuge, and a free vibration response would be difficult to achieve. 

Therefore, an alternative method of undertaking a pushover type experiment to achieve 

moment-rotation and free vibration response was conducted using Ricker wavelets applied as 

ground motion. Loli et al. (2014a) were successfully able to use Ricker wavelets in this manner 

on the University of Dundee centrifuge to induce a sufficient amount of spectral acceleration to 

mobilise the foundation up to and beyond its moment capacity. Preliminary numerical 

modelling showed that Ricker pulses were generally the most capable motion, among a range 

of other potentially suitable input motions, for mobilising a large amount of the structure-

foundation rotational capacity. The results of their centrifuge experiments and numerical 
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modelling found that Ricker wavelet ground motions could be used to determine foundation 

moment-rotation behaviour for models on shallow foundations. 

The characteristics of the Ricker wavelets used for the experiments in this research were 

chosen to be able to investigate varied SFSI responses of the three generic building models. 

The predominant frequency was adjusted to maximise the fixed base responses of the three 

structure models and the amplitude of the peak acceleration was specified at different levels to 

capture a range of SFSI responses. The predominant frequency of the input acceleration was 

chosen so that peak spectral acceleration response of the motion matched the calculated fixed 

base natural frequency of the buildings. This was done by matching the period of peak 

response in the acceleration response spectrum of the Ricker wavelet (for example, see the plot 

at the top right of Figure 4.18) with the calculated fixed base period of the building being 

modelled as presented in Table 4.5.  

The Ricker frequencies that were found to produce a peak response at the fixed base natural 

period of the building models are shown in Table 4.7. A range of peak acceleration amplitudes 

of the Ricker input motions were then chosen for each building model to attain a range of SFSI 

responses. A very small pulse was chosen and applied first to capture a supposedly near elastic 

SSI response for the models and then the amplitude was gradually increased to capture varying 

extents of nonlinear SFSI response, firstly in the form of foundation uplift and then a 

combination of uplift and permanent soil deformation. To make comparisons across the 

different building models, amplitudes were also chosen to give cases where the Arias Intensity 

of  the  input  motions  was  the  same  across  the  three  models  as  shown  by  the  highlighted  

amplitudes  of  the  same  colour  in  Table  4.7.  The  Arias  Intensity  provides  a  measure  of  the  

strength or intensity of the input motion so the same intensity motions could be compared 

across the different models. 

Table 4.7 Ricker wavelet frequencies and amplitudes applied for each building model in the centrifuge 
experiments. Amplitudes highlighted the same colour represent wavelets with equal Arias Intensity. 

Building 

Model 

Ricker Frequency 

(Hz) 

Amplitudes (g) 

3 Storey 2.026 0.1 0.24 0.3 0.49 0.75  

5 Storey 1.216 0.1 0.19  0.38 0.58 0.75 

7 Storey 0.868 0.1 0.16 0.3 0.32 0.49 0.75 
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4.6.2 Christchurch Earthquake records

The three generic structure-foundation models, representative of a range of buildings on 

shallow foundations that performed well in Christchurch, were also subjected to a range of 

Christchurch Earthquake records. Recordings in the dominant east-west direction from the two 

most suitable strong ground motion stations in the Christchurch CBD, as discussed in Section 

3.4.3,  and  one  of  the  other  less  suitable  CBD stations  were  applied  to  each  of  the  models  to  

investigate how SFSI may have influenced shallow foundation building performance in the 

Christchurch Earthquake. Figure 4.19 presents plots of the Christchurch Earthquake 

acceleration  time  history  records  from  the  CBGS,  CHHC,  and  CCCC  stations  used  in  the  

centrifuge experiments, along with the corresponding acceleration response spectrum plots for 

each, which were originally presented in Section 3.1.1. 

 

Figure 4.19 Acceleration time history and response spectrum (5% damped) plots for Christchurch 
Earthquake records from the CBGS, CHHC, and CCCC strong motion recording stations in the CBD. 
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4.6.3 Scaling and replication of input motions

To apply the Ricker wavelet and Christchurch Earthquake records in the centrifuge 

experiments, appropriate scaling had to be undertaken. As identified in Table 4.1, the prototype 

acceleration values in each record had to be increased by a factor of 50 since all the 

experiments were carried out at a centrifuge acceleration of 50 g (i.e. N=50). In addition, as 

outlined in Table 4.2, the dynamic time in each record had to be reduced by a factor of 50. 

Scaling of the records made them suitable for the particular centrifuge acceleration used in the 

experiments, however, the dynamic input motions were applied through the EQS mechanical 

shaker and the limitations of the shaker needed to be considered when applying these motions. 

As outlined in Section 4.2, the simulated motions that could be reproduced by the EQS were 

limited to have a peak acceleration below 40 g and have a frequency content between 40 and 

400  Hz.  The  maximum  amplitude  of  the  Ricker  wavelets  was  kept  below  0.8  g  at  prototype  

scale so that model scale records were below the 40 g peak acceleration limit, and the 

Christchurch Earthquake records were below the 0.8 g limit in all cases. To ensure frequency 

content was within the limits of the EQS, the input model scale motions had to be filtered. A 

prototype Ricker record and the scaled and filtered version targeted for input in the centrifuge 

experiments are presented in Figure 4.20, along with corresponding 5% damped response 

spectra plots. Further details of the filtering of the Ricker wavelet input motions is presented in 

Appendix A. 

Figure 4.21 presents the prototype scaled and filtered model scale time histories for the 

Christchurch Earthquake recorded at the CBGS station, as well as corresponding 5% damped 

response spectra plots. The response spectra of the filtered earthquake motion shows that the 

longer period content has been filtered out and will have an effect on the response of the 

structure-foundation models, particularly the taller 7 storey model. However, despite the 

limitations of the EQS, overall the final Christchurch Earthquake input motions were adequate 

for the purpose of this research. Once the input motions had been scaled and filtered, 

calibration of the motions for use on the EQS had to be conducted. 

Calibration tests needed to be undertaken for each input motion so that the EQS could 

accurately and repeatedly reproduce them in the centrifuge experiments. For the calibration 

tests,  a  model  was  created  with  the  same  mass  and  geometry  as  that  which  was  used  in  the  

experiments, so sand was prepared to the same depth and density as used in the experiments 
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and the 5 storey model was placed on the surface of the sand as it provided an average mass 

and geometry for the three building models. The model was spun to the 50 g centrifuge 

acceleration used in all of the experiments and the calibration tests were undertaken using 

specially designed software. The software initially generates sixteen white noise motions and 

applies them to the model to determine the dynamics of the system. Then the input motions are 

calibrated using the built in learning facility in the EQS software. 

 

Figure 4.20 Prototype and filtered centrifuge model scale time histories and response spectra (5% damped) 
for a Ricker wavelet targeted for input in the centrifuge experiments – prototype f = 0.868 Hz and 

amplitude = 0.49 g. 

Each input motion was calibrated by applying a scaled down version of the record and then 

gradually increasing it to the full scale record so that the EQS software could analyse past 

attempts and correct for errors gradually. The scaled down record was repeated until adequate 

replication was achieved and then the magnitude of the motion was increased in steps, with the 

replication process repeated until the target acceleration was replicated by the shaker at full 

scale with very small (<1%) RMS errors compared to the demand motion. Once a sufficiently 

accurate version of the record had been produced, it was saved and used directly for all future 

tests. 
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Figure 4.21 Prototype and filtered centrifuge model scale time histories and response spectra (5% damped) 
for the Christchurch Earthquake motion recorded at the CBGS station. 

4.7 Instrumentation and data acquisition

It was essential to accurately record the response of the soil, foundation, and structure in the 

centrifuge experiments of the SFSI response of buildings on shallow foundations. This was 

achieved using a range of instrumentation including accelerometers, strain gauges, and LVDTs. 

Data was acquired from these instruments placed within the soil and on the structure-

foundation models while the centrifuge was spinning using a specifically designed data 

acquisition system that included a fibre optic slip ring cable system, as discussed in Section 

4.2. 

4.7.1 Accelerometers

Microelectromechanic system (MEMS) accelerometers were used to measure acceleration in 

the soil and on the structure-foundation model. The ADXL78 MEMS accelerometers (model 

number AD22281-R2) manufactured by Analog Devices (www.analog.com) were used, which 

could record accelerations of ±70 g with a typical sensitivity of 27 mV/g. This device was a 

low power, high-g, single axis accelerometer that was capable of measuring both dynamic 
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acceleration and static acceleration (gravity). A diagram of the dimensions of the 

accelerometers used in the experiments is given in Figure 4.22. They were 5 mm square and 

1.98 mm thick, and the small size made them ideal for attachment to the structure-foundation 

model so that they did not interfere with its behaviour. The small size also meant they caused 

little disturbance when placed within the prepared soil. However, to ensure they remained 

horizontal and maintained good connection to the sand during shaking, small PVC disks were 

attached to the accelerometers placed within the soil layer. 

 

Figure 4.22 Layout and dimensions (mm) of the ADXL78 MEMS accelerometer (Analog Devices, 2010). 

Nine accelerometers were placed within the soil and were placed to measure horizontal 

acceleration at a range of depths and locations. Figure 4.23 provides a diagram of the location 

of the accelerometers placed within the soil in the ESB box in relation to the placement of the 

model. The model was placed towards one end of the ESB box so that horizontal LVDTs could 

measure horizontal foundation displacement, as explained in Section 4.7.3. The soil 

accelerometer configuration was also designed so that two sets of experiments could be 

undertaken on the same soil by moving the model to the other end of the box as outlined in 

Section 4.8. For the basement model experiments the accelerometer locations were adjusted to 

account for the embedded foundation (see Figure 4.36). 

Seven accelerometers were placed on each of the structure-foundation models. One was 

attached to the top of the structure to measure horizontal acceleration of the lumped mass. Six 

were attached to the foundation, with four measuring the vertical acceleration of the corners of 

the foundation during shaking and two measuring horizontal acceleration, as outlined in Figure 

4.24. For the basement model, two additional vertical accelerometers were attached to the sides 

of the basement (see Figure 4.36). The accelerometers on the structure, foundation, and within 

the soil enabled a range of SFSI response data to be obtained in the centrifuge experiments. 
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Figure 4.23 Position of the nine accelerometers placed within the soil in the centrifuge experiments. 

 

Figure 4.24 Position of the accelerometers on the structure-foundation models. 

To obtain data from the accelerometers they needed to first be calibrated and then once 

recordings were made the data needed to be processed to remove parts of the signal not due to 

the applied shaking. Calibration was done before any experiments were undertaken using the 

capability of the accelerometers to measure gravitational acceleration on a single axis. The 
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output voltage from each accelerometer was measured with it held at different angles relative 

to vertical and then that voltage was correlated with the proportion of gravitational acceleration 

the accelerometer was measuring given that in the vertical position it would measure 1 g, the 

acceleration due to gravity. In this way, a specific calibration factor was determined for each 

accelerometer in the form of the acceleration measured per voltage output and this was used 

when processing data obtained from that accelerometer during centrifuge experiments. The 

output data was finally filtered with high and low pass Butterworth filters to remove unwanted 

noise and any static wander as outlined in detail in Appendix A. 

4.7.2 Strain gauges

Strain gauges were attached near the base of the columns of the three equivalent SDOF model 

structures to measure the moment applied to the foundation. An outline of a typical strain 

gauge used in centrifuge experiments is presented in Figure 4.25. Strain gauges relate physical 

deformation of the gauge material (grid in Figure 4.25) to a change in electrical resistance in 

order to calculate strain in the material they are attached to (TML, 2014). This can then be used 

to calculate other parameters such as stress and bending moment. FLA-3-23 strain gauges 

manufactured by Tokyo Sokki Kenkyujo Co., Ltd. (TML) were used, which have a gauge 

resistance of 120±0.3 Ohms and a gauge factor of 2.15±1%. These devices are very small, 

having a gauge length of 3 mm and a gauge width of 1.7 mm, so are able to be attached onto 

the small scale model columns. They were attached using a special type of adhesive and then 

coated in Neoprene rubber for protection. 

 

Figure 4.25 Layout of the strain gauges used in the centrifuge experiments (TML, 2014). 

The strain gauges were wired in pairs on each model as detailed in Figure 4.26, with two 

gauges on opposite sides of the column wired in a half bridge to measure bending moment. 

Two pairs were attached to each column (four strain gauges in total) to measure bending 

moment in the direction of the two major axes of the square columns. The input voltage was 

chosen as 5V to optimise output signal based on the gauge resistance, grid area and assumed 
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power density (Micro-Measurements, 2010). However, before the strain gauges were used in 

experiments they were calibrated by testing the column as a cantilever beam and measuring the 

output voltage with a range of bending loads applied to the end of the cantilever. The 

calibration tests produced calibration factors for each strain gauge pair in the form of bending 

moment per volt and these were then able to be applied to data obtained during the centrifuge 

experiments. As with the accelerometer data, the strain gauge output data was finally filtered 

with high and low pass Butterworth filters to remove unwanted noise as outlined in detail in 

Appendix A. 

 

Figure 4.26 Strain gauge location on the structure-foundation models and detail of the gauges wired in half 
bridge pairs. 

4.7.3 Linear Variable Differential Transformers (LVDTs)

Linear Variable Differential Transformers (LVDTs) were used in the centrifuge experiments to 

measure  displacement  of  the  model  foundations.  LDC  Series  spring  return  LVDTs  

manufactured by RDP Electronics Ltd. (www.rdpe.com) were used and a photo and diagram of 

the instruments are shown in Figure 4.27. Displacement was measured when the spring loaded 

magnetic rod (4.75 mm diameter) moved through the static hollow cylinder transformer (20.6 

mm diameter) resulting in a change in voltage. The type of LVDT used in the experiments was 

able to accurately record a displacement of ±25 mm. Five were used in total in all of the 

centrifuge experiments, three measuring vertical displacement of three corners of the 

foundation and two measuring horizontal displacement of the foundation. 
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Figure 4.27 LVDT photo and diagram (RDP Group, 2014). 

To  ensure  the  LVDTs  would  not  interfere  with  the  overall  movement  of  the  models  during  

dynamic excitation, platforms were attached to the foundation for the LVDT rods to rest on. A 

diagram of the LVDT instrumentation setup for the 7 storey model is presented in Figure 4.28, 

and  shows the  LVDT platforms  attached  to  the  foundation  of  the  model  and  the  vertical  and  

horizontal LVDTs resting on them. Also shown in Figure 4.28 is the gantry that was designed 

to hold the LVDTs in place during the experiments and which was attached to the top of the 

ESB soil box. A photo of the final instrumented set up of the 7 storey model raft foundation 

resting on the ground surface is shown in Figure 4.29, with the cables for the accelerometers 

and strain gauges also visible. It can be seen that the structure-foundation model was placed 

towards  one  end  of  the  ESB  box  so  that  horizontal  LVDTs  were  able  to  fit  in  the  box  and  

measure the horizontal displacement of the foundation. 

 

Figure 4.28 LVDT instrumentation setup for the 7 storey model showing LVDT platforms attached to the 
model foundation and the gantry, which was attached to the top of the ESB box. 

The use of LVDTs attached to the gantry, which was attached to the top of the ESB box, raises 

potential concern over the validity of the LVDT measurements as the ESB box moves during 
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the dynamic experiments. This means that the gantry and LVDTs, which have mass, can 

vibrate during the dynamic shaking and potentially affect the foundation displacement 

measurement. This is discussed in detail in Appendix A. The conclusion, though, from the 

analysis presented in Appendix A, is that the LVDTs provide a valid way to measure 

foundation displacement in the centrifuge experiments. 

 

Figure 4.29 Photos of the final instrumentation setup for the 7 storey model showing LVDTs, platforms for 
LVDTs, gantry attached to the top of the ESB box and instrument cables. 

Vertical, horizontal and rotational displacement of the foundation was able to be measured 

relative to the top of the ESB box using the LVDTs in the centrifuge experiments. Before these 

measurements could be made, calibration of the LVDTs was undertaken by moving the 

magnetic rod through a number of known displacement increments and measuring the output 

voltage.  This  provided  calibration  factors  for  each  LVDT  in  the  form  of  the  number  of  

millimetres per voltage output. With the calibration factors applied, direct vertical and 

horizontal displacement measurements of the foundation were able to be gathered. However, 

output  data  was  filtered  with  a  low  pass  Butterworth  filter  to  remove  unwanted  noise  as  

discussed in Appendix A. The calibrated and filtered vertical displacement data was then able 

to be used to measure the rotation of the foundation by using the vertical displacements on 

opposite sides of the foundation in the direction of shaking and assuming the foundation 

remained rigid. 
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4.7.4 Data acquisition

As mentioned in Section 4.2, a 64 channel high speed, high frequency data acquisition system 

is  built  into  the  centrifuge  and  was  used  to  capture  information  from  the  three  forms  of  

instrumentation discussed above. Firstly, the system provided the instruments with a suitably 

chosen DC supply voltage of 5 V or 10 V, stepped-down from the centrifuge AC power 

supply. Then voltages were acquired from the instruments during testing and sent through a 

signal conditioning unit that could apply individually controllable gains to the individual 

channels. The signals were then sent to the on-board PC to be stored and transferred via a local 

network  to  an  isolated  control  room.  LabVIEW software,  developed  by  National  Instruments  

(www.ni.com), on the on-board PC was then used to monitor and log the instruments in the 

control room using remote connection to the on-board PC. 

LabVIEW software was used to manually trigger and initiate the recording of instruments in 

the centrifuge experiments. Triggering was fired immediately prior to the input motion being 

initiated, which was also triggered manually. Recordings were taken from the instruments at a 

frequency of 6 kHz at model scale, equating to 120 Hz at prototype scale. This was considered 

suitably accurate for all of the Ricker wavelet and Christchurch Earthquake records used in the 

centrifuge experiments, which were sampled at 100 Hz and 50 Hz respectively. Once the input 

motion had been fired, the manual recording trigger was also used to stop recording, allowing 

enough time to record the response of the structure-foundation model, which typically resulted 

in a recording of 10 seconds at model scale or 500 seconds at prototype scale. Once the data 

had been collected it was immediately displayed in LabVIEW allowing for review and a 

decision to be made about progressing with the testing programme for each experiment. 

4.8 Experimental testing programme

Seven centrifuge experiments were undertaken using four structure-foundation models and four 

prepared soil models. The test sequence, structure-foundation model used, and input motions 

applied are outlined in Table 4.8. In TEST01 to TEST03, two tests were able to be undertaken 

(a and b) using the same model soil. This enabled experiments on the response of the structure-

foundation model to both Ricker wavelets and Christchurch Earthquake records to be 

undertaken with undisturbed (test a) and relatively undisturbed (test b) soil present beneath the 

model at the beginning of the test. The model was moved from one end of the soil box to the 

other between tests, with instrumentation suitably adjusted.  
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Table 4.8 Experiment model layout and input motions applied. 

Experiment Reference Model Layout Input Motions 

TEST01a 7 storey model raft foundation Ricker wavelets 

TEST01b 7 storey model raft foundation Christchurch Earthquake 

TEST02a 5 storey model raft foundation Ricker wavelets 

TEST02b 5 storey model raft foundation Christchurch Earthquake 

TEST03a 3 storey model raft foundation Ricker wavelets 

TEST03b 3 storey model raft foundation Christchurch Earthquake 

TEST04 
7 storey model with basement 

foundation 

Ricker followed by 

Christchurch Earthquake 

As indicated in Section 4.7.3, the structure foundation model had to be placed towards one end 

of the ESB box in order for horizontal LVDTs to measure displacement of the foundation. 

Thus,  the  first  test  (a)  was  undertaken  in  each  case  using  the  Ricker  wavelet  inputs  with  the  

model  set  up  towards  one  end  of  the  ESB  box  and  the  pulse  chosen  to  generally  move  the  

foundation away from the centre of the box so as to limit disturbance of the soil at the second 

test (b) site. Then the centrifuge was stopped and the model (and LVDT instrumentation) 

moved toward the other end of the box so that the second test (b) could be undertaken using the 

Christchurch Earthquake Records. This procedure enabled more experiments to be undertaken 

within the limited time frame available and was considered to be appropriate given the dense 

nature of the sand used. In TEST04, practicality constraints associated with preparation of the 

basement model meant that both the Ricker wavelets and the Christchurch Earthquake records 

were applied on the same structure-foundation model set up. 

The sequences of Ricker wavelet amplitudes used in the different tests are outlined in Table 

4.9. As can be observed, in each test the Ricker amplitude was gradually increased. Since the 

same 7 storey equivalent SDOF model was investigated in TEST01 and TEST04, the same 

sequence of Ricker wavelet amplitudes was applied to be able to make comparisons between 

the experiments. The sequence of motions used in the Christchurch Earthquake experiments 

are presented in Table 4.10 and were the same sequences used in all of the tests. 
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Table 4.9 Sequence of Ricker wavelet amplitudes applied in the centrifuge experiments. 

Experiment Reference Ricker Amplitude Sequence (g) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

TEST01a and TEST04 0.10 0.16 0.30 0.32 0.49 0.75 

TEST02a 0.10 0.19 0.38 0.58 0.75  

TEST03a 0.10 0.24 0.30 0.49 0.75  

 

Table 4.10 Sequence of motions used in the Christchurch Earthquake centrifuge experiments. 

Christchurch Earthquake input motion sequence 

1 2 3 

CHHC CBGS CCCC 

Figure 4.30 to Figure 4.36 present the layout of the ten centrifuge experiments undertaken. 

Figure 4.30 to Figure 4.35 show the layouts of the three main structure foundation models on 

raft foundations and exhibit how the set up was changed for Ricker wavelet testing and 

Christchurch Earthquake record testing. Figure 4.36 shows the layout for the case where the 

basement was attached to the 7 storey model as explained in Section 4.5.3.1. Since the 

foundation was embedded in this case it was impossible to move the model to the other end of 

the  ESB  box  using  the  same  soil  so  the  model  was  subjected  to  Ricker  wavelets  and  

Christchurch Earthquake records in the same test. 
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Figure 4.30 TEST01a layout: 7 storey model raft foundation on the ground surface – Ricker wavelets. 

 

Figure 4.31 TEST01b layout: 7 storey model raft foundation on the ground surface – Christchurch 
Earthquake records. 
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Figure 4.32 TEST02a layout: 5 storey model raft foundation on the ground surface – Ricker wavelets. 

 

Figure 4.33 TEST02b layout: 5 storey model raft foundation on the ground surface – Christchurch 
Earthquake records. 
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Figure 4.34 TEST03a layout: 3 storey model raft foundation on the ground surface – Ricker wavelets. 

 

Figure 4.35 TEST03b layout: 3 storey model raft foundation on the ground surface – Christchurch 
Earthquake records. 
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Figure 4.36 TEST04 layout: 7 storey model with basement. 

4.9 Conclusions

This chapter has presented the experimental modelling details of the centrifuge experiments 

conducted at the University of Dundee that were designed to investigate the influence of SFSI 

on the earthquake response of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations. Firstly, the 

principles of centrifuge modelling were discussed and details of the facility at the University of 

Dundee were outlined. Then details of the specific experiments undertaken were explained 

including soil properties, structure-foundation models designed and constructed, dynamic input 

motions applied, instrumentation and data acquisition. The aim of the centrifuge experiments 

was to examine the influence of SFSI on the dynamic response of multi-storey buildings on 

shallow foundations resting on competent, non-liquefiable, cohesionless soil and the centrifuge 

modelling was designed to achieve this goal, focusing on nonlinear interaction at the soil-

foundation interface. 

Centrifuge experiments are particularly important in geotechnical engineering because they 

enable the change in soil stress that occurs with depth as well as the dependence of soil 

behaviour on confining stress and stress history to be captured in physical scale modelling. 
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Scale models of a prototype 10 m soil profile and 3, 5, and 7 storey equivalent SDOF structure 

models on raft foundations were able to be developed for centrifuge experiments, as well as an 

alternative foundation scenario involving a basement for embedded versus surface foundation 

comparisons  as  well  as  comparison  with  the  situation  in  Christchurch.  Dense,  dry  sand  was  

prepared for the experiments to represent a layer of competent, cohesionless soil. Soil-

foundation-structure models were spun in the centrifuge to a centripetal acceleration of 50 g 

and were scaled appropriately to achieve the prototype dimensions. Dynamic input motions 

were applied while the centrifuge was “in flight” using a specifically designed mechanical 

shaker, with motions scaled and filtered to be able to be applied in the experiments. Ricker 

wavelets were applied to approximate snapback type experiments, with a range of amplitudes 

applied to capture a range of SFSI responses. Christchurch Earthquake records were also 

applied to investigate SFSI response during earthquake shaking. Accelerometers, strain gauges 

and LVDTs measured the response of the models and the results provided insight into the 

dynamic response of buildings on shallow foundations when SFSI will influence overall 

performance. 

The next chapter presents the results of the centrifuge experiments, with findings on the SFSI 

response of the 3, 5, and 7 storey equivalent SDOF building models with surface raft 

foundations and the 7 storey model with a one storey basement. These models were designed 

to  be  representative  of  buildings  that  performed  well  in  the  Christchurch  CBD  so  the  results  

regarding the significance of SFSI on the potential good performance of buildings on shallow 

foundations will be presented and discussed, along with general findings regarding the 

influence of SFSI on the earthquake response of buildings on shallow foundations. 
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Chapter 5
SFSI in the Centrifuge Experiments
 

This  Chapter  provides  a  summary  of  the  observations  and  results  from  the  centrifuge  

experiments outlined in the previous Chapter. The focus is on the influence of SFSI in the 

response of the structure-foundation models, which were designed to represent multi-storey 

buildings on shallow foundations. After the response of the soil in the ESB box is considered, a 

range of results are presented and discussed for the seven experiments outlined in Section 4.8. 

The results for the main experiments with the three structure-foundation models resting on the 

surface of the prepared sand layer (TEST01, 02 and 03) are presented together, with 

comparisons drawn between the responses of the different building models. The results from 

the Ricker wavelet experiments are presented first and then the results from the Christchurch 

Earthquake experiments are presented. Lastly, the results of the experiment where a basement 

was added to the 7 storey model (TEST04) are presented, with the Ricker wavelet and 

Christchurch Earthquake results presented together. Comparisons are made with the response 

of the 7 storey basement model with that of the surface raft foundation model from TEST01. 

All results are presented at prototype scale unless otherwise stated. 

5.1 Soil response

5.1.1 Soil parameters

A range of parameters for the HST95 sand used in the centrifuge experiments were determined 

utilising previous work by Al-Defae et al. (2013). In their study, published shearbox test data 
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was used to derive soil-specific strength parameters and oedometer tests were undertaken to 

determine soil-specific stiffness parameters. A range of test data were collated and obtained for 

a wide range of samples so that correlations could be developed between the desired soil 

parameters and relative density. As pointed out in Section 4.4.1, the average relative density 

achieved in the experiments conducted in this research was 83%. Using this value for relative 

density, the peak friction angle ( peak), dry unit weight ( dry), and small strain shear modulus 

(G0) (at an effective confining stress of 100 kPa) of the soil deposit were calculated using the 

relationships presented in Al-Defae et al. (2013), and the values are presented in Table 5.1. 

Small strain shear modulus was related to relative density using a relationship based on void 

ratio, as proposed by Hardin and Drnevich (1972). The shear wave velocity for the soil deposit 

(Vs) is also presented in Table 5.1 and was calculated using the standard formula presented in 

Equation (3.1). These parameters were useful in analysing results in this chapter as well as for 

determining properties used in numerical modelling of the centrifuge experiments in Chapter 6. 

Table 5.1 Calculated soil parameters using relationships presented in Al-Defae et al. (2013). 

Soil Parameter Value 

peak (degrees) 46 

G0 (MPa) 130.3 

dry (kN/m3) 17 

Vs (m/s) 274.3 

5.1.2 Soil deposit natural frequency/period

The response of the soil in the centrifuge experiments was dependent on the properties of the 

soil  and  the  box  within  which  it  was  contained.  As  explained  in  Section  4.4.2,  the  ESB  box  

used in the centrifuge experiments was designed to mitigate boundary effects so that the 

deflection of the walls matched the soil it contained. The ESB box was designed by Bertalot 

(2013) to have a natural frequency of 2 Hz so that the response of the box matched the 

response  of  a  saturated  deposit  of  HST95  sand  with  a  relative  density  of  30%.  Bertalot  

conducted tests on dry and saturated soil samples and found that the dynamic behaviour of the 

system  was  governed  by  the  soil  model,  with  the  natural  frequency  of  the  dry  sand  and  box  

found to be between 2.2 and 2.4 Hz, matching the expected behaviour of the soil deposit.  
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As outlined in Section 4.4, dry HST95 sand was used in the centrifuge experiments reported in 

this Thesis and was placed at a relative density of 83%. The natural frequency of the soil 

deposit in the centrifuge experiments was calculated in the same way as in Bertalot (2013), by 

calculating the transfer function between accelerometers placed near the soil base (input) and at 

a free field location near the surface (output). Figure 5.1 shows the results of the transfer 

function analysis for the Christchurch Earthquake motions in TEST01b, 02b and 03b. The 

natural frequency of the soil deposit in the ESB box was determined from this data to be about 

3.5 Hz, corresponding to a natural period of 0.29 s, but there was a lot of scatter in the data. 

 

Figure 5.1 Frequency response of the dense soil deposit in the ESB box indicating the natural frequency of 
the deposit. 

The theoretical natural period of the soil deposit (Tsoil) can be calculated using the average 

shear  wave  velocity  of  the  soil  layer  (Vs) and its thickness/depth (Hs) using Equation (5.1) 

(Kramer, 1996): 

 =
4

 (5.1) 

The average shear wave velocity for the soil deposit was calculated in Section 5.1.1 (with a 

confining stress of 100 kPa providing a suitable average value) and the thickness used in the 

centrifuge experiments was 200 mm, or 10 m at prototype scale. Thus the theoretical natural 
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period of the soil deposit in the centrifuge experiments (at prototype scale) was estimated to be 

0.15 s, which corresponds to a natural frequency of 6.86 Hz.  

The difference in the experimental and theoretical values for the natural period is likely due to 

the influence of the ESB box on the response of the soil-box system. As discussed in Section 

4.4.2, the ESB box was designed to match the response of a 15 m (prototype) thickness of 

saturated HST95 sand with a relative density of 30% at a peak horizontal acceleration of 0.4 g. 

In the experiments reported in this Thesis a 10 m (prototype) thickness of dry HST95 sand with 

a relative density of 83% was used and peak horizontal acceleration for the full scale 

Christchurch Earthquake records ranged between 0.2 and 0.3 g. The difference in soil profile 

and peak horizontal acceleration from what was used to design the ESB box and what was used 

in the experiments may explain why the experimental natural frequency of the soil and box was 

less than the calculated theoretical natural frequency of the soil profile. The stiffer soil and 

lower peak acceleration meant that the soil and box system had a higher natural frequency than 

the original design at 2 Hz but the influence of the response of the box meant that the response 

was at a lower natural frequency than calculated theoretically for the soil profile.  

5.2 Structure properties, static bearing capacity and

factor of safety (FoS)

As discussed in Section 4.3, the centrifuge models were developed out of findings from the 

Christchurch Earthquake where multi-storey buildings with raft foundations on dense gravel 

were found to have performed well. These buildings in Christchurch had a high static bearing 

capacity and hence high bearing capacity FoS due to the combination of a large raft foundation 

resting on competent soil. Thus the centrifuge building models were designed to each have a 

high static bearing capacity and FoS. Before the centrifuge experiments were undertaken, the 

static bearing capacity FoS for the model structures on raft foundations resting on the surface 

of the layer of dense sand was calculated using Equation (5.2): 

 
=  (5.2) 

where qu is the gross ultimate bearing pressure, A is the area of the foundation, and V is the 

total vertical load of the building. The gross ultimate bearing pressure was calculated using 

Equation (2.10) and by applying the applicable parameters for a surface foundation on sand. 
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Each model had the same size square raft foundation resting on the surface of the same uniform 

layer of dense sand so bearing capacity (quA) was identical across the models at 270,428 kN. 

This bearing capacity was calculated using an assumed friction angle for the dense sand of 39 

degrees, half way between the critical friction angle from Table 4.3 and the peak friction angle 

from Table 5.1 in order to provide a working friction angle during dynamic loading. The 

different sized buildings applied different vertical loads and so had different static bearing 

capacity FoS values. The mass of the components of the models and the resulting total vertical 

loads of the building models (prototype scale) are presented in Table 5.2 along with the FoS 

results. Also presented is the theoretical static acceleration of the structure mass required to 

cause uplift of the foundation and therefore induce rocking, calculated using Equation (3.5) and 

as discussed in Section 3.4.4.2. The static bearing capacity FoS and rocking acceleration 

provide baseline parameters to consider when investigating the SFSI response of the building 

models in the results of the centrifuge experiments. 

Table 5.2 Structure component mass, total vertical load of the models and corresponding static bearing 
capacity FoS (prototype scale) for the surface raft foundation structure-foundation models along with the 

horizontal acceleration required to cause rocking. 

Model Structure 

Mass (T) 

Foundation 

Mass (T) 

Column 

Mass (T) 

Vertical 

Load (kN) 

Rocking 

accel. (g) 

Static bearing 

capacity FoS 

3 storey 109.2 173.4 15.1 2920.4 0.48 92.6 

5 storey 187.2 174.1 43.3 3969.1 0.24 68.1 

7 storey 259.0 170.5 81.3 5010.9 0.16 54.0 

5.3 Ricker wavelet experimental results

Results from TEST01a, 02a, and 03a conducted on the 7, 5, and 3 storey models, respectively, 

with surface raft foundations and subjected to Ricker wavelet ground motions are presented in 

this Section. Ricker wavelets were applied to the centrifuge models to dynamically 

approximate snapback type experiments and gather fundamental SFSI response characteristics 

of the models. The models were subjected to a range of peak amplitudes of Ricker wavelet, as 

outlined by the sequence of amplitudes for TEST01a, 02a and 03a in Table 4.9, which had 

peak response at the fixed base natural period of the equivalent SDOF building models. This 

enabled a range of SFSI responses to be investigated at what would be expected to be 

maximum structural response. 
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5.3.1 Foundation displacement

The displacement of the foundation relative to the top of the ESB box in each experiment was 

measured using vertical and horizontal LVDTs placed at the edges of the foundation, as 

outlined in Section 4.7.3. Accelerometers placed on the foundations of the models, as outlined 

in Section 4.7.1, were also able to be double integrated to determine absolute displacement. 

However, residual displacement is lost when calculating displacement from accelerometers due 

to the required filtering of very low frequency content. Investigation of the appropriateness of 

the LVDT displacement measurements and comparison with double integrated accelerometer 

measurements is presented in Appendix A. From that investigation, LVDTs were considered 

the most appropriate measurement of vertical foundation displacement and associated 

foundation rotation. However, for the horizontal displacement of the foundation, the LVDT 

(monotonic only component) and accelerometer (cyclic only component) measurements were 

combined due to inaccuracies in the dynamic displacement measurements from the LVDTs. In 

the end vertical, horizontal and rotational displacement could be ascertained during Ricker 

wavelet  experiments  to  give  insight  into  the  nonlinear  SFSI  response  of  the  shallow  raft  

foundations on the ground surface.  

5.3.1.1 Vertical displacement

The vertical displacement measurements from the LVDTs at the edges of the foundation were 

considered to have accurately captured the vertical response of the foundation (refer to 

Appendix A). Plots of the vertical displacement of the foundation edges, as well as the middle 

of the foundation assuming it remained rigid, for the three building models are presented in 

Figure 5.2. The results from a range of Ricker wavelet input motions are presented and were 

applied for each model in succession from smallest to largest peak amplitude. Any residual 

displacement at the end of a previous test was subtracted from the current test so that the 

foundation started at zero displacement. The central three rows of plots are for Ricker peak 

amplitudes that have the same Arias Intensity across the three models, as outlined in Section 

4.6.1,  whereas  the  top  and  bottom  rows  have  the  same  absolute  peak  amplitude  of  Ricker  

wavelet input. Because of this layout, the result for the 3 storey model subjected to 0.75 g 

Ricker wavelet is presented twice. Displacement of the left and right edges of the model refer 

to the edges as presented in the figures in Section 4.8 for the respective tests. Finally, all the 

plots are presented with the same vertical scale to show the change in foundation vertical 

displacement as the peak amplitude of the Ricker wavelet increased. 
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Figure 5.2 Foundation vertical displacement for the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey models with 
surface raft foundations subjected to Ricker wavelets of various peak amplitudes.  
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As expected, for all the models the peak magnitude and permanent deformation of the 

foundation vertical displacement increased as the amplitude of the Ricker wavelet increased. 

However, the change in displacement magnitude between successive tests was more significant 

for the 5 and 7 storey models than for the 3 storey model. This meant that the absolute extent 

of foundation vertical displacement for the 5 and 7 storey models became progressively larger 

than that of the 3 storey model as the Ricker wavelet magnitude increased. Overall, the 

foundation  vertical  displacement  for  the  5  and  7  storey  models  was  larger  than  that  of  the  3  

storey model when subjected to input Ricker wavelets with the same Arias Intensity or the 

same absolute peak amplitude. Interestingly, the peak positive and negative (up and down) 

foundation vertical displacement was generally larger for the 5 storey model than for the 7 

storey model when subjected to equivalent Ricker wavelets. However, the 7 storey model had 

more cycles of substantial vertical displacement when compared with the 5 storey model, 

indicating that it rocked for longer. 

To examine more closely the extent of foundation displacement across the experiments with 

different peak Ricker wavelet amplitudes, four plots of foundation vertical displacement from 

the 7 storey model experiments are presented in Figure 5.3 with different scales on the y axes. 

For all the Ricker amplitudes, the foundation edges went through a similar sequence of positive 

and  negative  displacement  before  settling  down  to  similar  motion,  except  for  the  0.16  g  

recording which was affected by noise because the displacement values were very low. Any 

displacement at the edges that was substantially more positive than the middle of the 

foundation indicated uplift because soil, especially dry sand, has no tensile capacity. Uplift of 

the edges of the foundation occurred for all of the Ricker experiments presented in Figure 5.3, 

increasing in maximum extent as the magnitude of the Ricker wavelet increased from a value 

of about 8 mm for the 0.16 g Ricker test to about 50 mm for the 0.75 g Ricker test. Similar 

results were observed for the 3 and 5 storey models, except that the magnitude of uplift for the 

3 storey model was significantly less, and can be seen to some degree in Figure 5.2. It is 

important to note that the maximum extent of uplift was very small compared to the overall 

size of the raft foundations, which were 8 m square. For example, uplift was only 0.6% of the 

width of the foundation for the 7 storey model subjected to the 0.75g Ricker wavelet. 

The displacement of the middle of the foundation (red lines) gave an indication of the overall 

settlement during the Ricker tests. It was calculated by assuming the foundation remained rigid 

and taking the average of the displacement measured at the edges. For the larger Ricker 

wavelet magnitudes, greater than about 0.3 g in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3, the foundation 
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gradually settled during the cycles of uplift experienced at the edges. At the end of these tests 

with larger Ricker wavelets there was a small extent of residual foundation settlement. This 

meant there had been permanent, nonlinear soil deformation during these tests. 

 

Figure 5.3 Foundation vertical displacement for the 7 storey model with a surface raft foundation subjected 
to selected Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes. 

The foundation vertical displacement results indicate that SFSI was occurring in the form of 

both uplift and permanent soil deformation. Uplift was expected because the models were 

comprised of a strong foundation on a competent soil, so rigid body rocking on a reasonably 

rigid surface was assumed. However, permanent soil deformation was surprising because of the 

very high static FoS values for these prototype buildings, which would suggest a large reserve 

of capacity and reduce the likelihood for nonlinear soil deformation. It appears that the soil 

behaves nonlinearly even when the dynamic loads have not reached the ultimate bearing 

capacity. Uplift appears to have occurred across the three models and for the majority of the 

peak amplitudes of Ricker wavelet input. The extent of uplift varied but was more significant 
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for the taller models (5 and 7 storey) and for the larger Ricker wavelet motions. Permanent soil 

deformation was also more significant for the larger Ricker inputs and did not appear to occur 

to a noticeable extent for the small motions. The extent of both uplift and permanent soil 

deformation was small compared to the size of the foundation. 

5.3.1.2 Horizontal displacement

Horizontal LVDTs were only able to be placed on one side of the foundation due to space 

limitations, as can be seen in Section 4.7.3. As  a  consequence,  the  LVDTs  could  not  be  

guaranteed to be capturing the full dynamic response of the foundation because the spring-

loaded rod could not be guaranteed to always be in contact with the platform when the 

foundation  was  moving  away  from  the  LVDT,  as  discussed  in  Appendix  A.  This  was  worth  

particular consideration in centrifuge experiments where the dynamic time is reduced and 

frequency of motion increased by the increased “gravity”, as discussed in Section 4.1.  

The horizontal results from the LVDTs suggest that the dynamic displacement of the 

foundation was in fact not captured appropriately. Comparison of the displacement measured 

by the LVDTs and that calculated from double integration of the horizontal accelerometers on 

the foundation is presented in Figure 5.4 for the 0.75 g Ricker experiment on the 5 storey 

model. The LVDTs measured horizontal displacement relative to the underlying soil because 

they were connected to the ESB box, and the displacement from the accelerometers was 

converted to relative displacement by subtracting the displacement of the box from that of the 

foundation. The accelerometers captured the expected back-and-forth motion of the foundation 

whereas the LVDTs appeared not to. However, the accelerometers were not able to capture the 

residual displacement. Therefore, the residual displacement captured by the LVDTs was 

combined with the dynamic displacement from the accelerometers to get an appropriate 

representation of the overall horizontal foundation displacement. 

The relative displacement of the foundation calculated from the accelerometers was 

superimposed on the average residual displacement from the LVDTs in the experiments on the 

three building models to appropriately observe average horizontal displacement of the 

foundation.  There  was  a  difference  in  the  measurements  from  the  two  LVDTs  on  opposite  

edges of the foundation in most of the experiments, as can be seen in Figure 5.4, which 

indicated that a small rotation of the foundation occurred about the vertical axis. However, the 
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average horizontal displacement from these two instruments gave a reasonable indication of 

overall residual horizontal displacement of the foundation.  

 

Figure 5.4 Foundation relative horizontal displacement for the 5 storey model subjected to the 0.75 g peak 
amplitude Ricker wavelet comparing LVDT and double integrated accelerometer measurements. 

Figure 5.5 presents the relative horizontal displacement measurements from the combined 

average accelerometer and LVDT readings for the 3, 5, and 7 storey models subjected to the 

larger peak amplitude Ricker wavelet input motions. The smaller Ricker wavelets gave 

considerably less significant foundation horizontal displacement results. As with the vertical 

foundation displacement results, the horizontal displacement plots are presented with the same 

scale to show the change as the peak amplitude of the Ricker wavelet increased. Also, residual 

displacement  at  the  end  of  a  previous  test  was  subtracted  from  the  current  test.  The  top  two  

rows  of  plots  are  for  Ricker  peak  amplitudes  with  the  same  Arias  Intensity  across  the  three  

models and the bottom row has the same peak amplitude for all models at 0.75 g. The figures 

in Section 4.8 provide reference for the positive and negative direction of displacement. 

The relative horizontal foundation displacement results show a peak value being reached fairly 

quickly  in  all  the  experiments  at  the  time  when  the  peak  Ricker  loading  occurred.  This  was  

typically when the majority of permanent horizontal displacement or sliding of the foundation 

occurred, although in most of the tests there was some sliding back toward the initial position. 

The extent of residual displacement was quite similar for the experiments presented in Figure 

5.5, averaging around 20 mm, which is small when compared to the total width of the 
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foundation at 8 m. For the smaller Ricker wavelet tests not plotted in the Figure, the average 

relative residual displacement was only about 5 mm. 

The peak and average residual horizontal displacement tended to be larger for the smaller 3 and 

5 storey models than the 7 storey model when subjected to Ricker wavelets of the same Arias 

Intensity or of the same absolute magnitude. This was likely because the smaller models had 

lower vertical loads applied to the foundation and so had less frictional resistance against 

sliding. As outlined in the previous Section, the 7 storey model was found to undergo more 

cycles of uplift than the other two models, suggesting this taller model may have been more 

likely to rock than slide. 

 

Figure 5.5 Foundation relative horizontal displacement for the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey 
models with surface raft foundations subjected to Ricker wavelets of various peak amplitudes. 
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5.3.1.3 Rotational displacement

Rotation of the foundation was calculated by assuming the foundation remained rigid during 

the experiments and by using the difference in displacement between opposite edges. Rotation 

in the longitudinal direction (about the lateral axis) was calculated by comparing the vertical 

displacements  at  the  left  and  right  edges  of  the  foundation  (measured  by  the  LVDTs  as  

discussed in Appendix A). This direction of rotation was of most interest as it gave insight into 

the extent of foundation rocking in the direction of dynamic horizontal loading. Figure 5.6 

gives  plots  of  the  foundation  rotation  in  this  direction  for  the  3,  5,  and  7  storey  models  

subjected to Ricker wavelets of various amplitudes as was presented in Figure 5.2. 

The same vertical scale is used for the plots in Figure 5.6, which enabled the change in 

foundation  rotation  and  rocking  to  be  observed  as  the  peak  amplitude  of  the  Ricker  wavelet  

increased. Since the motions were applied in succession, any residual rotation at the end of a 

previous  test  was  subtracted  from  the  current  test  but  for  most  of  the  experiments  there  was  

very minimal residual rotation, indicating the building models had generally self-centered. 

Positive rotation was taken as that in the clockwise direction using the Figures in Section 4.8 

for reference. The foundation rotation results could be used to draw comparisons between the 

rocking responses of the three models. 

Similar conclusions and comparisons could be drawn from the foundation rotation results 

presented in Figure 5.6 as was obtained from the foundation vertical displacement results in 

Figure 5.2. Most noticeable was the difference in peak rotation between the 3 storey model and 

the taller 5 and 7 storey models, with the 3 storey model having significantly smaller peak 

rotations for Ricker wavelet input motions with the same Arias Intensity or the same absolute 

peak amplitude. This suggested the taller models underwent a greater extent of rocking and 

therefore were potentially more influenced by SFSI. When comparing the 5 and 7 storey 

rotation results, the 5 storey surprisingly had larger peak amplitudes. However, after the Ricker 

wavelet induced the initial “pull-back” to maximum positive rotation, the 5 storey model went 

through only  a  single  half  cycle  of  large  amplitude  rocking  whereas  the  7  storey  model  went  

through a full cycle. In other words, the rocking motion reduced quickly for the 5 storey model 

whereas the 7 storey model was able to rock in the opposite direction after the first impact. It is 

important to note that the absolute magnitude of foundation rotation in these experiments was a 

maximum of about 0.012 radians, or 0.7 degrees, which is considered relatively small as it 

would barely be discernible to the naked eye. 
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Figure 5.6 Foundation rotation in the longitudinal direction for the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 
storey models with surface raft foundations subjected to Ricker wavelets of various peak amplitudes. 
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5.3.2 Structural displacement

Determination of the different components of foundation displacements during the dynamic 

Ricker wavelet experiments enabled the total structural displacement of the three building 

models with surface raft foundations to be investigated. As discussed in Section 2.5.2 and 

outlined by Figure 2.18 and Equation (2.15), in a 2D equivalent SDOF structure-foundation 

system the horizontal displacement of the structure mass can be broken down into three 

components  –  displacement  due  to  the  stiffness  of  the  SDOF structure  column,  displacement  

due to the rotation of the foundation, and displacement due to the horizontal translation of the 

foundation. Following this procedure, the components of horizontal displacement of the 

structure were calculated during the Ricker wavelet experiments to give the total structural 

displacement. 

Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 present the components and total displacement of the structure mass 

for the 3, 5, and 7 storey models subjected to small and large Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes 

respectively. Structure displacement was calculated using measurements from the strain gauges 

and knowing the structure remained elastic. The foundation rotation component was measured 

from  the  LVDTs  and  the  sliding  component  from  the  combination  of  displacement  from  

accelerometers and LVDTs as discussed in Section 5.3.1.2, with the rotation being converted to 

a structural horizontal displacement by multiplying by the height of the model. The plots in 

each Figure are for Ricker wavelets with the same Arias Intensity across the different model 

tests. The separate Figures enabled comparison across the different models as well as 

comparison between small and large magnitude input motion response. 

The total structural displacement was significantly larger for the larger Ricker wavelet peak 

amplitude input motions for all the building models. For the larger Ricker wavelet inputs that 

were approximately three times the peak input of the smaller wavelets, the total structural 

displacement was around five times as large for the results presented in Figure 5.7 and Figure 

5.8. The peak magnitude of displacement was similar for the taller 5 and 7 storey models but 

was larger than that of the shorter 3 storey model when subjected to Ricker wavelet motions 

with the same Arias Intensity.  Part  of the reason for this was the contribution of the different 

components of horizontal displacement of the structure. 
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Figure 5.7 Structure mass displacement for the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey models with 
surface raft foundations subjected to small Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes. 

 

Figure 5.8 Structure mass displacement for the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey models with 
surface raft foundations subjected to large Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes. 
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foundation and therefore the greater the total displacement increased. Also, the taller the model 

the greater the influence of rotation since the rotational component came from foundation 

rotation multiplied by the height of the structure mass. Thus, the taller 5 and 7 storey models 

had  significant  rotational  displacement  components  and  therefore  larger  total  structural  

displacement than the 3 storey model. Displacement of the structure mass due to sliding was 

dominant for the 3 storey model experiments where rotation was less significant, even though 

the shape of the response followed the rotational component. For the 5 and 7 storey models, 

sliding displacement was less significant but had the effect of shifting the total displacement in 

the negative direction and resulted in the dominant component of residual displacement for all 

of the building models. 

Displacement of the structure itself, separate from the displacement components derived from 

foundation rotation and foundation horizontal displacement, was a relatively insignificant 

component of total structural displacement across the three building models. There was more 

influence of structure displacement for the smaller Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes but it still 

appeared to be less significant than the displacement derived from the foundation movement. 

This meant that the displacement of the structural components in the equivalent buildings was 

less significant and may be reduced from what would be experienced for a fixed base structure. 

When SFSI is accounted for it appears that displacement of the structural components may be 

reduced but the displacements due to horizontal displacement and particularly rotation of the 

foundation need to be adequately accounted for in design. 

5.3.3 Moment-rotation and rotational stiffness

The moment applied to the foundations of the three building models during the Ricker wavelet 

experiments was calculated using strain gauges at the base of the equivalent SDOF columns, as 

outlined  in  Section  4.7.2.  The  moment  could  also  be  calculated  using  the  acceleration  of  the  

structure and knowing the lumped mass and height of the column. In this Section the moment 

is plotted against the calculated rotation of the foundation to investigate moment-rotation 

response in the Ricker wavelet experiments and to deduce rotational stiffness. Before the main 

results are presented, moment-rotation plots from one of the experiments are plotted in Figure 

5.9 to compare the moment derived from the strain gauges and that derived from acceleration 

of the lumped mass. The moment results from the two methods were quite similar but in terms 

of moment-rotation response the strain gauges produced “fatter” loops. In the end, the moment 

from the strain gauges was considered the most appropriate to use for the main results because 
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the strain gauges were calibrated to directly measure the moment applied to the foundation by 

measuring the voltage obtained from application of a known moment. 

 

Figure 5.9 Moment-rotation comparison between moments calculated from strain gauges and from the 
structure accelerometer for the 5 storey model subjected to the 0.75 g peak amplitude Ricker wavelet. 

Moment-rotation results for the 3, 5, and 7 storey models subjected to a range of Ricker 
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Figure 5.10 Foundation moment-rotation plots for the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey models with 
surface raft foundations subjected to Ricker wavelets of various peak amplitudes. 
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relatively small rotations. Once the main pulse occurred, the peak foundation rotation was 

quickly reached but not from an initial position close to zero moment and rotation. 

In contrast, the initial (blue) part of the moment-rotation plots for the 3 and 5 storey models 

seemed to follow the typical response of a nonlinear system in a snapback type experiment. 

However, because a dynamic excitation was used to simulate a static pullback, once the peak 

moment was reached there appeared to be some dynamic influence on the response whereby 

the rotation continued to increase very slightly or even remain stationary while the moment 

decreased. This is thought to be due to the foundation embedding itself in the soil during the 

initial increase in loading in one direction so that when the loading was reversed the foundation 

rotation had increased resistance against reversing and so took longer than the horizontal 

motion of the lumped mass, which induced the moment on the foundation. This could be 

associated with potential rounding of the soil beneath the foundation during the experiment as 

discussed in Wiessing (1979) and Gajan et al. (2005). 

Once the peak moment was reached, the three building models experienced similar patterns of 

moment-rotation behaviour across the different Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes. A half cycle 

of rocking at close to peak moment and rotation (positive and negative) occurred followed by 

rapid reduction in amplitude during subsequent rocking. The 7 storey model had additional half 

cycles of moderately large moment and rotation after the initial half cycle whereas the 3 and 5 

storey models reduced to small values almost immediately after the initial peak half cycle. This 

observation is supported by the observed larger number of cycles of substantial vertical and 

rotational displacement for the 7 storey model made in Section 5.3.1. The first half cycle after 

peak moment-rotation could be used to investigate the hysteretic damping of the system, which 

is discussed later in Section 5.3.8. 

The magnitude of the peak moment increased as the magnitude of the Ricker wavelets 

increased across all of the building models, as shown in Figure 5.10. For comparative Ricker 

wavelet amplitudes, the 5 storey model reached larger peak moment values than the 3 storey 

model but the 7 storey model reached lower values than the 5 storey model, which seemed to 

go against intuition. This can potentially be explained by the different response of the 7 storey 

model prior to the initial peak rotation being reached, as discussed previously, which may have 

resulted in energy being dissipated by rocking motion before this point and thus reduced the 

peak moment and rotation values achieved during the main pulse. Again, this is further 

discussed in Section 5.3.8. 
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Rotational stiffness during peak response decreased slightly as the magnitude of the Ricker 

wavelet increased for all of the building models and was lower the taller the building model 

when subjected to comparative Ricker wavelets. This can be observed to some extent in Figure 

5.10 but is highlighted further in Figure 5.11. The moment-rotation plots for the three building 

models subjected to the 0.1 g and 0.75 g peak amplitude Ricker wavelets are presented in 

Figure 5.11, overlain with lines representing the interpreted rotational stiffness during peak 

response (green lines) and the elastic rotational stiffness of the foundation using the small 

strain shear modulus (black dashed lines), calculated following the procedure outlined in 

Section 2.4.1. The gradient of the line representing rotational stiffness at peak response 

decreased as the height of the model increased from 3 storeys to 7 storeys indicating that 

rotational stiffness was smaller for the taller building model. For the 0.1 g Ricker results, the 

 

Figure 5.11 Foundation moment-rotation plots for the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey models with 
surface raft foundations subjected to 0.1 g and 0.75 g peak amplitude Ricker wavelets and showing 

rotational stiffness during peak response and rotational stiffness calculated for elastic response at the small 
strain shear modulus (G0) of the soil. 
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rotational stiffness at peak response appeared to be closer to the elastic stiffness than that for 

the 0.75 g Ricker results but the different scales on the y axes exaggerate the observed 

difference. 

In all of the Ricker wavelet experiments on the three building models with raft foundations at 

the ground surface, the foundation rotational stiffness at peak response was significantly 

smaller than the elastic rotational stiffness using the small strain shear modulus of the soil. In 

Table  5.3  a  ratio  of  these  two  stiffness  values  is  presented  for  all  of  the  Ricker  wavelet  

experiments. The rotational stiffness at peak response was only between 3.9% and 10.43% the 

elastic stiffness values for the smallest peak amplitude Ricker wavelet experiments at 0.1 g. At 

the maximum applied Ricker amplitude the rotational stiffness at peak response was only 

around 2% of the elastic foundation rotational stiffness. 

Table 5.3 Ratio of foundation rotational stiffness at peak response to elastic rotational stiffness at the small 
strain shear modulus of the soil for the three building models with surface raft foundations subjected to the 

range of Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes. 

3 Storey 5 Storey 7 Storey 

Ricker Peak 

Amplitude 

(g) 

Rotational 

Stiffness 

Ratio (%) 

Ricker Peak 

Amplitude 

(g) 

Rotational 

Stiffness 

Ratio (%) 

Ricker Peak 

Amplitude 

(g) 

Rotational 

Stiffness 

Ratio (%) 

0.1 10.43 0.1 5.68 0.1 3.90 

0.24 5.08 0.19 4.70 0.16 2.21 

0.3 3.96   0.3 1.78 

0.49 3.04 0.38 3.00 0.32 1.65 

0.75 2.71 0.58 2.32 0.49 1.64 

  0.75 1.88 0.75 1.63 

5.3.4 Bearing strength surfaces and applied moment-shear

The concept of the bearing strength surface was reviewed in Section 2.4.2.1 and was shown to 

provide a way of visualising the combination of vertical load, horizontal shear, and moment 

that  mobilise  all  of  the  available  shear  strength  of  the  soil  adjacent  to  a  shallow  foundation.  

Since the Ricker wavelets were applied only in the horizontal direction, it was assumed that the 

vertical load on the foundation from the equivalent SDOF building above remained constant 
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and was defined by the structural dead weight. The moment applied to the foundation was able 

to be calculated from the strain gauges as discussed in Section 5.3.3 and the shear was able to 

be calculated from the combination of the horizontal acceleration of the structure mass and the 

horizontal acceleration of the foundation mass. By plotting the paths of the applied moment 

and shear on the shallow raft foundations during the Ricker wavelet experiments for the three 

building models and overlaying calculated bearing strength surfaces for the models, the extent 

to which the input motion mobilised the available shear strength could be observed. 

Figure 5.12 presents plots of the applied foundation moment-shear paths for the three building 

models subjected to various Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes, overlain by relevant slices from 

two bearing strength surfaces. The axes of the plots are the non-dimensional moment ( ) and 

shear ( ) as defined in Equation (2.11). The bearing strength surfaces used in the plots are 

derived from Eurocode 8 (EC8) (CEN, 2004b), introduced in Section 2.4.2.1. The static EC8 

surface was derived using a dimensionless earthquake acceleration factor ( ) of zero and the 

dynamic surface was derived using the peak acceleration from the input Ricker wavelet in the 

equation for  (Equation (2.13)). The bearing strength surfaces and the moment-shear paths 

were calculated for the assumed constant vertical load of each model. 

A friction angle of 39 degrees was used to create the bearing strength surfaces plotted in Figure 

5.12, which was the same friction angle used to calculate static bearing capacity in Section 5.2. 

It is worth noting that the dynamic EC8 surface could not be derived for a peak acceleration of 

0.75 g at the critical friction angle of 32 degrees so the assumed working friction angle seemed 

to  be  the  most  appropriate  to  use.  The  same  Ricker  wavelet  amplitudes  as  were  used  in  

previous plots in this Chapter have been used in Figure 5.12, with the top three rows having the 

same Arias Intensity of Ricker input across the three model tests and the bottom row having 

the same absolute amplitude of Ricker wavelet at the maximum value of 0.75 g. As with 

previous Figures, the same axes scale was used in all the plots to aid comparison. 

The moment-shear paths exceeded the dynamic EC8 surface for all of the building models 

subjected to the largest Ricker wavelet peak amplitude of 0.75 g. In all of the other 

experiments, the moment-shear paths were within the bearing strength surfaces plotted. Any 

combination of moment and shear outside the bearing strength surface is not theoretically 

possible because the soil cannot sustain actions greater than those causing bearing failure. The 

results for the 0.75 g experiments suggest that the soil may have been operating at a friction 

angle closer to the peak friction angle for these tests, which would increase the size of the 
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bearing strength surfaces so that the moment-shear paths were inside or on top of the dynamic 

EC8 surface. Also, using the peak acceleration of the Ricker wavelets in determining  may 

not be appropriate for the entire experiment and a smaller acceleration value may be considered 

more suitable. Even so, it is likely that the ultimate capacity of the soil was reached at stages of 

these  experiments  at  0.75  g  so  that  there  were  instances  of  bearing  capacity  failure  and  

nonlinear soil deformation. 

 

Figure 5.12 Applied foundation moment-shear paths for the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey 
models with surface raft foundations subjected to Ricker wavelets of various peak amplitudes overlain on 

the bearing strength surfaces from Eurocode 8 under static conditions (EC8 Static) and dynamic conditions 
at the peak amplitude of the Ricker (EC8 dynamic). 
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However, the results show that the ultimate bearing capacity of the foundation does not need to 

be reached for nonlinear soil deformation to occur. It was observed in Section 5.3.1, in Figure 

5.2 and Figure 5.3, that permanent settlement of the foundation occurred for the larger Ricker 

wavelet peak amplitudes above about 0.3 g, indicating nonlinear soil deformation. The 

moment-shear paths for the smaller amplitude tests were generally well within the bearing 

strength surfaces as plotted in Figure 5.12, except for those at 0.75 g Ricker peak amplitude as 

mentioned previously. A good example is given by observing the small peak magnitudes of the 

moment-shear path for the 7 storey model subjected to the 0.49 g Ricker wavelet relative to the 

bearing strength surfaces, and noting the permanent settlement of the foundation for this test in 

Figure 5.3 was about 10 mm. These results show that the soil may yield and deform 

nonlinearly at relatively low combinations of applied foundation moment and shear. 

When comparing the applied foundation moment-shear paths for the 3, 5, and 7 storey models 

during the Ricker wavelet tests, the shape of the paths for the 3 storey model appeared to be 

more extended on the shear axis than those for the 5 and 7 storey models. This indicates that 

shear force on the foundation of the 3 storey model was more significant than moment whereas 

for the 5 and 7 storey models the moment was more significant, resulting in vertically 

elongated moment-shear paths. Rocking, induced by moment loading on the foundation, may 

have been more dominant for these taller models, which has been identified previously. 

5.3.5 Acceleration response

Acceleration response of the soil, foundation and structure was measured in a range of 

locations in the Ricker wavelet experiments on the models with raft foundations at the ground 

surface. The Figures in Section 4.8 show the location of the accelerometers that captured 

horizontal acceleration during each of the experiments. Comparison of the acceleration 

response at different locations provides insight into how forces were transmitted during the 

Ricker wavelet experiments from the input at the base, through the soil and into the structure-

foundation models. 

Figure 5.13 presents acceleration time histories for the 3, 5, and 7 storey models subjected to 

the same Ricker wavelet peak magnitudes as presented in previous plots in this Chapter. In 

each plot the response of the structure, recorded by an accelerometer placed at the centre of the 

equivalent SDOF mass, was compared with the input acceleration to the models measured in 

the soil just below the foundation and that at the base of the soil layer, which represented the 
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Figure 5.13 Acceleration time histories of the soil and structure for experiments on the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 
storey, and (c) 7 storey models with surface raft foundations subjected to Ricker wavelets of various peak 

amplitudes. 
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input motion to the EQS shake table.  The central  three rows are for Ricker wavelets with the 

same Arias Intensity across the three model experiments and the top and bottom row have the 

same absolute peak magnitude. Again, the same scale has been used on the axes of all the plots 

to aid comparison. 

Firstly, in all the experiments the acceleration response in the soil just beneath the foundation 

very closely matched the input acceleration measured at the base of the soil layer. If anything 

there was a very slight amplification of the acceleration just beneath the foundation. The 

acceleration responses of the free-field soil, measured by the accelerometer near the surface of 

the  sand  layer  and  furthest  away from the  model,  as  well  as  that  of  the  foundation  were  also  

very close to the input acceleration in all the experiments but were not plotted in Figure 5.13 

for  clarity.  An example  of  the  acceleration  time history  responses  of  the  foundation,  soil  just  

beneath the foundation, free-field, and input at the soil base for the 7 storey model test with 

Ricker  amplitude  of  0.49  g  is  presented  in  Figure  5.14  to  show  how  closely  these  responses  

matched. The acceleration of the structure is also plotted for reference. It is clear that there was 

minimal amplification of the input motion all the way up through the soil and into the 

foundation, and also that the interaction between the structure-foundation model and the soil 

had minimal influence on the acceleration measured in the soil beneath the foundation. 

 

Figure 5.14 Acceleration time history of the soil and foundation during the experiment on the 7 storey 
model with surface raft foundations subjected to the Ricker wavelet with peak amplitude of 0.49 g. 

The acceleration response of the structure was very different from the input acceleration 

measured just beneath the foundation, as can be observed in Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14. The 
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structure responses were also different for the three different building models. As discussed in 

Section 4.6.1, the input acceleration motions were chosen to have a peak frequency/period that 

matched the fixed base natural frequency/period of the building models being tested to try to 

maximise structural response. If the structure-foundation models were fixed to the ground 

surface, it would have been expected that the structural acceleration would be amplified 

because the peak frequency/period of the input motion would cause the structure to resonate. 

However, in all of the experiments there was no amplification of the acceleration of the 

structure and for the taller models there was actually attenuation. The 3 storey model 

experiments mainly had the full amplitude of the Ricker input transferred to the structure and 

then acceleration magnitude decreased quickly over a few cycles of motion. For the majority of 

the 5 and 7 storey model experiments the structural response was significantly less than the 

magnitude of the input acceleration. On average, the peak structural response was about 60% 

the magnitude of the input motion for the 5 storey model and about 25% the magnitude for the 

7 storey model experiments. The exceptions to this were the smaller Ricker wavelet amplitude 

experiments on the 5 storey model, which had almost the full magnitude of the input 

acceleration transferred to the structure. After the peak response of the 5 and 7 storey model 

experiments, the amplitude of acceleration of the structure damped out very quickly. These 

results suggest that the forces transmitted to the structures may have been reduced because of 

nonlinear SFSI. 

In  Section  5.3.1,  it  was  observed  that  uplift  occurred  across  all  of  the  models  but  was  more  

significant  for  the  taller  models  (5  and  7  storey)  and  for  the  larger  Ricker  wavelet  motions.  

This nonlinear interaction at the soil-foundation interface provides a reason for the acceleration 

response of the structure not being amplified for the 3 storey model and being significantly 

attenuated for the two other taller models. Even though the extent of this uplift was small 

relative to the dimensions of the raft foundations, it appears to have had a significant influence 

on the structural response by reducing the forces transmitted to the structure. Nonlinear soil 

deformation was also observed for the larger Ricker input motions and is likely to have 

contributed to the reduced response. The combination of uplift and nonlinear soil deformation 

has also resulted in the quick reduction in amplitude of structure response once the peak value 

was reached. 

In Section 5.3.7 the influence of SFSI on the period and damping in the structure-foundation 

system response is covered in more detail. However, an important observation from the 

acceleration time history results presented in Figure 5.13 is the lag that was observed between 
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the structure and input response. In the Ricker wavelet experiments on all three of the building 

models the peak positive and negative structure acceleration response occurred over a longer 

period of time than for the input motion, suggesting that the period of response of the structure 

was longer (higher). The structures were designed to have a certain fixed base natural period as 

outlined in Table 4.5 and the input Ricker wavelets for a particular structure were chosen to 

have peak response at that period. The acceleration results show, though, that the structure 

responded at a higher period and therefore the period of response of the structure-foundation 

system appears to have been elongated by SFSI. 

5.3.6 Frequency content and response spectra

The acceleration response results in Section 5.3.5 have shown that SFSI has reduced the forces 

transmitted to the structure mass and modified the vibration properties of the structure-

foundation system. To gain further understanding of this influence, the frequency content and 

response spectra of the acceleration measurements made at a range of locations in the Ricker 

wavelet experiments were investigated. By comparing the frequency content and response 

spectra results for the acceleration input to the structure-foundation model and that measured at 

the structure mass, the modification of the peak frequency/period and amplitude of structure 

response could be observed. 

Plots of the frequency content of the acceleration measurements made at the soil base, in the 

soil just beneath the foundation, and at the structure mass are presented in Figure 5.15 for the 

three building models subjected to large Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes. The input motions 

used in the Figure have the same Arias Intensity across the three building models and very 

similar results were obtained for the experiments with other Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes. 

The frequency content was determined using the FFT function built into the software used to 

undertake the experimental data analysis (Mathworks, 2010). Figure 5.16 presents the 5% 

damped pseudo-acceleration response spectra for the same acceleration measurements and 

Ricker input motions as those used in Figure 5.15. In the plots in both Figures the vertical axes 

have been normalised by the maximum magnitude of the response at the base of the soil layer 

to aid comparison within each plot and between plots for the different building models. 
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Figure 5.15 Frequency content of acceleration measurements from large Ricker wavelet experiments on the 
(a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey models with surface raft foundations. Amplitude is normalised by 

the maximum response of the soil base. 

 

Figure 5.16 Acceleration response spectra (5% damped) from large Ricker wavelet experiments on the (a) 3 
storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey models with surface raft foundations. Amplitude is normalised by the 

maximum response of the soil base. 

In both Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16 the shift in frequency and period, respectively, of the 

structure response relative to the input motions can be clearly observed for all of the models 

and  all  of  the  Ricker  wavelet  experiments.  Frequency  of  peak  response  decreased  and  peak  

period increased to values less than and greater than the fixed base natural frequency and 

period of the structure respectively. The input motions were designed to have a peak response 
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at the fixed base natural period of the structure and so the shift in frequency/period indicated 

that the response of the structure-foundation system was modified by nonlinear SFSI. As 

mentioned previously, SFSI has elongated the period of response of the system. 

The normalised amplitude of structure response in the frequency domain and in the response 

spectra plots was influenced by the size of the equivalent SDOF building model. The taller the 

model the smaller the amplitude of structure response so that the 7 storey model had a smaller 

response  than  the  5  storey  model,  which  had  a  smaller  response  than  the  3  storey  model,  for  

Ricker peak amplitudes with the same Arias Intensity. Since greater extents of nonlinear SFSI 

were observed for the taller building models and the larger Ricker wavelet amplitudes, it 

appears that greater extents of SFSI had a larger influence on the dynamic response of the 

building models. 

5.3.7 Equivalent SDOF period and damping

To further understand and quantify the dynamic behaviour and energy dissipation 

characteristics of the three generic building models subjected to the various Ricker wavelet 

amplitudes, the equivalent SDOF periods and damping ratios were calculated for the 

experiments. This was done by employing a transfer function methodology, which is a very 

useful way of measuring the physical properties of a system subjected to dynamic or forced 

excitation (Inman, 2008). As mentioned in Section 4.6.1, Ricker wavelets were employed to 

approximate snapback type experiments in the centrifuge. However, because they were a 

dynamic input and because the vibratory motion damped out very quickly, it was not possible 

to measure the dynamic properties during the main part of the experiments using typical decay 

methods employed in free-vibration analysis. By relating the disturbing or input motion to the 

transmitted or output response, the transfer function method enabled identification of the 

period and damping of the structure-foundation system in the Ricker wavelet experiments. 

To calculate the transfer function data in each Ricker wavelet experiment, the acceleration 

response of the structure (output) was related to that in the soil just below the foundation 

(input). Then an equivalent SDOF period and damping value was calculated to achieve a best 

fit to the transfer function data. In the frequency domain the cross spectral density between the 

two records was divided by the power spectral density of the input to give the transfer function 

data. Then an optimisation routine was employed to fit the transfer function data to an 

equivalent SDOF model as represented by Equation (5.3) (Thomson, 1993): 
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=  
1 + 2

1 + 2
 (5.3) 

where FT is the transmitted or output forces, F0 is the input forces, f is the frequency, fn is the 

natural frequency and  is  the damping ratio for the equivalent SDOF system. The equivalent 

natural frequency and damping values were determined by finding those that minimised the 

sum of the square of the residuals between the calculated equivalent SDOF response and the 

transfer function data at each frequency value. An example of the results of this process 

undertaken for the 7 storey model subjected to the 0.49 g peak amplitude Ricker wavelet is 

shown in Figure 5.17. It is noted that this methodology assumes the building models behaved 

as a SDOF when there was likely to be influence from the foundation mass in addition to the 

structure mass, and that a linear approximation of a nonlinear system is made. However, it was 

still considered a useful methodology to give insight into the comparative dynamic behaviour 

of the different building models. 

 

Figure 5.17 Transfer function data and fitted equivalent SDOF response for the 7 storey model with surface 
raft foundation subjected to the 0.49 g peak amplitude Ricker wavelet. 

The resulting equivalent SDOF period and damping values are presented in Figure 5.18 and 

Figure 5.19 respectively. For all the building models and all the Ricker wavelet peak 

amplitudes the equivalent SDOF period of the structure-foundation system was greater than the 

design fixed base natural period of the structure. This fits with what was observed in Section 
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5.3.6 for the frequency content and response spectra of the acceleration measurements. There 

was a clear relationship between the peak amplitude of the input Ricker wavelet and the 

equivalent SDOF period for all three of the building models whereby the equivalent period 

increased as the peak amplitude increased. The equivalent period was also higher the taller the 

building model across all Ricker wavelet amplitudes and the difference between the fixed base 

period and the equivalent period was larger the taller the model for equivalent Ricker wavelet 

amplitudes. In Section 5.3.1 it was observed that SFSI was more significant for the taller 

models and for the larger Ricker wavelet amplitudes so it appears that a greater extent of 

nonlinear SFSI resulted in a greater shift in the equivalent period of the structure-foundation 

system to values higher than the fixed base natural period. This shifts the response of the 

structure away from higher amplitude input motions near the fixed base natural period and 

partly explains the reduction in acceleration and subsequent forces transmitted to the structure 

as observed in Section 5.3.5. 

 

Figure 5.18 Equivalent SDOF period for the three building models with surface raft foundations subjected 
to the range of Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes. 

In terms of equivalent SDOF damping of the 3, 5, and 7 storey models, as presented in Figure 

5.19, the values were generally more sporadic than was observed for equivalent SDOF period. 

For all the building models the equivalent damping was considerably higher than the 5% 

damping assumed for the fixed base model, which is a suggested value for structures in many 

design codes, and ranged between 8% and 22%. The 3 storey model had a fairly constant 

damping ratio across the Ricker wavelet amplitudes, at an average of around 13%. The 5 storey 
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model had a definite increase in damping as the amplitude of the Ricker wavelet increased. The 

7 storey model had a slightly increasing damping ratio as the Ricker increased for amplitudes 

above about 0.3 g but very high values for the smaller Ricker wavelets. When comparing the 

three different building models there was no clear pattern in damping. However, of interest was 

the fact that the high equivalent SDOF damping values suggested significant energy dissipation 

in the structure foundation systems, which was attributed to nonlinear SFSI. 

 

Figure 5.19 Equivalent SDOF damping for the three building models with surface raft foundations 
subjected to the range of Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes. 

5.3.7.1 Optimised equivalent SDOF period and damping

An alternative method of determining equivalent SDOF period and damping was explored by 

optimising the calculated SDOF response so that a best fit with the measured response was 

achieved. The SDOF response at a range of period and damping values was calculated using 

the input motion to the structure-foundation models measured in the soil just beneath the 

foundation, and then the best fit to the measured structure response in the experiments was 

calculated by finding the minimum of the sum of the square of the residuals at each time step. 

The results for the optimised method could be compared with the results from transfer function 

analysis and could be used to determine if a particular combination of period and damping 

gave the best results. 

Figure 5.20 and Figure 5.21 present the optimised equivalent SDOF period and damping 

values, respectively, for the three building models subjected to the range of Ricker wavelet 
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peak amplitudes. The data from the transfer function analysis is also plotted in these Figures 

for comparison. The equivalent SDOF period results from the optimisation method almost 

identically match the results from the transfer function analysis for all three building models, 

with the same trends as identified previously. The equivalent damping values do not have as 

close a match with the transfer function results.  

 

Figure 5.20 Optimised and transfer function equivalent SDOF period for the three building models with 
surface raft foundations subjected to the range of Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes. 

 

Figure 5.21 Optimised and transfer function equivalent SDOF damping for the three building models with 
surface raft foundations subjected to the range of Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes. 
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For  the  3  and  5  storey  models,  the  trend  in  damping  as  the  amplitude  of  the  Ricker  wavelet  

increased was very similar but the values were generally slightly less than obtained using the 

transfer function method. For the 7 storey model, the damping results were quite different for 

most  of  the  experiments  and  did  not  follow  the  same  trends.  However,  in  all  cases  the  

equivalent damping values were higher than the assumed fixed base value, ranging between 

6% and 16%. 

With this optimisation method of finding equivalent SDOF, the results for different 

combinations of period and damping could be compared to investigate the accuracy with which 

the optimised values represented the response of the structure-foundation system. In Figure 

5.22 a contour plot of how well different combinations of equivalent SDOF period and 

damping fitted the measured response (where darker colours in the plot represent a closer 

match) is presented for the 7 storey model subjected to the 0.49 g Ricker wavelet. Similar 

results were obtained for all of the building models subjected to the range of Ricker wavelet 

peak amplitudes. From Figure 5.22 and similar plots for other experiments it was observed that 

a global best fit was obtained, which indicated that a unique combination of period and 

damping best fit the experimental data. It can also be seen that the contours were elongated in 

the direction of the damping ratio axis suggesting that the equivalent period may be more 

accurately determined than the damping ratio in the analysis. This suggests that there may have 

been a range of damping values that would have given a suitable fit to the measured response 

in the experiments, but this range is likely to be small. Overall it appeared that the equivalent 

SDOF optimised period and damping values gave a close representation of the experimental 

results. 

The acceleration time history from SDOF analysis at the optimised period and damping values 

was plotted against the measured time history in the experiments to show how close the 

equivalent SDOF response was to the actual response. Figure 5.23 presents these time histories 

for the three building models subjected to the largest Ricker wavelet peak amplitude of 0.75 g. 

As can be seen, the calculated equivalent SDOF response at the optimised period and damping 

values gave a very close match to the response measured in the experiments. For the Ricker 

wavelet experiments it appears that the complex nonlinear response of the structure-foundation 

model could be captured using an equivalent SDOF model with an appropriate period and 

damping value. 
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Figure 5.22 Contour plot of the sum of the square of the residuals between the optimised equivalent SDOF 
response at different period and damping values and the measured response in the experiment for the 7 
storey model subjected to the 0.49 g peak amplitude Ricker wavelet – darker colours represent smaller 

values and therefore a closer match with experimental results. 

 

Figure 5.23 Comparison of equivalent SDOF acceleration time history using optimised period and damping 
values with the acceleration measured in the experiment for the three building models subjected to the 0.75 

g peak amplitude Ricker wavelet. 

5.3.8 Damping from moment-rotation loops

In Section 5.3.3 the moment applied to the foundation was plotted against the rotation in the 
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single loop was almost completed in all of the experiments, as can be observed in Figure 5.10. 

Damping ratios were calculated using these moment-rotation loops by applying the method 

outlined in Kramer (1996), which uses the area of the loop and the peak values. Past centrifuge 

experiments by other researchers have used this method (Gajan & Kutter, 2008), and the 

damping ratio ( ) is calculated graphically as defined in Equation (5.4): 

 
=  

1
4

  . .
0.5(  .  . ) (5.4) 

Since a full loop was not quite completed in the Ricker wavelet experiments, the area of the 

first half cycle after peak moment-rotation was determined and then doubled to get the area of 

a full moment-rotation loop. The damping ratio results for the three building models subjected 

to the range of Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes are presented in Figure 5.24, along with the 

results from the equivalent SDOF damping analysis in Section 5.3.7. 

 

Figure 5.24 Damping ratio from moment-rotation loops compared with that from equivalent SDOF 
analysis for the three building models with surface raft foundations subjected to the range of Ricker 

wavelet peak amplitudes. 

Large damping ratios were calculated for the 3 and 5 storey models across the range of Ricker 

wavelet peak amplitudes using the moment-rotation loops. The actual damping ratios in the 

experiments  are  likely  to  be  smaller  because  full  loops  were  not  completed  but  they  give  an  

idea of the extent of damping during this instant of peak response. In contrast, relatively 

smaller damping ratios, in the order of that determined in the equivalent SDOF analysis, were 

calculated for the 7 storey model.  
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The moment-rotation damping ratios represent the damping during the cycle of loading after 

peak moment and rotation were reached. Thus, for the 3 and 5 storey models, significant 

damping was present after the initial “pull-back” in the Ricker experiments whereas damping 

during  this  cycle  was  less  significant  for  the  7  storey  model.  Part  of  the  reason  for  the  

difference between the 7 storey and the 3 and 5 storey models can be observed in the moment-

rotation plots in Figure 5.10 and was discussed in Section 5.3.3, whereby the 7 storey model 

underwent cycles of motion before the peak cycle of moment-rotation. The predominant 

frequency of the Ricker wavelet motions applied for the 7 storey model was very close to the 

minimum frequency of the shake table and so filtering caused additional small cyclic motions 

to occur before and after the main Ricker pulse (refer to Appendix A). Therefore, energy was 

dissipated during these initial phases for the 7 storey model whereas it appears that limited 

energy was dissipated before peak moment for the 3 and 5 storey models. In addition, the taller 

7 storey model being more prone to rocking is an additional factor in the dissipation of energy 

during the Ricker wavelet experiments. 

Energy was dissipated more progressively over a number of cycles for the 7 storey model 

whereas  a  significant  proportion  of  energy  was  dissipated  during  one  almost  full  cycle  of  

rocking motion for the 3 and 5 storey models. The influence of SFSI on energy dissipation for 

the different models could be postulated from comparison of the moment-rotation damping 

ratios with those derived from equivalent SDOF analysis. Across the three models, the change 

in damping ratio from the moment-rotation loops followed similar trends to what was observed 

in the equivalent SDOF analysis. However, as mentioned, the magnitude of damping was a lot 

higher for the 3 and 5 storey models but similar for the 7 storey model. In Section 5.3.1 it was 

observed that the 3 and 5 storey models had one large cycle, or even half cycle, of substantial 

uplift  and  nonlinear  soil  deformation  whereas  the  7  storey  model  went  through  a  number  of  

cycles  of  nonlinear  SFSI.  Since  the  moment-rotation  damping  ratio  was  calculated  for  a  

particular cycle of motion whereas the equivalent SDOF damping ratio was calculated for the 

entire  time  history  of  the  test,  it  is  concluded  that  a  short  instance  of  SFSI  can  significantly  

increase the energy dissipated during an entire dynamic time history but that a number of 

cycles of significant extent of SFSI may also progressively increase energy dissipation. 

5.3.9 Damping from free-vibration decay of motion

The Ricker wavelet experiments were undertaken as a dynamic means of approximating 

snapback type experiment in the centrifuge. However, because the structure response damped 
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out very quickly, as mentioned in Section 5.3.7, and because filtering of the input motions 

created additional cycles of motion as discussed in Appendix A, decay methods for 

determining damping were unable to be used as the input motion was still being applied and 

the structure-foundation model was not vibrating freely. After the Ricker wavelet input had 

finished, though, the free-vibration decay methods were able to be utilised to investigate the 

damping in the system following the initial large dissipation of energy, which was measured 

using the moment-rotation loop in Section 5.3.8. In this Section, the logarithmic decrement 

method has been employed to investigate the damping ratio of the foundation rotation response 

during the free-vibration phase of the experiments on the three building models with surface 

raft foundations. 

The logarithmic decrement method uses the natural logarithm of the ratio of successive 

amplitudes of oscillation to determine the damping ratio as defined in Equations (5.5) and (5.6) 

(Chopra, 2007; Thomson, 1993): 

 =  ln  (5.5) 

 
=  

2
1

 
(5.6) 

where  is the logarithmic decrement, x1 is  the  initial  displacement  peak,  x2 is the following 

displacement peak, and  is the damping ratio. It was considered the most appropriate method, 

compared with the Coulomb and Viscous damping methods, because it can be used on a 

system with a changing natural period, which is the case for rocking structure-foundation 

systems. The decay during the foundation rotation time histories from the Ricker wavelet 

experiments was used to calculate damping ratio because, as ascertained in Section 5.3.2, 

rotational displacement of the foundation governed the total displacement of the structure. 

However, since the free-vibration phase was investigated after the initial large dissipation of 

energy, the rotation values were quite small and successive peaks were sometimes a bit 

irregular, so a logarithmic decrement curve at a given damping ratio was fitted to the data 

rather than calculated directly from the experimental results. 

Figure 5.25 gives plots of the interpreted best fit logarithmic decrement damping curves with 

the rotation time histories for the 5 and 7 storey models during the free-vibration phase after 

the input motion had finished. Plots for the 3 storey model are not included because the 

rotation values were too small to discern any decay. The damping ratios used to derive the cur- 
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Figure 5.25 Logarithmic decrement curves at a given damping ratio fitted to free-vibration decay of the 
rotation time history of the foundation of the (a) 5 storey and (b) 7 storey models with surface raft 

foundations subjected to Ricker wavelets of various peak amplitudes. 

ves are given in each plot and it can be seen that very low values were able to capture the decay 

of motion during this free-vibration phase for a range of Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes. This 

finding correlates well with the conclusions from Section 5.3.8 where significant energy was 

found to be dissipated during the peak cycle/s of loading when the extent of SFSI was large.  

The single cycle of significant damping for the 3 and 5 storey model and the multiple cycles 

for the 7 storey model, when uplift and permanent soil deformation were substantial, governed 
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the equivalent damping for the structure-foundation systems, as calculated using the equivalent 

SDOF methods in Section 5.3.7. 

5.4 Christchurch earthquake experimental results

The three building models with raft foundations on the surface of the prepared soil layer were 

subjected to Christchurch Earthquake records to investigate the earthquake response of the 

models and the influence of SFSI on the response of multi-storey buildings on shallow 

foundations to actual earthquake records. The structure-foundation models were designed to 

represent a range of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations that performed well during 

the Christchurch Earthquake. Therefore, three strong ground motions from the Christchurch 

CBD  –  the  CHHC,  CBGS,  and  CCCC  stations  - were  used  in  centrifuge  experiments  as  

discussed in Section 4.6.2. Results from the most suitable record for investigating the response 

of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations in Christchurch, the CBGS record, are 

presented in this Section but similar results were obtained from the other records. The focus is 

on the influence of SFSI in the earthquake performance of the equivalent multi-storey 

buildings on shallow foundations. 

5.4.1 Foundation displacement

As was done in the Ricker wavelet experiments, LVDTs captured the displacement of the 

foundation during the Christchurch Earthquake experiments. The vertical and rotational 

displacements were calculated using the vertical LVDTs but the horizontal displacements were 

determined by combining the residual from the LVDTs and the dynamic displacement 

integrated from foundation accelerometers, as discussed in Appendix A. The nonlinearities 

associated with SFSI could be investigated from these results to investigate how they may have 

influenced the foundation response of the three building models with surface raft foundations 

during the Christchurch Earthquake. 

5.4.1.1 Vertical displacement

The vertical displacement of the edges of the surface raft foundations of three building models 

subjected to the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record are presented in Figure 5.26, along 

with that of the middle of the foundation assuming it remained rigid. Uplift of the foundation 

from  the  supporting  soil  was  observed  in  all  of  the  experiments  since  any  positive  (upward)  
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displacement  of  the  edges  substantially  more  than  the  middle  indicated  uplift.  In  all  of  the  

experiments, but particularly for the 5 storey model, the right edge of the foundation tended to 

uplift more than the left, which experienced greater settlement. The extent of uplift appeared to 

be fairly similar for the 3 and 7 storey models, with a peak value around 10 mm, but was larger 

for the 5 storey model, which had a peak of about 40 mm. As was also found in the Ricker 

wavelet experimental results in Section 5.3.1.1, the maximum extent of uplift was very small 

compared to the overall size of the raft foundations, being between 0.1% and 0.5% of the width 

of foundation. 

 

Figure 5.26 Foundation vertical displacement for the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey models with 
surface raft foundations subjected to CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record. 
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Nonlinear  soil  deformation  was  also  observed  from the  results  in  Figure  5.26,  as  well  as  the  

other Christchurch Earthquake records, in the form of residual settlement of the middle of the 

foundation. The extent of this residual displacement at the end of the experiments was around 5 

mm to 10 mm for all  three of the building models,  which was again quite small  compared to 

the dimensions of the raft foundations. The vertical foundation displacement results indicate 

nonlinear SFSI occurred during the Christchurch Earthquake experiments on the three building 

models  in  the  form  of  both  permanent  soil  deformation  and  foundation  uplift.  The  extent  of  

nonlinear displacement appeared to be relatively small but likely had an influence on the 

response of the structure-foundation systems.  

5.4.1.2 Horizontal displacement

The results for the three building models subjected to the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake 

record are presented in Figure 5.27. For all the models and all the records there was sliding of 

the foundation once significant ground motion occurred after about 10 seconds. For the 5 and 7  

 

Figure 5.27 Foundation horizontal displacement for the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey models 
with surface raft foundations subjected to the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record. 
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storey models there was an accumulation of horizontal displacement during the main part of 

the CBGS record but for the 3 storey model there was negligible residual displacement at the 

end of the test. However, the 3 storey model did accrue some residual horizontal displacement 

during the tests with the other Christchurch Earthquake input motions not presented. Residual 

settlement was only small compared to the size of the foundation, being a maximum of 20 mm 

across  all  of  the  experiments  on  all  of  the  building  models,  and  the  maximum  dynamic  

displacement was similar across the building models and experiments. 

5.4.1.3 Rotational displacement

Measurement of foundation rotation in the longitudinal direction of the structure-foundation 

models gave insight into the rocking behaviour during the Christchurch Earthquake 

experiments. As outlined in Section 5.3.1.3, rotational displacement was calculated using the 

vertical LVDT measurements and assuming the foundation remained rigid. Figure 5.28 

presents the foundation rotation for the 3, 5, and 7 storey models subjected to the CBGS 

Christchurch Earthquake record. All of the building models experienced similar extents of 

foundation rotation, with a significant number of cycles of rocking observed. However, the 

absolute extent of rotation was small, peaking at between about 4 and 8 milliradians. 

Interestingly, the maximum extent of foundation rotational displacement was similar across the 

three building models when subjected to the Christchurch Earthquake records. In the Ricker 

wavelet  experiments,  the  3  storey  model  was  found to  have  smaller  rotation  than  the  taller  5  

and 7 storey models subjected to similar amplitude input motions. For the Christchurch 

Earthquake results, the 5 storey model had a number of cycles of larger rotation than the other 

two  models  but  overall  the  absolute  extents  of  rotational  displacement  were  similar.  This  

suggested that the three models had similar extents of rocking. However, the shapes of 

rotational response were different, which suggested that the rocking response may have had a 

different effect on the overall response of the structure-foundation models. 
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Figure 5.28 Foundation rotation in the longitudinal direction for the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 
storey models with surface raft foundations subjected to the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record. 
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displacement. Sliding of the foundation had the effect of shifting the total displacement in one 

direction  slightly  and  the  structural  displacement  was  the  least  significant.  However,  for  the  

Christchurch Earthquake motions the structural displacement appeared to be more significant 

than what was observed for in the Ricker wavelet experiments. 

The taller 5 and 7 storey models had larger total displacement than the 3 storey model. This 

made sense because the component from the rotation of the foundation, which governed total 

displacement, was calculated by multiplying the rotation by the height of the structure mass. 

However, the peak extent of total structural displacement of the 7 storey model was smaller 

than that of the shorter 5 storey model. This was due to the 5 storey model having a number of 

cycles of larger rotation. Overall though, the structural component of total horizontal 

displacement of the structure was reasonably insignificant and likely to have been reduced 

because of nonlinear SFSI and the contributions from rocking and sliding of the foundation. 

 

Figure 5.29 Structure mass displacement for the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey models with 
surface raft foundations subjected to the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record. 
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5.4.3 Moment-rotation and rotational stiffness

The moment applied to the foundation of the 3, 5, and 7 storey models with surface raft 

foundations was plotted against foundation rotation in the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake 

experiment in Figure 5.30. The moment derived from the strain gauges was used in these plots 

as discussed in Section 5.3.3. The moment-rotation plots gave insight into the rotational force-

displacement relationship and enabled estimation of rotational stiffness during the experiments. 

The 3 and 5 storey models produced a number of fairly large cycles of moment-rotation loops, 

with the magnitude of moment and rotation being larger for the 5 storey model. However, the 7 

storey model had relatively smaller moment-rotation loops when it was expected to have larger 

loops. The reason for this could be due to the filtering of the Earthquake motions, as discussed 

for the Ricker experiment moment-rotation results in Section 5.3.3 and in Appendix A, near the 

fixed base natural period of the 7 storey structure (0.7 s), causing reduced input motion to the 

structure and therefore reduced moment applied to the foundation. 

 

Figure 5.30 Foundation moment-rotation plots for the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey models with 
surface raft foundations subjected to the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record, showing rotational 

stiffness during peak response and that calculated for elastic response at small strain shear modulus (G0). 

The rotational stiffness at peak response during the Christchurch Earthquake experiments on 

the three building models with surface raft foundations was determined by visually interpreting 

a best fit line to the moment-rotation response. Examples of this process are presented in 
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Figure 5.30. The elastic rotational stiffness of the foundation using the small strain shear 

modulus is also plotted (black dashed lines), and was calculated following the procedure 

outlined in Section 2.4.1. Similar stiffness values were interpreted from peak response for the 

three building models subjected to the Christchurch Earthquake records, and these values were 

significantly smaller than the elastic small strain value. As was done for the Ricker wavelet 

experiments,  the  ratio  of  experimental  rotational  stiffness  to  elastic  small  strain  rotational  

stiffness was calculated and the results are presented in Table 5.4. The experimental rotational 

stiffness was around 3% - 5% of the elastic value, which is in line with results from the Ricker 

wavelet experiments. 

Table 5.4 Ratio of foundation rotational stiffness at peak response to elastic rotational stiffness at the small 
strain shear modulus of the soil for the three building models with surface raft foundations subjected to the 

Christchurch Earthquake records. 

 3 Storey 5 Storey 7 Storey 
 

Christchurch Record Rotational Stiffness Ratio (%) 

CHHC 4.83 3.59 3.11 

CBGS 4.53 2.86 4.46 

CCCC 4.79 4.38 4.14 

5.4.4 Bearing strength surfaces and applied moment-shear

The extent to which the Christchurch Earthquake motions mobilised the available shear 

strength of the soil was investigated by looking at the paths of the applied moment and shear 

on the shallow raft foundations and comparing with the calculated bearing strength surface for 

the models. This procedure was outlined in Section 5.3.4 for the Ricker wavelet experiments 

and drew on concepts reviewed in Section 2.4.2.1. Plots of the moment-shear paths during the 

Christchurch Earthquake experiments are presented in Figure 5.31 and the bearing strength 

surfaces from Eurocode 8 (CEN, 2004b) (EC8) are plotted for comparison. For the EC8 

dynamic surface the peak ground acceleration (PGA) from the input earthquake record was 

used to calculate the earthquake acceleration factor ( ).  As  was  done  for  the  Ricker  wavelet  

results, a friction angle of 39 degrees was assumed in the bearing strength surface calculations. 

The moment-shear paths in the Christchurch Earthquake experiments never exceeded the 

bearing strength surfaces for all three of the building models. The 3 storey model appeared to 
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reach the EC8 surfaces indicating that all of the shear strength of the soil was mobilised during 

these experiments, given the friction angle assumption of 39 degrees. The 5 and 7 storey 

models stayed within the bearing strength surfaces for the duration of the earthquake 

experiments.  Since  nonlinear  soil  deformation  was  observed  in  all  of  the  experiments,  as  

outlined in the preceding Sections, it can be concluded that the ultimate bearing capacity of the 

foundation did not need to be reached for nonlinear soil deformation to occur. In fact nonlinear 

soil behaviour, which has a potential benefit on structural response, can occur at relatively low 

loads during strong earthquake shaking. 

 

Figure 5.31 Applied foundation moment-shear paths for the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey 
models with surface raft foundations subjected to Christchurch Earthquake records, overlain on the 

bearing strength surfaces from Eurocode 8 under static conditions (EC8 Static) and dynamic conditions at 
the peak ground acceleration of the earthquake (EC8 dynamic). 
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5.4.5 Acceleration response

Acceleration response in the soil, on the foundation, and on the structure was recorded to 

investigate how forces were transmitted in the Christchurch Earthquake experiments of the 

three structure-foundation models. The Figures in Section 4.8 show the location of the 

accelerometers that captured horizontal acceleration during the experiments and in Figure 5.32 

the time histories from recordings at the soil base, in the soil just beneath the foundation, and 

on  the  equivalent  SDOF  mass  of  the  structure  are  plotted  for  the  CBGS  Christchurch  

Earthquake record experiments. By comparing these different acceleration records the 

influence of SFSI on the response of the structure could be investigated. 

 

Figure 5.32 Acceleration time histories of the soil and structure for experiments on the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 
storey, and (c) 7 storey models with surface raft foundations subjected to the CBGS Christchurch 

Earthquake record. 
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For all of the building model experiments the acceleration response in the soil just beneath the 

foundation  was  very  close  to  the  input  at  the  soil  base.  As  with  the  Ricker  wavelet  results  in  

Section 5.3.5, this was also the case for the free-field acceleration as well as the response of the 

foundation. However, the response of the structure was very different from these motions and 

was also different for the three equivalent SDOF building models. The 3 storey model had 

similar amplitude structural response to that of the input motion in the soil for the early portion 

of the time history but then had an amplified response, with a peak acceleration almost double 

the Christchurch Earthquake input motions. The structural response of the 5 storey model was 

quite similar in amplitude to that of the input motion in the soil and had some portions slightly 

attenuated and others slightly amplified. In contrast, the 7 storey model structure acceleration 

was significantly attenuated from the input Christchurch Earthquake records. SFSI has been 

shown to have occurred for all of the building models but the effect on the response of the 

different buildings was varied. The potential reasons for this can be postulated by examining 

the frequency/period content of the structure acceleration relative to the input motions. 

5.4.6 Frequency content and response spectra

The frequency content of the acceleration recordings in the Christchurch Earthquake 

experiments on the three building models with surface raft foundations was obtained to 

investigate and compare how the different models responded to the earthquake ground 

motions. In Figure 5.33 the FFTs of the acceleration time histories from the soil base, just 

beneath the foundation, and on the structure for the three different building models subjected to 

the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record are plotted. The amplitude was normalised by the 

maximum amplitude of the soil base to aid comparison. As was observed in the acceleration 

time  history  results,  the  soil  base  and  soil  just  beneath  the  foundation  had  similar  responses,  

with similar frequency content and amplitude. However, the frequency content of the structure 

response was quite different. For all the building models the peak response was more definitive 

and at a lower frequency to that observed for the input response. The peak response of the 3 

storey structure was generally at a higher frequency than that of the 5 storey model, which was 

slightly higher than that of the 7 storey model. Also, as observed in the acceleration results, the 

3 and 5 storey models had amplified structural responses whereas the 7 storey model had an 

attenuated structural response. 
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Figure 5.33 Frequency content of acceleration measurements from the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake 
record experiment on the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey models with surface raft foundations. 

Amplitude is normalised by the maximum response of the soil base. 
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Figure 5.34 Acceleration response spectra (5% damped) from the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record 
experiments on the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey models with surface raft foundations. 

Amplitude is normalised by the maximum response of the soil base. 
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Figure 5.35 Optimised and transfer function equivalent SDOF period for the three building models with 
surface raft foundations subjected to the Christchurch Earthquake records. 

 

Figure 5.36 Optimised and transfer function equivalent SDOF damping for the three building models with 
surface raft foundations subjected to the Christchurch Earthquake records. 
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represent smaller values and therefore a closer fit. As was found for the Ricker wavelet 

experiments,  the  contour  plots  for  the  Christchurch  Earthquake  experiments  on  all  of  the  

models showed that the equivalent SDOF period was quite well constrained whereas a range of 

damping values could give suitable results that matched the experimental data. Overall it 

appeared that the equivalent SDOF optimised period and damping values gave a close 

representation of the experimental results. The equivalent period and damping values showed 

that nonlinear SFSI had a significant influence on the vibration properties and energy 

dissipation characteristics of the structure-foundation models. 

 

Figure 5.37 Contour plot of the sum of the square of the residuals between the optimised equivalent SDOF 
response at different period and damping values and the measured response in the experiment for the 7 

storey model subjected to the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record – darker colours represent smaller 
values and therefore a closer match with experimental results. 
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experimental results and Christchurch Earthquake results, which were done in the same test as 

explained in Section 4.8, are presented together in this section. 

5.5.1 Static bearing capacity FoS

As was done for the models with raft foundations at the ground surface, the static bearing 

capacity FoS for the 7 storey basement model was calculated using Equation (5.2). The plan 

dimensions of the basement foundation were slightly larger than the raft foundation models but 

more  importantly  the  embedment  of  the  basement  meant  that  the  bearing  capacity  (quA) was 

larger than for the raft foundation models at 586,086 kN (compared to 270,428 kN). The 

additional mass of the basement foundation increased the static vertical load for the 7 storey 

model, as shown by the comparison presented in Table 5.5, but overall the increase in bearing 

capacity outweighed the increase in vertical load so that the static bearing capacity FoS 

increased to 90.1. 

Table 5.5 Static bearing capacity FoS comparison for the 7 storey model with surface raft foundation and 
with basement foundation. 

Model Vertical Load (kN) Static bearing capacity FoS 

7 storey surface raft foundation 5011.9 54.0 

7 storey basement foundation 6504.2 90.1 

5.5.2 Foundation displacement

Vertical, horizontal and rotational displacement of the foundation gave insights into the extent 

of SFSI experienced by the basement foundation model. Displacement results from the 7 storey 

model with a raft foundation on the ground surface, which have already been presented 

previously, are presented in this Section again to provide comparison between surface and 

embedded foundations with regard to the extent of foundation uplift and permanent soil 

deformation. 

5.5.2.1 Vertical displacement

The vertical displacement of the edges and middle of the assumed rigid foundations gave 

insight into the extent of SFSI in the basement model experiments. Figure 5.38 presents 

foundation  vertical  displacement  results  from  two  of  the  Ricker  wavelet  experiments  and  
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Figure 5.39 presents results from the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record, with comparative 

plots from the surface raft foundation experiments given in both plots. The vertical 

displacement  of  the  basement  foundation  was  almost  identical  to  that  in  the  surface  raft  

foundation experiments, with the basement foundation having slightly smaller peak amplitudes 

of displacement. Uplift of the edges of the foundation was observed in all the experiments and 

permanent settlement was observed in the larger Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes and in the 

Christchurch Earthquake experiments. 

 

Figure 5.38 Foundation vertical displacement for the (a) 7 storey model with a basement foundation and the 
(b) 7 storey model with a surface raft foundation subjected to Ricker wavelets. 

The similarity between basement and surface foundation models in terms of vertical 

displacement of the foundation is thought to be because displacement levels were small relative 

to the size of the foundation. The maximum uplift for the basement model experiments was 
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0.25% the width of the foundation, which are the same results obtained for the surface raft 
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the basement foundation on the dynamic behaviour of the model appeared to be negligible. 

However, nonlinear SFSI was still evident in the experiments and likely influenced the 

performance of the structure foundation model with a basement foundation, as was found for 

the surface raft foundation models. 

 

Figure 5.39 Foundation vertical displacement for the (a) 7 storey model with a basement foundation and the 
(b) 7 storey model with a surface raft foundation subjected to the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record. 

5.5.2.2 Horizontal displacement

The foundation horizontal displacement relative to the soil for the 0.75 g Ricker wavelet and 

CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record experiments are presented in Figure 5.40, for both the 

basement and surface raft foundation models. The basement model was expected to have 

smaller horizontal displacement than the surface model because of the embedment of the 

foundation and passive resistance of the soil. However, similar extents of horizontal 
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presented in Figure 5.40, a similar dynamic displacement was observed but the residual 

displacement was actually slightly larger for the basement model. The other Ricker wavelet 
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displacement results. The CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record results presented in Figure 
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experiments was still small relative to the size of the foundation and therefore the effect of the 

basement foundation did not appear to be significant.  

 

Figure 5.40 Foundation horizontal displacement for the (a) 7 storey model with a basement foundation and 
the (b) 7 storey model with a surface raft foundation. 

5.5.2.3 Rotational displacement
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of the Ricker wavelet experiments. Figure 5.42 presents the same comparative plots for the 

CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record experiments. The plots show that the shape of the 

rotational displacement time histories were very similar but the amplitude was slightly smaller 
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Figure 5.41 Foundation rotation in the longitudinal direction for the (a) 7 storey model with a basement 
foundation and the (b) 7 storey model with a surface raft foundation subjected to Ricker wavelets. 

 

Figure 5.42 Foundation rotation in the longitudinal direction for the (a) 7 storey model with a basement 
foundation and the (b) 7 storey model with a surface raft foundation subjected to the CBGS Christchurch 

Earthquake record. 
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5.5.3 Structural displacement

Structural displacement for the basement model was divided into three components as outlined 

in Section 5.3.2 - displacement due to the stiffness of the SDOF structure column (structure), 

displacement due to the rotation of the foundation, and displacement due to the horizontal 

translation of the foundation. The results in Section 5.5.2 showed that the basement model 

experienced very similar foundation displacement to that for the surface foundation. Therefore, 

it was not surprising that the structural displacements for the basement model were similar to 

the surface raft model of the same equivalent SDOF structure, since foundation rotation had a 

significant influence on structural displacement. Figure 5.43 presents the components and total 

structural displacement for both the basement and surface foundation models during the Ricker 

wavelet experiments and Figure 5.44 presents that for the CBGS Christchurch 

 

Figure 5.43 Structure mass displacement for the (a) 7 storey model with a basement foundation and the (b) 
7 storey model with a surface raft foundation subjected to Ricker wavelets. 
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Earthquake record. The rotational component, calculated for the basement model as the 

rotation multiplied by the height of the column plus the depth of the basement,  was again the 

dominant component of structural displacement, with displacement due to the stiffness of the 

SDOF column having minimal influence. 

 

Figure 5.44 Structure mass displacement for the (a) 7 storey model with a basement foundation and the (b) 
7 storey model with a surface raft foundation subjected to the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record. 

5.5.4 Moment-rotation and rotational stiffness

The moment-rotation response of the 7 storey model with a basement foundation was 

somewhat  different  from  that  of  the  surface  raft  foundation  model.  As  shown  in  Section  
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and appeared to be influenced by the filtering of the input Ricker wavelet as discussed in 

Section 5.3.3 and Appendix A. However, after the peak moment was reached, the basement 

foundation model had a more linear moment-rotation response, with no portion of a definitive 

hysteresis loop formed. This meant that hysteretic damping from moment-rotation loops did 

not manifest for the basement foundation model. 
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Since the basement foundation had a large contribution to the total mass of the structure-

foundation model, the inertia moment of the foundation was also calculated to investigate a 

potential influence on the moment-rotation response. The inertia moment could be calculated 

using the mass and dimensions of the foundation and vertical acceleration measurements on the 

sides of the foundation, as shown in Figure 4.36. However, it was found that the inertia 

moment component was very small compared to the moment imparted on the foundation by 

the lumped structure mass and was therefore neglected in the analyses as was done for the 

surface raft foundation experiments. 

The rotational stiffness of the basement model was expected to be larger than that of the 

surface raft foundation model because of embedment. Elastic rotational stiffness calculations 

using the small strain shear modulus gave a value about 2.5 times that of the surface foundation 

model. The rotational stiffness at peak response was determined by determining a best fit to the  

 

Figure 5.45 Foundation moment-rotation plots for the (a) 7 storey model with a basement foundation and 
the (b) 7 storey model with a surface raft foundation subjected to Ricker wavelets, showing rotational 

stiffness during peak response and that calculated for elastic response at small strain shear modulus (G0). 
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Figure 5.46 Foundation moment-rotation plots for the (a) 7 storey model with a basement foundation and 
the (b) 7 storey model with a surface raft foundation subjected to the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake 

record, showing rotational stiffness during peak response and that calculated for elastic response at small 
strain shear modulus (G0). 

 

Table 5.6 Ratio of foundation rotational stiffness at peak response to elastic rotational stiffness at the small 
strain shear modulus of the soil for the 7 storey model with a basement foundation and surface raft 

foundation subjected to the range of Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes and the Christchurch Earthquake 
records. 
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moment-rotation data, as shown in Figure 5.45 for the Ricker wavelet experiments and Figure 

5.46 for the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake experiment. The results gave slightly higher 

stiffness values for the basement foundation models but the ratio between experimental 

stiffness and the elastic small strain value were considerably smaller, as shown in Table 5.6. 

This was because the difference in elastic small strain stiffness was larger than the difference in 

experimental rotational stiffness. 

5.5.5 Bearing strength surfaces and applied moment-shear

The embedment of the basement foundation meant that the static bearing capacity of the 

equivalent SDOF 7 storey model increased when compared with the surface raft foundation 

case, as discussed in Section 5.5.1. However, the addition of the basement also increased the 

total vertical load of the structure-foundation model on the soil, which would negatively impact 

the static bearing capacity FoS. In the end, though, the increase in bearing capacity outweighed 

the increase in vertical load so that the FoS almost doubled from that of the 7 storey model 

with the surface raft foundation model. This could be assumed to be a more favourable 

situation in terms of the capacity of the foundation to sustain dynamic load. However, the FoS 

does not show how the combination of vertical load, horizontal shear, and moment applied to 

the foundation could mobilise all of the available shear strength of the adjacent soil. The 

bearing strength surface, reviewed in Section 2.4.2.1, provided a means to examine this for the 

Ricker wavelet and Christchurch Earthquake experiments on the basement foundation model 

and enabled comparison with the surface raft foundation model. 

Figure 5.47 presents the applied foundation moment-shear paths during representative Ricker 

wavelet experiments and the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake experiment, overlain with 

relevant bearing strength surfaces. The same plots from the surface raft foundation experiments 

are  presented  for  comparison.  Section  5.3.4  explains  the  development  of  these  plots  and  the  

different bearing strength surfaces. Similar results were obtained for the basement foundation 

experiments in terms of the largest Ricker wavelet exceeding the dynamic EC8 surface (with 

the assumed friction angle of 39 degrees) and the other experiments remaining inside the 

surface. This meant that the same conclusion was reached regarding nonlinear soil deformation 

occurring before the ultimate bearing capacity of the foundation was reached since permanent 

soil deformation was observed for the experiments in the previous Sections. However, the 

shape of the test data was slightly different for the basement foundation model when compared 

with the same results for the surface foundation. The basement model test results were 
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elongated along the horizontal axis of shear force whereas the surface foundation model had 

results comparatively elongated along the vertical axis. This suggested that shear force had 

more of an influence for the basement foundation model and moment was more significant for 

the surface raft foundation model. 

 

Figure 5.47 Applied foundation moment-shear paths for the (a) 7 storey model with a basement foundation 
and the (b) 7 storey model with a surface raft foundation subjected to Ricker wavelets and the CBGS 

Christchurch Earthquake record, overlain on the bearing strength surfaces from Eurocode 8 under static 
conditions (EC8 Static) and dynamic conditions at the peak amplitude of the input (EC8 dynamic). 
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5.5.6 Acceleration response

Comparison of the horizontal acceleration response of the structure with that in the foundation 

and soil provided insight into how forces were transmitted in the centrifuge experiments on the 

7 storey basement foundation model. For the 7 storey surface foundation model it was found 

that the acceleration response of the structure was significantly attenuated due to SFSI 

modifying  the  vibration  properties  of  the  structures.  The  same  results  were  observed  for  the  

basement foundation model Ricker wavelet and Christchurch Earthquake experiments, as 

shown by the comparisons of soil and structure acceleration time histories in Figure 5.48 and 

Figure 5.49 respectively. The acceleration measured just beneath the foundation was very 

similar to that measured at the soil base so that the input to the structure-foundation model was 

not significantly modified during transition through the soil. The horizontal acceleration 

 

Figure 5.48 Acceleration time histories of the soil and structure for experiments on the (a) 7 storey model 
with a basement foundation and the (b) 7 storey model with a surface raft foundation subjected to Ricker 

wavelets. 
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response of the foundation (not plotted) was also very close to that in the soil but, as shown in 

the plots, the horizontal acceleration of the structure was significantly smaller. This meant that 

the forces transmitted to the structure were reduced, most likely because of uplift and nonlinear 

soil deformation at the soil foundation interface. 

 

Figure 5.49 Acceleration time histories of the soil and structure for experiments on the (a) 7 storey model 
with a basement foundation and the (b) 7 storey model with a surface raft foundation subjected to the 

CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record. 

5.5.7 Frequency content and response spectra

The frequency content and response spectra of the structure acceleration during the 

experiments on the 7 storey basement model were compared with that for the soil to gain 

insight  into  how  nonlinear  SFSI  modified  the  response  of  the  equivalent  SDOF  structure.  In  

Figure 5.50 and Figure 5.51 the frequency content of the structure acceleration has been 
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both the basement and surface foundation models subjected to the 0.49 g Ricker wavelet and 

the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record respectively. In Figure 5.52 and Figure 5.53 the 5% 

damped acceleration response spectra have been calculated using the same acceleration records 

from the same Ricker wavelet and Christchurch Earthquake experiments respectively. In all the 

plots the amplitude has been normalised by the peak amplitude of the soil base response to aid 

comparison. Very similar results were obtained for the basement foundation model as were 

obtained for the surface foundation model. The frequency content and response spectra results 

show that the amplitude of the structure response was significantly less than the input response 

in  the  soil,  which  was  also  found  from  the  acceleration  time  history  observations.  The  plots  
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also show how the frequency/period of peak response of the structure was less/greater than that 

in the soil, shifting to values less/greater than the fixed base natural frequency/period of the 

structure respectively. SFSI has modified the vibration properties of the basement foundation 

model in a very similar way to that observed for the surface raft foundation model and this has 

significantly influenced structural behaviour. 

 

Figure 5.50 Frequency content of acceleration measurements from the 0.49 g peak amplitude Ricker 
wavelet experiment on the (a) 7 storey model with basement foundation and the (b) 7 storey model with 
surface raft foundation. Amplitude is normalised by the maximum amplitude of the soil base response. 

 

Figure 5.51 Frequency content of acceleration measurements from the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake 
experiment on the (a) 7 storey model with a basement foundation and the (b) 7 storey model with a surface 

raft foundation. Amplitude is normalised by the maximum amplitude of the soil base response. 
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Figure 5.52 Acceleration response spectra (5% damped) from the 0.49 g peak amplitude Ricker wavelet 
experiments on the (a) 7 storey model with a basement foundation and the (b) 7 storey model with a surface 

raft foundation. Amplitude is normalised by the maximum amplitude of the soil base response. 

 

Figure 5.53 Acceleration response spectra (5% damped) from the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake 
experiment on the (a) 7 storey model with a basement foundation and the (b) 7 storey model with a surface 

raft foundation. Amplitude is normalised by the maximum amplitude of the soil base response. 
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7 storey surface foundation results are compared with the basement model results in this 

Section. Figure 5.54 and Figure 5.55 present the optimised and transfer function equivalent 

SDOF period for the Ricker wavelet experiments and Christchurch Earthquake experiments 

respectively, for both the basement and surface foundation 7 storey models. The Ricker 

wavelet results for the basement foundation were very similar to the surface foundation results, 

with the equivalent SDOF period being considerably higher than the fixed base natural period 

of the structure and increasing as the amplitude of the input wavelet increased. The equivalent 

SDOF period for the Christchurch Earthquake experiments was consistent across the different 

records and again considerably higher than the fixed base natural period. However, the 

basement foundation model had higher equivalent SDOF period results than was found for the 

surface raft foundation in the Christchurch Experiments. 

 

Figure 5.54 Optimised and transfer function equivalent SDOF period for the 7 storey model with a 
basement foundation and the 7 storey model with a surface raft foundation subjected to the range of Ricker 

wavelet peak amplitudes. 

Figure 5.56 and Figure 5.57 present the equivalent SDOF damping results for the basement 

foundation model and surface raft foundation subjected to the range of Ricker wavelet peak 

amplitudes and the Christchurch Earthquake records respectively. The Ricker wavelet 

equivalent damping ratios were quite scattered for both the basement and surface foundation 

models across the range of peak amplitudes but in general the damping ratio was higher than 

the 5% assumed for the fixed base model, with an average around 8%. The transfer function 

and optimisation methods gave different damping ratio results for the Christchurch Earthquake 
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Experiments. The optimised damping ratios appeared to give more appropriate results with a 

fairly consistent damping ratio in both the basement and surface foundation experiments at 

around 8.5%. 

 

Figure 5.55 Optimised and transfer function equivalent SDOF period for the 7 storey model with a 
basement foundation and the 7 storey model with a surface raft foundation subjected to the Christchurch 

Earthquake records. 

The equivalent SDOF period and damping results for the 7 storey basement foundation model 
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considerably higher than the fixed base natural period of the structure meant that peak response 

was at the lower amplitude portion of the input motions, as shown in Section 5.5.7. This meant 

forces transmitted to the structure were reduced. The high equivalent SDOF damping ratios 

also show that significant energy was dissipated during the experiments. The main mechanism 

for these energy dissipation characteristics was the observed nonlinear interaction at the soil-

foundation interface. SFSI has had a significant influence on the dynamic behaviour of the 

equivalent 7 storey model with a basement foundation even though the absolute extent of SFSI 

effects was relatively small, as was found for the surface raft foundation model. 
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Figure 5.56 Optimised and transfer function equivalent SDOF damping for the 7 storey model with a 
basement foundation and the 7 storey model with a surface raft foundation subjected to the range of Ricker 

wavelet peak amplitudes. 

 

Figure 5.57 Optimised and transfer function equivalent SDOF damping for the 7 storey model with a 
basement foundation and the 7 storey model with a surface raft foundation subjected to the Christchurch 

Earthquake records. 
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5.6 Discussion and conclusions

This Chapter has presented results from the centrifuge experiments conducted on a range of 

structure-foundation models that were subjected to Ricker wavelet and Christchurch 

Earthquake dynamic horizontal excitation. The main Sections discussed results of equivalent 3, 

5, and 7 storey models with identical, square raft foundations on the surface of a dense sand 

layer. A range of Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes were used to examine the fundamental 

dynamic  properties  of  the  models  in  a  similar  way  to  a  snapback  test,  and  the  focus  was  on  

nonlinear SFSI and its influence on the behaviour of the equivalent structure-foundation 

models. Then suitable Christchurch Earthquake records were used to investigate the 

performance of the models during actual earthquake shaking and to examine a particular 

scenario observed in the Christchurch Earthquakes where multi-storey buildings on shallow 

foundations were found to have performed reasonably well. Lastly, identical experiments on a 

basement model with the equivalent 7 storey structure were presented as this was a close 

analogy to the buildings of interest that performed well in Christchurch. 

Investigation of the foundation displacement results in the centrifuge experiments provided 

evidence  of  the  nonlinear  SFSI  effects  of  uplift  and  permanent  soil  deformation.  Uplift  was  

interpreted to have occurred for the majority of the Ricker wavelet and Christchurch 

Earthquake experiments on the three equivalent building models with surface raft foundations 

and this was expected because the models were comprised of a strong foundation on a 

competent soil so that rigid body rocking on a reasonably rigid surface was assumed. However, 

the rigid surface assumption for the dense sand used in the experiments was found to be 

invalidated due to permanent soil deformation being observed in a large number of the 

experiments. Even though the static bearing capacity of the models was calculated to be very 

high, and hence a large reserve of capacity was expected to be available during dynamic 

loading, nonlinear soil deformation was still prevalent in the larger Ricker wavelet experiments 

as well as the Christchurch Earthquake experiments. The extent of uplift and nonlinear soil 

deformation varied but was more significant for the taller models (5 and 7 storey) and for the 

larger input motions. 

The absolute extent of SFSI in all of the experiments was found to be small relative to the size 

of the foundation. The extent of uplift was calculated when the displacement at the edges of the 

foundation was substantially more positive than the middle because soil, especially dry sand, 

has no tensile capacity. Maximum uplift in the Ricker wavelet experiments ranged between a 
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few millimetres and about 40 to 70 mm, and the larger values were only 0.5% to 0.875% of the 

width of the foundation at 8 meters. In the Christchurch Earthquake experiments the maximum 

extent  of  uplift  was  around  10  mm.  Permanent  soil  deformation  was  calculated  from  the  

residual settlement of the middle of the foundation at the end of the experiments on the models 

with  surface  raft  foundations.  The  maximum  extent  of  residual  settlement  across  all  of  the  

Ricker wavelet and Christchurch Earthquake experiments was around 10 to 20 mm, only 

0.125% to 0.25% of the width of the foundation and 1.25% to 2.5% of the thickness of the 

foundation  at  0.8  m.  Despite  the  relatively  small  extent  of  uplift  and  permanent  soil  

deformation,  nonlinear  SFSI  had  a  significant  influence  on  the  response  of  the  structure-

foundation models. 

Horizontal displacement of the lumped structure mass was found to be dominated by rotation 

of the foundation in the centrifuge experiments and hence structural response was significantly 

influenced by nonlinear SFSI. Three components were identified as contributing to the total 

horizontal  displacement  of  the  structure  –  displacement  due  to  the  stiffness  of  the  SDOF  

structure column, displacement due to the rotation of the foundation, and displacement due to 

the horizontal translation of the foundation. The absolute extent of foundation rotation in the 

experiments was only small, with a maximum value in the Ricker wavelet experiments of 

0.012 radians, or about 0.7 degrees, and 0.004 to 0.008 radians in the Christchurch Earthquake 

experiments,  or  about  0.2  to  0.5  degrees.  However,  when  the  rotation  was  multiplied  by  the  

height of the structure to convert to structural horizontal displacement, and then compared with 

the horizontal displacement of the foundation and displacement due to the stiffness of the 

SDOF column, it was found that the foundation rotation component governed the total 

structural displacement. Therefore, the horizontal displacement of the structural components 

was likely reduced because a small extent of nonlinear SFSI caused foundation rotation that 

had a substantial influence on total structural displacement. 

Rotation of the foundation was plotted against the moment applied to the foundation in the 

centrifuge experiments to interpret energy dissipation characteristics associated with SFSI and 

the rotational stiffness of the foundation. Large hysteresis loops were observed in the Ricker 

wavelet  experiments  during  cycles  of  peak  loading,  when  SFSI  effects  were  at  a  maximum,  

suggesting that significant energy could be dissipated by nonlinear SFSI. The rotational 

stiffness at peak response was determined from the moment-rotation plots by fitting a line 

through the hysteresis loops and was found to be much less than would be calculated using 

elastic stiffness values determined using the small strain shear modulus of the soil. The 
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rotational stiffness in the experiments was between 2% and 10% of the elastic, small strain 

stiffness values suggesting nonlinear SFSI had a significant influence on the dynamic 

characteristics of the foundation and therefore the response of the structure-foundation models. 

To further investigate the dynamic characteristics of the foundation in the centrifuge 

experiments on the three structure-foundation models, comparisons were made between the 

imposed forces and available bearing capacity. The bearing strength surface concept was 

utilised to make these comparisons whereby the applied moment and shear during horizontal 

dynamic loading was plotted against available bearing strength surfaces from Eurocode 8, 

which were calculated using the known properties of the soil and foundation. For the majority 

of the experiments, the moment-shear paths were well within the bearing strength surfaces, 

which showed that dynamic loading had not reached the capacity of the soil beneath the 

foundation. The foundation displacement results had shown that nonlinear soil deformation 

occurred in a large number of the experiments so it was concluded that the ultimate bearing 

capacity of the foundation did not need to be reached for nonlinear soil deformation to occur. 

The shapes of the moment-shear paths for the different building models also led to the 

conclusion that the taller building models were dominated by moment induced rocking 

whereas the 3 storey model attracted proportionally greater shear forces. 

The forces transmitted from the ground shaking into the structure-foundation models was 

investigated by comparing acceleration response at different points in the soil-foundation-

structure experimental set up. In particular, the acceleration response of the structure mass was 

compared with that in the soil just below the foundation and at the base of the soil profile. In 

all the experiments there was minimal difference between the input acceleration (at the base of 

the soil) and that measured near the surface of the soil layer so that the input acceleration to the 

structure-foundation model was essentially that input into the system. There was significant 

difference, though, in the acceleration response of the structure relative to the input motion in 

the soil just beneath the foundation. The 3 storey model structural response was marginally 

amplified and the 5 and 7 storey model responses were attenuated compared to the input 

motions, with the 7 storey model having significant attenuation. This meant that the forces 

transmitted to the taller structures was reduced and the mechanism for that reduction was 

concluded to most likely be from the observed nonlinear SFSI effects. The Ricker wavelets 

were chosen to have a fundamental frequency at the fixed base natural frequency of the 

structures and therefore significant amplification of the input motions would be expected if the 

structures were fixed to the ground. The nonlinear SFSI effects modified the dynamic 
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properties of the structure-foundation models in these experiments and hence generally reduced 

the forces transmitted to the structures. However, for the Christchurch Earthquake motions, the 

change in vibration properties of the structures was not always beneficial for structural 

response and depended on the vibration properties of the structure and the characteristics of the 

input motion. 

The  influence  of  the  observed  SFSI  effects  on  the  dynamic  properties  of  the  three  structure-

foundation models on surface raft foundations was further investigated by looking at the 

frequency/period content of the recorded accelerations. The FFT was used to compare the 

frequency content of the acceleration measured at the base of the soil, in the soil just beneath 

the foundation, and on the lumped structure mass. The same was done for period content using 

5% damped response spectra calculations. The peak response of the structure in all the 

experiments on the three building models was found to occur at a lower frequency/higher 

period than the input motions, suggesting elongation of the structure response. The results 

highlighted the attenuation of the response of the structure for the taller building models. 

However, they also showed the potential for amplification of response for the shorter models 

subjected to earthquake excitation because the earthquake motions remained high over a range 

of lower periods, which coincided with the shift in period of response of the shorter models. 

Equivalent SDOF period and damping values were determined for all of the experiments to try 

to define the extent to which SFSI had influenced the response of the equivalent 3, 5, and 7 

storey buildings. Transfer function and optimisation methods were employed whereby the 

SDOF period and damping combination that gave the closest match to the measured 

experimental structure acceleration was determined. The equivalent period was found to be 

significantly higher than the design fixed base natural period of the structure. In the Ricker 

wavelet experiments the equivalent period was higher the taller the building model and 

increased as the magnitude of the input motion increased. Equivalent damping was also found 

to be greater than the 5% assumed for the fixed base structures, ranging between 6% and 22% 

but typically being around 10%. There was not a regular pattern of damping across the 

different building models or as the magnitude of the input motion changed but a general 

conclusion was able to be made that a significant amount of energy dissipation was associated 

with nonlinear SFSI. 

The extent of SFSI effects and the influence of those effects on the response of the structure 

were also investigated for the basement foundation model. The 7 storey structure was used in 
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the basement foundation model so comparisons were made between the response of the 

basement and surface raft foundation models. The resounding conclusion from that analysis 

was that the response of the basement model was very similar to that of the surface foundation 

model. Relatively small extents of uplift and permanent soil deformation were observed for the 

basement model but these effects still significantly influenced the dynamic properties of the 

structure, elongating the equivalent SDOF period beyond the design fixed base period and 

increasing the equivalent damping in the structure-foundation system, as was found for the 

surface foundation model. The effect of embedding the foundation and including a single 

storey basement appeared to not significantly influence the overall dynamic behaviour of the 

foundation in terms of nonlinear SFSI and therefore a similar structural response was observed. 

The centrifuge experiment results have highlighted the potential influence of nonlinear SFSI in 

the earthquake performance of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations. A peripheral 

look at the soil-foundation-structure scenarios investigated in the centrifuge experiments may 

have led to the conclusion that SFSI would not be of significant extent to have a substantial 

influence on the performance of the structure. However, the experimental results showed that 

even though the extent of foundation uplift and permanent soil deformation was relatively 

small, given the large raft foundations, it had a significant effect on the dynamic behaviour of 

the different equivalent buildings, particularly in terms of reducing the structural response. 

Period lengthening and energy dissipation at the soil-foundation interface may have led to 

reduced  forces  transmitted  to  the  structure  but  it  was  also  found  that  the  rotation  of  the  

foundation dominated structural displacements. Therefore, it was considered important to 

include SFSI effects in earthquake resistant design of these types of structure-foundation 

systems. 

5.6.1 Limitations

The conclusions drawn from the results of centrifuge experiments are valid for the particular 

soil-foundation-structure scenario investigated. Models of equivalent mid-rise structures on 

large shallow raft foundation resting on a thick layer of dense cohesionless soil were subjected 

to a range of dynamic horizontal input motions in the centrifuge experiments, including actual 

earthquake records from the Christchurch Earthquake. Therefore, the experimental results 

specifically relate to these particular conditions. Different conclusions may be drawn from 

different scenarios. For example, if an alternative soil condition was used such as cohesive soil 

or soil with extensive development of excess pore water pressure resulting in liquefaction. 
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Chapter 6
Centrifuge Numerical Modelling
 

Numerical models were developed and analyses undertaken for the three building models 

tested in the centrifuge experiments. The centrifuge models were comprised of square raft 

foundations and simplified SDOF structures representing the generic 3, 5, and 7 storey frame 

buildings. The raft foundations were assumed to be rigid and the structures were designed to 

remain elastic, which meant that numerical modelling of the structure-foundation elements was 

fairly straight forward. The design parameters that were developed for the prototype models in 

Section 4.5 could mostly be used in the numerical modelling of the centrifuge experiments, 

with a few adjustments for the actual measured mass and dimensions of the models. The 

complexity in the modelling was in the interaction at the soil-foundation interface, which 

followed the  aim of  this  Thesis  to  investigate  the  influence  of  nonlinear  SFSI  on  the  rocking  

response of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations. 

Spring-bed models were used to numerically model the interaction at the soil-foundation 

interface. Three different shallow foundation numerical modelling techniques were introduced 

and discussed in Section 2.3 – spring-bed, finite element, and macro-element modelling. 

Spring-bed modelling was chosen because it can capture SFSI in a relatively straightforward 

manner and balances ease of use in general engineering practice with more rigorous theoretical 

solutions for which there may be uncertainties in the input parameters (Harden, et al., 2005). 

Also, spring-bed models facilitate an integrated approach to multi-storey building design and 

analysis in terms of structural and geotechnical considerations because most existing structural 
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design software packages have capacity to implement fairly sophisticated spring-bed models. 

The importance lies in determining the appropriate parameters and characteristics of the 

springs so that the interaction between the foundation and the soil is captured appropriately. 

The open-source structural analysis software OpenSEES (PEER, 2012a) was used to undertake 

the numerical modelling of the centrifuge structure-foundation models. This is because it 

provides a lot of flexibility in implementation of a range of different spring-bed models where 

the parameters can be carefully controlled and because it has been applied in other SFSI 

research (Harden & Hutchinson, 2009; Raychowdhury & Hutchinson, 2009). By determining 

appropriate parameters for the soil-foundation springs and the appropriate implementation in 

structural analysis software, recommendations could be made regarding spring-bed modelling 

that could accurately capture nonlinear SFSI for the type of buildings and soil conditions 

analysed in the centrifuge experiments. 

This Chapter provides numerical analysis of the generic multi-storey buildings modelled in the 

centrifuge experiments and develops nonlinear spring-bed models that appropriately capture 

SFSI for these scenarios. The numerical models were subjected to Ricker wavelet and 

Christchurch Earthquake record input motions derived directly from the centrifuge experiments 

in the soil just beneath the foundation but static pushover analyses were also undertaken. 

Firstly, fixed base analysis of the equivalent SDOF structures was undertaken to provide a 

benchmark with the traditional structural analysis case where interaction with the foundation is 

not considered. Then spring-bed models were developed utilising an elastic SSI case (see 

Section 2.5.1) and then a full nonlinear SFSI case. Comparisons were made between the 

different foundation numerical modelling results and those from the centrifuge experiments to 

highlight the implications of certain numerical modelling assumptions. Finally, the parameters 

used in the nonlinear SFSI spring-bed modelling were refined to provide recommendations for 

integrated design of the earthquake performance of multi-storey buildings on shallow 

foundations presented in the next Chapter. 

6.1 Structure-foundation model input parameters

The design parameters for the three prototype building models were presented in Table 4.5. 

Due to constraints with constructing the components of the models as well as the fact that 

instrumentation  had  to  be  attached,  some  of  the  parameters  of  the  models  were  slightly  

different from the design values. Each component was weighed and the mass of the completed 
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instrumented model was also recorded so that the lumped mass of the structure and the mass of 

the foundation could be determined. The mass of the column was determined to be negligible 

relative to the lumped mass and the foundation mass so was neglected in numerical analysis. 

As discussed in Section 4.5.3, the columns were square with a circular section drilled through 

the centre to achieve the desired lateral stiffness but the final stiffness values were slightly 

different due to construction constraints. The slight differences in mass and stiffness meant that 

the final fixed based natural periods of the equivalent SDOF structures, calculated using the 

known structural mass and dimensions of the column, were slightly higher but only changed by 

about 4% of the original value. The final prototype input parameters for the numerical 

modelling are presented in Table 6.1 and provide close representation of the models tested in 

the centrifuge experiments. In addition to these parameters, the foundation dimensions were 8 

metres square, as outlined in Section 4.5.1, and the basement foundation was 8.3 metres square 

and had a mass (additional to the surface foundation mass) of 152.1 T. 

Table 6.1 Structure-foundation prototype input parameters for numerical modelling. 

Building 

Model 

Lumped 

Mass (T) 

Foundation 

Mass (T) 

Effective 

Height (m) 

Effective 

Structural Lateral 

Stiffness (kN/m) 

Fixed Base 

Natural 

Period (s) 

3 Storey 111.7 175.9 7.4 45,659.8 0.31 

5 Storey 190.9 177.8 11.9 28,376.4 0.52 

7 Storey 264.1 175.6 16.5 19,842.1 0.73 

6.2 Fixed base structures

In a traditional structural design scenario the foundation is assumed to be fixed to the ground 

and no interaction between the soil, foundation and structure is considered. In order to 

benchmark this scenario against the results from the centrifuge experiments, 2D fixed base 

numerical analysis of the equivalent SDOF structures was undertaken in OpenSEES. The 

lumped mass, effective height and effective structural lateral stiffness of each of the building 

models in Table 6.1 was used to develop the numerical models as outlined in Figure 6.1. The 

models were then subjected to Ricker wavelet and Christchurch Earthquake motions taken 

directly from the centrifuge experiments. The accelerations recorded in the soil just beneath the 

foundation were used as these were considered appropriate input motions to the building 
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models. Static gravity loads were applied first and then direct integration time history analyses 

were undertaken using these input motions. In the time history analyses, standard Rayleigh 

damping of 5% was included at the fixed base natural period of the models, as is common in 

traditional earthquake design of fixed base structures. Comparisons could then be drawn 

between the horizontal displacement and acceleration of the structure in the numerical analysis 

with that measured in the experiments. 

 

Figure 6.1 Fixed base SDOF numerical models of the equivalent 3, 5, and 7 storey structures tested in the 
centrifuge experiments. 

6.2.1 Structural displacement

Figure 6.2 presents structural displacement results from fixed base numerical analysis on the 

three building models subjected to representative Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes. The peak 

amplitudes of the Ricker wavelets presented had the same Arias Intensity across the models. 

The results are compared with that obtained from the centrifuge experiments and show the 

fixed base numerical analysis gave generally higher peak amplitudes of structural displacement 

and had a larger number of significant cycles. Also, the disparity between fixed base analysis 

and experimental results was more significant the taller the building model. Similar 

observations could be made from the other Ricker wavelet peak amplitude results. 

In the plots, the structural component of the experimental results is also plotted, which was 

discussed in Section 5.3.2. It was found that the dominant component of total structural 

displacement in the centrifuge experiments was the rotation of the foundation, which was 

obviously not included in the fixed base analysis, along with the component derived from 
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sliding  of  the  foundation.  Therefore,  comparison  of  the  structural  component  from  the  

experiments and the fixed base displacement in numerical analysis would be more appropriate. 

When these were compared in Figure 6.2 the disparity between fixed base numerical analysis 

and experimental results was even more substantial. 

 

Figure 6.2 Fixed base structural displacement of the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey centrifuge 
numerical models compared with experimental results for representative Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes. 

Figure 6.3 presents structural displacement comparisons between fixed base analysis and 

centrifuge experiments for the 5 storey model subjected to the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake. 

Similar results were observed for the other building models and other Christchurch Earthquake  

 

Figure 6.3 Fixed base structural displacement of the 5 storey centrifuge numerical model compared with 
experimental results for the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record. 
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input motions and again showed the higher amplitude and larger number of cycles of 

displacement in the fixed base numerical analysis. The difference in amplitude appeared to be 

not as significant as observed in the Ricker wavelet results. The larger number of cycles of 

significant displacement in the numerical analysis showed that the model was responding very 

differently from what was actually observed in the experiments. 

6.2.2 Structural acceleration response

The structural acceleration response in the fixed base numerical analysis was very different 

from  that  in  the  centrifuge  experiments  on  the  three  equivalent  building  models.  The  results  

from the same representative Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes as was used in the structural 

displacement results are presented in Figure 6.4. The acceleration of the structure, and 

therefore the force transmitted from the input shaking into the structure, was significantly 

higher in the fixed base numerical analysis than was measured in the centrifuge experiments. 

The taller models had proportionally higher fixed base acceleration response when compared to 

the experimental results but all models experienced a larger number of cycles of substantial 

acceleration. The same results were observed in the Christchurch Earthquake analyses and an 

example of the 5 storey model subjected to the CBGS record is presented in Figure 6.5.  

 

Figure 6.4 Fixed base structural acceleration response of the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey 
centrifuge numerical models compared with experimental response for representative Ricker wavelet peak 

amplitudes. 
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Figure 6.5 Fixed base structural acceleration response of the 5 storey centrifuge numerical model compared 
with experimental results for the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record. 

The structural acceleration results, combined with those for structural displacement, show how 

fixed base dynamic time history analysis was inadequate in capturing the response of multi-

storey buildings on shallow raft foundations. In absence of the centrifuge experimental results, 

the soil-foundation-structure scenario examined may suggest that a fixed base analysis would 

be suitable for the three equivalent multi-storey building models tested in the centrifuge 

experiments because the strong foundation and competent soil led to very high static bearing 

capacity FoS values. However, the small extent of SFSI effects observed in the experimental 

results drastically changed the response of the structure, rendering fixed base numerical 

analysis unsuitable for investigating the dynamic performance of multi-storey buildings on 

shallow foundations. 

6.3 Elastic foundation spring-bed models

The next step beyond fixed based numerical analysis was to assume elastic SSI at the soil-

foundation interface. A Winkler spring-bed approach, introduced in Section 2.3.1, was used to 

undertake 2D elastic SSI numerical analysis of the centrifuge building models. Vertical springs 

were placed along the length of a foundation element, which was constrained to be rigid, and 

captured vertical and rotational stiffness of the soil-foundation interface. A single horizontal 

spring was placed at one end of the foundation to capture horizontal stiffness. The same 

structure column and lumped mass from the fixed base analysis were attached to the foundation 

in the elastic spring-bed numerical model and the mass of the foundation was included. An 
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example representation of the final elastic spring-bed numerical model for the equivalent 5 

storey building is presented in Figure 6.6. The total number of vertical springs used for all of 

the models was 81, allowing for a close spacing of 0.1 m. Dynamic time history analyses were 

undertaken on the elastic spring-bed models using the same Ricker wavelet and Christchurch 

Earthquake records from the centrifuge experiments (and the same 5% Rayleigh damping for 

the structure) but before the analysis could be undertaken the appropriate parameters were 

required for the foundation springs. 

 

Figure 6.6 Representation of the spring-bed numerical model for the equivalent 5 storey building. 

6.3.1 Foundation spring parameters

The total elastic stiffness characteristics of the foundations of the three building models in the 

centrifuge experiments were calculated using the equations developed by Gazetas and his 

colleagues as outlined in Section 2.4.1. The basic stiffness parameters required the shear 

modulus  and  Poisson’s  Ratio  of  the  soil  as  well  as  dimensions  of  the  foundation.  The  small  

strain shear modulus of the sand used in the centrifuge experiments was provided in Table 5.1 

and a Poisson’s Ratio of 0.3 was assumed. For the surface raft foundation models the basic 

stiffness parameter only needed to be modified by the shape factor but since dynamic analysis 

was being undertaken, factors were also applied to convert static stiffness values to dynamic 

ones following Gazetas (1991) and using the fixed base natural frequency of the models. The 
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total dynamic vertical (Kv), horizontal (Kh), and rotational (K ) stiffness values for the different 

models could then be calculated and are presented for the 5 storey model in Table 6.2.  

Table 6.2 Total small strain elastic stiffness of the 5 storey model foundation. 

Foundation Stiffness 5 Storey Model 

Vertical (kN/m) 3,380,354.3 

Horizontal (kN/m) 2,759,294.1 

Rotational (kNm/rad) 41,980,448.0 

The 3 and 7 storey models had identical vertical and horizontal stiffness to those presented for 

the 5 storey model in Table 6.2, and very similar rotational stiffness values since the 

foundations were identical. Note that because the foundations were square, only one direction 

of horizontal and rotational stiffness was required. Using these stiffness values the theoretical 

natural period of vibration of the structure allowing for SSI could be calculated using Equation 

(2.16), as outlined in Section 2.5.2, and is presented compared to the fixed base natural period 

in Table 6.3. The high stiffness of the foundation meant that the SSI natural period was very 

close to the fixed base natural period (a difference of about 0.005 s in each case). 

Table 6.3 Calculated fixed base and theoretical SSI natural period of the three building models. 

Building 

Model 

Fixed Base 

Natural 

Period (s) 

Theoretical 

SSI Natural 

Period (s) 

3 Storey 0.310 0.315 

5 Storey 0.515 0.520 

7 Storey 0.725 0.730 

To account for the appropriate level of strain in the dynamic analysis of the elastic spring-bed 

models, operational stiffness values were calculated by applying a factor to the small strain 

stiffness values. An effective shear modulus ratio was determined using procedures outlined in 

FEMA 356 (2000) that allowed for the effective peak acceleration from the Ricker wavelet or 

Christchurch Earthquake records used in dynamic time history analysis. The ratio could then 

be applied directly to the small strain stiffness values because shear modulus was directly 

proportional to all components of foundation stiffness. 
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The final operational foundation stiffness values could then be distributed to the springs. Since 

there was only one horizontal spring, it was assigned the full horizontal foundation stiffness. 

The vertical stiffness was shared between the vertical springs according to the tributary area of 

each spring so that the stiffness was distributed uniformly between the springs. The rotational 

stiffness of the spring-bed model could then be derived using the vertical stiffness of each 

spring and the leaver arm that spring had from the centre of the foundation. However, this has 

been shown to differ from the rotational stiffness determined for an elastic continuum using the 

Gazetas equations as discussed by Pender (2007) and Wotherspoon (2009). As the length of the 

footing increases, the disparity between the ratio of rotational to vertical stiffness of spring-bed 

and elastic continuum representations increases as shown in Figure 6.7. The explanation for 

this is the concentration of reaction pressure at the edges of a foundation when resting on an 

elastic continuum. To overcome this discrepancy, FEMA 356 (2000) and more recently ASCE 

41-13 (2014) assign higher stiffness to the end portions of the foundation, as outlined in Figure 

6.8. This method was utilised in elastic foundation spring-bed analysis in this research and was 

defined as a FEMA spring-bed but models with a uniform distribution of vertical stiffness, 

denoted uniform spring-bed, were also used and the responses of the two different spring-bed 

modelling procedures were compared with the results from the centrifuge experiments. 

 

Figure 6.7 Comparison of the ratio of the rotational to vertical stiffness of square rigid shallow footings 
using an elastic continuum and a bed of discrete springs (Pender, 2007). 
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Figure 6.8 Vertical stiffness modelling of shallow foundations (FEMA, 2000). 

Lastly, radiation damping of the foundation during dynamic analyses needed to be accounted 

for in the elastic foundation spring-bed models. Gazetas (1991) provides useful equations and 

graphs for determining the total vertical, horizontal, and rotational components of radiation 

damping for a shallow foundation oscillating on an elastic half-space. These equations are 

generally accepted in practice and were used to assign radiation damping to the spring-bed 

models using dashpots. 

Dashpot elements were connected in series with the springs that represented foundation 

stiffness  following  the  series  radiation  damping  model  (Nogami  et  al.,  1992).  This  term  was  

first coined by Wang et al. (1998) for combining a nonlinear hysteretic element with a linear 

visco-elastic element so that the soil response was separated into a plastic zone near the 

foundation and an elastic zone further away. For the elastic spring-bed modelling, where no 

plastic soil deformation was captured, having the spring and dashpot elements in series was not 

necessary but it allowed easy development of the nonlinear spring-bed models in the 
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subsequent Sections of this Chapter and provided consistency across different modelling 

procedures. The dashpot elements themselves comprised of an elastic spring and dashpot in 

parallel. The dashpot spring was given a stiffness 100 times the stiffness of the main 

foundation springs and slight adjustments were made to insure the combined stiffness of the 

springs  in  series  was  the  same  as  the  effective  stiffness  from  the  calculations  mentioned  

previously. The multiple dashpots in the vertical direction were assigned damping values based 

on the tributary area of that element, as was done for the vertical spring stiffness. Also, the total 

damping values calculated from the Gazetas equations were factored by the same factor used to 

determine effective foundation stiffness. 

6.3.2 Foundation displacement results

The elastic spring-bed models for the three equivalent buildings were subjected to the Ricker 

wavelet and Christchurch Earthquake motions from the centrifuge experiments as was 

described for the fixed base models. The displacement of the foundation elements, which were 

constrained to behave as a rigid shallow foundation, were able to be determined from the direct 

integration  time  history  analyses  of  the  elastic  spring-bed  models  and  compared  with  the  

results from the centrifuge experiments. Since there was no plastic deformation in the 

foundation springs, settlement and residual horizontal displacement of the foundation were not 

able to be captured. Of interest, though, was comparison of rotational displacement results as 

well as moment-rotation behaviour. Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 present foundation rotation 

results from the uniform and FEMA spring-bed models, respectively, subjected to 

representative Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes. 

The peak foundation rotation for the elastic spring-bed models was generally larger than the 

experimental  results  across  all  of  the  building  models  and  all  of  the  dynamic  input  motions.  

However, the initial part of the rotational response to the Ricker wavelet input motions had a 

fairly  close  match  to  the  experimental  results,  with  the  7  storey  model  having  a  particularly  

close match. The 3 and 5 storey models had a large number of cycles of significant rotation in 

the numerical analysis, which was not observed in the experimental results. It appears that the 

elastic spring-bed models with effective foundation stiffness values may have gone some way 

to appropriately capturing foundation response for particular structure-foundation scenarios but 

overall there was still considerable discrepancy between the numerical analyses and 

experimental results. The uniform spring-bed stiffness distribution had a closer match to the 
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experimental results for the 7 storey model whereas the FEMA spring-bed stiffness distribution 

appeared to perform better for the 3 storey model. 

 

Figure 6.9 Foundation rotation for the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey centrifuge numerical 
models with uniform elastic spring-bed foundations compared with experimental response for 

representative Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes. 

 

Figure 6.10 Foundation rotation for the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey centrifuge numerical 
models with FEMA elastic spring-bed foundations compared with experimental response for representative 

Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes. 
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Moment-rotation results for the same Ricker wavelet numerical analysis of the elastic spring-

bed models was compared with the results from the centrifuge experiments in Figure 6.11, 

using both the uniform and FEMA vertical stiffness distributions. The slightly higher peak 

rotation results can be observed but the magnitude of the moment applied to the foundations of 

the elastic spring-bed numerical models was significantly higher than that experienced by the 

foundations in the centrifuge experiments. An elastic soil-foundation interface enabled large 

moments to be imparted onto the foundation during dynamic loading for comparable extents of 

foundation rotational displacement. These large moments did not corroborate with the findings 

for the moment applied to the foundation in the centrifuge experiments. 

The operational stiffness of the elastic foundation springs provided rotational stiffness results 

in the dynamic numerical analyses that were reasonably close to matching that measured from 

the moment-rotation results in the centrifuge experiments. As discussed in Section 5.3.3 and 

Section 5.4.3, the rotational stiffness in the centrifuge experiments was considerably less than 

the elastic stiffness derived from the small strain shear modulus. The elastic spring-bed models 

with operational stiffness values, developed by applying reduction factors to the small strain 

shear modulus of the soil, appeared to provide a rotational stiffness much closer to that 

observed in the experiments. However, overall the elastic spring-bed models were still too stiff 

and  of  particular  note  was  the  higher  stiffness  from  the  FEMA  spring  distribution,  where  

higher spring stiffness was assigned to the ends of the foundation. The differences between the 

uniform and FEMA spring distributions are explored further when nonlinear spring-bed models 

are analysed. 

As expected, the elastic spring-bed models did not capture the hysteretic behaviour observed in 

moment-rotation results. Since the springs always remained elastic, an elastic moment-rotation 

response was achieved in the numerical analysis. This is exemplified by the linear plots in 

Figure 6.11. Elastic SSI spring-bed models could not accurately capture the foundation 

displacement behaviour of the centrifuge building models. 
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Figure 6.11 Elastic (operational stiffness) spring-bed foundation moment-rotation plots for the (a) 3 storey, 
(b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey centrifuge numerical models compared with experimental response for 

representative Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes. 

6.3.3 Structural displacement

As with the fixed base numerical analysis, the structural displacement results from the dynamic 

analysis of the elastic spring-bed models were compared with the results from centrifuge 

experiments. The foundation displacement in the numerical models influenced the overall 

displacement of the structure when compared with the fixed base analysis but overall the 

displacement was still significantly different from the experimental results. Figure 6.12 

presents the structural displacement results for the three building models subjected to the same 

representative Ricker wavelets as presented previously, for the case with a uniform distribution 

of vertical stiffness. Figure 6.13 presents the same results but for the FEMA spring distribution. 

In both Figures the experimental  results are plotted for comparison and show how the elastic 

spring-bed numerical modelling gave larger structural displacement results. 

As  was  observed  in  the  rotational  displacement  results,  in  the  Ricker  wavelet  analyses  there  

appeared to be a reasonably close match with the initial part of the structural displacement 

experimental results. However, this was followed by cycles of significantly larger 

displacement. The uniform spring-bed models appeared to have a closer match to the 
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experimental results than the FEMA spring-bed models, which overall had higher displacement 

values, particularly for the larger Ricker wavelet input motions. 

 

Figure 6.12 Structure mass displacement of the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey centrifuge 
numerical models with uniform elastic spring-bed foundations compared with experimental response for 

representative Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes. 

 

Figure 6.13 Structure mass displacement of the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey centrifuge 
numerical models with FEMA elastic spring-bed foundations compared with experimental response for 

representative Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes. 
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6.3.4 Structural acceleration response

The structural acceleration response in the elastic spring-bed analysis was also larger than the 

experimental results. However, the taller building models had a closer match than was 

observed in the fixed base analysis results and the taller the model the closer the match to the 

experimental results. Results for the uniform and FEMA spring-bed model analyses with 

representative Ricker wavelet excitation are presented in Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15 

respectively and are compared with the experimental results. Another observation from the 

analysis results was that the period of acceleration response of the structure in the elastic 

spring-bed analysis was reasonably close to the measured response in the experiments, 

especially for the taller models. Again the uniform spring-bed model seemed to have a closer 

match to the experimental results across the building models and different input motions. It 

appears that an elastic spring-bed model goes some way to capturing the earthquake 

performance of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations but there were still definite 

discrepancies with experimental results and a lack of consistency across the different building 

models. 

 

Figure 6.14 Structural acceleration time histories of the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey centrifuge 
numerical models with uniform elastic spring-bed foundations compared with experimental response for 

representative Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes. 
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Figure 6.15 Structural acceleration time histories of the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey centrifuge 
numerical models with FEMA elastic spring-bed foundations compared with experimental response for 

representative Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes. 

6.4 SFSI spring-bed models

The elastic spring-bed numerical modelling results showed the inadequacies of using elastic 

SSI to capture the dynamic response of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations when 

accepted procedures available in the literature were followed to determine the required input 

parameters. The centrifuge models were comprised of strong raft foundations on a competent 

soil  and  so  elastic  SSI  may  have  been  considered  sufficient  to  capture  the  response  of  the  

foundation and the structure. However, the experimental results presented in Chapter 5 and the 

elastic spring-bed numerical modelling suggest that nonlinear SFSI effects needed to be 

incorporated to accurately capture soil-foundation performance in dynamic loading. These 

SFSI effects consisted of uplift or detachment of the foundation from the supporting soil and 

permanent soil deformation with the potential for accumulation of settlement during cyclic 

loading. To achieve this in the spring-bed models, nonlinear springs with appropriate 

parameters needed to be utilised. 

A wide range of nonlinear uniaxial materials are available in OpenSEES to model SFSI effects 

in spring-bed analysis of shallow foundations. A review of some of the more appropriate 

materials was conducted by Harden et al. (2005) and from this the QzSimple1 family of 
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materials was considered the most suitable – QzSimple1, TzSimple1, and PySimple1. These 

materials were originally developed for pile foundation modelling but the mechanisms were 

considered similar for local response of shallow foundations. QzSimple1 is the primary 

element, modelling vertical stiffness and soil-foundation response, and was used in the 

analyses presented herein. It is comprised of three springs in series, a gap element closest to the 

foundation that allows for uplift, a plastic element capturing the soil hysteretic behaviour and 

permanent deformation, and an elastic element. The TzSimple1 element was also used in the 

analyses to model horizontal sliding of the foundation, replacing the single elastic horizontal 

spring. The PySimple1 material was not required because the models rested on the ground 

surface and this element is used to capture horizontal passive earth pressure from an embedded 

shallow foundation. However, this element was necessary for modelling the basement 

foundation model as discussed in Section 6.7. 

The main parameters required to define the nonlinear springs are the foundation capacity and 

stiffness. The ultimate vertical capacity was determined using the bearing capacity of the 

foundation discussed in Section 2.4.2 and calculated for the centrifuge building models in 

Section 5.2. This capacity was distributed uniformly to the foundation springs using the 

tributary area of each spring. Alternative capacity distributions have been examined by a 

number of researchers and a thorough review was provided by Harden et al. (2005). However, 

a uniform distribution was considered sufficient for numerical analysis and allows for easy 

implementation. 

The uniform and FEMA spring-bed vertical stiffness distributions were also utilised in SFSI 

numerical modelling. However, the small strain stiffness values were used for the initial 

stiffness of the elements rather than the operational stiffness used in the elastic spring-bed 

models because the nonlinear behaviour of the springs was meant to capture the nonlinear soil 

response rather than via a reduction factor to represent secant stiffness. The nonlinear spring 

behaviour of the QzSimple1 springs used to capture vertical foundation stiffness for modelling 

of the centrifuge experiments is presented in Figure 6.16. During compression of the spring 

there was an initial elastic component, which for the sand material modelled was invoked until 

the load reached 30% of the ultimate load. Following this point the spring yielded and stiffness 

reduced following a nonlinear distribution that is similar to that described for p-y materials by 

Boulanger et al. (1999). A single parameter, z50 –  the  displacement  at  which  50%  of  the  

ultimate load is mobilised in monotonic loading, was required along with the ultimate capacity 

of the spring to define the nonlinear portion of the spring stiffness. A relationship between z50, 
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the ultimate load and the initial stiffness of the spring was ascertained from the Harden et al. 

(2005) report for a shallow foundation on sand. Once the spring unloaded following plastic 

deformation, the initial stiffness was followed until the displacement axis was reached and the 

gap element was invoked allowing for uplift. This allowed for modelling of the hysteretic 

behaviour of the soil and permanent soil deformation. Suction could be incorporated into the 

QzSimple1 material but was not implemented in the analyses of the centrifuge experiments on 

dry sand. 

 

Figure 6.16 Normalised vertical spring force-displacement behaviour for the QzSimple1 material used in 
SFSI numerical analysis of the centrifuge models. 

The nonlinear horizontal spring, TzSimple1, also required an ultimate capacity, initial elastic 

stiffness and z50 parameter to be defined in the analysis. The ultimate capacity was calculated 

using the standard Coulomb friction method utilising the vertical load on the foundation and 

the critical friction angle of the soil, as suggested by Harden et al. (2005). A relationship 

between z50, the ultimate load and the initial stiffness of the horizontal spring was ascertained 

from the Harden et al. (2005) report, as was done for the vertical QzSimple1 springs. 

Direct integration time history analyses were undertaken on the three building models with 

SFSI springs. The models were again subjected to the Ricker wavelet and Christchurch 

Earthquake input motions retrieved from the experimental tests. This enabled comparison with 

the experimental results when the nonlinear SFSI effects were incorporated into the spring-bed 
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models. However, discrepancies were still observed when the SFSI spring-bed models were 

defined using the full static bearing capacity and small strain elastic foundation stiffness. 

6.4.1 Initial foundation displacement results

The SFSI spring-bed models had the potential to capture settlement of the foundation during 

the Ricker wavelet and Christchurch Earthquake time history analysis. However, as shown in 

Figure 6.17 for the uniform SFSI spring-bed models subjected to representative Ricker wavelet 

peak amplitudes, no settlement of the foundation was observed when the full static bearing 

capacity  and  small  strain  elastic  stiffness  were  used  to  define  the  SFSI  springs.  Very  similar  

results were observed for the FEMA spring-bed vertical stiffness distribution. For the 5 and 7 

storey models, the middle of the foundation went through cycles of uplift with no residual 

settlement and for the 3 storey model there was minimal vertical displacement of the middle of 

the foundation. The results suggested that nonlinear soil deformation was not occurring in the 

SFSI  spring-bed  model  numerical  analyses  for  all  of  the  building  models  when the  full  static  

bearing capacity was utilised to define the vertical springs. 

 

Figure 6.17 Foundation settlement for the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey centrifuge numerical 
models with initial uniform SFSI spring-bed foundations compared with experimental response for 

representative Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes. 

Figure 6.18 presents the force-displacement numerical analysis results of a vertical spring on 

the edge of the foundation for the 5 storey model with uniform spring-bed distribution during 

the 0.58 g Ricker wavelet peak amplitude. The results are overlaid on the SFSI spring 

definition, originally presented in Figure 6.16, and clearly show that the vertical load imparted 
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onto the spring never exceeded the elastic portion of the definition when the full static bearing 

capacity was used in that definition. This meant that even though the geometric nonlinearities 

associated with uplift were captured by the SFSI springs, the loads were never large enough to 

invoke nonlinear soil deformation and the springs remained elastic in compression. The SFSI 

spring-bed models defined using the full static bearing capacity and small strain stiffness do 

not appear to capture the soil-foundation behaviour observed in the centrifuge experiments. 

 

Figure 6.18 Normalised vertical spring force-displacement for the spring on the edge of the foundation of 
the 5 storey model with a uniform spring-bed model subjected to the 0.58 g Ricker wavelet peak amplitude, 

with comparison against the spring force-displacement definition. 

6.4.2 SFSI spring-bed capacity and stiffness modifications

Modifications were made to the parameters defining the SFSI spring-bed models to achieve 

numerical results that more closely matched that in the centrifuge experiments. One of the 

primary parameters modified was the ultimate capacity of the vertical springs since it was 

found that loads were not sufficient to cause nonlinear soil deformation when the experimental 

results showed settlement of the foundation. A spring force reduction factor was required to be 

applied to the static bearing capacity when defining the ultimate capacity of the springs and 

fitted with the fact that during dynamic excitation the soil would potentially experience a 

reduction in capacity and the foundation would be subjected to moment and shear force that 

would reduce bearing capacity. As discussed in Section 2.4.2, the effect of moment loading on 

the bearing capacity can be accounted for by reducing the bearing area and shear force can be 

accounted for with an inclination factor. These act to reduce the bearing strength of the 

foundation during dynamic loading. 
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Harden et al. (2005) investigated spring-bed modelling for a wide range of shallow foundation 

experimental data and found that a factor was required to be applied to the static bearing 

capacity that was dependent on the static bearing capacity FoS. As the FoS increased, the 

factor applied to the static capacity decreased following a power relationship as shown for the 

dynamic data from the experiments they investigated in Figure 6.19. Based on these results, it 

was recommended that for a FoS greater than 6 a maximum factor (between approximately 0.1 

and 0.4) should be applied and was theoretically based on the methods of Richards et al. (1993) 

and Paolucci and Pecker (1997) for seismic reduction of bearing capacity. The three building 

models in this research had very high static FoS values, as presented in Section 5.2, so the 

factor should be at the lower end of that recommendation. A factor between 0.01 and 0.03 

would fit with the power relationship presented in Figure 6.19 for the centrifuge experiments 

on the three building models. However, these factors resulted in too large a settlement in 

comparison to that observed in the experimental results and factors between about 0.05 and 0.2 

were  found to  be  fit  the  experimental  data  well.  This  was  only  the  case,  though,  if  the  initial  

stiffness of the vertical springs was also reduced. 

  

Figure 6.19 Bearing capacity reduction for nonlinear spring-bed simulation of dynamic experimental data 
reviewed by Harden et al. (2005). 

The initial stiffness of the vertical SFSI springs had to be reduced significantly from the small 

strain value to get a close match to the experimental results. Harden et al. (2005) also had to 

apply a range of factors to the vertical stiffness to get a good match with experimental results 

and in general the factor decreased as the FoS increased. Unlike the bearing capacity factor, 

there was not a definitive relationship between stiffness factor and static FoS and it ranged 

between 0.25 and 2 across the different FoS values in the experiments investigated. The 
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unloading stiffness, derived directly from the experimental results, was recommended to be 

used to define the vertical spring stiffness rather than the small strain stiffness. However, the 

unloading stiffness was not able to be determined from the experimental results in this research 

so a factor was applied directly to the calculated small strain stiffness values.  

The rotational stiffness from moment-rotation Ricker wavelet experimental data was used to 

find the best fit vertical stiffness reduction factor. This was because only horizontal dynamic 

experiments were undertaken so there was no data directly linking vertical load and 

displacement. Static pushover numerical analysis was undertaken on the three building 

numerical models with uniform and FEMA spring-bed distributions to determine the backbone 

moment-rotation response that best matched the experimental results. The pushover results are 

compared with results for representative Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes in Figure 6.20, with 

the reduction factors applied to the bearing capacity and small strain vertical stiffness presented 

in Table 6.4.  

 

Figure 6.20 Static pushover moment-rotation response of the modified SFSI spring-bed models compared 
with moment-rotation results for the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey centrifuge models subjected 

to representative Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes. 

The modified SFSI spring-bed models were able to suitably capture the foundation moment-

rotation response observed in the centrifuge experiments. This was only achieved by reducing 

the initial spring vertical stiffness between 5% and 15% of the small strain value and reducing 

the vertical spring capacity to between 5% and 20% of the static bearing capacity, as outlined 
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for each building model in Table 6.4. These reductions are in line with understanding of soil-

foundation behaviour during dynamic loading as the horizontal shaking acts to reduce the 

capacity and stiffness of the soil and causes horizontal and moment loads to be imparted onto 

the foundation. Reductions were also applied to the capacity and stiffness of the horizontal 

SFSI spring in order to get a closer match with results from the Ricker wavelet experiments. A 

proportion of the working friction angle of the sand (39 degrees) was used to determine the 

horizontal capacity of the 5 and 7 storey models rather than using the critical friction angle, and 

a reduction factor was applied to the horizontal stiffness for all the models. The selected 

parameters  and  comparison  of  numerical  results  with  Ricker  wavelet  results  are  discussed  in  

the next Section. 

Table 6.4 SFSI spring-bed model capacity and stiffness modification factors. 

Model and 

Spring-bed 

Distribution 

Vertical Spring 

Capacity 

Reduction 

Factor 

Vertical Spring 

Stiffness 

Reduction 

Factor 

Horizontal 

Spring 

Capacity 

Factor 

Horizontal 

Spring Stiffness 

Reduction 

Factor 

3 Storey – Uniform 0.055 0.1 crit 0.2 

5 Storey – Uniform  0.07 0.15 1/2 ` 0.15 

7 Storey – Uniform  0.075 0.15 1/3 ` 0.1 

3 Storey – FEMA 0.1 0.05 crit 0.2 

5 Storey – FEMA  0.15 0.05 1/2 ` 0.15 

7 Storey – FEMA  0.17 0.15 1/3 ` 0.15 

When comparing the factors applied to the uniform and FEMA spring-bed distributions and the 

static pushover moment rotation results, the uniform model was considered suitable in 

capturing the rotational behaviour of the foundation. Modifications to vertical spring capacity 

and vertical stiffness enabled an appropriate rotational stiffness to be developed for the uniform 

spring-bed distribution. Also, the uniform model rotational stiffness softened at lower moment 

and rotation than observed for the FEMA model and this appeared to more closely represent 

the behaviour observed in the experimental results, particularly for the taller models. Since the 

uniform spring-bed distribution was more straightforward to employ in the numerical 

modelling and was able to suitably capture foundation rotational stiffness, it was used as the 

primary model when investigating the SFSI numerical response to the input Ricker wavelet and 
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Christchurch Earthquake motions from the centrifuge experiments and when comparing 

numerical and experimental results. 

6.4.3 Foundation displacement results

Modified SFSI spring-bed models of the three equivalent buildings tested in the centrifuge 

experiments were subjected to the Ricker wavelet and Christchurch Earthquake motions 

derived from beneath the foundation in the tests. OpenSEES was  used  to  carry  out  the  SFSI  

spring-bed analyses and examples of the different input files used for the 5 storey model are 

presented in Appendix B. Comparisons were made between the numerical analysis results and 

equivalent results from the centrifuge experiments to decipher how accurately nonlinear SFSI 

spring-bed models were able to replicate actual response measured in the experiments. The 

uniform vertical spring-bed distribution was focused on and the spring parameter reduction 

factors, discussed in Section 6.4.2, were applied to get a suitable numerical response. 

6.4.3.1 Settlement

The  vertical  settlement  of  the  central  node  of  the  foundation  in  the  SFSI  numerical  analyses  

was compared with the average of the measurements from the vertical LVDTs on opposite 

edges of the foundation in the experiments. Figure 6.21 presents the settlement results for 

representative Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes applied to the three building models and Figure 

6.22 presents the same for the models subjected to the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record. 

The modified SFSI spring-bed models were able to reasonably accurately capture the global 

settlement of the foundation, comparing well with the experimental results. The higher 

frequency dynamic vertical displacement observed in the centrifuge experiments was not 

captured by the spring-bed models, particularly in the Christchurch Earthquake results, but the 

modified SFSI spring-bed models generally performed well in predicting global settlement. A 

significant reduction in the capacity of the springs from the static bearing capacity was required 

for these models with very large static FoS values, as presented previously in Table 6.4, but 

this enabled an accurate representation of foundation settlement resulting from nonlinear soil 

deformation in the SFSI spring-bed models. 

The difference in the response of the modified SFSI spring-bed models compared to the initial 

models, developed using the full static bearing capacity and small strain stiffness, can be 

observed by plotting the spring force-displacement behaviour. Figure 6.23 presents the force-
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displacement numerical analysis results of a vertical spring on the edge of the foundation for 

the 5 storey model with modified SFSI spring-bed distribution during the 0.58 g Ricker 

wavelet, and can be directly compared with Figure 6.18. As shown, the loads are sufficient for 

the spring to exceed the elastic portion of the spring force-displacement relationship, allowing 

permanent soil deformation to occur. 

 

Figure 6.21 Foundation settlement for the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey centrifuge numerical 
models with modified SFSI spring-bed foundations compared with experimental response for 

representative Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes. 

 

Figure 6.22 Foundation settlement for the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey centrifuge numerical 
models with modified SFSI spring-bed foundations compared with experimental response for the CBGS 

Christchurch Earthquake record. 
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Figure 6.23 Normalised vertical spring force-displacement for the spring on the edge of the foundation of 
the 5 storey model with the modified SFSI spring-bed model subjected to the 0.58 g Ricker wavelet peak 

amplitude, with comparison against the modified spring force-displacement definition. 

6.4.3.2 Horizontal displacement

Modifications were made to the capacity and stiffness of the single horizontal spring that 

captured nonlinear soil-foundation response in the SFSI spring-bed. However, inaccuracies still 

remained when comparing the numerical and experimental results. Figure 6.24 and Figure 6.25 

present foundation horizontal displacement results for representative Ricker wavelet 

amplitudes and the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake respectively. In the Ricker wavelet 

analysis, the numerical results generally matched the initial part of the horizontal displacement 

measured in the experiments but were unable to capture the residual displacement, except for 

the  3  storey  model.  In  the  CBGS  Christchurch  Earthquake  results  the  numerical  analysis  

generally had larger peak horizontal displacement and again was unable to capture the 

appropriate residual displacement, except for the 5 storey model. The reason for the difference 

is suspected to be due to the fact that the foundation did not move symmetrically in the 

horizontal direction during the experiments and because of the decoupling between horizontal 

and vertical displacement in the spring-bed model. The second point meant that when the 

foundation experienced instances of uplift the horizontal stiffness would reduce for those short 

periods of time that generally corresponded with the largest magnitude of horizontal loading 

and this was not captured in the numerical modelling. Wotherspoon (2009) was able to 

overcome this in their analysis by customising a spring-bed model to have coupled vertical and 

horizontal springs so that when a vertical spring detached the respective horizontal spring was 
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also disengaged. However, this requires complicated spring modelling not readily available in 

OpenSEES or other design software. The extent of horizontal displacement captured in the 

SFSI spring-bed models in this research was considered suitable for representing the overall 

behaviour of the structure-foundation model considering the ability of the vertical spring-bed to 

capture settlement and rotational displacement. 

 

Figure 6.24 Foundation horizontal displacement for the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey centrifuge 
numerical models with modified SFSI spring-bed foundations compared with experimental response for 

representative Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes. 

 

Figure 6.25 Foundation horizontal displacement for the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey centrifuge 
numerical models with modified SFSI spring-bed foundations compared with experimental response for the 

CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record. 
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6.4.3.3 Rotational displacement

The rotational displacement of the foundation was captured reasonably well in the SFSI spring-

bed model analyses when compared with the experimental results. The results from 

representative Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes presented in Figure 6.26 showed a good match 

between numerical and experimental rotational displacement when considering peak amplitude 

and frequency of response, especially for the equivalent 7 storey model. A similarly good 

match was observed for the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record rotational results presented 

in Figure 6.27 but was not as clear as the Ricker wavelet results.  

The  rotational  displacement  results  show a  uniform distribution  of  vertical  SFSI  springs  with  

appropriate capacity and stiffness parameters was able to accurately capture the dynamic 

vertical and rotational soil-foundation response for the three equivalent building models. The 

reduction factor applied to the capacity of the vertical springs played an important role in 

allowing suitable rotational displacement to occur during the peak phases of horizontal input 

loading that quickly subsided as the input motion decreased due to the hysteretic behaviour of 

the vertical springs. Furthermore, the reduction applied to the vertical stiffness of the springs 

played a crucial role in maintaining appropriate rotation displacement levels while hysteretic 

behaviour of the springs was able to occur, which is exemplified by the rotational stiffness 

results observed in the moment-rotation response. 

 

Figure 6.26 Foundation rotational displacement for the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey centrifuge 
numerical models with modified SFSI spring-bed foundations compared with experimental response for 

representative Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes. 
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Figure 6.27 Foundation rotational displacement for the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey centrifuge 
numerical models with modified SFSI spring-bed foundations compared with experimental response for the 

CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record. 

6.4.4 Moment-rotation

Moment-rotation response in the modified SFSI spring-bed numerical analysis compared 

reasonably well to that observed in the experimental results. As shown in the representative 

Ricker wavelet and CBGS Christchurch Earthquake results presented in Figure 6.28 and Figure 

6.29 respectively, the SFSI spring-bed models were able to accurately capture the rotational 

stiffness observed in the experimental results. The reduction in vertical foundation stiffness 

was crucial in capturing the foundation rotational stiffness. Peak moment and rotation in the 

modified SFSI spring-bed models was reasonably close to the experimental results for the 

representative Ricker wavelets and CBGS Christchurch Earthquake analyses presented. 

Moment-rotation loops at peak response were generally smaller than the experimental results, 

particularly for the 5 storey model. This suggested that the damping from nonlinear soil-

foundation behaviour during rocking may not have been as large in the numerical spring-bed 
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modelling moment-rotation results showed that a significant amount of damping was present at 

the soil-foundation interface and was able to be captured by nonlinear spring-bed modelling. 
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Figure 6.28 Foundation moment-rotation for the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey centrifuge 
numerical models with modified SFSI spring-bed foundations compared with experimental response for 

representative Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes. 

 

Figure 6.29 Foundation moment-rotation for the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey centrifuge 
numerical models with modified SFSI spring-bed foundations compared with experimental response for the 

CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record. 
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6.4.5 Structural displacement

As  discussed  in  the  structural  displacement  results  for  the  Ricker  wavelet  experiments  in  

Section 5.3.2, the rotational displacement of the foundation was the dominant component of 

horizontal displacement of the structure mass. The modified SFSI spring-bed models were able 

to accurately capture foundation rotation in dynamic analysis and it was found that this 

translated into reasonably accurate numerical modelling of the structural displacement. Figure 

6.30 presents lateral structural displacement of the structure lumped mass node in the SFSI 

spring-bed modelling of the Ricker wavelet experiments and shows a good comparison with 

the centrifuge experiment results. The peak amplitude of displacement in the SFSI spring-bed 

models closely matched the experimental results and numerical and experimental results were 

generally in phase with each other. Similar good comparisons were observed for the CBGS 

Christchurch Earthquake results for the three building models presented in Figure 6.31. 

However, the numerical models did not capture the residual horizontal displacement measured 

in the experiments and this was associated with the difficulty found modelling horizontal 

displacement of the foundation. Appropriate modelling of nonlinear SFSI response in the 

spring-bed models resulted in reasonably accurate structural displacement being captured. This 

again highlights the influence SFSI has on the dynamic and earthquake performance of multi-

storey buildings on shallow foundations. 

 

Figure 6.30 Structure mass displacement of the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey centrifuge 
numerical models with modified SFSI spring-bed foundations compared with experimental response for 

representative Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes. 
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Figure 6.31 Structure mass displacement of the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey centrifuge 
numerical models with modified SFSI spring-bed foundations compared with experimental response for the 

CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record.  

6.4.6 Structural acceleration response

Structural acceleration comparisons between the numerical analyses of the modified SFSI 

spring-bed models and the centrifuge experimental results for representative Ricker wavelet 
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acceleration was slightly overestimated in the numerical modelling. 
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Figure 6.32 Structural acceleration time histories of the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey centrifuge 
numerical models with modified SFSI spring-bed foundations compared with experimental response for 

representative Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes. 

 

Figure 6.33 Structural acceleration time histories of the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey centrifuge 
numerical models with modified SFSI spring-bed foundations compared with experimental response for the 

CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record.  
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6.5 Frequency content and response spectra

comparison

The fixed base, elastic spring-bed, and SFSI spring-bed numerical models of the three 

equivalent buildings tested in the centrifuge experiments produced different structural 

responses when subjected to the Ricker wavelet and Christchurch Earthquake input motions. 

The SFSI spring-bed models had a response closest to that observed in the experiments, 

reasonably accurately capturing structural displacement and acceleration. Comparisons were 

made of the frequency content and response spectra of the structural acceleration response in 

the different numerical models and compared with that of the experimental structural 

acceleration as well as the input motion to understand how the different foundation models 

affected structural response. Figure 6.34 presents the Fourier amplitude spectra of the structural 

acceleration  for  the  different  numerical  models  representing  the  5  storey  building  as  well  as  

that of the experimental results and input motion when the model was subjected to the 0.58 g 

Ricker wavelet peak amplitude. All the results were normalised by the peak amplitude of the 

input motion. The same comparison is presented for the 5% damped response spectra of the 

structural acceleration in Figure 6.35, again normalised by the peak amplitude of the input 

motion. The shift in frequency/period and the difference in amplitude of peak response 

highlighted the effects of including nonlinear SFSI. 

As can be observed in the frequency content and response spectra results for the 5 storey 

model, the fixed base analyses resulted in a significantly amplified structural response when 

compared to the input response. In contrast, the elastic and SFSI spring-bed models had less 

amplified structural response and a shift in peak frequency/period to lower/higher values in line 

with what was observed in the experimental results. Interestingly, the shift in frequency/period 

for the elastic spring-bed model was similar or greater than that in the SFSI spring-bed model 

and the experimental results. This was most likely due to an effective stiffness being used for 

the elastic springs, which was significantly reduced from the small strain stiffness values to 

account for the nonlinearity associated with ground shaking. However, the amplitude of 

structural response of the elastic spring-bed models was still significantly higher than that 

observed in the experiments. By utilising nonlinear SFSI spring-bed models with modified 

capacity and stiffness parameters, more reasonable amplitudes of structural response and 

frequency/period of peak response could be achieved when comparing with the experimental 

results.  The  amplitude  of  the  response  of  the  SFSI  spring-bed  models  was  close  to  that  
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observed  in  the  experimental  results,  especially  in  the  response  spectra  analysis,  but  was  

overall slightly larger and this was thought to potentially be due to a lack of damping in the 

SFSI spring-bed modelling. 

 

Figure 6.34 Frequency content from Fourier amplitude spectra of the structural acceleration response for 
the centrifuge experiment and numerical analysis of the 5 storey model subjected to the 0.58 g Ricker 

wavelet peak amplitude. Amplitude is normalised by the maximum of the input response. 

 

Figure 6.35 Acceleration response spectra (5% damped) of the structural acceleration response for the 
centrifuge experiment and numerical analysis of the 5 storey model subjected to the 0.58 g Ricker wavelet 

peak amplitude. Amplitude is normalised by the maximum of the input response. 
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6.6 Damping discussion

The structural acceleration results for the SFSI spring-bed models and the frequency content 

and response spectra comparisons highlighted the fact that the amplitude of peak structural 

acceleration was slightly overestimated in the numerical modelling. The SFSI spring-bed 

models were calibrated to achieve soil-foundation response that reasonably accurately matched 

experimental results. The structural displacement numerical results were then found to also 

reasonably match the experimental results and this was because the rotation of the foundation 

was found to be the dominant component of horizontal displacement of the structure. However, 

the resulting structural accelerations were found to be slightly higher than observed in the 

experiments. This could have been due to the numerical models being a 2D representation of a 

3D scenario, with out of plane rotation of the models during the experiments causing structural 

response to not be in the same plane as the horizontal dynamic inputs. However, the structural 

acceleration discrepancy could also be attributed to insufficient damping in the numerical 

model. 

Priestley et al. (1978) investigated the rocking response of structures when subjected to seismic 

loading, extending the theory developed by Housner (1963) discussed in Section 2.5.4.1. They 

developed an expression for the equivalent viscous damping of a rocking system on a rigid 

support based on logarithmic decrement of foundation rotation and by utilising the kinetic 

energy reduction factor of the model, which is only dependent on the geometry and mass 

distribution of the system. The derived relationship between equivalent viscous damping ratio 

and the energy reduction factor is presented in Figure 6.36 and a limiting damping value of 

23% was suggested. For the models tested in the centrifuge experiments and analysed in SFSI 

numerical modelling, the support was not rigid (i.e. it was soil) but the soil was reasonably stiff 

and rocking response was observed so estimation of the equivalent viscous damping using this 

method could give an indication of the level of damping in the systems. The energy reduction 

factors were calculated to be 0.04 for the 3 storey model, 0.4 for the 5 storey model, and 0.7 for 

the 7 storey model. This meant the 3 and 5 storey models had the suggested limiting value of 

equivalent viscous damping of 23% (although this could be larger) and the 7 storey model had 

a value of 12%. Thus a significant amount of damping was likely to be present during the 

rocking response of the three equivalent building models. 
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Figure 6.36 Approximate relationship between equivalent viscous damping and energy reduction factor 
(Priestley, et al., 1978). 

Damping was accounted for in the SFSI spring-bed modelling through a number of 

mechanisms. Rayleigh damping was applied to the structural components (mass and stiffness) 

of the model at a ratio of 5% and at the fixed base natural frequency of the structures. 

Radiation damping associated with dynamic soil response was incorporated into the SFSI 

springs via dashpots connected in parallel with the elastic portion of those springs, and the 

dashpot parameters were calculated using the procedures outlined by Gazetas (1991). Finally, 

and of particular importance for determining the response of rocking structures as discussed by 

Ambrosini (2006), the material damping associated with hysteretic behaviour of the soil was 

captured by the SFSI spring-bed models once modifications were made to enable permanent 

deformation of the springs. The combination of these mechanisms allowed for a reasonable 

extent of damping to be accounted for in the SFSI numerical models. However, one particular 

damping mechanism present in the experimental tests was not directly accounted for in the 

numerical models, that associated with impact of the foundation on the soil after uplift had 

occurred. Recent research by Adamidis et al. (2014) discusses this impact damping mechanism 

and attempted to account for an observed discrepancy between total foundation damping and 

hysteretic damping through inclusion of an impact damping parameter in an equivalent linear 

approximation of SFSI response. Earlier work by Psycharis and Jennings (1983) also identified 

the potential for energy dissipation during impact and developed a complicated Winkler spring 

based numerical procedure for accounting for impact damping.  

Despite the identification of the potential for foundation impacts with the soil to dissipate 

energy, it is still very difficult to capture in numerical modelling. There is potential to further 
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develop this area of SFSI numerical modelling but for the scope of this research was not 

pursued further for the spring-bed numerical modelling undertaken. The nonlinear SFSI spring-

bed models used and refined in this research were considered to have reasonably modelled 

foundation and structure response observed in the centrifuge experiments given the 

assumptions made in carrying out the numerical analyses. 

6.7 Basement foundation model analysis

SFSI spring-bed numerical analysis was undertaken on the 7 storey model with a basement 

foundation tested in the centrifuge experiments. This model was originally developed and 

tested to give a closer representation of the multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations that 

performed well in Christchurch as a large proportion of these buildings had a single level 

basement. The basement foundation was assumed to behave rigidly in the numerical analysis 

so the same 2D numerical model developed for the 7 storey model with a surface raft 

foundation was utilised but modifications were made to account for the addition of the 

basement. Firstly, the foundation element was widened to account for the slightly larger 

basement  at  8.3  m  as  opposed  to  the  8  m  wide  surface  raft  foundation.  This  meant  that  

additional vertical springs were added to maintain the spring spacing of 0.1 m. Secondly, the 

additional mass of the basement was included in the model, with the total of 327.7 Tonnes for 

the foundation distributed uniformly to the foundation springs based on their tributary area, as 

was done for the surface raft foundation model. Lastly, an additional horizontal spring was 

added to the model to account for the embedment of the foundation and the passive earth 

pressure of the soil on the foundation. The remainder of the parameters outlined for the 7 

storey surface foundation model in Table 6.1 were used in the basement foundation numerical 

analysis. 

The governing parameters of the foundation springs were adjusted to account for the addition 

of the basement to the 7 storey model. The ultimate capacity of the vertical springs (QzSimple1 

springs in OpenSEES) was updated to match the ultimate static bearing capacity of the 

basement foundation model discussed in Section 5.5.1. The small strain vertical stiffness of the 

springs was also increased to account for the effects of embedding the foundation. Similarly, 

the ultimate capacity of the horizontal spring capturing frictional sliding (TzSimple1 spring in 

OpenSEES) was also updated for the additional vertical load applied by the basement 

foundation. As mentioned, an additional horizontal spring was added to the model to account 

for the passive earth pressure from the embedded basement and the PySimple1 spring available 
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in OpenSEES was  utilised.  This  spring  was  placed  in  parallel  with  the  TzSimple1  spring  and  

the total horizontal stiffness of the foundation was divided between the two springs following 

recommendations in Harden et al. (2005) and discussed further in Chapter 7. The total 

horizontal stiffness of the foundation was also increased to account for the embedment of the 

basement. Finally, as was done for the surface foundation models, modification factors were 

applied to the SFSI spring-bed parameters to get the closest match to the experimental results. 

The modification factors applied to the parameters of the basement foundation SFSI spring-bed 

model are summarised in Table 6.5 and compared with the modification factors applied to the 

surface raft foundation model. As with the surface foundation analyses, a uniform distribution 

of vertical stiffness was focused on for the basement model analysis so the factors presented in 

Table 6.5 are for a uniform vertical stiffness distribution. The vertical spring capacity reduction 

factor was reduced from that used for the surface raft foundation model. This correlates with 

the findings from the Harden et al. (2005) study presented in Section 6.4.2 where the reduction 

factor applied to the static bearing capacity reduced as the FoS reduced. The addition of the 

basement to the 7 storey model increased the bearing capacity FoS from 54 to 90.1 as 

discussed in Section 5.5.1, so it follows that the vertical spring capacity reduction factor for 

SFSI spring-bed numerical analysis reduced. It is noted that the reduction factor for the 

basement model was similar to that of the 3 storey surface raft foundation model, which had a 

similar static bearing capacity FoS. 

Table 6.5 SFSI spring-bed model capacity and stiffness modification factors for the basement foundation 
model compared with the equivalent surface foundation model factors. 

Model and 

Spring-bed 

Distribution 

Vertical Spring 

Capacity 

Reduction 

Factor 

Vertical Spring 

Stiffness 

Reduction 

Factor 

Horizontal 

Spring Capacity 

Factors 

Horizontal 

Spring Stiffness 

Reduction 

Factor Sliding Passive 

7 Storey Surface  0.075 0.15 1/3 ` N/A 0.1 

7 Storey Basement  0.045 0.03 1/3 ` 0.1 0.05 

A smaller reduction factor was applied to the initial stiffness of the vertical SFSI springs in the 

basement foundation model as was applied to the surface raft foundation model. This also 

follows with general findings from the Harden et al. (2005) study where the reduction factor 

decreased as the FoS increased. In addition, the experimental results showed the rotational 
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stiffness for the basement foundation model was a smaller proportion of the elastic small strain 

rotational stiffness than was observed for the surface raft foundation model (see Section 5.5.4). 

Therefore it made sense that the vertical stiffness reduction factor was smaller. As was done for 

the surface foundation models, the rotational stiffness from moment-rotation Ricker wavelet 

experimental data was used to find the best fit vertical stiffness reduction factor because only 

horizontal dynamic experiments were undertaken. Static pushover numerical analysis was 

undertaken to determine the backbone moment-rotation response that best matched the 

experimental results. The pushover results are compared with moment-rotation results from the 

0.49 g peak amplitude Ricker wavelet experiment in Figure 6.37, where a comparative plot of 

the results for the 7 storey surface raft foundation model is also presented. The SFSI spring-bed 

model with a uniform distribution of vertical springs and appropriate reductions to capacity and 

stiffness for the basement foundation model were able to appropriately capture the moment-

rotation response observed in the experiments. 

 

Figure 6.37 Static pushover moment-rotation response of the modified SFSI spring-bed numerical models 
for the (a) 7 storey model with a basement foundation and the (b) 7 storey model with a surface raft 
foundation compared with moment-rotation results for the 0.49 g peak amplitude Ricker wavelet. 
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SFSI springs. The same capacity factor was applied to the horizontal spring capturing sliding 

behaviour (TzSimple1) as was used in the surface foundation model. For the additional spring 

included to account for the passive pressure on the embedded foundation (PySimple1) it was 

found that the static passive capacity had to be reduced considerably to get a reasonable 

comparison with experimental results. However, if a slightly higher factor was used there was 

no significant difference between the horizontal response with and without a reduction factor. 

The  total  horizontal  small  strain  stiffness  was  reduced  slightly  more  than  for  the  surface  

foundation  model  but  was  a  similar  significant  reduction  from  the  small  strain  value.  

Comparisons are made between the numerical modelling results with these modification 

factors and the experimental results in subsequent Sections. 

As with the surface foundation models, the basement foundation numerical model with a 

modified SFSI spring-bed was subjected to the Ricker wavelet and Christchurch Earthquake 

input motions obtained directly from the centrifuge experiments. The model with a uniform 

distribution of vertical stiffness was focused on. Comparisons are drawn between the numerical 

and experimental results as well as between the basement foundation model and the equivalent 

surface raft foundation model. The reduction factors applied to the foundation spring 

parameters enabled reasonable representation of the experimental results to be achieved and 

highlighted the suitability of nonlinear SFSI spring-bed numerical modelling of buildings of 

interest in Christchurch that rested on a single storey basement raft. 

6.7.1 Foundation displacement results

The  settlement,  horizontal  displacement,  and  rotation  of  the  basement  foundation  in  the  

numerical model were compared with the experimental results to investigate the suitability of 

SFSI spring-bed modelling in dynamic analysis of equivalent multi-storey buildings on shallow 

foundations. With the modification factors applied to the SFSI spring parameters, reasonable 

representation of foundation settlement and rotation could be achieved but limitations of the 

spring-bed  set  up  meant  horizontal  displacement  was  not  replicated  as  well.  Overall  SFSI  

spring-bed numerical modelling could reasonably capture the dynamic behaviour of buildings 

with shallow basement foundations, with noted disparities similar to those experienced for 

surface foundation models. 
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6.7.1.1 Settlement

The SFSI spring-bed model for the basement foundation 7 storey equivalent building, with 

modified capacity and stiffness parameters, was able to reasonably accurately capture the 

global foundation settlement observed in the centrifuge experiments. The same conclusion was 

drawn for the 7 storey surface foundation model, with the residual settlement at the end of 

dynamic excitation correlating well. Figure 6.38 presents a comparison of the SFSI spring-bed 

numerical analysis results and the experimental results for the basement foundation and surface 

foundation  models  subjected  to  the  0.49  g  peak  amplitude  Ricker  wavelet.  The  same  

comparisons are made for the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record in Figure 6.39. The 

numerical analysis results show the vertical displacement of the central node of the foundation 

whereas the experimental results are the average of displacement measured at the edge of the 

foundation. As with the surface foundation results, the spring-bed numerical model did not 

capture dynamic vertical motion of the foundation well but was able capture the accumulation 

of vertical settlement during Ricker wavelet and Christchurch Earthquake excitation. It was 

considered that a suitably modified SFSI spring-bed model was able to accurately capture the 

vertical settlement of surface and embedded shallow foundations in dynamic multi-storey 

building analyses. 

 

Figure 6.38 Foundation settlement for the (a) 7 storey model with a basement foundation and the (b) 7 
storey model with a surface raft foundation in centrifuge numerical analysis of modified SFSI spring-bed 

foundations compared with experimental response for the 0.49 g peak amplitude Ricker wavelet. 
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Figure 6.39 Foundation settlement for the (a) 7 storey model with a basement foundation and the (b) 7 
storey model with a surface raft foundation in centrifuge numerical analysis of modified SFSI spring-bed 

foundations compared with experimental response for the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record. 

6.7.1.2 Horizontal displacement

As was observed for the surface raft foundation numerical results, the horizontal displacement 

of the basement foundation spring-bed model deviated from the results observed in the 

centrifuge experiments. Horizontal displacement results for the 7 storey basement and surface 

raft foundation models subjected to the 0.49 g peak amplitude Ricker wavelet are presented in 

Figure 6.40 and for the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record in Figure 6.41. Modifications 

applied to the horizontal springs in the basement model enabled the initial part of the horizontal 

displacement to reasonably match that observed in the experiments but the numerical model 

was unable to capture residual displacement and had large cycles of displacement not observed 

in the experimental results. In the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake results the numerical 

analysis had larger peak horizontal displacement, particularly for the basement model, and did 

not capture the small residual displacement. The same results were observed for the surface raft 

foundation models and are attributed to the fact the numerical analysis was a 2D representation 

of observed non-uniform 3D horizontal displacement behaviour in the experiments as well as a 

lack of coupling between vertical and horizontal stiffness associated with foundation uplift. 

The modification factors applied to the horizontal springs enabled horizontal displacements to 

be of reasonable initial amplitude when compared with the Ricker wavelet experimental results 
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in a spring-bed model with coupled horizontal and vertical springs, limited reduction would be 

necessary for the horizontal spring parameters and residual displacement would still be 

achieved as uplift disengages horizontal springs, decreasing stiffness and allowing for 

accumulation of permanent horizontal displacement. 

 

Figure 6.40 Foundation horizontal displacement for the (a) 7 storey model with a basement foundation and 
the (b) 7 storey model with a surface raft foundation in centrifuge numerical analysis of modified SFSI 

spring-bed foundations compared with experimental response for the 0.49 g peak amplitude Ricker 
wavelet. 

 

Figure 6.41 Foundation horizontal displacement for the (a) 7 storey model with a basement foundation and 
the (b) 7 storey model with a surface raft foundation in centrifuge numerical analysis of modified SFSI 
spring-bed foundations compared with experimental response for the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake 

record. 
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The experimental and numerical horizontal displacement results were similar for the basement 

and surface foundation models. It appeared that embedment of the foundation did not have a 

significant influence on horizontal foundation displacement for the case when competent soil 

was present, as was the case in this research work. Perhaps the horizontal capacity and stiffness 

of the foundation could be appropriately combined into one spring for the scenario of multi-

storey buildings on shallow raft foundations resting either on the surface or embedded in 

competent soil. However, straightforward coupling of horizontal and vertical springs may be a 

worthwhile pursuit for future research. 

6.7.1.3 Rotational displacement

Peak rotational displacement of the basement foundation in the SFSI spring-bed numerical 

analysis closely matched the results from centrifuge experiments, as was observed for the 

surface raft foundation models. Figure 6.42 and Figure 6.43 present comparison between 

numerical analysis and experimental foundation rotation results for the basement and surface 

foundations subjected to the 0.49 g peak amplitude Ricker wavelet and the CBGS Christchurch 

Earthquake record respectively. The amplitude and phase of rotational response during peak 

input motion of the numerical analyses compared reasonably well to the experimental results 

and subsequent behaviour was of similar amplitude. However, residual rotational displacement 

was sometimes slightly different.  

 

Figure 6.42 Foundation rotational displacement for the (a) 7 storey model with a basement foundation and 
the (b) 7 storey model with a surface raft foundation in centrifuge numerical analysis of modified SFSI 

spring-bed foundations compared with experimental response for the 0.49 g peak amplitude Ricker 
wavelet. 
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Figure 6.43 Foundation rotational displacement for the (a) 7 storey model with a basement foundation and 
the (b) 7 storey model with a surface raft foundation in centrifuge numerical analysis of modified SFSI 
spring-bed foundations compared with experimental response for the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake 

record. 

Overall, a uniform distribution of vertical SFSI springs with appropriate capacity and stiffness 

parameters was able to accurately capture the dynamic vertical and rotational soil-foundation 

response for the basement foundation model and similar conclusions were drawn from the 

surface raft foundation analyses. 

6.7.2 Moment-rotation

The reduction factors applied to the SFSI vertical spring capacity and stiffness enabled 

reasonable representation of moment-rotation response for the basement model numerical 

analysis. The significant reduction in vertical foundation stiffness meant that appropriate 

rotational stiffness was able to be achieved, as shown by the comparison between numerical 

and experimental moment rotation response for the 0.49 g peak amplitude Ricker wavelet in 

Figure 6.44 and for the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record in Figure 6.45. Similar response 

was observed for the basement foundation model as was achieved for the equivalent surface 

raft foundation model, with similar comparisons with experimental results. The magnitude of 

moment applied to the basement foundation of the numerical model was slightly larger than 

that observed in the experimental results and the same was seen in the surface raft foundation 

analyses. However, peak rotational displacement matched very well, as discussed in Section 

6.7.1.3, and the comparative rotational stiffness meant the modified SFSI spring-bed model of 
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the basement foundation was considered to reasonably capture the overall moment-rotation 

behaviour during horizontal dynamic excitation. 

 

Figure 6.44 Foundation moment-rotation for the (a) 7 storey model with a basement foundation and the (b) 
7 storey model with a surface raft foundation in centrifuge numerical analysis of modified SFSI spring-bed 

foundations compared with experimental response for the 0.49 g peak amplitude Ricker wavelet. 

 

Figure 6.45 Foundation moment-rotation for the (a) 7 storey model with a basement foundation and the (b) 
7 storey model with a surface raft foundation in centrifuge numerical analysis of modified SFSI spring-bed 

foundations compared with experimental response for the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record. 
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6.7.3 Structural displacement

The modified SFSI spring-bed model of the equivalent 7 storey building with a basement 

foundation  was  able  to  reasonably  capture  the  horizontal  displacement  of  the  structure  mass  

when compared to the experimental results. As was observed for the surface foundation 

models, the good match between numerical and experimental structural displacement results 

was related to the ability of the modified SFSI spring-bed model to capture rotational 

displacement of the foundation because this was found in the experimental results to be the 

dominant factor in total horizontal structural displacement. Figure 6.46 presents the structure 

mass displacement of the basement and surface foundation numerical models compared with 

experimental response for the 0.49 g peak amplitude Ricker wavelet and shows the reasonably 

good representation of structural displacement in the spring-bed analysis. The rapid decay in 

structural  displacement  after  the  initial  peak  response  in  the  experimental  results  was  not  as  

accurately represented by the numerical analysis with Ricker wavelet input motion. The 

Christchurch Earthquake results, shown for the CBGS record in Figure 6.47, had a closer 

structural displacement match between numerical and experimental results for both the 

basement and surface raft foundation models. Overall, the modifications to the SFSI spring-bed 

parameters enabled reasonably accurate representation of foundation displacement in the 

numerical analysis, which translated to reasonable representation of structural displacement. 

 

Figure 6.46 Structure mass displacement of the (a) 7 storey model with a basement foundation and the (b) 7 
storey model with a surface raft foundation in centrifuge numerical analysis of modified SFSI spring-bed 

foundations compared with experimental response for the 0.49 g peak amplitude Ricker wavelet. 
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Figure 6.47 Structure mass displacement of the (a) 7 storey model with a basement foundation and the (b) 7 
storey model with a surface raft foundation in centrifuge numerical analysis of modified SFSI spring-bed 

foundations compared with experimental response for the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record. 

6.7.4 Structural acceleration response

Very similar comparisons between numerical and experimental structural acceleration response 

were able to be derived for the basement model as were ascertained for surface foundation 

model. The Ricker wavelet results in particular, as presented in Figure 6.48 for the two 7 storey 

models subjected to the 0.49 g peak amplitude Ricker wavelet, showed the numerical and 

experimental structural acceleration results were generally in phase with each other and both 

decayed rapidly after the initial  cycles of peak response.  However,  the modified SFSI spring-

bed model of the building with a basement foundation slightly overestimated peak structural 

acceleration response, as was also observed for the surface raft foundation model. The same 

conclusions could be drawn from the Christchurch Earthquake analysis as presented for the 

CBGS record in Figure 6.49. As discussed in Section 6.6, the discrepancy between peak 

numerical and experimental structural acceleration response is believed to be due to a lack of 

damping in the numerical models, in particular damping associated impacts after uplifting of 

the foundation from the supporting soil. The discrepancy between numerical and experimental 

peak structural acceleration for the basement foundation model appeared to be slightly less 

than that observed for the surface raft foundation but still large enough to have an effect on the 

forces transmitted to the structure. 
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Figure 6.48 Structural acceleration time histories of the (a) 7 storey model with a basement foundation and 
the (b) 7 storey model with a surface raft foundation in centrifuge numerical analysis of modified SFSI 

spring-bed foundations compared with experimental response for the 0.49 g peak amplitude Ricker 
wavelet. 

 

Figure 6.49 Structural acceleration time histories of the (a) 7 storey model with a basement foundation and 
the (b) 7 storey model with a surface raft foundation in centrifuge numerical analysis of modified SFSI 
spring-bed foundations compared with experimental response for the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake 

record. 
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models in Table 6.1. Models were developed using the open source structural analysis software 

OpenSEES (PEER, 2012a), which provided flexibility in implementation of a range of models 

where the parameters could be carefully controlled. In the structure-foundation models, a 

lumped structural mass was placed at the top of a single column, creating an equivalent SDOF 

model for the structural component. Then the foundation was included in the analysis as a rigid 

beam with the foundation mass distributed evenly across the foundation nodes. To capture 

interaction between the soil and foundation, a series of vertical springs were placed beneath the 

foundation to create a spring-bed foundation model and a single horizontal spring was placed at 

the end of the foundation. Figure 6.6 presents a representation of the final structure-foundation 

spring-bed model for the equivalent 5 storey structure from the centrifuge experiments. A 

range of soil-foundation numerical modelling scenarios were investigated by comparing 

analytical response with experimental results to ascertain an appropriate methodology for 

capturing the earthquake performance of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations. 

Fixed base numerical analysis was undertaken first to investigate the traditional method of 

dynamic structural analysis. In this procedure the foundation was assumed to be fixed to the 

ground so that there was no interaction between soil, foundation, and structure. The fixed base 

SDOF structural models were subjected to the Ricker wavelet and Christchurch Earthquake 

input motions derived directly from the centrifuge experiments, with the recording measured in 

the soil just beneath the foundation considered suitable input motion for the numerical models. 

It was found that the structural displacement and particularly the structural acceleration 

response were significantly larger than that observed in the experiments. Furthermore, the 

structural displacement and acceleration response in the fixed base analyses remained high for 

a large number of cycles following the initial main portion of the loading whereas in the 

experiments the response damped out very quickly after peak response was reached. The fixed 

base numerical analysis procedure may have been considered suitable when considering the 

models consisted of a large raft foundation on a competent soil but the comparisons between 

numerical and experimental structural response highlighted the inadequacies of a fixed base 

modelling approach even when the extent of SSI may intuitively appear to be small. 

An assumption could be made that the interaction effects between the soil and the foundation 

would be minor for the equivalent building models with large raft foundation on a competent 

soil. Thus, elastic SSI may be considered as a suitable extension of the fixed base procedure. 

Therefore, elastic foundation spring-bed models of the three equivalent buildings were 

explored whereby a series of elastic vertical springs and a single elastic horizontal spring were 
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connected  to  a  rigid  foundation,  which  was  attached  to  the  base  of  the  SDOF structures.  The  

stiffness of the springs represented the soil-foundation vertical, horizontal, and rotational 

response and was calculated using available elastic continuum stiffness relationships developed 

by Gazetas and his colleagues. To account for some potential nonlinearity associated with 

ground shaking, an effective shear modulus for the soil was determined using the properties of 

the input motions and the procedures outlined in FEMA 356 (2000), and this was used to 

determine the elastic stiffness of the foundation. The elastic stiffness was then distributed to the 

springs to undertake dynamic analysis of the building models with elastic SSI. 

A uniform distribution of foundation stiffness to the vertical springs was investigated as well as 

a distribution outlined in FEMA 356 (2000) and ASCE 41-13 (2014) where stiffer springs were 

assigned at the ends of the foundation. This second distribution was developed to try to account 

for the discrepancy between elastic rotational stiffness of a foundation on a soil continuum and 

that derived from vertical springs, as outlined in Figure 6.7. Analyses were undertaken on both 

vertical spring distributions to compare and contrast numerical response with a simple 

modelling procedure, the uniform distribution, and a slightly more complicated procedure, the 

FEMA spring distribution. 

The elastic spring-bed numerical analysis of the three building models highlighted the 

inadequacies of elastic SSI in appropriately capturing foundation and structure behaviour 

during dynamic loading. The elastic nature of the springs used in the SSI analyses meant that 

permanent displacement of the foundation could not be captured, in particular the vertical 

settlement observed in the centrifuge experiments for the large Ricker wavelet amplitudes as 

well as the Christchurch Earthquake input records. Elastic moment-rotation behaviour was 

observed for the uniform and FEMA spring distributions, as shown in Figure 6.11, with no 

hysteresis loops able to be developed, in contrast to the experimental results. The FEMA 

distribution also had considerably stiffer rotational response than the uniform distribution. 

Accordingly, the structural displacement and acceleration response deviated from that observed 

in  the  experiments.  Even  for  the  multi-storey  building  models  with  large  shallow  raft  

foundations  on  competent  soil,  the  nonlinear  SFSI  effects  had  an  influence  on  overall  

behaviour of the structure-foundation models during horizontal shaking and needed to be 

incorporated into spring-bed analysis. 

Next, nonlinear SFSI spring-bed models were investigated for the structure-foundation models. 

Specifically designed nonlinear springs available in OpenSEES were  utilised  in  the  SFSI  
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spring-bed modelling, replacing the elastic springs. The initial analysis used the full static 

bearing capacity to define the capacity of the vertical springs, the small strain stiffness to 

define the initial elastic portion of the vertical and horizontal springs, and the critical friction 

angle to define the capacity of the horizontal sliding spring. However, the initial foundation 

displacement results using these SFSI spring-bed parameters showed that the capacity and 

stiffness of the springs was too high for nonlinear soil deformation to occur and this did not 

align  with  observations  from  the  experiments.  Therefore,  modification  of  the  SFSI  spring  

parameters was required. 

Modifications were made to the capacity and stiffness of the nonlinear SFSI springs in the 

numerical models to obtain a closer correlation with observed foundation response in the 

centrifuge experiments. The capacity of the vertical springs was reduced considerably, with the 

initial vertical stiffness between 5% and 15% of the original small strain value and vertical 

bearing capacity reduced to between 5% and 20% of the static bearing capacity. These 

reduction factors were chosen based on theoretical understanding of the reduction in capacity 

and stiffness of foundation behaviour during dynamic horizontal loading as well as 

comprehensive investigation of nonlinear spring-bed modelling and experimental results 

conducted by Harden et al. (2005), and calibration against results from the centrifuge 

experiments.  

Pushover moment-rotation response was compared with Ricker wavelet results in Figure 6.20 

to show the modifications of the spring parameters that enabled an appropriate backbone 

response  to  be  achieved.  These  results  also  showed that  a  suitably  modified  uniform vertical  

spring distribution was able to appropriately capture the rotational stiffness of the foundation 

during dynamic shaking and since it was easy to implement, the uniform distribution was used 

as the primary means of comparing numerical and experimental response. Factors were also 

applied  to  the  capacity  and  stiffness  of  the  horizontal  spring  in  the  SFSI  analyses  to  get  as  

reasonable a comparison with experimental results as possible. 

The modified SFSI spring-bed numerical models of the three equivalent buildings were able to 

reasonably capture the settlement and rotational displacement behaviour of the foundation 

observed in the centrifuge experiments. Discrepancies were observed, though, with horizontal 

foundation displacement due to the inadequate coupling between vertical and horizontal 

stiffness. The residual settlement of the foundation observed in the experiments was able to be 

very accurately captured by the modified SFSI spring-bed models, with examples from the 
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Ricker wavelet results presented in Figure 6.21. This was because the reduction in capacity and 

stiffness  of  the  vertical  springs  enabled  the  accumulation  of  settlement  to  be  captured.  These  

reductions also meant the peak rotational displacement in the numerical models closely 

matched the experimental results and the rotational stiffness observed in moment-rotation 

plots, presented in Figure 6.26 and Figure 6.27, was also well modelled. The horizontal 

displacement of the foundation in the numerical analyses was able to mimic the initial extent of 

displacement to some degree but was unable to capture the residual horizontal displacement 

observed in the experiments as exemplified for the Ricker wavelet results in Figure 6.24. 

Overall, though, the modified SFSI spring-bed models significantly improved the replication of 

experimental foundation displacement when compared with the fixed base and elastic spring-

bed models and was considered to provide reasonable representation of the behaviour of multi-

storey buildings on shallow foundations during dynamic loading. 

Comparison of structural behaviour in the modified SFSI spring-bed numerical models with 

the experimental results showed a reasonable representation of dynamic response. The 

horizontal  structural  displacement  results  in  the  numerical  analysis  closely  matched  the  peak  

experimental results, which was as expected given the good correlation of foundation rotation 

and the fact that foundation rotation was the major component of horizontal structural 

displacement  in  the  experimental  results.  The  horizontal  acceleration  of  the  structure  was  

greatly improved from the fixed base and elastic spring-bed numerical analysis, with the 

response generally in phase with the experimental results and acceleration amplitude reducing 

very quickly after the initial peak motion. However, the SFSI spring-bed models very slightly 

overestimated the peak amplitude of structural acceleration response, with a good example 

presented in Figure 6.32 for representative Ricker wavelet analysis. This was attributed to a 

potential lack of damping in the numerical analysis. 

Investigation of the frequency content and response spectra of the structural acceleration in the 

fixed base, elastic spring-bed, and modified SFSI spring-bed analyses of the building models 

highlighted the effect different foundation modelling procedures had on the response of the 

structure. Comparison was also drawn between that of the experimental structural acceleration 

response and the input motion, as shown for the 5 storey model in Figure 6.34 and Figure 6.35 

for frequency content and response spectra respectively. Spring-bed modelling resulted in a 

shift in frequency/period to lower/higher values, which was associated with rocking response 

of a structure. By implementing nonlinear SFSI springs with modified parameters, the 

amplitude of response reduced from the fixed base and elastic SSI cases and became more 
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comparable with experimental findings. The slight discrepancy still present between the 

amplitude of SFSI spring-bed model response and experimental results was attributed to two 

possible mechanisms – the numerical models being a simplified 2D representation of a 

complicated 3D structure-foundation response and a lack of modelling of damping associated 

with impacts of the foundation with the soil following uplift. 

A discussion was presented on the damping present during the horizontal excitation of the 

structure-foundation models resting on a competent soil in Section 6.6. A number of damping 

mechanisms were accounted for in the numerical analysis including radiation damping in the 

soil, hysteretic damping associated with nonlinear soil deformation, and damping in the 

structure via Rayleigh damping. However, there was potential damping in the experimental 

system due to impacts of the foundation on the soil following substantial uplift. This damping 

would be most prevalent during peak response and so seemed to make sense with the structural 

acceleration results observed in Section 6.4.6. It is very complicated to be able to account for 

this damping mechanism in numerical modelling and so was not pursued as part of this 

research work. 

Finally, SFSI spring-bed numerical analysis was undertaken for the basement foundation 

model,  which  was  developed  to  give  a  closer  representation  of  the  multi-storey  buildings  on  

shallow foundations that performed well in Christchurch. An additional horizontal spring was 

added to the surface foundation model, in parallel with the frictional spring, to capture passive 

resistance from the embedment of the basement. Similar modification factors had to be applied 

to the nonlinear springs of the basement model as were applied to the surface foundation model 

to get a reasonable comparison with experimental results. A lot of the same conclusions were 

drawn for the basement foundation model numerical analysis, with foundation and structural 

displacement being reasonably captured in the modified SFSI spring-bed modelling and peak 

structural acceleration being very slightly overestimated. Again, this was attributed to 3D 

effects or additional damping associated with uplift of the foundation and subsequent impact 

with the soil. 

6.8.1 Limitations

As with the centrifuge experimental results, conclusions from numerical analysis are valid for 

the particular soil-foundation-structure scenario investigated. Equivalent multi-storey buildings 

on large shallow raft foundations resting on a competent cohesionless soil were modelled in the 
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numerical spring-bed analyses so results and conclusions are related to that particular situation. 

For example, if softer soil, smaller foundations, or different structures were analysed the results 

may have differed. 

Some discrepancies observed between numerical and experimental results may be attributed to 

the numerical models being a simplified 2D representation of a complicated 3D soil-

foundation-structure response. A number of assumptions had to be made to undertake the 

simplified 2D numerical modelling, which may not accurately represent overall behaviour of 

the structure-foundation models. However, this is a common simplification made in the design 

and analysis of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations and so was representative of 

procedures in practice. 

Lastly, spring-bed modelling is a very useful method of incorporating SFSI into dynamic 

structural analysis. However, there are limitations with the springs not appropriately 

representing the continuum behaviour of soil since springs adjacent to each other do not 

interact. Spring-bed models are widely used in practice, though, so the aim of the numerical 

analysis was to advocate for the appropriate use of spring-bed models by using appropriate 

parameters to define the springs that incorporate nonlinear SFSI in the earthquake analysis of 

structures. 
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Chapter 7
Earthquake Resistant Design

Recommendations
 

Results from centrifuge experiments and subsequent numerical spring-bed modelling of 

equivalent multi-storey buildings on shallow raft foundations has led to the development of 

earthquake resistant design recommendations for such buildings. The recommendations are 

aimed at integrating nonlinear SFSI into the earthquake resistant design of multi-storey 

buildings on shallow foundations so that a more appropriate structure-foundation response can 

be incorporated. The experimental and numerical analyses have shown that the nonlinear SFSI 

effects of foundation uplift and permanent soil deformation can have a significant influence on 

the response of the structure, even when the extent of nonlinear displacement is relatively 

small. Fixed base and elastic SSI analyses have been shown to be inadequate in capturing 

structural response due to the inaccuracies in modelling foundation behaviour and its influence 

on the structure. However, equivalent linear procedures using appropriate SDOF period and 

damping parameters provide a valuable means for undertaking earthquake resistant design and 

supplement direct integration time history analyses using spring-bed procedures. 

In this Chapter recommendations are provided for simplified equivalent linear analysis of 

multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations. This form of analysis incorporates nonlinear 

SFSI into fixed base design of structures by providing appropriate dynamic properties for an 

equivalent SDOF model, which can then be extended to more complicated structural models. 

Centrifuge experimental results investigating the equivalent SDOF period and damping of the 
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structure-foundation models were utilised to examine influential parameters for capturing 

equivalent structure response in a design scenario. Equivalent linear procedures available in the 

literature are explored and expanded to fit with the experimental data. Multi-linear regression 

was undertaken to determine the properties of the soil, foundation and structure that were 

influential in defining the equivalent SDOF period and damping response of the structure. This 

enabled recommendations to be provided for equivalent linear analysis of the particular soil-

foundation-structure scenario investigated in this research. 

Following on from the findings and conclusions of the numerical modelling in Chapter 6, 

recommendations are provided in this Chapter for spring-bed modelling of multi-storey 

buildings on shallow foundations. The numerical modelling of the centrifuge experiments 

showed that the SFSI effects of uplift and permanent soil deformation should be incorporated 

into spring-bed modelling to accurately capture earthquake response. However, modification of 

the parameters defining the springs from those calculated under static and small strain 

conditions were required to induce the nonlinear SFSI behaviour observed in the experiments. 

Recommendations are provided for estimating these modifications in a design situation as well 

as appropriate nonlinear spring-bed modelling methods. Simplifications to the nonlinear 

spring-bed modelling elements available in OpenSEES are provided so that suitable springs can 

be developed and integrated in a wide range of structural design software. An example using 

the widely used structural design package SAP2000 (CSI, 2011) is provided, drawing 

comparisons with the results from the analysis in the previous Chapter. 

The final part of this Chapter presents analysis of the HSBC Building in the Christchurch 

CBD, introduced in Section 3.4.4.2, following the recommendations and procedures presented 

in the earlier Sections of the Chapter. Firstly, equivalent linear analysis of the building was 

undertaken assuming an equivalent SDOF representation of the structure and using suitable 

Christchurch Earthquake records. Then the simplified soil-foundation-structure scenario 

presented in Section 3.4.1 was utilised to develop a simplified structure-foundation model and 

the ascertained soil properties presented in Chapter 3 were used to determine the parameters of 

SFSI springs for nonlinear spring-bed modelling. Direct integration time history analysis was 

undertaken using OpenSEES on the HSBC Building SFSI spring-bed model and comparisons 

drawn with a traditional fixed base analysis. The analysis results using methodologies 

calibrated by experimental testing provide insight into the influence of SFSI in the good 

performance of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations in Christchurch. 
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7.1 Equivalent linear design

Discussion of equivalent SDOF modelling procedures that integrate SSI into the dynamic 

analysis of structure-foundation systems was provided in Section 2.5.2. Comprehensive work 

by Veletsos and Meek (1974) and Wolf (1985) led to the development of equations for 

determining the natural frequency and damping values for equivalent SDOF systems on an 

elastic halfspace, which were presented in Equation (2.16) for frequency and Equation (2.18) 

for damping. These equations form the basis of equivalent linear design procedures that use the 

equivalent SDOF period and damping values in conjunction with response spectra from the 

input motions to determine the appropriate design acceleration and displacement of the 

structure. Veletsos (1977) provides a summary of the original work done to develop a practical 

design procedure for accounting for the effects of SSI on earthquake response of structures. 

The main design parameter in this procedure is the equivalent period ratio, which is the ratio of 

the equivalent period ( ) to the fixed base structure period (Ts) and is defined by Equation 

(5.2): 

 
= 1 + +  (7.1) 

where ks is  the  stiffness  of  the  SDOF structure,  he is the height of the SDOF mass above the 

foundation, and Kh and K  are  the  horizontal  and  rotation  stiffness  of  the  foundation  

respectively. Equation (7.1) is the same as Equation (2.16), which was taken from Wolf (1985), 

but is rearranged to be in terms of period. The equivalent period ratio is then used to define the 

equivalent damping of the system ( ) as per Equation (7.2) (Veletsos, 1977): 

 
= +  (7.2) 

where  is the foundation damping factor and  is the damping factor for the structure in its 

fixed base position. For specific levels of excitation, the equivalent period ratio and equivalent 

damping have been found to be dependent on the properties that characterise the soil-

foundation-structure system. 

Dimensionless parameters that relate the properties of the structure to that of the soil and 

foundation can be used to conveniently characterise soil-foundation-structure systems. They 
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can then be used to relate equivalent SDOF period and damping to the different characteristics 

of a particular building model. The most important dimensionless parameter has been found to 

be the stiffness or wave parameter ( ), which relates the stiffness of the structure to that of the 

soil (Stewart et al., 1999b). The inverse of the relative stiffness parameter is used primarily and 

is defined by Veletsos (1977) as shown in Equation (7.3): 

 1
=  (7.3) 

where Vs is the shear wave velocity of the foundation soil. Other influential dimensionless 

parameters are the aspect ( )  and  mass  ( ) ratios defined in Equations (7.4) and (7.5) 

respectively: 

 
=  (7.4) 

 =  (7.5) 

where me is the effective mass of the SDOF structure, r is the radius of the foundation and  is 

the mass density of the soil. The original analysis of equivalent SDOF parameters investigated 

circular foundations so a radius was used. Stewart et al. (1999a) suggest using equivalent radii 

for foundations of any shape using the area (A) and moment of inertia (If) of the foundation for 

translational and rotational deformation modes respectively (i.e. =  for the 

translational mode and =  for the rotational mode). The translational radius was used 

in  the  mass  ratio  and  the  rotational  radius  was  used  in  the  aspect  ratio  as  shown  in  the  

equations above. Other dimensionless parameters are able to be defined but the ones presented 

were found to be the most influential in ascertaining the equivalent SDOF period and damping 

values for SSI systems. However, in the centrifuge experimental analysis a relationship was 

found between the equivalent SDOF period and the amplitude of the input acceleration. 

7.1.1 Centrifuge experimental equivalent SDOF period and

damping results

Equivalent SDOF period and damping values ascertained for the equivalent building models in 

the centrifuge experiments provided a platform for investigating equivalent linear design of 

multi-storey buildings on shallow raft foundations. The equivalent period values for all of the 
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models and experiments are presented in Table C.1 and the equivalent damping values are 

presented in Table C.2 of  Appendix  C.  The  equivalent  period  ratio  is  shown  for  each  of  the  

models and experiments in Table C.1 and provides a comparison of response across the 

different models and experiments. This ratio has been utilised extensively in the literature to 

determine equivalent linear design procedures that incorporate interaction between the soil and 

the structure, as discussed previously. 

In the experimental results presented in Chapter 5, a linear relationship was observed between 

the equivalent fixed base SDOF period and the magnitude of the input motion. Figure 5.20 

provided a good indication of the observed relationship between equivalent period and input 

motion for the 3, 5, and 7 storey building models subjected to the range of Ricker wavelet 

motions. As the peak amplitude of Ricker wavelet increased, the equivalent SDOF period in 

the experiments also increased. By plotting the equivalent period ratio against the magnitude of 

input motion for all the experiments (including the basement foundation model and the 

Christchurch Earthquake experiments), insight could be gained into the influence of input 

motion on the equivalent SDOF period across the range of models as well as the extent to 

which the fixed base structural period was modified by nonlinear SFSI. To make viable 

comparisons  across  the  different  experiments  with  different  input  motions  and  across  the  

models  with  different  dynamic  properties,  the  5%  damped  spectral  acceleration  of  the  input  

motion at the fixed base structural period (SATs) was used to specify the magnitude of the input 

motion. 

Figure 7.1 presents the equivalent period ratio for the entire suite of centrifuge experiments on 

all of the building models (Ricker wavelet amplitudes and Christchurch Earthquake records) 

plotted against the spectral acceleration of the input motion at the fixed base period. Across all 

of the models there was a general trend of increasing period ratio as the amplitude of the input 

motion increased, which can be considered to be reasonably linear. However, each of the 

models appeared to have a slightly different linear relationship with increasing spectral 

acceleration. This suggested there were other factors associated with the different 

characteristics of the models that influenced the equivalent SDOF period. 

The dimensionless parameters presented in Section 7.1 were calculated for the different 

centrifuge models to investigate the potential influence of them on the equivalent SDOF period 

of response. The parameters for each model are presented in Table 7.1. Since the same stiff soil 

was  used  in  all  of  the  experiments  and  the  same  foundation  was  used  for  all  of  the  models,  
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there was little variation in the stiffness parameter and mass ratio across the different models. 

The greatest variation was in the aspect ratio, which suggested this parameter may have had a 

large influence on the relationship between equivalent period ratio and input motion 

magnitude. Multi-linear regression was undertaken using all the experimental data for 

equivalent period ratio, the spectral acceleration at the fixed base period, and the dimensionless 

parameters presented in Table 7.1 to see what parameters affected the equivalent SDOF period 

of response. 

 

Figure 7.1 Equivalent period ratio determined for all the centrifuge model experiments plotted against the 
spectral acceleration (5% damped) of the input motion at the fixed base structural period of the model. 

Table 7.1 Dimensionless parameters for the centrifuge experiment models. 

Model Stiffness parameter (1/ ) Aspect ratio ( ) Mass ratio ( ) 

3 Storey 0.087 1.62 0.14 

5 Storey 0.083 2.61 0.14 

7 Storey 0.082 3.61 0.14 

7 Storey Basement 0.082 3.48 0.13 

The results of multi-linear regression analysis on parameters influencing the equivalent SDOF 

period ratio from the centrifuge experiments showed that including all the dimensionless 

parameters provided the best fit to the experimental results. Different combinations of the 

different dimensionless parameters, along with the spectral acceleration at the fixed base 
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period, were tested to find the best fit to the experimental results. A reasonably good adjusted 

R squared value of 0.63 was achieved by just including the mass ratio, which suggested it 

actually had a significant influence on the relationship. In contrast, the aspect ratio and stiffness 

parameter had P-values significantly greater that 5% when they were individually included, 

which suggested that they did not have a significant influence by themselves. However, when 

all three parameters were included in the regression analysis the adjusted R squared value 

improved  to  0.72  and  P-values  for  all  parameters  were  significantly  less  than  5%.  The  final  

regression equation with all the parameters is presented in Equation (7.6) and the results using 

this equation are compared with the experimental data for the four sets of model experiments in 

Figure 7.2. 

 
= 0.19 31.82 + 0.31 0.76 + 14.87 (7.6) 

 

Figure 7.2 Comparison between results of regression analysis and experimental data for the (a) 3 storey, (b) 
5 storey, (c) 7 storey, and (d) 7 storey with basement foundation centrifuge models. 

Interestingly, if the regression equation was projected back to an input spectral acceleration of 

zero, reasonably high equivalent period ratios would be calculated. Equivalent period ratios of 

about 2 were obtained at an input spectral acceleration of zero in the centrifuge experiments on 

the range of building models, indicating that the equivalent periods would be double the fixed 

base periods when the amplitude of the input motion was very low. It would be anticipated that 
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the theoretical equivalent period calculated using elastic SSI and small strain parameters of the 

soil  should  give  a  close  representation  of  the  equivalent  period  at  low  levels  of  shaking.  

However, the elastic SSI periods for the models were calculated to be only slightly higher than 

the fixed base periods. It may be inferred from this that the development of a linear relationship 

between equivalent period and magnitude of input motion was not valid. However, the 

experimental results gave a clear indication of a linear relationship for the range of amplitudes 

of  input  motion  employed  in  each  experiment.  The  reason  why  the  equivalent  period  at  low  

input motions was still considerably greater than the SSI period calculated using small strain 

parameters of the soil is thought to be because foundation rotational stiffness decays very 

rapidly at very small displacements, particularly when the static bearing capacity FoS is large. 

Paolucci et al. (2013) showed using numerical models calibrated to experimental results that at 

foundation rotations of only a fraction of a radian, the rotational secant stiffness of a shallow 

foundation with a high static bearing capacity FoS decays rapidly to a small proportion of the 

small strain elastic rotational stiffness. Since the centrifuge models have very high static FoS 

values, it was considered reasonable that relatively high equivalent periods would be 

ascertained at very low levels of input motion and therefore the linear relationship was 

considered valid. 

However, the multi-linear regression equation relating equivalent SDOF period ratio to spectral 

acceleration at the fixed base period and the dimensionless parameters was specific to the 

experimental data and scenario used to derive it. Since the soil was the same across all the tests 

and the foundation was identical for the surface models, there was limited applicability of this 

equation to a range of building, foundation and soil conditions in an earthquake resistant design 

scenario. The regression analysis did show, though, that there are a number of interacting 

factors  affecting  the  equivalent  SDOF  period  of  response  when  nonlinear  SFSI  is  occurring.  

Further development of an equivalent linear design methodology drawing on the findings from 

the experimental results is explored in the next Section. 

Multi-linear regression analysis was also conducted using the equivalent SDOF damping 

results from the centrifuge experiments. The regression was undertaken on the foundation 

damping factor, which was determined from Equation (7.2) using the equivalent damping, the 

equivalent period ratio, and assuming a structural damping of 5%. The full results for the 

foundation damping factor are presented in Table C.2 in Appendix C. Figure 5.21 showed the 

general findings from the range of models and experiments undertaken and displayed that there 

was not a definitive relationship between total equivalent SDOF damping and the amplitude of 
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the input motion. Multi-linear regression analysis also showed a linear relationship was not 

applicable, with the spectral acceleration at the fixed base period having a P-value greater that 

5% when included individually in the regression or when combined with other potentially 

influential parameters. As with the equivalent SDOF period ratio, various combinations of the 

dimensionless parameters were explored in the regression analysis to find the best fit with the 

experimental results. For the range of data available in the experiments there was no very 

significant linear relationship between the dimensionless parameters and the equivalent 

foundation damping factor. The best multi-linear relationship was found when the aspect ratio 

and stiffness ratio were included but produced an adjusted R squared value of only 0.36. By 

observing the equivalent SDOF damping data and the results of the regression analysis, it was 

found that the foundation damping factor was the dominant component of equivalent SDOF 

damping and that there was limited variation in the magnitude of the factor across the 

experiments. Therefore, it was concluded that an average foundation damping factor of 0.09 

could  be  assumed  for  all  of  the  experiments  and  could  also  be  used  in  equivalent  linear  

earthquake resistant design of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations resting on a 

competent soil. 

7.1.2 Development of an equivalent linear design procedure

The multi-linear regression analysis of the equivalent period ratio in the centrifuge experiment 

results showed that there was a linear relationship with the magnitude of the input motion but 

there were a number of interacting characteristics affecting the particular relationship for a 

particular model. A larger array of experimental and calibrated numerical modelling data 

would be required to develop a comprehensive design procedure integrating nonlinear SFSI 

into an equation linking equivalent period to the characteristics of the structure, foundation and 

soil. However, a simplified equivalent linear design procedure was developed utilising the 

available experimental results and adjusting Equation (7.1) to account for the influence of 

nonlinear SFSI on equivalent SDOF response. The simple adjustment to the equation is 

presented in Equation (7.7) whereby a factor ( ) is applied to the elastic horizontal and 

rotational stiffness of the foundation to account for nonlinear SFSI. Similar factoring of the 

foundation stiffness parameters has been included in design procedures presented by Veletsos 

(1977) and more recently by Stewart et al. (1999a) but the factoring was done using charts 

available for foundations on an elastic half-space so nonlinear interaction was not incorporated. 

The required  factor could be determined for the centrifuge experiments to achieve the 
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calculated equivalent period ratio and guide development of an equivalent linear design 

procedure. 

 
= 1 + +  (7.7) 

Using an iterative approach, the  factor  in  Equation  (7.7)  was  determined  for  all  of  the  

centrifuge experiments and the results are provided in Table C.3 of Appendix C. Figure 7.3 

presents a plot of the calculated  factor against the input 5% damped spectral acceleration at 

the fixed base period for all of the centrifuge experiments, as was plotted for the equivalent 

period ratio. There appears to be a nonlinear relationship between the variables and the 

different models have different relationships, suggesting the dimensionless parameters may 

also influence the  factor. Instead of determining a relationship between , the input 

acceleration magnitude, and the dimensionless parameters, which would only be valid for 

specific soil-foundation-structure scenario investigated, the experimental data was used to 

validate a proposed design procedure where  was adjusted iteratively to fit foundation 

moment-rotation behaviour. 

 

Figure 7.3 Beta factor for the centrifuge experiments against input spectral acceleration (5% damped) at 
the fixed base structural period. 

Foundation moment-rotation behaviour in the centrifuge experiments was found to fit static 

pushover analysis of spring-bed numerical models when the spring parameters were suitably 

modified in Section 6.4.2. Figure 6.20 and Figure 6.37 showed how the static pushover 
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moment-rotation curve provided a reasonable backbone for the experimental moment-rotation 

results. The pushover curve was independent of input motion and provided a good fit across 

the array of Ricker wavelet and Christchurch Earthquake experiments. Therefore, it provided a 

useful tool in equivalent linear earthquake resistant design of multi-storey buildings on shallow 

foundations. 

Algie (2011) found that a hyperbolic curve provided a good fit to the initial pull-back phase of 

snap-back field experiments. The same methodology was used to develop design moment-

rotation curves for the building models in the centrifuge experiments. The form of the 

hyperbolic relationship is as shown in Equation (7.8): 

 
=

+
 (7.8) 

where M is  the  moment,   is the rotation, Mult is  the  ultimate  moment  and  a and b are 

coefficients that define the shape of the curve. Algie found that reasonable fit was obtained by 

setting a and b to 1. It was also found that the small strain elastic rotational stiffness (K ) had to 

be reduced to match the experimental results and was related to the static bearing capacity FoS. 

In general, the higher the FoS the lower the reduction factor required on the rotational stiffness, 

and from the experiments undertaken Algie suggested a minimum value of the reduction factor 

to be 0.3. In the Algie design procedure, the ultimate moment was calculated using an 

expression from Gajan et al. (2005), which was also reproduced in ASCE 41-13 (2014) (see 

Equation (7.14)). 

Hyperbolic moment-rotation curves also provided a good fit to the experimental data and 

spring-bed numerical pushover results presented in this research. Figure 7.4 provides moment-

rotation plots from experiments on the 3, 5, and 7 storey models with surface raft foundation 

subject to representative Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes and the CBGS Christchurch 

Earthquake record, with the spring-bed pushover curves plotted along with calibrated 

hyperbolic moment-rotation curves. The procedure presented by Algie (2011) was followed to 

determine the hyperbolic curves but adjustments were made to the calculation of the ultimate 

moment and the factor applied to the elastic stiffness of the foundation in order to give the best 

fit to the experimental data. 
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Figure 7.4 Hyperbolic moment-rotation curve comparison with experimental results and spring-bed 
pushover analysis for the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey centrifuge models subjected to 

representative Ricker wavelets and the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record. 

It was found that the ultimate moment calculated using the Gajan et al. (2005) equation gave 

too high a value when fitting to the experimental data. It is noted, though, that the experiments 

did not get near the ultimate moment capacity of the foundation and so the fit was only for the 

initial part of the curve. However, the difference observed may be because the effects of shear 

force on the bearing capacity of the foundation are not directly accounted for in the Gajan et al. 

equation, which may be particularly important when a high static FoS is present as in the 

models investigated in this research. An alternative method for determining the ultimate 

moment was developed using an iterative procedure and the standard bearing capacity 

formulation presented in Section 2.4.2. An initial guess of the ultimate moment was made and 

the effective width of the foundation calculated using Equation (2.8) and Equation (2.9). The 

ultimate shear force was calculated by dividing the ultimate moment by the height of the 

structure and then these variables were used to calculate the modification factors required to 

determine the bearing capacity of the foundation. The ultimate moment was then iterated until 
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the bearing capacity calculated was the same fraction of the static bearing capacity required for 

a good match with spring-bed numerical analysis as presented in Table 6.4 and Table 6.5 (see 

step (viii) in the example in Section 7.2.4). The static bearing capacity factors have been 

repeated in Table 7.2 along with the calculated ultimate moment of the foundation. The bearing 

capacity factor was found by Harden et al. (2005) to be related to the static bearing capacity 

FoS following a power relationship as shown in Figure 6.19 and is considered to only be valid 

for this procedure when FoS values are greater than about six. 

The required reduction factor on the elastic rotational stiffness of the foundation was found to 

be reasonably small for the centrifuge models in order to get a good match with experimental 

and numerical results. The rotational stiffness reduction factors used to develop the hyperbolic 

curves for the different centrifuge models are presented in Table 7.2. The small reduction 

factor follows the findings of Algie (2011) but extends it for instances where very high static 

FoS values are present, as was the case in the experiments undertaken in this research. The 

same reduction factor was required for the three surface foundation models, which had 

identical foundations but a much smaller factor was required for the basement model. This 

suggests  that  the  size  of  the  foundation,  in  conjunction  with  the  static  bearing  capacity  FoS,  

may influence the rotational stiffness reduction factor when determining the hyperbolic 

moment rotation curve for a particular building on shallow foundations. However, further data 

is required to explore this idea. 

Table 7.2 Static bearing capacity factor and small strain stiffness reduction factors as well as foundation 
ultimate moment capacity used to calibrate hyperbolic moment-rotation relationship. 

Model 
Static Bearing 

Capacity Factor 

Rotational Stiffness 

Reduction Factor 

Foundation Ultimate 

Moment (kNm) 

3 Storey  0.055 0.07 6960 

5 Storey  0.07 0.07 9680 

7 Storey  0.075 0.07 11800 

7 Storey Basement 0.045 0.016 15840 

The equivalent linear earthquake resistant design procedure was developed through an iterative 

approach of matching the  factor used to determine equivalent period ratio with the moment-

rotation characteristics of a multi-storey building on a shallow foundation. It was developed for 

the particular scenario investigated in this research where multi-storey buildings with large raft 
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foundations rested on a competent soil so that there was a significant reserve of static bearing 

capacity during earthquake loading. The hyperbolic curve was used to set the moment-rotation 

response of a particular building model and then the  factor was iterated to find an equivalent 

SDOF period and damping ratio that correlated with the defined foundation moment-rotation 

behaviour. 

7.1.3 Equivalent linear design procedure

The equivalent linear design procedure presented herein was developed following procedures 

presented by Veletsos (1977) and Stewart et al. (1999a), and is along the lines of a rocking 

controlled shallow foundation design methodology presented by Pender et al. (2013). It also 

has ties to design guidelines presented by Algie (2011) but overall is an original procedure. 

The design procedure has been developed specifically for multi-storey buildings on shallow 

foundations resting on competent soil so that static bearing capacity FoS values are large. 

However, it may be applicable to other scenarios where there is a high static bearing capacity 

FoS or could be applicable when FoS values are lower if suitable modifications are made. It is 

important to note that this procedure only considers elastic structural response and does not 

include inelastic effects in the structural components. The steps in the calculation process are: 

(i) Determine equivalent SDOF properties of the structure – mass (me),  height  (he), 

and  stiffness  (ks)  –  using  the  procedures  outlined  in  Chapter  3  of  Priestley  et  al.  

(2007) (as discussed in Section 4.5.2). 

(ii) Use the equivalent SDOF properties to determine the natural period of the structure 

(Ts). 

(iii) Obtain foundation soil details and properties (particularly small strain shear 

modulus) and select an appropriate design earthquake spectrum (5% damped). 

(iv) Ascertain shallow foundation dimensions and calculate the dynamic elastic 

horizontal and rotational stiffness of the foundation using the procedures outlined 

in Gazetas (1991) and the small strain shear modulus of the soil. 

(v) Calculate the static bearing capacity of the foundation ( = ) using the 

standard  method  presented  in  2.4.2  and  then  determine  the  static  FoS  ( =

) using the vertical load (V). 
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(vi) Determine the static bearing capacity factor as per the recommendations provided 

in Harden et al. (2005) and with regard to the relationship presented in Figure 6.19. 

For  very  high  static  FoS values  for  which  this  procedure  is  tailored  (FoS >50),  a  

factor not less than 0.05 is recommended. 

(vii) Iterate to find the ultimate foundation moment (Mult) by determining the moment 

(M) and associated shear ( = ) loading that give a bearing capacity equal to 

the static bearing capacity multiplied by the factor from (vi). This is done using the 

standard method presented in Section 2.4.2 and by applying the effective width of 

the foundation due to moment loading and the inclination factors due to shear 

loading. 

(viii) Use the hyperbolic curve defined by Equation (7.9) below to determine the 

moment-rotation response of the shallow foundation. Choose an  factor to reduce 

the dynamic elastic stiffness in the equation based on the static bearing capacity 

FoS. For very high static FoS values for which this procedure is tailored (FoS >50), 

a factor of 0.1 is recommended to be conservative. For lower FoS values between 6 

and 10, Algie (2011) recommended an  factor of 0.5, and 0.3 for higher FoS 

values. 

 
= 1 +

 (7.9) 

(ix) Assume a value for  in Equation (7.10) (repeated from Equation (7.7)) and 

calculate the equivalent period ratio. An initial assumption of 1 will provide 

dynamic elastic response. 

 
= 1 + +  (7.10) 

(x) Calculate the equivalent SDOF damping ratio ( ) using Equation (7.11) (repeated 

from Equation (7.2)) assuming a foundation damping factor ( )  of  0.1  and  a  

structural damping factor ( ) of 0.05. 
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= +  (7.11) 

(xi) Adjust the design input spectrum for the equivalent SDOF damping ratio calculated 

in (x) and find the spectral acceleration (SA) at the equivalent SDOF period 

calculated from the equivalent period ratio determined in (ix). 

(xii) Evaluate the design moment (M*) applied to the foundation using the spectral 

acceleration from (xi) and Equation (7.12) and calculate the design rotation ( *) 

using Equation (7.13). 

 = . .  (7.12) 

 
=  

(7.13) 

(xiii) Plot the design moment (M*) and rotation ( *) with the foundation moment-rotation 

curve determined in (viii). 

(xiv) Repeat steps (ix) – (xiii) until the design moment and rotation match the foundation 

moment-rotation curve. Based on the experiments in this Thesis, this requires a 

significant reduction in  below a value of 1 for a shallow foundation with high 

static bearing capacity FoS, generally to a value less than 0.1. 

(xv) When demand intersects the foundation moment-rotation curve the calculated 

equivalent period and damping ratio can be used to determine structural design 

loads and displacements using the spectral acceleration and displacement. 

There are a few caveats that apply to the application of this equivalent linear earthquake 

resistant design procedure. First and foremost, the procedure was developed for a specific 

scenario where multi-storey buildings on substantial shallow foundations rest on a competent 

soil. This is the predominant scenario in practice for multi-storey buildings on shallow 

foundations because the combination of a strong foundation and competent soil is required to 

ensure static settlements are reasonable. In step (vi) of the calculation process, the static 

bearing capacity factor is calculated following recommendations in Harden et al. (2005) and 

this is used to determine the ultimate moment iteratively in step (vii). These steps are only 

valid for large static FoS values greater than about 6, as mentioned previously, because below 

this value the bearing capacity factor rapidly rises as shown in Figure 6.19. It is suggested that 
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below a static FoS of 6 the ultimate moment should be calculated using the equation developed 

by Gajan et al. (2005) and presented in ASCE 41-13 (2014), as shown in Equation (7.14): 

 
= 2 1  (7.14) 

where L is the length of the foundation and Q is the vertical bearing pressure. 

The  factor applied to the rotational stiffness in step (viii) is based on the experimental results 

in this research as well as findings from the experiments and numerical modelling undertaken 

by Algie (2011). Further research is required to constrain the characteristics that determine the 

value of . Algie suggested that this factor (defined as cop in that research) was a modification 

of the small strain shear modulus, for which a range of design recommendations exist generally 

based on amplitude of the input motion (for example ASCE, 2014; CEN, 2004b). However, 

Algie found that the static FoS also influenced the  factor and there are likely to be a range of 

parameters that influence its value. Furthermore, argument could be made for  and  values to 

be the same since they are both applied to the elastic stiffness. However, as discussed in 

Section 7.1.1 and 7.1.2, there are a range of different parameters affecting equivalent period 

ratio and  factor and it is considered that a different combination of parameters would affect  

when determining an appropriate hyperbolic moment-rotation curve. The prime example is the 

influence of the magnitude of the input motion, which was found to have a significant 

influence on the  factor (see Figure 7.3) but had no influence on the pushover backbone 

moment-rotation curve because this was determined to be the same for a particular structure-

foundation model across a range of input motions. Using the centrifuge experimental data, the 

recommended  value of 0.1 for multi-storey buildings with large raft foundations and a large 

static FoS was considered conservative within the design procedure presented. 

7.1.4 Design procedure examples

The equivalent linear earthquake resistant design procedure was applied to the centrifuge 

experiment models to investigate its validity. An example using the 5 storey model with 

surface  raft  foundation  subjected  a  range  of  Ricker  wavelet  peak  amplitudes  and  the  CBGS  

Christchurch  Earthquake  record  is  presented  in  this  Section.  The  required  parameters  for  the  

model were retrieved from Chapter 6 and the acceleration immediately beneath the foundation 

was used as the input motion and to determine design input spectra. The static bearing capacity 

factor and ultimate foundation moment were retrieved from Table 7.2 to determine the 
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hyperbolic moment-rotation curve for the 5 storey model foundation, as plotted in Figure 7.4. 

After  an  initial  assumption  of  1  for  , the value was iterated until the design moment and 

rotation values matched the hyperbolic demand curve following the proposed design 

procedure. This enabled an equivalent SDOF period and damping value to be ascertained and it 

could be compared with that obtained from the experimental data. 

Figure 7.5 presents iteration of the  value to match the hyperbolic moment-rotation curve for 

the 5 storey model subjected a range of Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes. As shown in the plots, 

the  value was reduced from the initial selection of 1 in each of the cases but as the magnitude 

of the input motion increased the required  value decreased. The same iteration for the 5 

storey model subjected to the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record is presented in Figure 7.6 

showing the  value that matched the moment-rotation demand curve. The full set of results for 

the 5 storey model experiments are presented in Table C.3 in Appendix C, as well as the results 

for the other models. 

A reasonably close comparison was observed between the design  values and those 

determined from the experiments. Figure 7.7 presents the design and experimental  values for 

the 5 storey model Ricker wavelet and Christchurch Earthquake experiments and shows that 

the design procedure generally correlates well with the  values determined from the 

experiments, except for a discrepancy at lower input motions. This suggests that the design 

procedure was able to successfully predict the equivalent SDOF period and damping values for 

the scenario investigated in this research, particularly when input motions were significant 

enough to induce nonlinear SFSI. Similar comparisons were observed for the 7 and 3 storey 

models but overall the design  values were slightly over-predicted in these models, especially 

for the lower amplitude input motions. This may result in a slight under-prediction of 

equivalent SDOF period in the analysis but this could generally be considered to be 

conservative. It also appeared that the proposed design procedure may be more suitable when 

the influence of SFSI is more significant at larger magnitude input motions. 
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Figure 7.5 Iteration of beta in the equivalent linear design procedure conducted on the 5 storey model 
subjected to a range of Ricker wavelet peak amplitudes. 

 

Figure 7.6 Iteration of beta in the equivalent linear design procedure conducted on the 5 storey model 
subjected to the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record. 
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Figure 7.7 Comparison between beta value determined from the equivalent linear design procedure and 
that determined from the experimental results for the 5 Storey model. 

Once the appropriate design  values were determined for the experiments undertaken on the 5 

storey building model, an equivalent SDOF period and damping ratio could be ascertained. The 

equivalent damping value was then used to modify the input design spectrum and the 

equivalent period used to determine the spectral acceleration and displacement that could be 

used in design, as outlined in the design procedure. Figure 7.8 shows this process for the 5 

storey model subjected to the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record when the final  value 

was determined, where the 5% input acceleration spectrum was reduced to account for the 

equivalent SDOF damping ratio. The equivalent period could then be used to determine the 

spectral acceleration using the modified input spectrum as shown in the Figure. The design 

equivalent period ratios for all the experiments are presented in Table C.3 in Appendix C and 

these values could be used in an earthquake resistant design scenario to determine the forces 

and displacements imparted onto the multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations. 
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Figure 7.8 Input motion acceleration response spectrum with equivalent damping from the design 
procedure compared with the 5% damped input spectrum and indication of the formulation of design 

spectral acceleration using the equivalent period for the 5 storey model subjected to the CBGS 
Christchurch Earthquake record. 

7.2 SFSI spring-bed modelling recommendations

The spring-bed numerical modelling of the centrifuge experiments presented in Chapter 6 

involved a process of determining the most suitable procedure to obtain a good match with 

experimental results. The analyses showed that incorporating the nonlinear SFSI effects of 

foundation uplift and permanent soil deformation was essential for obtaining appropriate 

foundation displacements, structural displacements, and structural acceleration response, even 

when the extent of the nonlinear effects was relatively small. Thus, incorporating these effects 

into spring-bed models is important in a wide range of earthquake resistant design scenarios for 

multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations. 

The procedure required to conduct nonlinear SFSI spring-bed modelling involves a number of 

discernible steps. As with linear elastic SSI, the basic properties of the soil, structure, and 

foundation are required along with the elastic foundation stiffness. In order to define the 

nonlinear behaviour of the foundation springs, the foundation static bearing capacity and lateral 

capacity are required as well. These parameters can be applied to existing nonlinear spring 

definitions available in the literature and in a range of design software packages. However, 
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modification  of  the  initial  stiffness  and  the  ultimate  capacity  of  the  springs  was  found  to  be  

necessary to get appropriate foundation response during earthquake loading, as evident in the 

numerical modelling presented in Section 6.4. 

Recommendations for the parameters that define the nonlinear SFSI springs are provided to 

achieve an appropriate foundation response in earthquake resistant design. The initial 

numerical analysis of the centrifuge experiments found that using the full static bearing 

capacity to define the capacity of the vertical springs, the small strain stiffness to define the 

initial  elastic  portion  of  the  vertical  and  horizontal  springs,  and  the  critical  friction  angle  to  

define the capacity of the horizontal sliding spring resulted in insufficient nonlinear response. 

Thus modification of the SFSI spring parameters needed to be applied. Recommendations for 

SFSI spring-bed capacity and stiffness modifications within a nonlinear spring-bed modelling 

design procedure are provided for the case where multi-storey buildings with shallow raft 

foundations rest on a competent cohesionless soil. 

7.2.1 Nonlinear spring-bed modelling

In Section 6.3, an elastic spring-bed model was developed for the centrifuge experiments of 

multi-storey buildings on shallow raft  foundations.  The same model was then used in Section 

6.4 for nonlinear spring-bed modelling but the properties of the springs were changed. Along 

the same lines as that model, a generic design case for nonlinear modelling of shallow raft 

foundations in 2D is presented in Figure 7.9 whereby a bed of closely spaced vertical springs is 

used to model vertical and rotational stiffness and two horizontal springs are used to model 

frictional sliding and passive resistance due to embedment of the foundation. This generic 

model provides the background and focus for the earthquake resistant design recommendations 

presented in this Section. 

In nonlinear spring-bed modelling the springs need to be able to capture the SFSI effects of 

separation of the foundation from the supporting soil and nonlinear soil deformation. In the 

OpenSEES structural analysis software, used to undertake the spring-bed numerical analysis in 

Chapter 6, there are a range of nonlinear uniaxial materials but the most suitable for modelling 

nonlinear shallow foundation response during earthquakes are the QzSimple1 family of 

materials – QzSimple1, TzSimple1, and PySimple1. These materials were originally developed 

for pile foundation modelling but the mechanisms were considered similar for local response of 

shallow foundations. The QzSimple1 material is used for the vertical springs and allows for 
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foundation uplift as well as accumulation of permanent settlement. The TzSimple1 material is 

used for modelling horizontal sliding of the foundation and the PySimple1 material is used to 

capture horizontal passive earth pressure from an embedded shallow foundation. Each material 

is actually comprised of a number of springs and dashpots in series and parallel, and details are 

provided in the online OpenSEES Wiki (PEER, 2012b). These materials form the basis of SFSI 

spring-bed modelling recommendations presented in this Chapter as they are able to capture 

the salient features of nonlinear SFSI and details of the implementation of these materials is 

readily available. 

 

Figure 7.9 Shallow foundation spring-bed modelling layout. 

The behaviour of the different spring materials depends on the parameters used to define them. 

The QzSimple1 family of springs were developed based on work done by Boulanger (1999). 

Harden et al. (2005) and Raychowdhury (2008) described the properties of the spring materials 

in detail as well as the parameters required to define them. Each of the springs is comprised of 

elastic and plastic components, as well as “gap” or detaching elements where necessary, and 

different input parameters are used to specify the behaviour of these components. When the 

springs are initially compressed they behave elastically until a threshold force is reached and 

nonlinear or plastic response is initiated. Different definitions of the springs are available for 

sand and clay (cohesionless and cohesive soil respectively) that affect the shape of the force-

displacement relationship and in particular the extent of initial elastic response. The main 

parameters required to define the springs, though, are the ultimate capacity and displacement at 

which 50% of the ultimate load is mobilized in monotonic loading. The ultimate capacity of 

the foundation springs can be determined using standard bearing and lateral capacity 

relationships. Equations are available in the OpenSEES source code and are presented in 

Harden et al. (2005) for the displacement at 50% load for each of the different springs. In these 

equations the displacement parameter is proportional to the ultimate capacity and inversely 

proportional to the initial elastic stiffness. The initial elastic stiffness of the foundation springs 

can be calculated using standard foundation stiffness relationships using the small strain shear 
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modulus of the soil. However, the full static ultimate capacity of the foundation and the elastic 

stiffness calculated using the small strain shear modulus were found to be inadequate in 

capturing the dynamic earthquake response of a foundation when undertaking nonlinear SFSI 

spring-bed numerical modelling, as shown in Section 6.4.1. Therefore, modifications needed to 

be made to the nonlinear SFSI spring-bed parameters. 

7.2.2 Nonlinear SFSI spring-bed parameters

The basic parameters required to define the springs in a nonlinear SFSI spring-bed model are 

capacity and stiffness. Standard procedures are available to calculate static values of 

foundation bearing, lateral and sliding capacity as well as elastic stiffness for initial 

displacement. In static design of a shallow foundation under vertical load only, the bearing 

capacity can be calculated using the well-established methods outlined in Section 2.4.2 and 

provides the absolute limit of vertical loads that can be applied. Static moment loading can also 

be accounted for but during an earthquake the magnitude of moment load is in constant flux as 

the structure is shaken in multiple directions. Furthermore, the capacity of the soil can be 

reduced during an earthquake due to horizontal shear stress imposed from ground shaking, 

which alters the bearing capacity of the foundation. 

Elastic foundation stiffness values can be calculated in a straightforward manner using the 

procedures outlined in Section 2.4.1. The fundamental soil parameter required for these 

stiffness calculations is the shear modulus and the small strain value is typically easily obtained 

for  given  soil  conditions.  However,  earthquake  loading  drives  strain  levels  in  the  soil  up  

meaning that the small strain shear modulus is typically no longer valid. Furthermore, the 

strain is in constant flux during an earthquake so that the foundation stiffness is also constantly 

changing. Therefore, when undertaking dynamic earthquake design analysis using nonlinear 

spring-bed models, modification of the basic elastic small strain stiffness parameters is 

required, in conjunction with modification of the basic static foundation capacity used to define 

the spring force capacity. 

7.2.2.1 Spring capacity

Modification of static elastic foundation capacity used to define the spring capacity in the SFSI 

spring-bed modelling of the experimental results was discussed in Section 6.4.2. The same 

process was utilised for earthquake resistant design recommendations with changes to make it 
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appropriate for a design procedure. The modification of the static vertical capacity of the 

foundation for application in dynamic, nonlinear spring-bed analysis was the most 

straightforward. As was found by Harden et al. (2005) and in the experiments in this research, 

the static bearing capacity of the foundation had to be reduced by a spring force capacity 

reduction factor related to the static bearing capacity FoS to achieve suitable results in 

nonlinear spring-bed analysis. As the static FoS increased, this spring force capacity reduction 

factor decreased following a power relationship shown in Figure 6.19. For very high static FoS 

values that were the focus of this research and were covered in the centrifuge experiments (FoS 

>50), a minimum factor of 0.05 is recommended. As FoS decreased the recommendations of 

Harden  et  al.  (2005)  are  applied  and  adjusted  to  fit  with  the  results  from  this  research,  

providing the reduction factors presented in Table 7.3. Thus, static bearing capacity of a 

foundation can be calculated using the well-known methods available and then a spring force 

capacity reduction factor applied in accordance with the static FoS, providing a working 

capacity for the vertical springs in a nonlinear spring-bed model subjected to dynamic 

earthquake loading. 

Table 7.3 Spring force capacity reduction factors for dynamic, nonlinear spring-bed analysis (modified and 
updated from Harden, et al., 2005). 

Static Bearing Capacity 

FoS Range 

Spring Force Capacity 

Reduction Factor 

FoS < 4 1 

4 < FoS < 6 0.4 – 0.7 

6 < FoS < 10 0.2 – 0.4 

10 < FoS 0.05 – 0.2 

In terms of horizontal foundation capacity, Harden et al. (2005) suggest using the critical state 

friction angle for the frictional component and the passive earth pressure for the embedment 

component. A smaller friction angle was required to get a good match with experimental 

results in this research, as presented in Section 6.4.2, but a discernible pattern was not 

recognised. It is suggested that a value slightly smaller than the critical state friction angle be 

used in design, such as 2/3 of the value. However, further work is required to support this. 

Reduction of the passive earth pressure was also required in the experimental analysis of the 

basement foundation model presented in Section 6.7 but there is insufficient evidence to 

support a significant reduction and so the recommendations of Harden et al. are suggested. 
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7.2.2.2 Spring initial stiffness

Determination of an appropriate initial stiffness for the spring-bed models used to capture the 

centrifuge experiments was covered in Section 6.4.2. The procedure to find the required 

reduction factor to be applied to the small strain elastic stiffness was not straightforward as it 

was dependent on a range of dynamic components. Various relationships are available in the 

literature and in design codes for reducing the small strain elastic stiffness of a foundation to an 

operational value to account for dynamic loading, primarily by applying a reduction factor to 

the small strain shear modulus. This can lead to uncertainty as to what initial stiffness, or what 

reduction factor, should be used when undertaking nonlinear spring-bed modelling and so an 

iterative procedure using the hyperbolic moment-rotation curve, which was outlined in Section 

7.1.2, is proposed.  

Firstly, the hyperbolic moment-rotation curve is defined for a given structure-foundation model 

using Equation (7.9) and following steps (vii) and (viii) in the equivalent linear design 

procedure in Section 7.1.3. The  value  in  the  equation  is  chosen  based  on  the  static  bearing  

capacity FoS and the ultimate moment is calculated using the reduced bearing capacity 

mentioned in Section 7.2.2.1. For very high static FoS values for which this research is focused 

(FoS >50),  an  alpha  factor  of  0.1  is  recommended but  for  lower  FoS values  above  about  6  a  

higher alpha factor of between about 0.3 and 0.5 is suggested based on field experiments done 

on cohesive soil by Algie (2011). 

Next, an initial guess of the reduction factor applied to the initial elastic small strain vertical 

stiffness is made. From the centrifuge experiment results, a factor between 0.1 and 0.2 appears 

to be suitable for the case where a large shallow foundation rests on a competent soil producing 

a high static FoS. For other cases, Harden et al. (2005) provide relationships related to the 

static factor of safety that give values between about 0.25 and 2. This initial guess for spring 

initial stiffness is combined with the calculated ultimate spring capacity to develop a spring-

bed model for the design scenario and static pushover analysis is undertaken on that model 

with the structure represented as a simple equivalent SDOF. In the analysis the foundation is 

restrained from movement in the horizontal direction. The foundation moment-rotation 

response from the pushover analysis is then compared with the hyperbolic curve to see whether 

the initial stiffness estimate was too stiff or too soft. The stiffness is adjusted accordingly and 

the pushover analysis re-run. This process is repeated until a suitable match between spring-

bed pushover moment-rotation and the hyperbolic curve is achieved, giving the reduction 
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factor applied to the vertical stiffness. The same factor is then applied to the horizontal stiffness 

of  the  foundation,  which  is  then  used  to  define  the  initial  stiffness  of  the  horizontal  springs.  

Once the nonlinear spring-bed model is established, earthquake resistant design can be 

undertaken utilising the simple SDOF structural model and/or by adding a more complicated 

structural model to the SFSI spring-bed model of the foundation. 

7.2.3 SFSI spring-bed modelling design procedure

A summarised earthquake resistant design procedure for undertaking nonlinear SFSI spring-

bed modelling of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations is presented utilising the 

preceding recommendations. The procedure focuses on developing an appropriate nonlinear 

spring-bed for subsequent seismic analysis of structure-foundation models. The basic 

properties of the soil, structure, and foundation are utilised to establish a 2D spring-bed model 

of the foundation and calculate the small strain elastic foundation stiffness values. Then the 

spring force capacity reduction factor is calculated as well as the modification factor to be 

applied to the small strain elastic stiffness to develop a nonlinear spring bed model. The steps 

in the process of developing the nonlinear spring-bed model are presented below: 

(i) Obtain foundation soil details and properties. In particular determine the small 

strain shear modulus (G0) (typically from the shear wave velocity (Vs)), the friction 

angle ( )  of  cohesionless  soils  and  the  undrained  shear  strength  (su) of cohesive 

soils, the critical state friction angle ( crit),   Poisson’s  ratio  ( ), and density ( ) or 

unit weight ( ). 

(ii) Determine or estimate the structure fixed base natural period and calculate the 

equivalent SDOF properties of the structure – mass (me), height (he), and stiffness 

(ks) – using the procedures outlined in Chapter 3 of Priestley et al. (2007) (as 

discussed in Section 4.5.2). 

(iii) Ascertain shallow foundation dimensions – length (L),  width  (B),  and  depth  of  

embedment (D). Note that this procedure was developed based on raft foundations 

that generally cover the building plan area and are on the ground surface or have a 

given basement requirement so the dimensions are somewhat fixed. However, the 

procedure could be extended to strip and pad shallow foundations or to raft 

foundations where dimensions have some flexibility, especially the depth of 
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embedment, so that dimensions could be iterated within the procedure to find an 

optimal design. 

(iv) Calculate the dynamic elastic vertical, horizontal and rotational stiffness of the 

foundation using the procedures outlined in Gazetas (1991) and the small strain 

shear modulus of the soil. 

(v) Calculate the static bearing capacity of the foundation ( = ) using the 

standard method presented in Section 2.4.2 and then determine the static FoS 

( = ) using the vertical load on the foundation (V), which includes the 

self-weight of the foundation. 

(vi) Apply a spring force capacity reduction factor to the static bearing capacity using 

Table 7.3 by utilising the static FoS. The modified bearing capacity becomes the 

operational vertical capacity of the foundation for nonlinear spring-bed modelling. 

For very high static FoS values for which this procedure is tailored (FoS >50), a 

factor not less than 0.05 is recommended. 

(vii) Iterate to find the ultimate foundation moment (Mult) by determining the moment 

(M) and associated shear ( = ) loading that give a bearing capacity equal to 

the static bearing capacity multiplied by the reduction factor from (vi). This is done 

using the standard method presented in Section 2.4.2 and by applying the effective 

width of the foundation due to moment loading and the inclination factors due to 

shear loading. 

(viii) Use the hyperbolic curve defined by Equation (7.15) below (repeated from 

Equation (7.9)) to determine the moment-rotation response of the shallow 

foundation. Choose an  factor to reduce the dynamic elastic rotational stiffness in 

the equation based on the static bearing capacity FoS. For very high static FoS 

values  for  which  this  procedure  is  tailored  (FoS  >50),  a  factor  of  0.1  is  

recommended to be conservative. For lower FoS values between 6 and 10, Algie 

(2011) recommended an  factor of 0.5, and 0.3 for higher FoS values. 

 
= 1 +

 (7.15) 
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(ix) Apply an estimated initial reduction factor for the dynamic small strain elastic 

stiffness of the foundation based on the static bearing capacity FoS. The same 

factor is applied to the vertical and horizontal stiffness. For very high static FoS 

values for which this procedure is tailored (FoS >50), a factor of 0.1 to 0.2 is 

recommended. The modified stiffness values become the initial stiffness of the 

foundation spring elements. 

(x) Develop a 2D spring-bed numerical model of the shallow foundation with vertical 

springs only and a SDOF representation of the structure using the parameters from 

(ii), as shown in Figure 7.10. A suitable number of springs should be placed so that 

the spacing of the vertical springs is less than a critical length (Lc) defined in ASCE 

41-13 (2014) using Equations (7.16) and (7.17): 

 

Figure 7.10 2D spring-bed numerical model for the SFSI design procedure. 

 =  (7.16) 

 =  (7.17) 

where Ac is the critical foundation bearing area. This critical spring spacing ensures 

two springs are involved if the bearing area was reduced to the minimum required 

restrained from horizontal 
displacement 
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to support the vertical load on the foundation. Springs are recommended to be 

spaced evenly across the foundation. The central node of the foundation (where the 

SDOF structure is connected) should be restrained from horizontal displacement 

and all foundation nodes can be constrained to have equal rotation if the foundation 

is assumed to be rigid. 

(xi) Define the vertical springs using the OpenSEES QzSimple1 spring definition by 

utilising the foundation operational vertical capacity determined in (vi) and the 

initial vertical stiffness. It is recommended to distribute the capacity and stiffness 

uniformly based on the tributary area of each spring (i.e. springs on the ends of the 

foundation have half the stiffness of the springs in the middle). For the individual 

springs, the displacement at 50% of the ultimate load for the vertical springs (z50) is 

determined from Equation (7.18) for sand and Equation (7.19) for clay (Harden, et 

al., 2005): 

 = 1.39  (7.18) 

 = 0.525  (7.19) 

where quS is the spring ultimate capacity and kiS is the initial stiffness of the spring. 

(xii) Undertake pushover numerical analysis of the 2D spring-bed model by applying a 

gradually increasing horizontal load to the structure lumped mass node. Ensure that 

the maximum horizontal load is sufficient to induce a moment slightly less than the 

ultimate moment calculated in (vii). 

(xiii) Plot the pushover moment-rotation results on top of the hyperbolic moment 

rotation curve determined in (viii). If the pushover results are above the hyperbolic 

curve (i.e. the initial rotational stiffness is too high) reduce the factor applied to 

dynamic small strain elastic stiffness of the foundation and thus the initial stiffness 

of the vertical  springs.  If  the pushover results are below the hyperbolic curve (i.e.  

the initial rotational stiffness is too low) increase the stiffness factor. 

(xiv) Repeat steps (xi) to (xiii) until the pushover moment-rotation curve has a good fit 

to the hyperbolic moment-rotation curve. The stiffness reduction factor is then used 
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for  the  remainder  of  the  procedure  and  can  be  applied  to  the  horizontal  dynamic  

elastic small strain stiffness as well. 

(xv) Extend the 2D spring-bed numerical model of the shallow foundation to include 

horizontal springs as shown in Figure 7.9. If the foundation is on the ground 

surface only include the horizontal frictional spring but if it is embedded include 

both the frictional and passive springs. Remove the horizontal restraint on the 

central node of the foundation. 

(xvi) Calculate the capacity of the frictional spring (Qz) using Equation (7.20) and the 

critical state friction angle ( crit)  of the soil.  Note that a factor of 2/3 is  applied to 

the critical state friction angle in accordance with the findings in this research but 

this factor can be removed if considered more appropriate. 

 = V. tan
2
3  (7.20) 

(xvii) If the foundation is embedded, calculate the horizontal passive capacity (Py) of the 

foundation using the passive earth pressure coefficient (Kp) from Caquot and 

Kérisel (1949) and Equation (7.21): 

 = 0.  (7.21) 

where D is the embedment depth of the foundation. 

(xviii) If the foundation is on the ground surface assign the full modified horizontal 

dynamic elastic stiffness of the foundation to the initial stiffness of the single 

frictional spring. Otherwise, divide the horizontal stiffness between the frictional 

and passive springs using Equations (7.22), (7.23) and (7.24) (Harden, et al., 2005): 

 
=  (7.22) 

 
= 1

1
 

(7.23) 

 =  (7.24) 

where kfr is the frictional horizontal stiffness component, kpep is the passive 

horizontal stiffness component, khm is the modified horizontal dynamic elastic 
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stiffness, and Idepth and Isidewall are horizontal stiffness correction factors for the 

depth and embedment of the foundation discussed in Section 2.4.1 and available in 

Gazetas & Tassoulas (1987). 

(xix) Define the frictional spring using the OpenSEES TzSimple1 spring definition by 

utilising the foundation frictional capacity determined in (xvi) and either the full 

modified horizontal dynamic elastic stiffness or the frictional horizontal stiffness 

component (kfr)  for  the  initial  stiffness  of  the  spring.  The  displacement  at  50% of  

the ultimate load for the frictional spring (t50) is determined from Equation (7.25)  

for sand and Equation (7.26) for clay (Harden, et al., 2005): 

 = 2.05  (7.25) 

 = 0.708  (7.26) 

(xx) If required, define the passive spring using the OpenSEES PySimple1 spring 

definition by utilising the foundation passive capacity determined in (xvii) and the 

passive horizontal stiffness component (kpep) for the initial stiffness of the spring. 

The displacement at 50% of the ultimate load for the passive spring (y50) is 

determined from Equation (7.27)  for sand and Equation (7.28) for clay (Harden, et 

al., 2005): 

 = 0.542  (7.27) 

 = 8.0  (7.28) 

(xxi) Undertake dynamic time history analysis on the completed SFSI spring-bed model 

using direct integration methods and by applying design earthquake records. A 

more complicated structural model can also be added to the nonlinear spring-bed 

model of the foundation. Acceleration and displacement of the foundation and 

structure can be derived from the analysis to allow further structure and foundation 

design to be undertaken. 

The procedure above provides recommendations for developing a nonlinear spring-bed model 

of a shallow foundation for inclusion in the wider earthquake resistant design process. It is not 
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a complete earthquake resistant design procedure and aims to foster interaction between 

structural and geotechnical earthquake resistant design within the context of SFSI. A design 

procedure flow chart was developed to lay out the steps above more clearly and is presented in 

Figure 7.11. The procedure should be followed in the initial phases of multi-storey building 

earthquake resistant design by the geotechnical engineer in collaboration with the structural 

engineer, and then referred back to throughout the design process.  

The same caveats that applied to the equivalent linear design procedure in Section 7.1.3 apply 

to the SFSI spring-bed modelling design procedure. In particular, this procedure has been 

developed for a specific scenario where multi-storey buildings on substantial shallow 

foundations rest on a competent soil. This is the predominant scenario in practice for multi-

storey buildings on shallow foundations because the combination of a strong foundation and 

competent soil is required to ensure static settlements are reasonable. Due diligence should be 

given when applying the procedure outside the original scope, for example for small buildings 

on less competent soil. 

7.2.4 SFSI spring-bed design procedure example

The 5 storey centrifuge model was used to present an example using the SFSI spring-bed 

modelling design procedure. The relevant steps were followed to develop an appropriate 

spring-bed model and then it was subjected to an example Ricker wavelet applied in the 

centrifuge experiments to assess the suitability of the 2D numerical model. The OpenSEES 

input files presented in Appendix B give a representation of the application of the design 

procedure for the 5 storey centrifuge model. The steps in the design procedure are as follows: 

(i) The required properties of the sand used in the centrifuge experiments are obtained 

from previous Chapters: 

= 130300  

= 39  

= 32  

= 0.3 

= 17 /  

= = 274.3 /  
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Figure 7.11 SFSI spring-bed modelling design procedure flowchart. 
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(ii) Calculate the structure fixed base natural period and equivalent SDOF properties: 

= 0.52  

=
2

= 12.1 /  

= 190.9  

= 11.9  

= 27,871.4 /  

(iii) The centrifuge models had raft foundations on the ground surface (i.e. no 

embedment) with the following dimensions: 

= 8  

= 8  

(iv) Calculate the small strain dynamic elastic stiffness of the foundation from Gazetas 

(1991): 

Dynamic factor: 

= 2 = 0.18 

Static vertical stiffness: 

= ( ) = 1.489 10  /  

= 0.73 + 1.54
.

= 2.27 

= = 3.38 10  /  

Dynamic vertical stiffness: 

( ) = 1 

= ( ) = 3.38 10  /  

Static horizontal stiffness: 

= ( ) = 6.132 10  /  
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= 2 + 2.5
.

= 4.5 

= = 2.759 10  /  

= 0.11
( )
(0.75 ) = 2.759 10  /  

Dynamic horizontal stiffness: 

( ) = 1 

= ( ) = 2.759 10  /  

Static rotational stiffness (only lateral direction): 

=
12

( ) = 1.478 10  /  

= 3
.

= 3 

= = 4.434 10  /  

Dynamic rotational stiffness (only lateral direction): 

( ) = 1 0.3 = 0.95 

= ( ) = 4.195 10  /  

(v) Calculate the static bearing capacity and FoS: 

Bearing capacity factors and modification factors: 

= ( ) 0.785 + 2 = 55.8 

= 2 1 ( ) = 88.8 

= 1 0.3 = 0.7 

= 1 

Static bearing capacity: 

= 0.5 = 270,520.3  
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Take the total vertical load as the mass of the equivalent structure plus the mass of 

the foundation (mf = 177.8 T) (ignore the column): 

= + = 3,616.9  

Static bearing capacity FoS: 

= = 75 

(vi) Apply a spring force capacity reduction factor of 0.07 to get an operational bearing 

capacity (Qo): 

= 0.07 = 18,936.4  

(vii) Iterate to find the ultimate moment using bearing capacity calculations and the 

operational bearing capacity: 

Ultimate moment: 

= 9,677  

Horizontal shear: 

= = 813.2  

Effective foundation width: 

= 2 = 2.649 

Bearing capacity modification factors (changed and in addition to those in step 

(iv)): 

= 1 0.3 = 0.901 

= = 0.496 

Bearing capacity with ultimate moment loading: 

= 0.5 = 18,936.2  
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Ultimate moment is iterated until the modified bearing capacity (Qum) is 

approximately equal to the operational bearing capacity (Qo = 18,936.4 kN). 

(viii) Define the design moment-rotation curve for the foundation using the hyperbolic 

relationship from Equation (7.15). Assume an  value of 0.1. Figure 7.12 presents 

the design foundation moment-rotation curve for the 5 storey centrifuge model. 

 

Figure 7.12 Design foundation hyperbolic moment-rotation curve for the 5 storey model. 

(ix) Apply an initial reduction factor of 0.1 to the horizontal and vertical stiffness: 

= 0.1 = 338,000 /  
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= = = 0.856 
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foundation node to have no horizontal rotation, and distribute the foundation mass 

(mf = 177.8 T) evenly across the foundation nodes. Retrieve equivalent SDOF 

structural components from step (ii). 

(xi) Define the QzSimple1 springs: 

Divide the operational bearing capacity of the foundation uniformly between the 

springs. The springs on the end of the foundation have half the capacity of the other 

springs calculated below. 

= 80 = 236.705  

Divide the reduced foundation stiffness uniformly between the springs. Again, the 

end springs will have half the stiffness of the other springs calculated below. 

= 80 = 4,225  

Calculate the displacement at 50% of the ultimate load (z50) for the sand in the 

centrifuge experiments. The end springs will have half this value. 

= 1.39 = 0.056  

Note that the suction and radiation damping components of the QzSimple1 material 

are not included in this analysis. 

(xii) Undertake pushover numerical analysis. The maximum horizontal load applied to 

the structure lumped mass node is less than Hu = 813.2 kN. Note that gravity loads 

should be applied before the pushover analysis (see Appendix B). 

(xiii) The pushover moment rotation is plotted on top of the hyperbolic curve in Figure 

7.13. As shown, the pushover curve is less than the hyperbolic curve so the 

stiffness reduction factor needs to be increased. 
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Figure 7.13 Comparison of pushover and hyperbolic moment-rotation curves for the first iteration of 
pushover analysis in the 5 storey centrifuge model spring-bed design example. 

(xiv) The stiffness factor was increased to 0.15 and the properties of the vertical springs 

recalculated. 

= 0.15 = 507,000 /  

= 80 = 6,337.5  

= 1.39 = 0.052  

The pushover numerical analysis was undertaken again and the moment-rotation 

results plotted on top of the hyperbolic curve, as shown in Figure 7.14. The 

pushover moment-rotation plot now fits the hyperbolic curve, so the final stiffness 

modification  factor  is  0.15  and  can  be  applied  to  the  horizontal  stiffness  of  the  

foundation as well. 

= 0.15 = 413,850 /  

(xv) The foundation is on the ground surface so the 2D numerical model is extended to 

include only the horizontal frictional spring. The restraint on the central node of the 

foundation for no horizontal displacement is removed from the model. 
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Figure 7.14 Comparison of pushover and hyperbolic moment-rotation curves for the second iteration of 
pushover analysis in the 5 storey centrifuge model spring-bed design example. 

(xvi) Calculate the capacity of the horizontal frictional spring: 

= V. tan
2
3 = 1,412.6  

(xix) Define the frictional TzSimple1 spring: 

= = 1,412.6  

= 2.05 = 0.007  

Note that the radiation damping component of the TzSimple1 material is not 

included in this analysis. 

(xxi) The nonlinear spring-bed foundation model of the 5 storey centrifuge structure is 

complete and now dynamic time history analysis can be undertaken. The 

equivalent SDOF structure was maintained in the analysis and the numerical model 

was subjected to the 0.58 g Ricker wavelet from the centrifuge experiments. Some 

of  the  numerical  modelling  results  are  compared  with  the  experimental  results  in  

Figure 7.15 to Figure 7.18 to examine the suitability of the numerical model for use 

in earthquake resistant design. 
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Figure 7.15 Comparison of SFSI spring-bed numerical model and experimental foundation settlement for 
the 5 storey model subjected to the 0.58 g Ricker wavelet. 

 

Figure 7.16 Comparison of SFSI spring-bed numerical model and experimental foundation moment-
rotation for the 5 storey model subjected to the 0.58 g Ricker wavelet. 
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`  

Figure 7.17 Comparison of SFSI spring-bed numerical model and experimental structural displacement for 
the 5 storey model subjected to the 0.58 g Ricker wavelet. 

 

Figure 7.18 Comparison of SFSI spring-bed numerical model and experimental structural acceleration for 
the 5 storey model subjected to the 0.58g Ricker wavelet. 

The SFSI spring-bed numerical model was able to capture the accumulation of permanent 

settlement of the foundation exhibited in Figure 7.15. It was also able to capture the rotational 

stiffness observed in the experiment and the overall moment-rotation response in Figure 7.16. 
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However, there appeared to be a slight lack of damping during the cycle of peak response, as 

discussed in Section 6.4.4. The structural displacement and acceleration presented in Figure 

7.17 and Figure 7.18 respectively were generally in phase with the experimental results but 

also suffered from a lack of damping after peak response as discussed further in Section 6.6. 

Overall, the SFSI spring-bed design procedure is a simple methodology for incorporating 

nonlinear soil-foundation behaviour into the earthquake resistant design of shallow foundations 

and appears to reasonably accurately capture the dynamic response of the 5 storey structure in 

the centrifuge experiments. 

7.2.5 Generalised spring-bed models

A shortcoming of the SFSI spring-bed modelling design procedure presented in the preceding 

Sections is that it relies on the use of specifically designed nonlinear springs available in 

OpenSEES. The software is open source so is available to everyone but takes time to learn and 

may not be readily useable in a design office, especially if the use of particular purchased 

structural design software is the status quo. Therefore, versatility and simplicity around 

implementing generalised nonlinear springs in a range of software packages is desirable. 

The fundamental behaviour of the QzSimple1 family of nonlinear springs in OpenSEES can be 

implemented in a range of design software packages by utilising a combination of simple 

springs typically available in all software packages or by appropriately applying an available 

nonlinear spring. The vertical springs are the most important component in spring-bed 

modelling of shallow foundations so are the focus of this Section. The fundamental properties 

of the QzSimple1 spring are utilised to develop generalised vertical foundation springs able to 

be used in a range of structural design software. 

The QzSimple1 spring can be replicated reasonably well by combining a detaching/no tension 

“gap” spring with a nonlinear/hysteretic spring in series. These two types of springs are 

generally available in a wide range of structural design software packages. Figure 7.19 shows 

the setup of the springs, with the gap spring near the foundation and the hysteretic spring 

connected to the fixed end. The gap spring allows for detachment of the foundation by having 

zero force when the spring goes into tension. In compression the gap spring is elastic and is set 

to a very high stiffness value so the hysteretic spring is engaged when the foundation moves 

down. The tensile portion of the hysteretic spring is also set to the same high stiffness value so 

that the nonlinear compressive behaviour of the spring is immediately activated when the 
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foundation moves down. The nonlinear compressive portion of the spring definition typically 

consists of a tri-linear or multi-linear definition whereby a number of force-displacement points 

are specified to establish a nonlinear relationship. After the first force-displacement point is 

exceeded, unloading follows the initial elastic stiffness until zero force is reached and then the 

gap spring is activated again. The nonlinear definition of the QzSimple1 spring is used to 

define the force-displacement points in the hysteretic spring. 

 

Figure 7.19 Generalised representation of the QzSimple1 spring using a gap spring and hysteretic spring in 
series, with symbolic spring force-displacement relationships shown. 

The  compressive  portion  of  the  QzSimple1  spring  consists  of  an  elastic  component  and  a  

nonlinear plastic component. A multi-linear hysteretic spring can be made to follow essentially 

the same behaviour by setting the first force-displacement point as that when nonlinear or 

plastic response is initiated (the end of the elastic component) and then setting the following 

points to reasonably match the nonlinear plastic behaviour of the QzSimple1 spring. The first 

point is hard coded into OpenSEES as 0.3quS for sand and 0.2quS for clay, where quS is the 

ultimate load of the spring, and can easily be calculated for the multi-purpose spring definition. 

The nonlinear plastic behaviour that occurs following the initial elastic portion is defined using 

Equation (7.29) (PEER, 2012b): 

 
= ( )

+
 (7.29) 
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where qS is the spring load, q0 is the spring load at the start of the plastic loading cycle, z50 is 

the displacement at 50% of the ultimate load (as mentioned in previous Sections), zp is the 

spring displacement during plastic loading, z0
p is the displacement at the start of the plastic 

loading cycle, and c and n are constants. The constants depend on the soil type and are 

recommended for sand as c=12.3 and n=5.5,  and  for  clay  as  c=0.35 and n=1.2. Once the 

nonlinear curve is defined, force-displacement points in the hysteretic spring can be chosen to 

fit the curve. An example of a multi-linear hysteretic spring force-displacement definition for 

the 5 storey centrifuge experiment model is presented in Figure 7.20 and when combined with 

a no tension gap spring may suitably capture the effects of nonlinear SFSI in spring-bed 

modelling. 

 

Figure 7.20 Multi-linear hysteretic spring force-displacement relationship for the 5 storey centrifuge 
experiment model fitted to the nonlinear curve for the QzSimple1 spring. 

An alternative to the combined gap and hysteretic springs involves a single multi-linear plastic 

spring with Takeda hysteresis. This was developed out of nonlinear spring-bed modelling work 

using the structural design software SAP2000 (CSI, 2011) that aimed to utilise the existing 

features of the software. The behaviour of Takeda hysteresis means that the gap spring can be 

built directly into the single hysteretic spring definition. The compressive portion of the spring 

is defined in the same way as the compressive portion of the hysteretic spring for the combined 

springs above. However, the tension portion of the spring is defined to have zero force for all 

displacement to model detachment. This works because in Takeda hysteresis, once the 

horizontal displacement axis is reached during unloading after plastic deformation, the curve 
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follows a secant path to the backbone force-displacement relationship in the opposite direction. 

Therefore, once the spring passes the initial elastic portion in compression, it unloads until the 

horizontal displacement axis is reached and then follows a secant path along the axis to the 

tension side, as shown in Figure 7.21. 

 

Figure 7.21 Multi-linear Takeda hysteretic spring force-displacement relationship for the 5 storey 
centrifuge experiment model fitted to the nonlinear curve for QzSimple1 springs in compression and with 

zero force for all displacement in tension to capture detachment/uplift. 

An  example  using  these  two  versatile  spring  definitions  is  presented  for  the  5  storey  model  

subjected to the 0.58 g Ricker wavelet in the centrifuge experiments. Analysis was done for the 

combined gap and hysteretic springs in OpenSEES and for the Takeda hysteresis springs in 

SAP2000, with comparisons drawn with the results using the QzSimple1 springs in OpenSEES. 

The models in OpenSEES and SAP2000 were set up very similarly to that presented in the 

SFSI spring-bed design procedure example in Section 7.2.4, with the only difference being the 

springs used. For ease of application and comparison, an elastic horizontal spring was used. 

Also, radiation dampers were not included in the analysis because they complicated the 

numerical modelling while not having a significant influence on overall response. 

Figure 7.22 presents the force-displacement behaviour of a spring on the end of the foundation 

of the 5 storey model when subjected to the 0.58 g Ricker wavelet. Both the two spring model 

and multi-linear Takeda hysteresis spring model have similar force-displacement behaviour to 

the model with QzSimple1 springs. There was a slight discrepancy in the peak force-

displacement point reached but this did not have a significant effect on the overall response.  
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Figure 7.22 Generalised spring-bed models example force-displacement behaviour for a spring on the end 
of the foundation of the 5 storey centrifuge model subjected to the 0.58 g Ricker wavelet. 

The generalised spring-bed models were able to capture the accumulation of settlement of the 

foundation  reasonably  well,  as  shown  in  Figure  7.23,  as  well  as  the  foundation  moment-

rotation behaviour depicted in Figure 7.24. The two spring model matched the moment-

rotation response of the QzSimple1 model very closely whereas the Takeda hysteresis model 

had some discrepancies and this was believed to be due to the subtle differences in the analysis 

procedures in OpenSEES versus SAP2000. In terms of structural response, Figure 7.25 and 

Figure 7.26 present the structural displacement and acceleration response respectively for the 

different spring-bed models of the 5 storey structure subjected to the 0.58 g Ricker wavelet. 

The generalised models matched the QzSimple1 model very well in both cases. However, after 

peak response there was a difference in the period of response of the structure for the Takeda 

hysteresis spring-bed model compared with the two spring and QzSimple1 models, which was 

also believed to be due to the different analysis methods in SAP2000 and OpenSEES. 
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Figure 7.23 Generalised spring-bed models example foundation settlement for the 5 storey centrifuge model 
subjected to the 0.58 g Ricker wavelet. 

 

Figure 7.24 Generalised spring-bed models example foundation moment-rotation for the 5 storey centrifuge 
model subjected to the 0.58 g Ricker wavelet. 
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Figure 7.25 Generalised spring-bed models example structural displacement for the 5 storey centrifuge 
model subjected to the 0.58 g Ricker wavelet. 

 

Figure 7.26 Generalised spring-bed models example structural acceleration for the 5 storey centrifuge 
model subjected to the 0.58 g Ricker wavelet. 

Overall, the generalised spring-bed models were able to produce very similar results to that 
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generally available in a wide range of structural design software packages could be utilised to 

undertake nonlinear SFSI modelling of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations and in 

turn enhance the earthquake resistant design of these structures. Ideally a numerical model used 

in earthquake resistant design will rigorously capture the theoretical behaviour of the soil, 

foundation and structure but the uncertainties in input parameters and the time required to 

undertake analysis of such models negates the use of them in design practice. Through simple 

spring-bed modelling that incorporates nonlinear SFSI and uses appropriate spring parameters, 

suitable structure-foundation earthquake behaviour can be captured in numerical modelling. 

Furthermore, the generic spring-bed models that are able to be used in a range of design 

software packages facilitate an integrated approach to multi-storey building design so that 

structural and geotechnical considerations can be considered simultaneously. 

7.3 Christchurch Earthquake case study example

The background to the experimental and numerical analysis undertaken as part of this Thesis 

was the observation in the Christchurch CBD that a number of multi-storey buildings on 

shallow foundations performed reasonably well during the Christchurch Earthquake. Chapter 3 

discussed  the  details  of  the  Christchurch  Earthquake,  the  soil  conditions  in  the  CBD,  and  

observations that were made regarding buildings that performed well, concluding that SFSI 

may have played an important role in that good performance. The centrifuge experiments were 

developed to investigate this hypothesis and showed in Chapter 5 that the nonlinear effects of 

SFSI  are  an  important  influence  on  the  response  of  multi-storey  buildings  on  shallow  

foundations. In this Section the HSBC Building in the Christchurch CBD, which was 

introduced in Section 3.4.4.2 as having performed better than expected in the earthquake, 

provided an example for investigating the earthquake resistant design recommendations 

presented in this Chapter. The equivalent linear design method and the SFSI spring-bed 

modelling recommendations were utilised to exhibit the extent to which the building was 

influenced by nonlinear SFSI during the Christchurch Earthquake and how this may have 

influenced the good performance of this building. 

The North elevation of the building, as presented in Figure 3.20, was utilised for the SFSI case 

study example in this Section as this was the direction of strongest shaking in the Christchurch 

Earthquake.  The  building  consists  of  a  9  storey  steel  framed  tower  on  top  of  a  single  storey  

reinforced concrete podium with a single level basement resting on a raft foundation. For 

simplified modelling of the North elevation of the building, the tower and podium were 
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converted to an equivalent SDOF structure using the procedures outlined by Priestley et al. 

(2007). The natural period of the building (Ts) in the east-west direction was known to be 1.25 

s and so was used to determine the equivalent SDOF stiffness of the building. To determine the 

building mass, assumptions were made about the floor loading to determine appropriate values 

for steel and reinforced concrete portions. The effective masses of the tower and podium (me) 

were lumped at the top of the effective height (he) of the SDOF model and the mass of the raft 

foundation (mf)  was  included  at  the  base  of  the  model.  The  raft  foundation  was  found  to  be  

resting on the layer of shallow dense gravel identified and discussed in Section 3.4.2, with the 

properties of the gravel presented in Table 3.2 used to determine foundation elastic stiffness. 

The final model setup for the Christchurch Earthquake case study example is presented in 

Figure 7.27. 

 

Figure 7.27 Model of the North elevation of the HSBC Building for SFSI earthquake resistant design 
analysis. 

7.3.1 Equivalent linear design

The equivalent linear design procedure presented in Section 7.1.3 was applied to the simplified 

model  of  the  North  elevation  of  the  HSBC  Building.  The  calculated  equivalent  SDOF  

properties of the building are presented in Figure 7.27. Instead of using a design earthquake 
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spectrum, the suitable Christchurch Earthquake records from the CBGS and CHHC sites (see 

Section 3.4.3) were used to investigate the potential influence of SFSI in the response of this 

building during the earthquake. In calculating the static elastic stiffness of the foundation, a 

Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 was assumed for the gravel and the small strain shear modulus was taken 

from  Table  3.2.  Also,  sidewall  contact  was  assumed  to  be  three  quarters  of  the  embedment  

depth of the foundation. A friction angle of 35 degrees was assumed for the gravel in 

determining the static bearing capacity of the foundation, utilising the most conservative value 

from the range presented in Table 3.2. A static bearing capacity factor of 0.05 was used 

following the findings and recommendations presented in this Thesis for foundations with very 

high static FoS values. An alpha factor of 0.1 was used to determine the hyperbolic moment-

rotation curve for the foundation, which was also recommended in this research. Once these 

parameters were established the equivalent period and damping ratio could be determined for 

structural analysis of the building. 

The beta value in the calculation of equivalent period ratio (Equation (7.10)) was iterated until 

the design moment and rotation values matched the hyperbolic demand curve following the 

equivalent linear design procedure. Figure 7.28 and Figure 7.29 present the iteration of the beta 

value for the CBGS and CHHC Christchurch Earthquake records respectively. The beta values 

ascertained when demand equalled capacity could then be used to determine the equivalent 

linear period and damping ratios for the model subjected to the two earthquake records and the 

results are presented in Table 7.4. The equivalent period increased significantly from the fixed 

base period of 1.25 s to around 1.9 s and a reasonably high equivalent damping ratio of 10% 

was obtained. This meant that the spectral acceleration used to determine the earthquake design 

loads for the structure would be reduced, as shown for the CBGS record in Figure 7.30. 

Therefore, the equivalent linear design procedure showed that nonlinear SFSI may have 

reduced the forces transmitted to the HSBC building during the Christchurch Earthquake and 

may explain the good performance of the structure. 

Table 7.4 Equivalent period and damping ratio of the HSBC building model subjected to the Christchurch 
Earthquake records. 

Earthquake Record Equivalent Period (s) Equivalent Damping Ratio 

CBGS 1.88 0.10 

CHHC 1.96 0.10 
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Figure 7.28 Iteration of beta in the equivalent linear design procedure conducted on the HSBC building 
model subjected to the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake. 

 

Figure 7.29 Iteration of beta in the equivalent linear design procedure conducted on the HSBC building 
model subjected to the CHHC Christchurch Earthquake. 
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Figure 7.30 Input motion acceleration response spectrum with equivalent damping from the design 
procedure compared with the 5% damped input spectrum and indication of the spectral acceleration at the 

fixed base structure period and the period from equivalent linear design for the HSBC building model 
subjected to the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record. 

7.3.2 SFSI spring-bed modelling

The SFSI spring-bed modelling design procedure presented in Section 7.2.3 was utilised to 

develop a nonlinear spring-bed model for the North elevation of the HSBC building in 

OpenSEES. A bed of 131 vertical springs were added to the equivalent SDOF model presented 

in Figure 7.27 as well as horizontal springs capturing frictional and passive capacity and 

stiffness of the foundation. The same assumptions and parameters as presented in the previous 

Section were used to develop the spring-bed model. The final reduction factor applied to the 

foundation elastic stiffness values was 0.2 and was determined by matching the moment-

rotation curve from pushover analysis with the hyperbolic curve as shown in Figure 7.31. With 

the spring-bed model of the HSBC building suitably defined, time history analysis of the 

equivalent SDOF building model could be undertaken using the appropriate Christchurch 

Earthquake records. 
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Figure 7.31 Comparison of pushover and hyperbolic moment-rotation curves for the pushover analysis of 
the HSBC building spring-bed model. 

The SFSI effects of uplift and permanent soil deformation were observed in the analysis of the 

HSBC spring-bed model. Figure 7.32 presents the vertical displacement of the edges of the 

foundation during the CBGS earthquake record and shows residual settlement of the 
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found in the centrifuge experimental results, the extent of uplift and permanent soil 
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the width of the foundation. Figure 7.33 presents the force-displacement behaviour of a vertical 

spring on the edge of the foundation and shows the elastic portion being exceeded and 

hysteretic behaviour occurring, as well as the uplift of the foundation when the spring had zero 

force in tension. The proportion of the springs attached to the foundation during the earthquake 

is presented in Figure 7.34 and showed that more than 30% of the foundation had uplifted at 

instances during the earthquake. This was a reasonably significant proportion and suggests 

substantial SFSI effect. Figure 7.35 presents the moment-rotation response of the foundation 

subjected to the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record and showed the hysteresis loops 

developed, indicating damping developed due to the hysteretic behaviour of the vertical 

springs. The small extent of nonlinear SFSI observed in the spring-bed analysis of the HSBC 

model suggested that the response of the building may have been affected during the 

Christchurch Earthquake. 
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Figure 7.32 Foundation vertical displacement of the HSBC building spring-bed model subjected to the 
CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record. 

 

Figure 7.33 End vertical spring force-displacement behaviour in CBGS Christchurch Earthquake analysis 
of the HSBC building spring-bed model. 
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Figure 7.34 Proportion of vertical foundation springs attached for the HSBC building spring-bed model 
subjected to the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record. 

 

Figure 7.35 Foundation moment-rotation for the HSBC building spring-bed model subjected to the CBGS 
Christchurch Earthquake record. 
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analysis of the equivalent SDOF structure. Preliminary structural assessment of the building, as 

outlined in Section 3.4.4.2, was done assuming the foundation was fixed to the ground and 

suggested the building behaved 2.3 times stiffer than the model used to design it. However, 

rather than being stiffer, it was postulated that SFSI reduced the forces transmitted to the 

structure during the earthquake. By comparing the SFSI spring-bed model response with that 

of a fixed base model, conclusions could be drawn as to the potential reasons for the good 

performance of the HSBC building.  

Figure 7.36 presents comparison of the structural horizontal displacement of the lumped mass 

for fixed base and SFSI spring-bed models when subjected to the CBGS Christchurch 

Earthquake record. For the fixed base model this represented the total horizontal displacement 

of the structure (relative to the ground) whereas for the SFSI spring-bed model the presented 

displacement was that measured minus the components from foundation horizontal 

displacement and rotation. This process was explained in detail in Section 5.3.2 and was done 

in this instance to compare the displacement of the structural components. The displacement of 

the structure was significantly less for the SFSI spring-bed model, with a peak value of 0.14 m 

compared to 0.28 m for the fixed base model. Even though the absolute total displacement of 

the structure in the SFSI spring-bed model was actually similar to that in the fixed base model, 

a significant proportion of that displacement was from the rotation of the foundation. 

 

Figure 7.36 Structural displacement of the HSBC building model subjected to the CBGS Christchurch 
Earthquake record comparing fixed base and SFSI spring-bed models. 
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The absolute acceleration of the structure is compared for the two models subjected to the 

CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record in Figure 7.37. Nonlinear interaction at the soil-

foundation interface meant that the acceleration of the structure reduced. The peak structural 

acceleration for the fixed base model was 0.83 g whereas the peak acceleration for the SFSI 

spring-bed model was 0.54 g. This meant that the forces transmitted to the structure were 

reduced because of uplift and permanent soil deformation, which provides evidence that SFSI 

influenced the good performance of the HSBC building in the Christchurch Earthquake. 

 

Figure 7.37 Structural acceleration of the HSBC building model subjected to the CBGS Christchurch 
Earthquake record comparing fixed base and SFSI spring-bed models. 
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influenced the response of the building during the Christchurch Earthquake. Time history 

analysis of the spring-bed model showed that small extents of uplift and permanent soil 

deformation occurred during suitable earthquake records. These effects caused a reduction in 

the structural displacement and acceleration when compared to the typical fixed base case as 

the foundation was able to rotate and forces transmitted to the structure were reduced. 

Therefore it is concluded that SFSI had a significant influence on the good performance of this 

building and is likely to have to have had a similar influence on similar multi-storey buildings 

with similar foundations resting on similar soils, which were identified to have performed well 

during the Christchurch Earthquake. 

 

Figure 7.38 Acceleration response spectra (5% damped) of the structural acceleration response of the 
HSBC building fixed base and SFSI spring-bed models, compared with that of the input CBGS 

Christchurch Earthquake record. 
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incorporated. Recommendations were presented for the implementation of these procedures, 

providing step-by-step guides and worked examples that enable appropriate application of 

SFSI in earthquake resistant design. The procedures balanced simplicity and ease of use with 

reasonably complex phenomena, drawing on the centrifuge experimental and numerical 

analysis results to provide integrated earthquake resistant design methodologies. 

The equivalent linear design procedure was developed based on existing methodologies 

available in the literature, which typically included only elastic SSI. Available equations for 

equivalent period and damping were utilised with a modification factor, beta ( ), applied to the 

elastic  stiffness  to  account  for  SFSI  and  the  results  from  the  centrifuge  experiments  were  

utilised to constrain the design procedure. Multi-linear regression analysis of the centrifuge 

results showed that equivalent period was dependent not only on the magnitude of the input 

motion but also a range of important dimensionless parameters. Equation (7.6) was developed 

from the multi-linear regression and provided a close match to the experimental results for all 

of the building models as presented in Figure 7.2. However, the relationship was specific to the 

experimental  results  and  generally  not  applicable  in  a  wide  range  of  design  cases  so  a  

methodology utilising the  factor was developed for determining the equivalent period ratio, 

as presented in Equation (7.7). The  factor enabled the parameters influencing response of the 

structure to be accounted for. In determining the equivalent damping ratio, the foundation 

damping factor was found to be reasonably consistent across the experimental results and so a 

constant value of 0.1 was assumed for the equivalent linear design procedure. 

The fundamental process in the equivalent linear design procedure involved matching the  

factor used to determine equivalent period ratio with the moment-rotation characteristics of a 

multi-storey building on a shallow foundation. The moment-rotation capacity was determined 

using a hyperbolic relationship presented in Equation (7.8), introduced in this context by Algie 

(2011). A suitable hyperbolic moment-rotation curve for a range of design cases was developed 

by fitting to the centrifuge experimental results, as depicted in Figure 7.4. To do this, reduction 

factors were applied to the foundation static capacity and the static rotational stiffness 

parameters based on the static FoS of a particular foundation, which were constrained based on 

findings from the centrifuge experiments and previous work done by Harden et al. (2005). The 

hyperbolic curve was used to set the moment-rotation capacity of a particular building model 

and then the  factor  was  iterated  to  find  an  equivalent  SDOF period  and  damping  ratio  that  

correlated moment-rotation demand with that capacity. Once a  value was ascertained, the 

equivalent period and then equivalent damping ratio could be calculated and then these could 
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be used to determine structural design loads and displacements using the suitably damped 

spectral acceleration at the equivalent period. The steps involved in the equivalent linear design 

procedure were presented in Section 7.1.3. 

The equivalent linear design procedure provided a simple way to incorporate SFSI into the 

design of multi-storey buildings. Examples were presented using the 5 storey centrifuge model 

and the iteration of the beta value for multiple input motions was presented in Figure 7.5 and 

Figure 7.6. The correlation between the design beta value and that determined in the centrifuge 

experiments was presented in Figure 7.7 and showed a good match, indicating the equivalent 

period and damping calculated in design fitted well with the experimental results. The 

procedure was able to provide fixed base equivalent SDOF period and damping values for the 

centrifuge model structures, which could then potentially be used to calculate structural 

acceleration and displacement that closely matched the measured response in the experiments. 

Thus the equivalent linear design procedure provided a useful method of undertaking fixed 

base analysis of potentially more complicated structural models that integrate nonlinear soil-

foundation effects by modifying the acceleration and displacement demands in earthquake 

resistant design, particularly for multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations resting on 

competent soil. 

The SFSI spring-bed modelling procedure also provided a convenient and beneficial way of 

integrating nonlinear soil-foundation effects into earthquake resistant design of multi-storey 

buildings on shallow foundations. The steps involved in the procedure were presented in 

Section 7.2.3 and laid out in the flow chart in Figure 7.11. Findings from the centrifuge 

experiments and subsequent spring-bed numerical modelling presented in Chapter 6 were 

drawn on to develop the procedure, which has similar elements to the equivalent linear 

procedure to establish the parameters of the spring-bed model. Firstly, the static capacity of the 

foundation and elastic small strain stiffness parameters, which are readily calculable from 

standard equations, were determined as was done in the equivalent linear procedure but 

modifications needed to be implemented to capture appropriate nonlinear SFSI response. 

Recommendations were provided for undertaking suitable SFSI spring-bed modelling of multi-

storey buildings on shallow foundations for earthquake resistant design. When undertaking 

dynamic earthquake design analysis using nonlinear spring-bed models, modification of the 

basic elastic small strain stiffness parameters was required, in conjunction with modification of 

the basic static foundation capacity when defining the foundation springs. A spring force 
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capacity reduction factor was advised to be used based on the static bearing capacity of the 

foundation following the reduction factors presented in Table 7.3. These reduction factors were 

developed based on the findings from the centrifuge experiments and recommendations 

presented by Harden et al. (2005). This could then be used to define the capacity of the vertical 

foundation springs. The initial stiffness of the vertical foundation springs was modified from 

the static elastic values using an iterative procedure based on the moment-rotation capacity of 

the foundation, defined again by the hyperbolic curve. A reduction factor for the initial 

stiffness of the vertical springs was estimated based on the static FoS and then pushover 

analysis undertaken on the spring-bed model. The initial stiffness reduction factor was then 

modified based on comparison of the pushover moment-rotation with the hyperbolic curve 

until a suitable match was obtained. The final reduction factor could then be applied to the 

initial horizontal stiffness to define the horizontal springs, which were further defined 

following recommendations provided by Harden et al. (2005). Once the nonlinear spring-bed 

model was established, earthquake resistant design could be undertaken utilising the simple 

SDOF structural model and/or by adding a more complicated structural model to the SFSI 

spring-bed model of the foundation. 

The SFSI spring-bed modelling design procedure was developed utilising the nonlinear spring 

definitions available in OpenSEES. The QzSimple1 family of nonlinear springs allowed spring-

bed numerical modelling to capture the SFSI effects of foundation uplift and permanent soil 

deformation. However, the springs were specifically designed for OpenSEES and so analysis 

had to be undertaken using that program, which may not be readily useable in a design office. 

Therefore, generalised spring-bed models were developed that capture the fundamental 

behaviour of the QzSimple1 family of springs, primarily the vertical springs, so that suitable 

nonlinear spring-bed models could be applied in a range of structural design software 

packages. A model using two springs in series, one a gap element to capture uplift and the 

other a hysteretic spring to capture nonlinear soil deformation, was developed along with a 

single spring model that utilised Takeda hysteresis. The springs were shown to be able to 

capture the general force-displacement behaviour of the QzSimple1 spring as outlined in 

Figure 7.20 and Figure 7.21. An example was presented using the 5 storey centrifuge model 

with the two different spring definitions analysed in OpenSEES and SAP2000 and comparisons 

drawn with the QzSimple1 spring model results. Figure 7.22 to Figure 7.26 presented results of 

the analysis and overall showed that the generalised spring-bed models were able to produce 

very similar results to that achieved using the specifically designed springs available in 
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OpenSEES. Simple spring models generally available in a wide range of structural design 

software packages could be utilised to undertake nonlinear SFSI modelling of multi-storey 

buildings on shallow foundations and in turn enhance the earthquake resistant design of these 

structures. 

Lastly, a case study example from the Christchurch Earthquake was presented that utilised the 

earthquake resistant design recommendations and procedures presented. Analysis was 

undertaken using the North elevation of the HSBC building in the Christchurch CBD, which 

performed well in the Christchurch Earthquake. A simplified structural model was developed 

as presented in Figure 7.27 and the equivalent linear design procedure was undertaken on the 

model using suitable Christchurch Earthquake records. It was found that the equivalent period 

and  damping  ratio  increased  from  those  used  for  fixed  base  analysis,  with  the  final  results  

presented in Table 7.4. Figure 7.30 showed the consequence of this shift in period and damping 

using the spectral acceleration response spectrum of the CBGS Christchurch Earthquake 

record. The spectral acceleration of the structure was expected to be reduced to 0.28 g due to 

SFSI compared with 0.73 g at the period and assumed damping ratio of the fixed base 

structure. This meant that the forces transmitted to the structure during the earthquake were 

potentially reduced quite considerably and may explain the good performance of the building. 

A SFSI spring-bed model of the North elevation of the HSBC building was also developed 

following the spring-bed modelling design procedure. The static FoS of the building was very 

high so reduction factors applied to the capacity and stiffness of the foundation springs were in 

line with those used in the centrifuge experiment numerical modelling. Once the model was 

established, time history analyses were undertaken using suitable Christchurch Earthquake 

records and the results were compared with that from the same fixed base structure model, as 

presented in Figure 7.36 and Figure 7.37. Small extents of foundation uplift and permanent soil 

deformation were observed in the SFSI spring-bed model from inspection of the foundation 

springs, as shown in Figure 7.32 to Figure 7.34, causing structural acceleration and 

displacement to be less than for the fixed base case. This meant that the building was likely to 

have experienced reduced forces and displacement when compared to those expected from 

fixed base design. Comparison of spectral acceleration of the structure in the fixed base and 

SFSI spring-bed model cases was presented in Figure 7.38 and indicated that the period of 

peak response of the structure was greater for the SFSI case and resulted in reduced peak 

spectral  acceleration.  It  was  concluded  that  SFSI  had  a  significant  influence  on  the  good  

performance of this building and is likely to have had a similar influence on similar multi-
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storey buildings with similar foundations resting on similar soils, which were identified to have 

performed well during the Christchurch Earthquake. Thus, SFSI was influential in the 

earthquake performance of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations in Christchurch even 

when the extent of nonlinear effects is relatively small. 
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
 

The objective of this research was to examine the influence of SFSI in the earthquake 

performance of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations through observational, 

experimental, and analytical inquiry.  

In order to constrain the research work undertaken, an in-depth review of the available 

literature was made. The Literature Review outlined the evolution of SFSI and the implications 

for the response of shallow foundations and structures during earthquakes. A range of 

earthquake observation case studies were available as well as varied experimental 

investigations that emphasised the importance of SFSI in the earthquake performance of 

structures. The case studies and experiments highlighted the fact that forces transmitted to a 

structure could be reduced because of SFSI but the consequence was residual displacement of 

the foundation. Commonly, soil-foundation scenarios that resulted in large permanent soil 

deformations during dynamic loading, and therefore a large extent of SFSI effects, were 

investigated in the literature. In order to then transfer observations and experimental results 

through to earthquake resistant design procedures, numerical modelling techniques were 

required and a range of methodologies were presented along with standard procedures for 

determining the required input parameters. The spring-bed model was found to be a useful way 

of integrating structural and geotechnical analysis while incorporating nonlinear SFSI effects 

because  it  balanced  ease  of  use  with  more  rigorous  theoretical  solutions.  Finally,  the  state  of  

the  art  in  the  SFSI  literature  was  presented,  which  included  the  transition  from  linear  elastic  

interaction to nonlinear interaction. The research in the Literature Review exhibited the 
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potential beneficial structural performance that could be achieved by including rocking, uplift 

and permanent soil deformation in integrated earthquake resistant design but also showed the 

importance of being able to predict deformation of the foundation and structure when these 

effects are considered. 

Observations of the performance of multi-storey buildings in the Christchurch CBD following 

the 22 February 2011 Christchurch Earthquake identified a number of buildings on shallow 

foundations that performed well and it was hypothesised that SFSI was influential in that good 

performance. A particular soil-foundation-structure scenario was developed for these 

observations and investigated in this Thesis, whereby a multi-storey building with a strong raft 

foundation rested on a competent, cohesionless, non-liquefying soil. A simplified version of 

the  scenario  was  presented  in  Figure  3.13.  The  combination  of  a  strong  foundation  on  a  

competent soil resulted in a large reserve of bearing capacity so that uplift of the foundation 

from the supporting soil during dynamic loading was anticipated to be the dominant SFSI 

mechanism and permanent soil deformation was expected to be negligible.  

Dynamic centrifuge experiments were designed to investigate the particular scenario identified 

in Christchurch, with the properties of buildings of interest and the soils they are founded on 

directing the development of the experimental models and the dynamic loads used to test them. 

The examination of this scenario was in contrast to recent experimental research where 

nonlinear soil deformation had been the dominant SFSI mechanism influencing the earthquake 

response of structures. The centrifuge modelling results provided evidence of SFSI effects 

occurring for the scenario investigated. However, uplift was not intrinsically dominant and 

both uplift and permanent soil deformation occurred simultaneously. These combined effects 

had significant influence on the response of the structure, even though the absolute extent of 

the nonlinear deformation was small relative to the size of the foundation. The findings from 

the experiments highlighted the importance of including SFSI in the earthquake resistant 

design of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations in order to appropriately capture 

structure response. Thus, the centrifuge modelling results were directly used to develop 

appropriate spring-bed models that could accurately capture foundation and structure 

performance during earthquake loading. 

SFSI spring-bed numerical modelling was found to be able to accurately replicate the response 

of the structure and foundation observed in the centrifuge experiments, provided appropriate 

parameters were used. Fixed base and elastic spring-bed analyses of the centrifuge model 
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experiments showed the inadequacies of these methods in replicating the response of the 

structure and foundation observed in the experiments and highlighted the importance of 

including SFSI in the earthquake resistant design of structures. Appropriate parameters for the 

SFSI spring-bed models were developed to capture the accumulation of foundation settlement 

and  rotation  as  well  as  the  effects  on  the  response  of  the  structure.  Spring-bed  models  were  

chosen because they promote interaction between those with geotechnical and structural 

professionals by allowing integrated structural models that incorporate SFSI to be implemented 

in a reasonably straight forward manner. The SFSI spring-bed modelling and centrifuge 

experiment results provided a platform for recommendations to be made for earthquake 

resistant design of the particular soil-foundation-structure scenario investigated. 

Earthquake resistant design recommendations were made for an equivalent linear procedure 

and a spring-bed modelling procedure that could be applied in practice to enhance the design of 

multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations. A procedure was developed for equivalent 

linear design whereby the SFSI effects were condensed into modifying the fundamental period 

and damping of a structure so that an appropriate structural response was achieved during 

earthquake loading. A procedure was also developed for suitable 2D spring-bed modelling of 

multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations, focusing on the appropriate parameters required 

for defining the nonlinear springs so as to accurately capture foundation behaviour. The 

centrifuge modelling results and subsequent spring-bed numerical modelling paved the way for 

the development of robust design methodologies that could achieve the goal of enhancing 

earthquake resistant design of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations. 

Summaries of the main conclusions from the centrifuge modelling, spring-bed numerical 

modelling, and earthquake resistant design recommendation Sections are provided below, 

followed by suggestions for future research. 

8.1 Centrifuge modelling

The centrifuge  experiments  were  designed  to  examine  the  influence  of  SFSI  on  the  dynamic  

response of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations resting on a competent, cohesionless 

soil. The focus was on the nonlinear interaction at the soil-foundation interface. Structure-

foundation models representing 3, 5, and 7 storey buildings were tested in the centrifuge 

experiments. SDOF models represented the structures and identical size square raft foundations 

were used for each. The main experiments had the three models resting on the surface of a 
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dense, dry sand layer. The models were subjected to a range of Ricker wavelet motions to 

investigate the fundamental behaviour of the structures and foundations, as well as 

Christchurch Earthquake records to examine the response of the buildings to actual earthquake 

records, which could be used to draw conclusions about the influence of SFSI in the response 

of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations in Christchurch. 

The resounding conclusion from the dynamic centrifuge modelling conducted on the structure-

foundation models representing a range of multi-storey buildings was that a small extent of 

nonlinear SFSI had a significant influence on earthquake performance. Uplift was interpreted 

to have occurred across a wide range of Ricker wavelet magnitudes and in the Christchurch 

Earthquake experiments, as exemplified in Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.26. Permanent 

soil deformation represented by foundation settlement and residual rotation was observed in a 

large number of the experiments as well, even though the static bearing capacity of the models 

was calculated to be very high and hence a large reserve of capacity was expected to be 

available during dynamic loading. The absolute extent of these SFSI effects was small relative 

to the size of the foundation, being up to about 0.5% to 0.875% of the width of the foundation 

(8 m) for uplift and only 0.125% to 0.25% of the width of the foundation for foundation 

settlement. Uplift was expected given the dense nature of the founding soil and the competent 

raft foundations but the observed permanent settlement and residual rotation of the foundation 

was surprising. It was concluded that the soil behaved nonlinearly even when the dynamic 

loads had not reached the ultimate bearing capacity.  

The applied foundation moment-shear paths were plotted for the three buildings models and 

overlain with applicable bearing strength surfaces in Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.31 for the Ricker 

wavelet input motions and Christchurch Earthquake experiments respectively. These plots 

showed  that  the  moment-shear  paths  in  the  majority  of  the  experiments  were  generally  well  

within the bearing strength surfaces plotted, meaning that the dynamic loads had not reached 

the capacity of the soil beneath the foundation. The observations of permanent foundation 

settlement and residual rotation in these experiments combined with these plots suggested that 

the ultimate bearing capacity of the foundation did not need to be reached for nonlinear soil 

deformation to occur. Furthermore, the shape of the moment-shear paths led to the conclusion 

that the taller building models were dominated by moment induced rocking whereas the shorter 

3 storey model attracted proportionally greater shear forces. Increased rocking in the taller 

building models improved the relative structural performance of these models but overall the 
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small  extent  of  SFSI  effects  in  all  the  experiments  had  a  significant  influence  on  structural  

response. 

Horizontal  displacement  of  the  lumped  SDOF  structure  mass  was  found  to  be  dominated  by  

rotation of the foundation in the centrifuge experiments and hence structural response was 

significantly influenced by SFSI. Figure 5.7, Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.29 presented some of the 

structural displacement results in the range of centrifuge experiments undertaken and showed 

how the foundation rotation component governed the total structural displacement. Even 

though the absolute rotation of the foundation was low in the experiments, being a maximum 

of 0.012 radians or approximately 0.7 degrees, when converted to structural displacement by 

multiplying by the height of the equivalent SDOF building it was the dominant component. 

Consequently, the displacement of the structural components themselves was minimal in the 

experiments meaning the demand on these components was low. If the foundation was fixed to 

the ground the displacement of the structural components would likely be considerably greater 

and so SFSI was beneficial for limiting structural deformation in the scenario investigated. 

The forces transmitted to the structures were reduced due to the observed SFSI effects. This 

was interpreted from the acceleration response of the structures, which were generally 

attenuated when compared with the input acceleration in the soil just beneath the foundation. 

The Ricker wavelets were chosen to have a fundamental frequency at the fixed base natural 

frequency of the structures and therefore significant amplification of the input motions would 

be expected if the structures were fixed to the ground. However, as Figure 5.13 showed, there 

was no amplification of the acceleration of the structures and for the taller models there was 

significant attenuation. Furthermore, after peak structural acceleration was reached the 

amplitude of acceleration of the structure damped out very quickly. The SFSI effects modified 

the dynamic properties of the structure-foundation models and hence reduced the forces 

transmitted to these structures. 

The natural period of response of the structure and equivalent damping were modified by the 

SFSI effects at the soil-foundation interface. Equivalent SDOF analysis of the acceleration 

response of the structure, where the equivalent SDOF period and damping that gave the closest 

match to the measured experimental structure acceleration were determined, found that the 

equivalent period of response had been significantly elongated from that of the fixed base 

structure and that the damping ratio was greater than the generally assumed 5% for fixed base 

structures. These results were exhibited in Figure 5.20, Figure 5.21, Figure 5.35 and Figure 
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5.36 for the transfer function and optimisation methods presented. There was a pattern in the 

equivalent period results for the Ricker wavelet experiments where the period increased as the 

amplitude of the input motion increased. Also, the equivalent period was higher for the taller 

building models. These results suggested that the greater the extent of SFSI, which was 

observed for the larger input motions and taller building models, the larger the effect on 

equivalent period of response. The elongation of fundamental period of response of the 

structure shifted it away from higher amplitude input motions generally found at lower periods 

and partly explained the reduction in acceleration and subsequent forces transmitted to the 

structure observed in the centrifuge experiments. 

Figures such as Figure 5.22, which were developed from the optimisation method of 

determining equivalent SDOF response, showed how an equivalent period could quite 

accurately be determined but a range of damping values could give a reasonably close match to 

the experimental results. Equivalent damping was calculated for the entire time history of 

acceleration but was likely to not be constant, partly due to the SFSI effects. Damping was 

calculated  from  the  area  of  the  moment-rotation  loops,  shown  for  the  Ricker  wavelet  

experiments in Figure 5.10, which formed during peak response of the structure-foundation 

models. Figure 5.24 plotted the damping ratio from the moment-rotation loops and that from 

the equivalent SDOF analysis and showed that a significant amount of energy was dissipated 

during peak response. A short instance of SFSI significantly increased the energy dissipated 

during an entire dynamic time history while a number of cycles of significant extent of SFSI 

also progressively increased energy dissipation. 

The final Sections of the centrifuge modelling chapter discussed the results of experiments 

conducted on the 7 storey building model with a basement foundation. The overarching 

conclusion from the basement foundation model experiments was that the response was very 

similar to that of the surface foundation model. Relatively small extents of uplift and 

permanent soil deformation were observed for the basement model but these effects still 

significantly influenced the dynamic properties of the structure, elongating the equivalent 

SDOF period beyond the design fixed base period and increasing the equivalent damping in the 

structure-foundation system, as was shown in Figure 5.54 and Figure 5.55 respectively. 

The centrifuge experiment results highlighted the potential influence of SFSI in the earthquake 

performance of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations. A peripheral look at the soil-

foundation-structure scenario investigated in the centrifuge experiments may have led to the 
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conclusion that SFSI would not have been of significant extent to have a noteworthy influence 

on the performance of the structure. However, the results showed that even though the extent 

of  foundation  uplift  and  permanent  soil  deformation  was  relatively  small,  these  effects  had  a  

significant influence on the dynamic behaviour of the different building models. These findings 

emphasised the importance of including nonlinear SFSI in the earthquake resistant design of 

multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations. 

8.2 Spring-bed numerical modelling

Spring-bed numerical modelling was conducted to replicate the response of the centrifuge 

models and this led to recommendations for earthquake resistant design. Spring-bed modelling 

was chosen because it could capture SFSI in a relatively straightforward manner and balanced 

ease of use in general engineering practice with more rigorous theoretical solutions for which 

there may be uncertainties in the input parameters. By promoting interaction between those 

with expertise in geotechnical engineering and those with expertise in structural engineering, 

spring-bed models also provide a means of achieving one of the objectives of this research, 

which was to facilitate an appropriate integrated approach to earthquake resistant design of 

multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations. The importance lay in determining the 

parameters and characteristics of the springs so that the interaction between the foundation and 

the soil could be captured appropriately. 

The 2D numerical modelling of the centrifuge experiments found that fixed base and elastic 

spring-bed analyses did not adequately capture the response measured in the experiments. A 

fixed base model could have been assumed to be sufficient for the soil-foundation-structure 

scenario examined in the centrifuge experiments because the buildings had a large raft 

foundation  on  a  competent  soil  and  so  any  SSI  could  have  been  considered  to  be  negligible.  

However, fixed base numerical analysis and comparison with experimental results showed the 

inadequacies of this assumption as the structural displacement and acceleration were much 

different. The next step would be to include elastic SSI, however, 2D spring-bed numerical 

modelling of that scenario also showed an inadequate representation of the experimental 

results, even when allowances were made for nonlinear effects in the elastic spring parameters. 

SFSI spring-bed analysis of the centrifuge models was able to reasonably accurately capture 

the foundation and structural response in the experiments. However, modification of the static 

capacity and small strain shear modulus parameters used to define the nonlinear springs was 
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required in order to get a good match. The capacity of the vertical springs was reduced 

considerably  from  that  using  the  static  bearing  capacity,  with  the  vertical  capacity  of  the  

springs reduced to between 5% and 20% of the static bearing capacity. The initial vertical 

stiffness was also reduced considerably to between 5% and 15% of the small strain value. 

These reduction factors were chosen based on theoretical understanding of the reduction in 

capacity and stiffness of foundation behaviour due to dynamic horizontal loading, 

comprehensive investigation of nonlinear spring-bed modelling, and a range of experimental 

results conducted by Harden et al. (2005), and calibration against results from the centrifuge 

experiments. Pushover moment-rotation response was compared with Ricker wavelet moment-

rotation results in Figure 6.21 to show that the modification of the spring parameters enabled 

an appropriate backbone response to be achieved. These results also showed that a suitably 

modified uniform vertical spring distribution, as opposed to the FEMA spring distribution 

where stiffer springs were assigned at the ends of the foundation, was able to appropriately 

capture the rotational stiffness of the foundation during dynamic shaking. Since it was easy to 

implement, the uniform distribution was used as the primary means of comparing numerical 

and  experimental  response.  Factors  were  also  applied  to  the  capacity  and  stiffness  of  the  

horizontal spring in the SFSI analyses to get as reasonable a comparison with the experimental 

results as possible. 

The modified SFSI spring-bed numerical models of the three equivalent buildings were able to 

reasonably capture the settlement and rotational displacement behaviour of the foundation 

observed in the centrifuge experiments. The residual settlement of the foundation observed in 

the experiments was very accurately replicated in the modified SFSI spring-bed analyses, as 

exemplified by the comparisons presented in Figure 6.22 and Figure 6.23. Discrepancies were 

identified with the horizontal foundation displacement due to the inadequate coupling between 

vertical and horizontal stiffness. However, this did not have a significant influence on 

capturing the overall structural response, which was reasonably well replicated. Overall, the 

modified SFSI spring-bed models significantly improved the replication of experimental 

foundation displacement when compared with the fixed base and elastic spring-bed models and 

provided reasonable representation of the behaviour of multi-storey buildings on shallow 

foundations during dynamic loading. 

The  structural  response  of  the  SFSI  spring-bed  numerical  models  was  able  to  reasonably  

represent the dynamic response measured in the centrifuge experiments. A close match was 

observed between numerical and experimental horizontal structural displacement, which was 
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expected given the close match of foundation rotation results and the findings from the 

experimental  results  that  showed  foundation  rotation  was  the  major  component  of  horizontal  

structural displacement. The horizontal structural acceleration was in phase with the 

experimental results and the acceleration amplitude reduced very quickly after the initial peak 

motion, as observed in the experiments. The SFSI spring-bed models slightly overestimated the 

peak amplitude of structural acceleration response, with a good example presented in Figure 

6.33 for representative Ricker wavelet analyses. This was attributed to a potential lack of 

damping in the numerical analysis. 

A number of damping mechanisms were accounted for in the numerical analysis including 

radiation damping in the soil, hysteretic damping associated with nonlinear soil deformation, 

and damping in the structure via Rayleigh damping. However, there was potential damping in 

the  systems  investigated  in  the  experiments  due  to  impacts  of  the  foundation  on  the  soil  

following substantial uplift. This damping would be most prevalent during peak response and 

so seemed to make sense with the slight discrepancy observed in the peak structural 

acceleration amplitude when compared with experimental results. It was found to be very 

complicated to account for this damping mechanism in numerical modelling and so was not 

pursued as part of this research work. 

Finally, SFSI spring-bed numerical analysis was undertaken for the basement foundation 

model,  which  was  developed  to  give  a  closer  representation  of  the  multi-storey  buildings  on  

shallow foundations that performed well in Christchurch. Similar modification factors had to 

be applied to the nonlinear springs of the basement model as were applied to the surface 

foundation model to get a reasonable comparison with experimental results. A lot of the same 

conclusions were drawn for the basement foundation model numerical analysis, with 

foundation and structural displacement being reasonably captured in the modified SFSI spring-

bed modelling and peak structural acceleration being slightly overestimated. This was 

attributed to 3D effects or additional damping associated with uplift of the foundation and 

subsequent impact with the soil. 

8.3 Earthquake resistant design recommendations

Two procedures were developed for the earthquake resistant design of multi-storey buildings 

on shallow foundations – an equivalent linear design procedure and a 2D SFSI spring-bed 

modelling design procedure. The procedures presented focused on integrating nonlinear SFSI 
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into the earthquake resistant design of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations so that an 

appropriate structure-foundation response could be incorporated. The equivalent linear design 

procedure was developed based on existing methodologies available in the literature, which 

have typically included only elastic SSI, and extended them to incorporate SFSI. The SFSI 

spring-bed modelling procedure provided a convenient and beneficial way of integrating 

nonlinear soil-foundation effects into earthquake resistant design of multi-storey buildings on 

shallow foundations. Both procedures were developed using the centrifuge modelling data and 

were validated by comparing analysis results with that from the experiments. 

The steps involved in the equivalent linear design procedure were presented in Section 7.1.3. 

Available equations for equivalent period and damping were utilised with a modification 

factor, beta ( ), applied to the elastic foundation stiffness to account for SFSI. The results from 

the centrifuge experiments were used to constrain the design procedure. The fundamental 

process involved matching the  factor with the moment-rotation characteristics of a multi-

storey building on a shallow foundation. The moment-rotation capacity for a particular design 

was determined using a hyperbolic relationship presented in Equation (7.8) along with suitable 

parameters for that relationship, which were developed using the results of the centrifuge 

modelling as well as available experimental work in the literature. The procedure outlined the 

steps involved in developing the hyperbolic curve for a given foundation and then the iteration 

process for determining the  factor that provided a design moment and rotation that matched 

with the hyperbolic moment-rotation demand curve. Once this was determined, the final  

factor enabled the equivalent period and damping ratio to be calculated and thus the structural 

design loads and displacements to be ascertained using the suitably damped spectral 

acceleration at the equivalent period of the structure. Examples were presented using the 5 

storey centrifuge model, and the correlation between the design  value and that determined in 

the centrifuge experiments was presented in Figure 7.7, showing a good match and indicating 

the  equivalent  period  and  damping  calculated  in  design  fitted  well  with  the  experimental  

results. 

The equivalent linear design procedure was able to provide fixed base equivalent SDOF period 

and damping values for the centrifuge model structures, which could then be used to calculate 

structural acceleration and displacement that closely matched the measured response in the 

experiments. Thus the equivalent linear design procedure provided a useful method of 

undertaking fixed base analysis of potentially more complicated structural models while 

incorporating nonlinear SFSI. Nonlinear soil-foundation effects could be integrated into the 
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structural analysis by modifying the acceleration and displacement demands in earthquake 

resistant design, particularly for multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations resting on 

competent soil. 

The steps involved in the SFSI spring-bed modelling design procedure were presented in 

Section 7.2.3 and laid out in the flow chart in Figure 7.11. The procedure enabled a range of 

design cases, particularly for multi-storey buildings with strong shallow foundations resting on 

competent soil, to be modelled in nonlinear spring-bed analysis. Steps were provided for 

determining the appropriate parameters of the foundation springs, including modification of the 

basic elastic small strain stiffness parameters in conjunction with modification of the basic 

static foundation capacity when defining the springs. To determine the appropriate vertical 

spring stiffness modification, an iterative procedure was employed that utilised the hyperbolic 

moment-rotation curve, introduced in the equivalent linear design procedure, and preliminary 

pushover analysis. Once the nonlinear spring-bed model was established, earthquake resistant 

design could be undertaken utilising the simple SDOF structural model used to develop the 

spring-bed model and/or by adding a more complicated structural model. An example was 

provided that developed a nonlinear SFSI spring-bed model for the 5 storey centrifuge model 

and time history analysis showed that it was able to reasonably accurately capture the dynamic 

response measured in the experiments. The SFSI spring-bed design procedure provided a 

simple methodology for incorporating nonlinear soil-foundation behaviour into the earthquake 

resistant design of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations. 

Another outcome from the earthquake resistant design recommendations was the provision of 

generalised SFSI spring-bed models that could be implemented in a range of structural design 

software packages. The primary analyses were done using the QzSimple1 family of springs 

available in OpenSEES, however, these springs are not readily available in other software 

packages. Therefore, alternative spring definitions were provided for capturing the fundamental 

behaviour of the QzSimple1 family of springs, primarily the vertical springs, and appropriately 

capturing foundation response during earthquake loading. A model using two springs in series, 

one a gap element to capture uplift  and the other a hysteretic spring to capture nonlinear soil  

deformation as outlined in Figure 7.19, was developed along with a single spring model that 

utilised Takeda hysteresis. The springs were shown to be able to capture the general force-

displacement behaviour of the QzSimple1 spring as shown in Figure 7.20 and Figure 7.21. An 

example was presented using the 5 storey centrifuge model with the two different spring 

definitions analysed in OpenSEES and SAP2000 respectively. Comparison of the results with 
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those determined using the QzSimple1 springs in Figure 7.22 to Figure 7.26 showed that the 

generalised spring-bed models were able to produce very similar results. The overarching 

conclusion from the generalised spring-bed modelling analyses was that spring models that are 

generally available in a wide range of structural design software packages could be utilised to 

undertake nonlinear SFSI modelling of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations and in 

turn enhance the earthquake resistant design of these structures. Tools are available for 

geotechnical engineers to work closely with structural engineers to more appropriately capture 

the earthquake performance of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations. 

Lastly, a case study example from the Christchurch Earthquake was presented that utilised the 

earthquake resistant design recommendations and procedures presented. Analysis was 

undertaken using the HSBC building in the Christchurch CBD, which performed well in the 

Christchurch Earthquake. A simplified structural model was developed and presented in Figure 

7.27. Equivalent design procedure analysis of the model found that the equivalent period and 

damping  ratio  increased  from  those  that  would  be  used  for  fixed  base  analysis,  with  the  

consequence of this shift shown in Figure 7.30 using the acceleration response spectrum of the 

CBGS Christchurch Earthquake record.  

A SFSI spring-bed model was also developed for the building model and time history analyses 

undertaken using suitable Christchurch Earthquake records. Small extents of foundation uplift 

and permanent soil deformation were observed in the SFSI spring-bed model and this caused 

structural acceleration and displacement to be less than for the fixed base case. This meant that 

the building was likely to have experienced reduced forces and displacement when compared 

to those expected from fixed base design, which was the same conclusion interpreted from the 

increase in period and damping in the equivalent linear design analysis. It was concluded that 

SFSI had a significant influence on the good performance of this building and is likely to have 

had a similar influence on similar multi-storey buildings with similar foundations resting on 

similar soils, which were identified to have performed well during the Christchurch 

Earthquake. Thus, SFSI was influential in the good earthquake performance of multi-storey 

buildings on shallow foundations in Christchurch, even when the extent of the nonlinear effects 

was likely to be relatively small. 
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8.4 Recommendations for future research

This Thesis has presented centrifuge modelling results of a particular soil-foundation-structure 

scenario, which was developed out of observations of satisfactory multi-storey building 

performance in the Christchurch Earthquake. Nonlinear spring-bed modelling procedures and 

recommendations were then developed for that scenario as well as an equivalent linear design 

procedure that could be used in the earthquake resistant design of these structures. A range of 

further experimental work could be done to examine this particular scenario and constrain the 

results and some of the parameters used to undertake numerical modelling of these structures. 

Possible additional centrifuge experiments include: 

 Developing a mechanism to undertake actual snap-back experiments of the equivalent 

building models in the centrifuge, whereby structure-foundation models are pulled back 

and released a number of times to investigate free-vibration response at different extents of 

initial pull-back; 

 An alternative type of free vibration experiment methodology so that response at very small 

levels of excitation is able to be determined. This could help to understand the relationship 

between elastic, small strain parameters and the transition to nonlinear soil-foundation 

response;  

 Pseudo-static experiments on the equivalent building models to constrain the force-

displacement behaviour of the foundation and in turn enhance nonlinear foundation 

stiffness relationships. Gradually increasing vertical and horizontal loads would be applied 

and the displacement carefully measured; 

 Testing of the centrifuge models using lower sand densities to examine the influence of 

lower static bearing capacity FoS values and likely increased foundation displacement on 

the response of the structure. Alternatively, “feet” could be added to the bottom of the raft 

foundations to reduce bearing area and hence static bearing capacity FoS (experiments of 

this nature have been undertaken by the author but results have not been presented in this 

Thesis); 

 Varying  the  dimensions  of  the  raft  foundations  to  examine  the  influence  of  different  

foundation  configurations  on  the  response  of  the  structure  as  well  as  the  influence  of  a  

greater range of structure aspect ratios (height divided by foundation width); 
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 Determining an experimental methodology for accurately measuring the extent of 

foundation uplift/detachment and permanent soil deformation across the foundation during 

dynamic loading so as to better understand the exact extent of SFSI; 

 Conducting Ricker wavelet or similar types of dynamic experiments where the fundamental 

period of the input motion is greater than the fixed base structure period so that SFSI, 

which has been shown to elongate the period of response, drives the system into higher and 

potentially more detrimental response. This is in contrast to the experiments presented in 

this research where the shift in period moved away from the peak input motion. 

Future research could also include alternative forms of numerical modelling of the experiments 

presented in this Thesis, as well as other experiments available in the literature. Finite element 

modelling of the centrifuge experiments could be carried out to further validate the conclusions 

and recommendations derived from the centrifuge experiments and subsequent spring-bed 

modelling. In the same way, macro-element modelling of the soil-structure-foundation scenario 

investigated could help to validate the spring-bed modelling undertaken and the parameters 

recommended for appropriate behaviour of the springs. By employing a range of different 

numerical modelling techniques, greater confidence could potentially be gained for the 

appropriate parameters used in numerical modelling of design scenarios. Furthermore, it would 

be beneficial to understand the interaction and application of different numerical modelling 

techniques so that geotechnical and structural design can be carried out in an integrated fashion 

and in the most efficient and effective way possible. 

More complex numerical modelling could provide valuable understanding of the behaviour of 

structure-foundation systems during earthquake loading. A more detailed structural model 

could be combined with the SFSI spring-bed modelling to gain a better understanding of the 

interaction between nonlinear structural behaviour and nonlinear foundation behaviour. It is 

important to focus on individual aspects of nonlinear numerical modelling to gain a deeper 

understanding of the mechanisms driving response in each of those aspects, however, it would 

also be beneficial to model combined complex structure-foundation response and correlate 

directly with earthquake observations. In addition, 3D spring-bed numerical modelling or 3D 

finite element modelling may provide insight into overall foundation behaviour and give a 

closer match to experimental observations. 2D spring-bed numerical modelling was undertaken 

in this Thesis and was able to provide a reasonable representation of the centrifuge 
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experiments. However, the inaccuracies observed when comparing modelling and experimental 

results may be explained by analyses that include 3D effects. 

An in-depth investigation of the damping mechanisms associated with SFSI is recommended 

for future research. Discrepancies were observed between the acceleration response in the 

numerical modelling and that obtained from the experimental results and this was anticipated 

to be derived from difficulties in accurately modelling damping. Accurately modelling 

damping is not isolated to soil-foundation interaction but is also a challenge in structural 

modelling and design. Damping due to hysteretic behaviour of the soil can be reasonably 

accounted for, however, development of appropriate modelling methods for capturing damping 

associated with uplift and impact of the foundation against the soil during earthquake loading 

could be highly beneficial for the development of techniques that can model SFSI and the 

influence it has on the performance of multi-storey buildings on shallow foundations. 
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Appendix A Processing Experimental Data

Introduction

This Appendix describes the processing of centrifuge experimental data and provides detail of 

the calculation of foundation displacements. Description of the application of Ricker wavelets 

in the centrifuge experiments is provided. Also, the filtering procedure used to produce the 

final  results  presented  in  the  Thesis  using  the  raw  results  obtained  in  the  experiments  is  

provided. Lastly, a discussion of foundation displacements calculated using the LVDTs in the 

experiments is provided, with comparison of displacements derived from double integration of 

accelerometers. 

Ricker wavelet input motions

The Ricker wavelet input motions were used in the centrifuge experiments as a dynamic means 

to apply loading representative of pushover or snapback type tests. The intention was to 

measure pushover and free vibration response from these experiments, with the impulse motion 

of the Ricker wavelet intended to cause the structures to go through a “pull back”, release and 

free  vibration  response  that  is  typical  in  a  snapback  experiment.  Figure  A.1  presents  the  

theoretical input acceleration time histories along with the theoretical displacement time 

histories for the 0.75 g amplitude Ricker wavelets for the three building models. 

However, in order for the Ricker wavelet acceleration time history records to be applied in the 

centrifuge via the EQS mechanical shaker, they had to be scaled and filtered. Appropriate 

scaling was done for the centrifuge acceleration of 50 g in a relatively straightforward manner 

by increasing the input accelerations by a factor of 50 and decreasing the dynamic time by a 

factor of 50. Filtering, though, had to be done to meet the limits of the shaker so that there was 

no frequency content below 40 Hz and above 400 Hz for model scale records (0.8 Hz and 8 Hz 

respectively at prototype scale). The consequence of the filtering was that additional small 

cyclic motions were present before and after the main Ricker pulse as shown in the plots in 

Figure A.2, which compares the theoretical input time history of the 0.75 g Ricker wavelet 

with the filtered time history for the three building models. The filtered displacement was 

calculated by double integrating the filtered acceleration trace. Zoomed in plots are provided in 

Figure A.3 to show more clearly the magnitude and duration of the additional oscillations. 
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Figure A.1 Theoretical Ricker wavelet input acceleration and displacement time histories for the 0.75 g 
Ricker wavelets for the (a) 3 Storey, (b) 5 Storey, and (c) 7 Storey models. 

 

Figure A.2 Comparison of theoretical and filtered acceleration and displacement time histories for the 0.75 
g Ricker wavelets for the (a) 3 Storey, (b) 5 Storey, and (c) 7 Storey models. 
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Figure A.3 Zoomed in comparison of theoretical and filtered acceleration and displacement time histories 
for the 0.75 g Ricker wavelets for the (a) 3 Storey, (b) 5 Storey, and (c) 7 Storey models, highlighting the 

additional small cyclic motions caused by filtering. 

It is noted that the amplitude of the additional cyclic motions is greatest for the 7 storey model 

and almost non-existent for the 3 storey model. This is because the peak frequency of the 

Ricker wavelet input for the 7 storey model (0.848 Hz) was closest to the lower limiting 

frequency of the shaker (0.8 Hz) and so a more significant portion of the content of the wavelet 

was removed by the filtering than for the 5 storey model (with a peak input Ricker wavelet 

frequency of 1.216 Hz) and the 3 storey model (with a peak input Ricker wavelet frequency of 

2.026 Hz). As can be seen in Figure A.2, the filtering also reduced the peak amplitude of the 

input Ricker wavelet motions, most significantly for the 7 storey model. 

The final step in the application of the Ricker wavelet input motions in the centrifuge was 

calibration of the EQS mechanical shaker. The built in learning facility in the EQS software 

was used to calibrate the motions so that the shaker could accurately and repeatedly reproduce 

them in the centrifuge experiments. Figure A.4 presents the theoretical filtered Ricker record 

that the calibration testing was aiming to achieve and the measured experiment input 

acceleration for the 0.75 g Ricker wavelets for the three building models. The experimental 

record comes from the accelerometer at the base of the soil profile and has not been filtered. 
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The plots show that the scaled, filtered and calibrated Ricker wavelet input motions measured 

in the experiments were very close to the filtered theoretical input motions. 

 

Figure A.4 Comparison of filtered theoretical and actual input acceleration time histories for the 0.75 g 
Ricker wavelets for the (a) 3 Storey, (b) 5 Storey, and (c) 7 Storey models. 

The initial filtering of the Ricker wavelets for application on the shaker, which caused 

additional cyclic motions before and after the main Ricker pulse, potentially reduces the 

snapback test analogy that was intended. This is particularly the case for the 7 storey model 

input record where there was significant amplitude of additional motions before and after the 

main Ricker pulse so that the structure may not be “pulled back” from a near rest position to a 

peak displacement by the Ricker pulse. Most importantly, though, the additional cyclic motions 

after the main Ricker pulse mean that free vibration response of the structure cannot be 

assumed until after these additional motions dissipate. 

Filtering of experimental results

For  presentation  of  the  final  results  of  the  centrifuge  experiments,  high  and  low  pass  

Butterworth filtering was undertaken. The low pass filtering removed unwanted noise in the 

recordings and the high pass filtering removed any static wander of the instruments. The high 

pass filtering was particularly important for double integration of the acceleration records as it 

removed the static wander developed during numerical integration. Note that high pass filtering 

was not applied to the LVDT results in order to maintain the residual displacement that was 

measured.  
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The cut-off frequencies (at prototype scale) used for each of the experiments are presented in 

Table A.1. They were selected to provide smooth results while maintaining as much of the 

peak response as possible and to avoid any static wander, particularly of the double integrated 

accelerometer results. Note that the same cut-off frequencies were used for all of the different 

measurements in each experiments (i.e. accelerometers, strain gauges, and LVDTs) to maintain 

consistency and so the selection of the cut-off frequencies was done to obtain appropriate 

results across all of the instruments. 

Table A.1 Cut-off frequencies used for each of the centrifuge experimental results (prototype scale). 

Experiment 

Reference 

Model 

Layout 

Input 

Motions 

High Pass Cut-

off Frequency 

(Hz) 

Low Pass Cut-

off Frequency 

(Hz) 

Figure 

Number 

TEST01a 
7 storey 

model  

Ricker 

wavelets 
0.2 3 A.7 

TEST01b 
7 storey 

model  

Christchurch 

Earthquake 
0.2 4 A.8 

TEST02a 
5 storey 

model  

Ricker 

wavelets 
0.2 4 A.8 

TEST02b 
5 storey 

model  

Christchurch 

Earthquake 
0.2 4.4 A.8/A.9 

TEST03a 
3 storey 

model  

Ricker 

wavelets 
0.2 7 A.11 

TEST03b 
3 storey 

model  

Christchurch 

Earthquake 
0.2 7 A.11 

TEST04 

7 storey 

model with 

basement 

foundation 

Ricker 

followed by 

Christchurch 

Earthquake 

0.2 5 A.9 
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Examples of plots comparing raw recordings and filtered recordings from the 0.75g amplitude 

Ricker wavelet experiments on the three building models (Test01a, Test02a, and Test03a) for a 

range of different low pass filters (and a consistent high pass filter of 0.2 Hz) are presented in 

Figure A.5 to Figure A.14. These Figures present the process of choosing appropriate cut-off 

frequencies for the different experiments whereby the low pass filter is varied and raw records 

compared with the filtered results to see whether an appropriate filtered response was 

ascertained. The plots show, for example, that at a low pass cut-off frequency of 3 Hz, the peak 

filtered 7 storey model results are very close to the raw peak values but the 3 and 5 storey 

model filtered results are not. Therefore the higher low pass cut-off frequencies specified in 

Table A.1 are required. The Figure numbers presenting the final cut-off frequency results for 

each test are presented in Table A.1. 

It could be argued that a higher low pass cut-off frequency could be used for all of tests to 

ensure the peak response is captured (for example, use a 10 Hz low pass cut-off frequency for 

all of the experiments). However, high frequency noise starts to appear in the filtered results at 

higher filter frequencies, which is of low amplitude and not as clearly visible in Figure A.5 to 

Figure A.14. It is most noticeable in the LVDT traces. Therefore, the cut-off frequencies 

selected for each test remove this unwanted noise while maintaining the peak response. There 

is not a significant difference in the peak response at cut-off frequencies selected for each test 

so these were considered appropriate. 

For the selection of the high pass filter frequency used in each of the experiments, the main 

factor was removing static wander in the double integrated accelerometer results. Figure A.15 

and Figure A.16 compare raw and filtered results of structural acceleration and foundation 

acceleration, respectively, for a range of high pass filter values. There is not a significant 

influence on the acceleration results from the choice of the high pass filter, with a small 

adjustment  occurring  to  remove  the  slight  static  wander  in  the  raw  records.  Figure  A.17  

presents double integrated foundation horizontal displacements for a range of high pass filters. 

The high pass filter does have a significant influence on these results and the 0.2 Hz high pass 

cut-off frequency is the lowest cut-off frequency that removes the static wander in the double 

integrated displacements and hence was used in the results presented in the Thesis. 
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Figure A.5 Comparison of filtered (red) and raw (blue) records from centrifuge experiments on the three 
building models subjected to the 0.75g Ricker wavelet at a low pass frequency of 1 Hz and a high pass 

frequency of 0.2 Hz (prototype scale). Note that no high pass filter was used for LVDT records. 
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Figure A.6 Comparison of filtered (red) and raw (blue) records from centrifuge experiments on the three 
building models subjected to the 0.75g Ricker wavelet at a low pass frequency of 2 Hz and a high pass 

frequency of 0.2 Hz (prototype scale). Note that no high pass filter was used for LVDT records. 
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Figure A.7 Comparison of filtered (red) and raw (blue) records from centrifuge experiments on the three 
building models subjected to the 0.75g Ricker wavelet at a low pass frequency of 3 Hz and a high pass 

frequency of 0.2 Hz (prototype scale). Note that no high pass filter was used for LVDT records. 
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Figure A.8 Comparison of filtered (red) and raw (blue) records from centrifuge experiments on the three 
building models subjected to the 0.75g Ricker wavelet at a low pass frequency of 4 Hz and a high pass 

frequency of 0.2 Hz (prototype scale). Note that no high pass filter was used for LVDT records. 
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Figure A.9 Comparison of filtered (red) and raw (blue) records from centrifuge experiments on the three 
building models subjected to the 0.75g Ricker wavelet at a low pass frequency of 5 Hz and a high pass 

frequency of 0.2 Hz (prototype scale). Note that no high pass filter was used for LVDT records. 
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Figure A.10 Comparison of filtered (red) and raw (blue) records from centrifuge experiments on the three 
building models subjected to the 0.75g Ricker wavelet at a low pass frequency of 6 Hz and a high pass 

frequency of 0.2 Hz (prototype scale). Note that no high pass filter was used for LVDT records. 
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Figure A.11 Comparison of filtered (red) and raw (blue) records from centrifuge experiments on the three 
building models subjected to the 0.75g Ricker wavelet at a low pass frequency of 7 Hz and a high pass 

frequency of 0.2 Hz (prototype scale). Note that no high pass filter was used for LVDT records. 
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Figure A.12 Comparison of filtered (red) and raw (blue) records from centrifuge experiments on the three 
building models subjected to the 0.75g Ricker wavelet at a low pass frequency of 8 Hz and a high pass 

frequency of 0.2 Hz (prototype scale). Note that no high pass filter was used for LVDT records. 
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Figure A.13 Comparison of filtered (red) and raw (blue) records from centrifuge experiments on the three 
building models subjected to the 0.75g Ricker wavelet at a low pass frequency of 9 Hz and a high pass 

frequency of 0.2 Hz (prototype scale). Note that no high pass filter was used for LVDT records. 
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Figure A.14 Comparison of filtered (red) and raw (blue) records from centrifuge experiments on the three 
building models subjected to the 0.75g Ricker wavelet at a low pass frequency of 10 Hz and a high pass 

frequency of 0.2 Hz (prototype scale). Note that no high pass filter was used for LVDT records. 
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Figure A.15 Comparison of filtered (red) and raw (blue) structural acceleration records from centrifuge 
experiments on the three building models subjected to the 0.75g Ricker wavelet at a low pass frequency of 4 

Hz and a varying high pass frequency (hpf) (prototype scale). 
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Figure A.16 Comparison of filtered (red) and raw (blue) foundation acceleration records from centrifuge 
experiments on the three building models subjected to the 0.75g Ricker wavelet at a low pass frequency of 4 

Hz and a varying high pass frequency (hpf) (prototype scale). 
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Figure A.17 Foundation horizontal displacement double integrated from accelerometers in the centrifuge 
experiments on the three building models subjected to the 0.75g Ricker wavelet at a low pass frequency of 4 

Hz and a varying high pass frequency (hpf) (prototype scale). 
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Foundation displacements

Vertical and horizontal LVDTs provided direct measurements of the displacement of the 

foundation. Vertical and horizontal accelerometers placed on the foundation were also able to 

be double integrated to determine foundation displacement. However, residual displacement is 

lost when calculating displacement from accelerometers due to the required filtering of very 

low  frequency  content,  so  in  general  the  LVDT  measurements  were  considered  the  most  

appropriate. However, the accuracy of LVDT and the double integrated accelerometer 

measurements needed to be considered to understand sources of potential error and the 

limitations in the experimental data. 

LVDTs remaining in contact with the foundation

The  LVDTs  used  in  the  experiments  were  spring  loaded  and  the  poles  rested  on  platforms  

attached to the foundation. In dynamic centrifuge experiments the dynamic time is reduced and 

frequency of motion increased by the centripetal acceleration and this may affect the poles 

remaining in contact with the platforms. For the vertical LVDTs this was not considered to be a 

problem as the centripetal force in the centrifuge experiments likely guaranteed contact was 

maintained between the pole of the vertical LVDTs and the platforms they rested on. However, 

due to space limitations, horizontal LVDTs could only be placed on one side of the foundation 

and so there was potential for them not to remain in contact with the foundation during 

dynamic loading. 

Comparison of the relative horizontal displacement measured by the LVDTs and calculated 

from double integration of the horizontal accelerometers on the foundation is presented in 

Figure A.18 for the 0.75 g Ricker experiment on the 5 storey model. The accelerometers 

captured the expected back-and-forth motion of the foundation whereas the LVDTs appeared 

not to. As shown in Figure A.4, the horizontal accelerometer measurements closely matched 

the theoretical filtered Ricker wavelet input motions and so were considered appropriate 

measurements to double integrate to get horizontal displacements. However, the 

accelerometers were not able to capture the residual displacement. 

For the horizontal foundation displacement, the LVDT (monotonic only component) and 

accelerometer (cyclic only component) measurements were combined due to the likely 

inaccuracies in the dynamic displacement measurements from the LVDTs and the lack of 

residual displacement in the double integrated accelerometers as discussed. In other words, the 
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residual  displacement  captured  by  the  LVDTs was  combined  with  the  dynamic  displacement  

from the accelerometers to get an appropriate representation of the overall horizontal 

foundation displacement. 

 

Figure A.18 Foundation relative horizontal displacement for the 5 storey model subjected to the 0.75 g peak 
amplitude Ricker wavelet comparing LVDT and double integrated accelerometer measurements. 

Vibration of the LVDTs

The LVDTs were set up on a gantry attached to the top of the ESB box. A diagram of the 

LVDT instrumentation set up for the 7 storey model is presented in Figure A.19, which shows 

the gantry that was designed to hold the LVDTs in place during the experiments. Photos of the 

final instrumented set up of the 7 storey model raft foundation resting on the ground surface are 

shown in Figure A.20. The gantry being attached to the ESB box meant that displacements 

from LVDTs in the experiments are relative to the displacement of the top of the ESB box. 

It was important that the gantry was attached to the ESB box even though the box moved 

during the dynamic experiments because both the gantry and the structure-foundation model 

would  move  in  a  similar  way (i.e.  they  would  both  be  in  the  same moving  reference  frame).  

There was potentially some small relative lateral deformation between the gantry and the 

foundation as the ESB is designed to deform in a way that mimics the soil but this is not likely 

to be too significant. If the gantry was attached to a fixed reference frame then there would be 

significant relative lateral deformation between the gantry and the foundation (the fixed 
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reference frame of the gantry versus the moving reference frame of the ESB box) and these 

relative deformations would need to be accounted for somehow. 

 

Figure A.19 LVDT instrumentation setup for the 7 storey model showing LVDT platforms attached to the 
model foundation and the gantry, which was attached to the top of the ESB box. 

 

Figure A.20 Photos of the final instrumentation setup for the 7 storey model showing LVDTs, platforms for 
LVDTs, gantry attached to the top of the ESB box and instrument cables. 

The dynamic horizontal displacement measured by the horizontal LVDTs would be most 

affected by any relative lateral movement between the gantry and the foundation. This provides 

further justification for using the double integrated horizontal accelerometers for measuring the 

dynamic horizontal displacement of the foundation, as discussed previously in this Appendix. 

For vertical foundation displacement, the poles of the LVDT are not attached to the platforms 

on the foundation and so are able to slide freely in the lateral direction if there was any small 

lateral deformation. This sliding of the poles of the vertical LVDTs should not affect the 
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vertical displacement measurements considerably. This suggests the vertical LVDTs would 

appropriately capture vertical foundation displacement. 

However, since the gantry attached to the top of the ESB box is accelerated laterally during the 

dynamic input motions and the vertical LVDTs have mass that would be accelerated by the 

motion of the gantry, there is potential for vibration of the gantry and the LVDTs. This could 

potentially affect the vertical displacement measurements. It is important to note that vertical 

and rotational motion of the ESB box itself is not likely to be significant as the calibration 

process  of  the  EQS shaker  tunes  the  input  motions  to  minimise  unwanted  vertical,  rotational  

and torsional response for the specific centre-of-mass characteristics of the box-soil-structure 

model. Thus, it is relative vertical or rotational displacement of the gantry and LVDTs that can 

potentially affect vertical displacement measurements. 

The longitudinal components of the LVDT gantry (components in parallel with the long end of 

the ESB box as shown in Figure A.19 and Figure A.20) rested on the sides of the ESB box and 

were securely bolted down at each end. Therefore, these elements are unlikely to cause vertical 

vibrations of the LVDTs. 

The lateral components of the LVDT gantry, which the vertical LVDTs were directly 

connected to, were securely bolted at each end to the two longitudinal components. However, 

the vertical LVDTs had to be positioned so that the centre-of-mass was above the lateral 

components and this meant that during dynamic shaking the LVDTs could potentially apply a 

torque to the lateral gantry components. The diagram in Figure A.21 presents a close up view 

of the vertical LVDTs set up on the lateral component and the potential for lateral vibration of 

the LVDT due to the horizontal dynamic input acceleration. This could cause the vertical 

LVDTs to rotate, as shown in the diagram in Figure A.21, and induce a potential discrepancy 

in the vertical LVDT measurements. The extent of the effect of rotation of the LVDTs on 

vertical displacement measurements is dependent on torsional flexibility of the lateral gantry 

component, for which a cross section of the component is provided in Figure A.21. 

In  order  to  determine  the  maximum  potential  rotation  of  the  vertical  LVDTs  during  the  

centrifuge experiments, and therefore the potential discrepancy in vertical LVDT 

measurements, the natural frequency of the laterally vibrating LVDTs was tested and used to 

calculate the torsional stiffness of the lateral gantry component. 1 g impact tests were 

undertaken on the gantry and LVDTs attached to the ESB box and the horizontal acceleration 

of  the  top  of  LVDTs was  measured.  The  results  of  one  of  these  tests  are  presented  in  Figure  
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A.22. Observation of the response presented in Figure A.22 and of the other tests undertaken 

indicates that the natural frequency of the LVDT is just less than 50 Hz. A Fast Fourier 

Transform of the test data is presented in Figure A.23 and provides the natural frequency of the 

vertical LVDT as 47.9 Hz. This natural frequency is at 1 g and so in the centrifuge experiments 

at 50 g would manifest as a natural frequency of 0.96 Hz (prototype scale). 

 

Figure A.21 Diagram of the vertical LVDTs connected to the gantry and the potential for rotation of the 
LVDTs during dynamic horizontal excitation. 

 

Figure A.22 Example reading of an accelerometer on the top of a vertical LVDT during a 1 g impact test. 
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Figure A.23 Fourier Transform of an example accelerometer reading from the top of a vertical LVDT 
during a 1 g impact test showing the natural frequency of vibration of the vertical LVDTs. 

Using the horizontal natural frequency of vibration of the LVDT, the torsional stiffness of the 

lateral gantry component could be calculated using Equation (A.1): 

 = 4  (A.1) 

where KT is the torsional stiffness of the gantry component, fT is the horizontal natural 

frequency of the LVDT, mLVDT is  the mass of the LVDT (approximately 0.3 kg),  and hLVDT is 

the height of the centre-of-mass of the LVDT above the connection to the gantry component as 

shown in Figure A.21. Given that the applied torque of the LVDT (TLVDT) is calculated using 

Equation  (A.2),  the  rotation  of  the  LVDT  ( LVDT) can be calculated as a function of the 

horizontal acceleration of the LVDT (aLVDT) as per Equation (A.3): 

 = . .  (A.2) 

 
=

1
4

.  
(A.3) 

Considering that in the dynamic centrifuge experiments the foundation displaced vertically 

only a couple of millimetres at the most (at model scale) above and below the resting position 

indicated in Figure A.21, the average potential difference in vertical displacement 

measurements  due  to  the  vibration  of  the  LVDT  could  be  calculated  using  the  height  of  the  

LVDT connection to the gantry above foundation platform (84.4 mm). Using the calculated 
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rotation for a given acceleration and the height of the LVDT connection above the foundation 

platform, the average potential difference in vertical displacement measurements due to the 

rotation of the vertical LVDTs is plotted in Figure A.24. Note that all calculations were done at 

model scale and then scaled to prototype scale for presentation in the plot. The range of LVDT 

acceleration presented in Figure A.24 represents the range of accelerations in the centrifuge 

experiments. 

 

Figure A.24 Average potential difference in LVDT vertical displacement measurements of the foundation 
for a given level of gantry acceleration at prototype scale due to rotation of the LVDT. 

The acceleration of the LVDTs in the centrifuge experiments presented in Chapter 4 and 

Chapter 5 of this Thesis could be calculated using the measured acceleration of the top of the 

ESB  box  and  by  assuming  the  LVDT  had  an  equivalent  SDOF  response  at  the  natural  

frequency measured from the impact tests discussed previously. Figure A.25 presents plots of 

the measured acceleration time history of the top of the ESB box and the calculated 

acceleration of the equivalent SDOF representation of the vertical LVDTs in the 0.75 g Ricker 

wavelet experiments on the three main building models. Damping of 5% was assumed in the 

equivalent SDOF calculations. The acceleration of the LVDTs in the 7 storey model 

experiment is amplified from the acceleration of the top of the ESB box because the peak 

frequency  of  the  input  motion  was  close  to  the  natural  frequency  of  the  LVDTs whereas  the  

acceleration of the LVDTs in the 3 storey model experiments is attenuated from that of the top 

of the ESB box. This means the difference in LVDT measurements from actual vertical 

displacement of the foundation were most significant for the 7 storey model. 
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Figure A.25 Horizontal acceleration of the top of the ESB box and the calculated LVDT acceleration 
assuming an equivalent SDOF response (5% damped) for the experiments on the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, 

and (c) 7 storey models subjected to the 0.75 g Ricker wavelet. 

The calculated acceleration of the LVDTs could then be used to calculate the average potential 

difference  in  vertical  displacement  measurements  from  the  LVDTs  in  the  experiments  as  

discussed above. Figure A.26 presents measured and corrected vertical LVDT displacements 

for the three main building models subjected to the 0.75 g Ricker wavelet. The plots show that 

overall the response measured by the vertical LVDT is not significantly different when 

corrected  for  potential  rotation  of  the  LVDT.  For  the  7  storey  model  the  difference  at  peak  

displacement was approximately 9 mm and for the 5 storey model the difference at the peak 

displacement was approximately 2 mm, in a peak measured displacement of approximately 80 

mm in both cases. 

From the preceding analysis, any discrepancy in vertical foundation displacement 

measurements from the LVDTs due to potential vibration of the gantry appears to be 

insignificant. Therefore the vertical LVDTs appear to provide a direct measurement of 

foundation displacement. 
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Figure A.26 Measured vertical displacement on the edge of the foundation of the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, 
and (c) 7 storey models in the 0.75 g Ricker wavelet experiments compared with a corrected displacement 

that allows for potential rotation of the LVDT during dynamic shaking. 

Vertical foundation displacement and rotation from

accelerometers

The LVDT vibration analysis in the previous section identified potential uncertainty between 

measured and actual vertical foundation displacement, even though the extent of the difference 

appears to be small. Therefore, it is worthwhile investigating the displacement integrated from 

the vertical accelerometers placed on the foundation to identify whether they provide more 

accurate foundation displacement measurements. To do this, the double integrated vertical 

accelerometer measurements were compared with the vertical LVDT measurements directly 

and by comparing foundation rotation calculations from both.  

Figure A.27 presents comparative plots of vertical displacement of opposite sides of the 

foundation using LVDT measurements and double integrated accelerometer measurements for 

the three main building models subjected to the 0.75 g Ricker wavelet. The vertical 

accelerometer in the same location as the LVDT was compared in the plots. The double 

integrated accelerometer displacements are considerably smaller than those measured by the 

vertical LVDTs for all of the models. In the 3 and 5 storey model experiments, the peak double 

integrated accelerometer measurements are approximately half those measured by the LVDTs, 

taking account of the residual displacement measured by the LVDTs but which was not 

captured in the double integrated accelerometer measurements. In the 7 storey model 
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experiment, the peak displacement double integrated from the accelerometers is considerably 

smaller than the LVDT displacement and is even smaller than the double integrated vertical 

foundation  displacement  in  the  3  storey  model  experiment.  Also,  the  shape  of  the  double  

integrated accelerometer vertical foundation displacement is sometimes not consistent with the 

shape of the Ricker wavelet input motions whereas the shape of the LVDT measurements seem 

appropriate. 

 

Figure A.27 Foundation vertical displacement for the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey models in 
the 0.75 g Ricker wavelet experiments determined from LVDTs (left) and double integrated from 

accelerometers (right) located at the edges of the foundation. 

Figure A.28 compares vertical LVDT and double integrated vertical accelerometer foundation 

rotation during the 0.75 g Ricker wavelet experiments on the three main building models 

calculated using measurements on opposite sides of the foundation. This provides a direct 

comparison because it removes any discrepancy from miss alignment of the accelerometers and 

LVDTs. The foundation rotation from the double integrated accelerometers is considerably less 

than that from the LVDTs. As with the vertical displacement measurements, the rotation from 

the double integrated accelerometers is close to half of the rotation from the LVDTs for the 3 
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storey and 5 storey models. The double integrated accelerometer rotation of the 7 storey is 

considerably less than the LVDT rotation. 

 

Figure A.28 Comparison of foundation rotation calculated from vertical LVDTs and double integrated 
vertical accelerometers at the edges of the foundation for the (a) 3 storey, (b) 5 storey, and (c) 7 storey 

models subjected to the 0.75 g Ricker wavelet. 

The large difference between double integrated accelerometer displacement and LVDT 

displacement means that a choice has to be made regarding the appropriate measurement to use 

when analysing the centrifuge experiments. The LVDTs are the most attractive because they 

provide: 

 Direct displacement measurements; 

 Measurement of residual displacement; and 

 A peak response that appears to be consistent with the shape of the Ricker wavelet input 

motions. 
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However, the vibration of the LVDTs has been shown to have had a small influence on the 

vertical displacement measurements. This may suggest that the double integrated 

accelerometer displacements would be more reliable. However, the potential discrepancy in the 

calculated displacement from the vertical LVDTs was not as significant as the difference 

between the LVDT measurements and the double integrated accelerometer displacement 

measurements. Furthermore, there are a number of concerns with the double integrated vertical 

accelerometer measurements including: 

 Double integration of the accelerometers required filtering out the low frequency content in 

order to remove static wander. This meant that residual displacements could not be 

captured  by  the  accelerometers,  which  was  potentially  a  significant  component  of  the  

vertical displacement of the foundation; and 

 The limits of the accelerometers were +-70 g and at the centrifuge acceleration of 50 g 

these instruments would be operating near the limit of accurate recording. The vertical 

accelerometers may have had nonlinear response at this level of acceleration. 

Rotational displacement calculations

A separate method of calculating foundation rotational displacement was used to help decide 

the most appropriate foundation vertical displacement measurement. It was found that the 

horizontal accelerometer at the base of the soil in the centrifuge experiments closely matched 

the theoretical input acceleration in the Ricker wavelet experiments, as shown in Figure A.4. 

The double integrated horizontal displacement from this accelerometer also reasonably 

matched the theoretical input displacement. Therefore, the double integrated horizontal 

accelerometers on the structure were used to back calculate foundation rotation and compare 

with the rotation calculated from double integrated vertical accelerometers as well as vertical 

LVDTs.  

As shown in Figure A.29, the total horizontal displacement of a SDOF structure (u) is 

comprised of the structural displacement (us), the foundation horizontal displacement (uh), and 

the foundation rotation component (he ). In the centrifuge experiments the total displacement 

could be calculated from double integration of the horizontal accelerometer on the top of the 

structure, the structural displacement could be calculated from the strain gauge at the base of 

the column and the known dimensions of the column, and the foundation horizontal 

displacement could be calculated from the double integrated horizontal accelerometer on the 
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foundation. Note that the accelerations were converted to relative acceleration by subtracting 

the free-field acceleration measured in the accelerometer at the soil surface away from the 

model before double integrating to calculate relative displacement. Thus, the rotation of the 

foundation could be back calculated using Equation (A.4), which is a rearranged version of 

Equation (2.15): 

 =  (A.4) 

 

Figure A.29 Components of horizontal displacement of a SDOF structure on a shallow foundation subject 
to horizontal excitation (Pender, 2011). 

Comparison  of  the  back  calculated  rotation  explained  above  with  the  LVDT  and  double  

integrated vertical accelerometer foundation rotation is presented in Figure A.30, Figure A.31, 

and Figure A.32 for the 7, 5, and 3 storey building models, respectively, subjected to the 0.75 g 

Ricker wavelet. The peak rotation back calculated from the horizontal accelerometers and the 

strain gauge matches very closely to the LVDT rotation for the 7 and 5 storey models.  The 3 

storey model has larger back calculated rotation than the LVDTs, however, this can possibly be 

explained by the lack of sliding displacement captured by the double integrated horizontal 

accelerometers, which is likely to be a significant component of horizontal displacement for the 

short  3 storey model and likely to be less significant for the taller 5 and 7 storey models that  

are more likely to rock than slide. 
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Figure A.30 Comparison of foundation rotation calculated using a back calculated method with rotation 
calculated using LVDTs and vertical accelerometers for the 7 storey model subjected to the 0.75 g Ricker 

wavelet. 

 

Figure A.31 Comparison of foundation rotation calculated using a back calculated method with rotation 
calculated using LVDTs and vertical accelerometers for the 5 storey model subjected to the 0.75 g Ricker 

wavelet. 
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Figure A.32 Comparison of foundation rotation calculated using a back calculated method with rotation 
calculated using LVDTs and vertical accelerometers for the 3 storey model subjected to the 0.75 g Ricker 

wavelet. 

Considering all of the details presented regarding the most appropriate foundation 

displacement measurements, it is concluded that the LVDTs provide the most appropriate 

measurements of foundation vertical displacement and a combination of double integrated 

accelerometers and LVDTs are most appropriate for horizontal foundation displacement. 

Conclusions

This Appendix has presented details on the processing of centrifuge experimental data and, in 

particular, the calculation of foundation displacements. The following conclusions can be 

made: 

 The initial filtering of the Ricker wavelets for application on the shaker in the centrifuge 

experiments caused additional cyclic motions that reduces the snapback test analogy and 

means that free vibration response of the structure cannot be assumed until after these 

additional motions dissipate. In the Ricker wavelet experimental results presented in 

Chapter 5, the additional vibrations observed after the main pulse are thought to be 

associated with these additional cyclic motions; 
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 Filtering of the experimental results was undertaken to remove unwanted noise and static 

wander, and comparison of the raw results with the filtered results at the presented cut-off 

frequencies in Table A.1 showed that the important aspects of the records were captured in 

the filtered results; and 

 LVDTs have been interpreted to provide the most appropriate measurements of foundation 

vertical displacement and a combination of double integrated accelerometers and LVDTs 

provide the most appropriate measurement of horizontal foundation displacement, given 

the consideration of contact of the LVDT with the foundation, vibration of the LVDTs 

during dynamic shaking, and comparison of LVDT and double integrated accelerometer 

displacements. 
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Appendix B Examples of OpenSEES SFSI Spring-bed

Numerical Modelling Input Files

Model File:

# SFSI spring-bed modelling of the 5 storey centrifuge model 
 
# units: kN, m 
 
# Remove existing model 
wipe all 
 
# Acceleration due to gravity (m/s^2) 
set g 9.81 
# Pi 
set pi 3.141593 
 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Foundation geometry 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# Width of foundation 
set B 8.0 
# Length of foundation 
set L 8.0 
 
# Number of foundation elements 
set nEleFound 80 
 
# Foundation element length 
set eleSize [expr $B/$nEleFound] 
 
# Number of total foundation nodes 
set nNodeFound [expr 1 + $nEleFound] 
 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Create foundation spring nodes 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# Spring nodes created with 2 dimensions and 2 degrees of freedom 
model BasicBuilder -ndm 2 -ndf 2 
 
# Counter to determine number of foundation nodes 
set count 0 
 
# Create spring nodes 
for {set i 1} {$i <= $nNodeFound} {incr i} { 
    # x-coordinates of nodes depends on foundation width 
    set xCoord [expr $eleSize*($i - 1)] 
    # only create spring nodes over width of foundation 
    if {$xCoord <= $B} { 
        node $i $xCoord 0.00 
            node [expr $i+100] $xCoord 0.00 
        set count [expr $count+1] 
    } 
} 
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puts "Finished creating all spring nodes..." 
 
# Spring node fixities 
for {set i 1} {$i <= $nNodeFound} {incr i} { 
    fix $i 1 1 
    fix [expr $i+100] 0 0 
} 
 
puts "Finished creating all spring node fixities..." 
 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Soil properties 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# Soil unit weight (kN/m^3) 
set gamma  17 
 
# Soil friction angle (degrees) 
set phi 39.0 
 
# Relative density of sand 
set Dr 0.83 
 
# Soil Poisson's Ratio (assumed) 
set v 0.3 
 
# Soil small strain shear modulus (kPa) 
set Gmax [expr (50*$Dr+88.8)*1000] 
 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Foundation elastic stiffness (calculated independently) 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# Modification factor for reducing stiffness values (1 for small strain) 
set beta 0.15 
set betaH 0.15 
 
# Foundation vertical stiffness (kN/m) 
set Kv [expr 3380354.2857*$beta] 
 
# Foundation horizontal lateral stiffness (kN/m) 
set Khlat [expr 2759294.1176*$betaH] 
 
# Foundation horizontal longitudinal stiffness (kN/m) 
set Khlong [expr 2759294.1176*$betaH] 
 
# Foundation rotational lateral stiffness (kNm/rad) 
set Krlat [expr 42664010.8103*$beta] 
 
# Foundation rotational longitudinal stiffness (kNm/rad) 
set Krlong [expr 41783759.4231*$beta] 
 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Foundation elastic radiation dashpot (calculated independently) 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# Vertical dashpot parameter (kN.s/m) 
set Cv [expr 42304.6281*$beta] 
 
# Horizontal dashpot parameter (kN.s/m) 
set Ch [expr 24322.284*$betaH] 
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# Rotational dashpot parameter (kN.s/m) 
set Cr [expr 1621.4856*$beta] 
 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Create spring material objects 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# Uniform vertical elastic spring stiffness 
set Kvspring [expr $Kv/$nEleFound] 
 
# Uniform vertical dashpot parameter 
set Cvspring [expr $Cv/$nEleFound] 
 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Vertical springs - QzSimple1 spring 
 
# Bearing capacity of raft foundation (kN) (calculated independently) 
set Qc 270427.769 
# Reduction factor for bearing capacity 
set QF 0.07 
 
# Ultimate capacity and displacement parameter for vertical springs 
set qult [expr $Qc*$QF/$nEleFound] 
set z50 [expr 1.39*$qult/$Kvspring] 
 
# Vertical spring - with end springs having half the stiffness 
uniaxialMaterial QzSimple1 1 2 [expr $qult/2] $z50 0.0 [expr $Cvspring/2] 
 
for {set i 2} {$i <= [expr $nNodeFound-1]} {incr i 1} { 
    uniaxialMaterial QzSimple1 $i 2 $qult $z50 0.0 $Cvspring 
} 
 
uniaxialMaterial QzSimple1 $nNodeFound 2 [expr $qult/2] $z50 0.0 [expr 
$Cvspring/2] 
 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Horizontal springs - TzSimple1 only 
 
# Frictional capacity between raft foundation and sand (calculated 
independently) 
set tc 2260.4948 
# Reduction factor for frictional capacity 
set betaT 0.57 
 
# Ultimate capacity and displacement parameter for horizontal sliding spring 
set tult [expr $tc*$betaT] 
set z50t [expr 2.05*$tult/$Khlong] 
 
# Tz Horizontal spring 
uniaxialMaterial TzSimple1 101 2 $tult $z50t $Ch 
 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Create zero length elements 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# Vertical spring elements 
for {set i 1} {$i <= [expr $nNodeFound]} {incr i} { 
    element zeroLength $i $i [expr $i+100] -mat $i -dir 2 
} 
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# Horizontal spring element  
element zeroLength 101 1 101 -mat 101 -dir 1 
 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
#  Create foundation nodes 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# Foundation nodes created with 2 dimensions and 3 degrees of freedom 
model BasicBuilder -ndm 2 -ndf 3 
 
# Create foundation nodes 
for {set i 1} {$i <= $nNodeFound} {incr i} { 
   # x-coordinates of nodes depend on element length 
    set xCoord [expr $eleSize*($i - 1)] 
  
    node [expr $i+200] $xCoord 0.00 
} 
 
puts "Finished creating all foundation nodes..." 
 
# Create coordinate-transformation object - 2D problem 
geomTransf Linear 1 
 
# Foundation node fixities - free in the x, y and rotational directions 
for {set i 1} {$i <= [expr $nNodeFound]} {incr i} { 
    fix [expr $i+200] 0 0 0 
} 
puts "Finished creating all foundation node fixities..." 
 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
#  Add mass to foundation nodes - evenly distributed 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# Mass of foundation 
set mf 177.8 
 
# Horizontal mass with end nodes having half the mass 
mass 201 [expr ($mf/$nEleFound)/2] 0.0 0.0 
 
for {set i 2} {$i <= [expr $nNodeFound-1]} {incr i 1} { 
    mass [expr $i+200] [expr $mf/$nEleFound] 0.0 0.0 
} 
 
mass [expr $nNodeFound+200] [expr ($mf/$nEleFound)/2] 0.0 0.0 
 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
#  Define equal dof between foundation and spring nodes 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
for {set i 1} {$i <= $nNodeFound} {incr i} { 
  
    equalDOF [expr $i+200] [expr $i+100] 1 2 
} 
puts "Finished creating all equal degrees of freedom..." 
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#-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
#  Foundation section 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# Foundation cross sectional area (m^2) 
set A 6.4 
# Young's Modulus of aluminium (kPa) 
set Ealu 70.0e6 
# Second moment of area of the foundation (m^4) 
set Iz 0.3413 
 
# Elastic foundation sections  
for {set i 1} {$i <= $nEleFound} {incr i} { 
    element elasticBeamColumn [expr $i+200] [expr $i+200] [expr $i+201] $A 
$Ea $Iz 1 
} 
puts "Finished creating all Foundation elements..." 
 
# Make foundation nodes have equal rotation so that it is rigid 
for {set i 1} {$i <= $nEleFound} {incr i} { 
    equalDOF [expr $i+200] [expr $i+201] 3 
} 
 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Structure input parameters (prototype) 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# Lumped mass (Tonnes) 
set me 190.9 
 
# Height of lumped mass (m) 
set he 11.9 
 
# Column external dimension (m) 
set dc 1.31 
# Column removed circle radius (m) 
set rc 0.3875 
# Column cross sectional area (m2) 
set Acol [expr pow($dc,2) - $pi*(pow($rc,2))] 
# Column second moment of area (m4) 
set Izcol [expr pow($dc,4)/12 - $pi*(pow($rc,4))/4] 
 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
#  Define column - node, element and connection to centre of foundation 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# Create the column 
node 301 [expr $L/2] $he 
 
fix 301 0 0 0 
 
mass 301 $me 0.0 0.0 
 
element elasticBeamColumn 301 [expr ($nEleFound/2+1)+200] 301 $Acol $Ealu 
$Izcol 1 
 
puts "Finished creating column..." 
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#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
#  Create recorders 
#--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# Displacement of the lumped mass 
recorder Node -file StrucDispSFSI.out -time -node 301 -dof 1 2 disp 
# Acceleration of the lumped mass 
recorder Node -file StrucAccelSFSI.out -time -node 301 -dof 1 2 accel 
 
#Forces in the column 
recorder Element -file ColumnForcesSFSI.out -time -ele 301 force 
 
# Displacement of the foundation nodes 
recorder Node -file FoundDispSFSI.out -precision 8  -time  -nodeRange 201 
[expr 200+$nNodeFound]  -dof 1 2 3 disp 
 
# Reaction forces in vertical springs 
recorder Node -file SpringForceSFSI.out -precision 8 -time -nodeRange 1 
$nNodeFound -dof 2 reaction 
 
# Reaction forces in horizontal spring 
recorder Node -file HorzSpringForceSFSI.out -precision 8 -time -node 1 -dof 
1 reaction 

Gravity Load File:

# SFSI spring-bed modelling of the 5 storey centrifuge model - Gravity Load 
 
# Set gravity loads for the structure and foundation nodes - mass*gravity 
pattern Plain 1 Linear { 
   load 301 0.0 [expr -$me*$g] 0.0 
   load 201 0.0 [expr -($mf*$g/$nEleFound)/2] 0.0 
   for {set i 2} {$i <= [expr $nNodeFound-1]} {incr i 1} { 
    load [expr $i+200] 0.0 [expr -$mf*$g/$nEleFound] 0.0 
    } 
   load [expr $nNodeFound+200] 0.0 [expr -($mf*$g/$nEleFound)/2] 0.0 
} 
 
# Create the analysis 
constraints Transformation 
numberer RCM 
system BandGeneral 
test NormDispIncr 1.0e-6 100 
algorithm Newton 
integrator LoadControl 0.1 
analysis Static 
 
# Run the analysis 
analyze 10 
loadConst -time 0.0 
 
puts "Finished Gravity Load Analysis..." 
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Pushover Analysis File:

# SFSI spring-bed modelling of the 5 storey centrifuge model - Static 
Pushover analysis 
 
# Set the pushover loading 
pattern Plain 2 Linear { 
  load 301 500.0 0.0 0.0 
} 
 
# Run the analysis 
integrator DisplacementControl 301 1 0.003 
analyze 100 
 
wipe 

Ricker Wavelet Time History Analysis File:

# SFSI spring-bed modelling of the 5 storey centrifuge model – Ricker 
wavelet time history analysis 
 
# Set input motion and time step 
set AIn "5Storey50g_BelowFoundation_R58a.txt" 
set dt 0.0083 
 
# Create the input acceleration time series 
set accelSeries "Series -dt $dt -filePath $AIn -factor 9.81"; 
pattern UniformExcitation 2 1 -accel $accelSeries 
 
# Set the damping factors (5% damping calculated independently) 
rayleigh 0.6096 0.0041 0. 0. 
 
# Create the analysis 
wipeAnalysis 
constraints Plain 
numberer RCM 
system UmfPack 
test NormDispIncr 1.0e-5 100 
algorithm Newton 
integrator Newmark 0.5 0.25  
analysis Transient 
 
# Run the analysis 
analyze [expr round(40/($dt/10))] [expr $dt/10] 
 
wipe 

Christchurch Earthquake Time History Analysis File:

# SFSI spring-bed modelling of the 5 storey centrifuge model – Christchurch 
Earthquake time history analysis 
 
# Set input motion and time step 
set AIn "5Storey50g_BelowFoundation_CBGS.txt" 
set dt 0.0083 
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# Create the input acceleration time series 
set accelSeries "Series -dt $dt -filePath $AIn -factor 9.81"; 
pattern UniformExcitation 2 1 -accel $accelSeries 
 
# Set the damping factors (5% damping calculated independently) 
rayleigh 0.6096 0.0041 0. 0. 
 
# Create the analysis 
wipeAnalysis 
constraints Plain 
numberer RCM 
system UmfPack 
test NormDispIncr 1.0e-5 10 
algorithm Newton 
integrator Newmark 0.5 0.25  
analysis Transient 
 
# Run the analysis 
analyze [expr round(40/($dt/10))] [expr $dt/10] 
 
wipe 
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Appendix C Equivalent SDOF Period and Damping
Table C.1 Equivalent SDOF period from centrifuge experiments and the calculated equivalent period ratio. 

Model Experiment 

Spectral 

Acceleration 

at fixed base 

period (g) 

Fixed base 

structural 

period (Ts) 

(seconds) 

Equivalent 

SDOF 

period ( ) 

(seconds) 

Equivalent 

period ratio 

( /Ts) 

3 Storey 0.1 g Ricker 0.43 0.31 0.68 2.19 

3 Storey 0.24 g Ricker 1.09 0.31 0.77 2.48 

3 Storey 0.3 g Ricker 1.43 0.31 0.79 2.55 

3 Storey 0.49 g Ricker 1.68 0.31 0.81 2.61 

3 Storey 0.75 g Ricker 1.56 0.31 0.83 2.68 

3 Storey 
CHHC Christchurch 

Earthquake 
1.75 0.31 0.8 2.58 

3 Storey 
CBGS Christchurch 

Earthquake 
1.48 0.31 0.81 2.61 

3 Storey 
CCCC Christchurch 

Earthquake 
1.00 0.31 0.79 2.55 

5 Storey 0.1 g Ricker 0.32 0.52 0.94 1.81 

5 Storey 0.19 g Ricker 0.60 0.52 1.02 1.96 

5 Storey 0.38 g Ricker 1.35 0.52 1.15 2.21 

5 Storey 0.58 g Ricker 2.27 0.52 1.24 2.38 

5 Storey 0.75 g Ricker 2.71 0.52 1.33 2.56 

5 Storey 
CHHC Christchurch 

Earthquake 
0.96 0.52 1.13 2.17 

5 Storey 
CBGS Christchurch 

Earthquake 
1.50 0.52 1.15 2.21 

5 Storey 
CCCC Christchurch 

Earthquake 
1.29 0.52 1.21 2.33 

7 Storey 0.1 g Ricker 0.26 0.73 1.64 2.25 
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7 Storey 0.16 g Ricker 0.42 0.73 1.62 2.22 

7 Storey 0.3 g Ricker 0.92 0.73 1.75 2.40 

7 Storey 0.32 g Ricker 1.20 0.73 1.78 2.44 

7 Storey 0.49 g Ricker 1.89 0.73 1.82 2.49 

7 Storey 0.75 g Ricker 2.91 0.73 1.98 2.71 

7 Storey 
CHHC Christchurch 

Earthquake 
0.85 0.73 1.68 2.30 

7 Storey 
CBGS Christchurch 

Earthquake 
0.68 0.73 1.62 2.22 

7 Storey 
CCCC Christchurch 

Earthquake 
1.00 0.73 1.66 2.27 

7 Storey 

Basement 
0.1 g Ricker 0.26 0.73 1.83 2.51 

7 Storey 

Basement 
0.16 g Ricker 0.48 0.73 1.72 2.36 

7 Storey 

Basement 
0.3 g Ricker 0.89 0.73 1.79 2.45 

7 Storey 

Basement 
0.32 g Ricker 1.03 0.73 1.86 2.55 

7 Storey 

Basement 
0.49 g Ricker 1.49 0.73 1.94 2.66 

7 Storey 

Basement 
0.75 g Ricker 2.53 0.73 1.98 2.71 

7 Storey 

Basement 

CHHC Christchurch 

Earthquake 
0.64 0.73 1.96 2.68 

7 Storey 

Basement 

CBGS Christchurch 

Earthquake 
0.53 0.73 2.15 2.95 

7 Storey 

Basement 

CCCC Christchurch 

Earthquake 
0.96 0.73 2.01 2.75 
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Table C.2 Equivalent SDOF damping ratio from the centrifuge experiments and equivalent foundation 
damping factor. 

Model Experiment 

Equivalent 

SDOF 

damping 

ratio ( ) 

Equivalent 

foundation 

damping 

factor ( 0) 

3 Storey 0.1 g Ricker 0.12 0.115 

3 Storey 0.24 g Ricker 0.11 0.107 

3 Storey 0.3 g Ricker 0.1 0.097 

3 Storey 0.49 g Ricker 0.12 0.117 

3 Storey 0.75 g Ricker 0.13 0.127 

3 Storey 
CHHC Christchurch 

Earthquake 
0.1 0.097 

3 Storey 
CBGS Christchurch 

Earthquake 
0.1 0.097 

3 Storey 
CCCC Christchurch 

Earthquake 
0.1 0.097 

5 Storey 0.1 g Ricker 0.1 0.092 

5 Storey 0.19 g Ricker 0.12 0.113 

5 Storey 0.38 g Ricker 0.12 0.115 

5 Storey 0.58 g Ricker 0.13 0.126 

5 Storey 0.75 g Ricker 0.16 0.157 

5 Storey 
CHHC Christchurch 

Earthquake 
0.1 0.095 

5 Storey 
CBGS Christchurch 

Earthquake 
0.11 0.105 

5 Storey 
CCCC Christchurch 

Earthquake 
0.09 0.086 

7 Storey 0.1 g Ricker 0.12 0.116 

7 Storey 0.16 g Ricker 0.1 0.095 
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7 Storey 0.3 g Ricker 0.08 0.076 

7 Storey 0.32 g Ricker 0.07 0.067 

7 Storey 0.49 g Ricker 0.06 0.057 

7 Storey 0.75 g Ricker 0.08 0.077 

7 Storey 
CHHC Christchurch 

Earthquake 
0.09 0.086 

7 Storey 
CBGS Christchurch 

Earthquake 
0.09 0.085 

7 Storey 
CCCC Christchurch 

Earthquake 
0.09 0.086 

7 Storey 

Basement 
0.1 g Ricker 0.11 0.107 

7 Storey 

Basement 
0.16 g Ricker 0.09 0.086 

7 Storey 

Basement 
0.3 g Ricker 0.08 0.077 

7 Storey 

Basement 
0.32 g Ricker 0.07 0.067 

7 Storey 

Basement 
0.49 g Ricker 0.08 0.077 

7 Storey 

Basement 
0.75 g Ricker 0.05 0.047 

7 Storey 

Basement 

CHHC Christchurch 

Earthquake 
0.1 0.097 

7 Storey 

Basement 

CBGS Christchurch 

Earthquake 
0.08 0.078 

7 Storey 

Basement 

CCCC Christchurch 

Earthquake 
0.08 0.078 
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Table C.3 Equivalent period ratio beta factor as defined in Equation (7.7) and design values. 

Model Experiment 

Equivalent 

period ratio 

( /Ts) 

Beta factor 

) 

Design Beta 

factor 

Design 

equivalent 

period ratio 

3 Storey 0.1 g Ricker 2.19 0.021 0.056 1.84 

3 Storey 0.24 g Ricker 2.48 0.015 0.052 1.89 

3 Storey 0.3 g Ricker 2.55 0.014 0.042 2.05 

3 Storey 0.49 g Ricker 2.61 0.014 0.039 2.10 

3 Storey 0.75 g Ricker 2.68 0.013 0.03 2.34 

3 Storey 
CHHC Christchurch 

Earthquake 
2.58 0.014 0.02 2.77 

3 Storey 
CBGS Christchurch 

Earthquake 
2.61 0.014 0.041 2.06 

3 Storey 
CCCC Christchurch 

Earthquake 
2.55 0.014 0.038 2.13 

5 Storey 0.1 g Ricker 1.81 0.046 0.041 2.06 

5 Storey 0.19 g Ricker 1.96 0.037 0.053 1.73 

5 Storey 0.38 g Ricker 2.21 0.027 0.043 1.86 

5 Storey 0.58 g Ricker 2.38 0.022 0.031 2.10 

5 Storey 0.75 g Ricker 2.56 0.019 0.021 2.46 

5 Storey 
CHHC Christchurch 

Earthquake 
2.17 0.028 0.017 2.69 

5 Storey 
CBGS Christchurch 

Earthquake 
2.21 0.027 0.027 2.22 

5 Storey 
CCCC Christchurch 

Earthquake 
2.33 0.024 0.025 2.29 

7 Storey 0.1 g Ricker 2.25 0.033 0.022 2.41 

7 Storey 0.16 g Ricker 2.22 0.034 0.055 1.56 

7 Storey 0.3 g Ricker 2.40 0.028 0.038 1.75 
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7 Storey 0.32 g Ricker 2.44 0.027 0.031 1.88 

7 Storey 0.49 g Ricker 2.49 0.026 0.021 2.18 

7 Storey 0.75 g Ricker 2.71 0.021 0.016 2.43 

7 Storey 
CHHC Christchurch 

Earthquake 
2.30 0.031 0.018 2.31 

7 Storey 
CBGS Christchurch 

Earthquake 
2.22 0.034 0.022 2.14 

7 Storey 
CCCC Christchurch 

Earthquake 
2.27 0.032 0.016 2.43 

7 Storey 

Basement 
0.1 g Ricker 2.51 0.013 0.015 2.14 

7 Storey 

Basement 
0.16 g Ricker 2.36 0.015 0.014 2.19 

7 Storey 

Basement 
0.3 g Ricker 2.45 0.013 0.013 2.26 

7 Storey 

Basement 
0.32 g Ricker 2.55 0.012 0.012 2.33 

7 Storey 

Basement 
0.49 g Ricker 2.66 0.011 0.011 2.42 

7 Storey 

Basement 
0.75 g Ricker 2.71 0.011 0.008 2.77 

7 Storey 

Basement 

CHHC Christchurch 

Earthquake 
2.68 0.011 0.013 2.26 

7 Storey 

Basement 

CBGS Christchurch 

Earthquake 
2.95 0.009 0.013 2.26 

7 Storey 

Basement 

CCCC Christchurch 

Earthquake 
2.75 0.010 0.013 2.26 
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